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ADVANCED SURVEILLANCE

lntroduction to
Advanced

Surveillance

Three years ago, I wrote and published 'Covert Surveillance' as a basic manual
of surveillance training. The book has been immensely popular within the securityindustry, with copies being distributed to many liw enforcement agencies,investigators, security consultants and various military units all over the world.since it's publication, over three thousand copies have been sold.

The reasons for producing this second and more advanced book are many. some
readers considered that the first book was too basic and wanted rnore 

"orpr"_hensive information on techniques and methods and so these have now been
included. All of the chapters have been rewritten and extended, which includes
plenty of more detailed information and there are also new chapters concerning;
Legal Aspects, Anti and counter surveillance, Video photography and alslo
Technical or Electronic Surveillance.

Within the last two years in the United Kingdom, we have seen the introduction ofthe Human Rights Act 1998 and more importantly the Regulation of lnvestigatory
Powers Act 2000. At.the time of writing, these laws oo iot direcly concern theprivate sector surveillance operator. However, if you are from a government
enforcement agency or public body (or a private in-dividuat sub-coniracted by apublic body) you should be aware of these regulations and procedures and howthey relate to surveillance operations.

Surveillance work is still a growing business. ln the UK there is no legal requirement
to be licensed to operate as a surveillance operator or as a privatJinvesiigator. A



INTRODUCTION

number of security and trade organisations are currently lobbying the government
to introduce licensing, something that is desperately needed to bring the security
industry up to a professional standard by training and vetting.

This book is not only aimed at the person who is new to surveillance but also to
those experienced operators who require a reference book and training manual.
Surveillance cannot be taught and learnt by reading a book alone; it is a skillthat
requires the correct teaching and plenty of practice and experience.

Although an advanced training manual, this book is by no means complete as
there are still some covert methods and techniques that have been deliberately
left out which may compromise surveillance operations by their inclusion. All the
methods and techniques mentioned here in this book are already 'out there' in
the public domain, either by written material, on the internet, featured on
television or appeared in films.

Covert Surveillance is a means of gathering evidence and information. lt is a skillwhen
put to good use, can provide the investigator with vital information when other avenues
have failed. lt therefore follows, that careful planning and preparation must take place
before hand and surveillance should not be entered into lightly. Any course of action
taken during a surveillance could be made available to the courts as part of advance
disclosure if it is a legal issue that you are investigating.

Surveillance can be either from a static point, on foot or from a vehicle. ln most
cases a combination of all three is usually the case with the target even possibly
taking public transport.

Everyone in the surveillance team has an important role to play, none less than
the person who is actually watching the activity and reporting on it to the rest of
the team. He or she is the eyes and ears of the surveillance and is in effect
painting a picture. The more accurate the description, the better the evidence
and the better response from the team as a whole. The most important factor for
any surveillance team is communication. Without any form of communication
between the team members (such as radios) you will have no surveillance team.
As far as surveillance equipment is concerned, your radio sets are probably the
most important asset that you will have in addition to your camera.

Prior to carrying out a surveillance, it is up to the investigator to educate and
convince the client for the need of two or more operators to do the job properly.
Although more expensive, it is cheaper in the long term and your evidence will
be that much better. You should certainly highlight the problems that will be
encountered when operating on your own such as; losing the target in traffic
and/or having a compromise, which could cause embarrassment to yourself and
consequently to your client.

U



ADVANCED SURVEILLANCE

Due to requests, r have incruded a section on ,singre handed surveiilance, butstrongly recommend that this is not _carried out, especiaily by the novice.However, even as part of a team, you wiil often find yourserf on your own with noback up and so having.,to operate on your own for a period of time is inevitable.Acting as a team, surveitance is 'imposeo'on a target o..ii *n* on your own a targetis'followed'and there is a vast difference betrareerithe tno ur il.,i, t;;t;;i'ffiff:
Throughout the manual I have referred to the surveillance Team and the surveil-lance operator. within the porice, Miritury, customs anJ otne,. EnforcementAgencies, surveillance.t::,T:. or$J or more operators can be used at any onetime' lt is appreciated that in tne d6Fi?nercial lnvestigation environment there arerestrictions in both,.cost and manpower and it may nit u" por.ibre or wise to usesuch a large surveillance team. However, I consider a team of three operators tobe sufficient for most practicartasks and it i. u tnfu" ;;., t#, thail have basedthe techniques and methods described in this book.

surveillance work is not all excitementl Very often the amount of time spent waitingfor something to happen far outweighs ihe amount of ti;; that the target isactive' Long periods of boredom and-frustration have to be overcome and thiscan only be achieved by personar disciprin" 
"no-"*ierience. A mobiresurveillance is not a'pursuit;with the need to oiive at excessirl aggressive speeds,

flfl:"Tr;ieni,.:;, 
,n a catm, retaxed, pioressionar rn"nn"i and most importanfly,

The surveiilance operator is often tasked to obtain evidence. This evidence maybe used in legal proceedings and the operator may have to give evidence incourt. The defence 10r prosecution) may attempt to discredit you, your evidenceand how it was obtained in order toassist their'case-Rs 
" 

ptoi"".ional you mustbe a credible witness and be able to juititv your actions 
"i 

lir tir". which meanskeeping within the raw., rf you are u.iinj on beharf of an Enforcement Agency orPublic Body, you shourd be a*are ot fte reg_isration rnJpro""oures regardingthe Regulation of lnvestigatory powersAct 2000.

There are no rules in surveillance. we cannot say that when a target comes to ahalt then .'this operator does this and another obes tnat;, 
"J "u"ry 

situation isdifferent. However, there are guiderines which herp ,r, t-#r. 
"re 

certainry thingsthat we should do and there a-re otfreis tnat we should not.

Everyone charged with carrying out investigations and undertaking a surveillancein order to obtain evioencel srroutJ-iino this book Loin intorrative andeducationar. surveiilance cannot be taught by reading a book arone. It is apractical subject that requires rearistic training, practice ;.r ;;.i of a1 experience.This book is a guide and referen"" i"*pport that training and practice.

ilI
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INTRODUCTION

A Word on Training

lf you wish to learn more and put
these skills into practice, then come
and see us on one of our training
courses. Over the past seven years
we have been successfully providing
surveillance training to many
individuals and organisations from

quite a diverse background. Essen-
tially there are two types of courses
that we run, those that are 'open'
where any paying member of the
public can attend and those that are
'closed'which are normally geared
to Public Bodies or Enforcement
Agencies where the paying public
are not permitted to attend.

Four Day Basic Foot and Mobile Surveillance Course

Our basic four day course is very practical in content and over the years we have
had students from various backgrounds, many ol which have had no experience
in the security industry but have used the course as a footing to enter into it.

Over the years we have trained:

Experienced Private lnvestigators
Novice Private lnvestigators
Close Protection Officers (Bodyguards)
UK Government Enforcement Agencies
lnstitute of Trading Standards
Environment Agency
Allied Foreign Military Units
Local Housing Authorities
Students with no security background
lnvestigative Journalists
Security Consultants
Researchers
Professional Witnesses

As far as surveillance training is concerned in the Police or Military, the courses
are run over a period of months, not days. we, or any other civilian training

Course students having a roadside debrief

IV



ADVANCED SURVEILLANCE

company could not be expected to provide this type of training on a budget thatyour average person could afford and so a fine line has to be drawi whencalculating costs and training time.

courses are normaily herd over a four-day period with up to eight students. Four daysis sufficient to teach and practiie the basics laiJ some advancedtechniques) for the student to go away and put into practice *tr"t n"rrr," has beentaught' All of the instructors are either former regular military, police or security servicewith a surveillance background. We also run two-week and four week advancedtraining courses for some specialist units and also a rural surveillance course thatconcentrates on all aspects of rural observation posts or Ops.

Unlike some security training courses, we do not carry out any type of physicartraining or the giving'of abusJto those who appear to be below standard. physical
training is a personal thing and so if the students want to go for a run or dotraining circuits, they can do so after the day's instruction. yor"Oo we scream andshout at slow rearners, if a student is weik on a subject he is brought up tospeed in a manner that is condusive to learning. The sfudent,s time 

",io 
rnon"yis better spent on rearning covert techniques than running up hills and beingverbally abused.

open courses are normally held at a training facility in west yorkshire for bothmen and women. lt is an obvious advantage to be able to drive a car but we havehad students on rhe courses that do not. inis does not 
"rur" "ny 

rear problemsas they can stiil carry 
-out 

every activity as the others, 
""""pt 

get behind thewheel of a car! Quite often couries are 
"herd 

at the crients,u"nu", especially forlarger security firms or Enforcement Agencies.

V



INTRODUCTION

The course content is quite heavy as you will see from the training programme
and some periods are spent in the classroom. This is unavoidable and essential
to teaching the basic tactics and procedures that will be later practised on the
street. We try to spend as much time as possible on the ground, be it on foot,
mobile surveillance exercises, or carrying out recces. Surveillance is a practical
subject and so you would not be expected to spend four days in a classroom.

We also provide all of the equipment, which includes covert radios, cameras,
vehicles and fuel, so all the student has to do is turn up on the day with plenty of
enthusiasm. By the end of the final exercise there is normally a good team spirit
and the course is actually working as an effective surveillance team, it is surprising
how steep the learning curve rises on the final day. ln addition, many students
meet like minded people and often 'network' and keep in touch after the course
has finished. We cannot and do not promtse any offer of employment after the
course but we can recommend particular investigation companies to approach.

The four day course covers everything described in this book and below is a
copy of the training programme.

One Day Electronics Surveillance Course

Another popular course is the one-day instruction on
electronic surveillance. The aims of the course are to:

. Give an insight to the techniques used by
the buggist

. Demonstrate how the devices operate and
their limitations

. Demonstrate the reality from the hype

. Provide knowledge of concealment
methods and how to avoid detection

. Provide knowledge of counter surveillance measures

. lmprovised bugging

. Teach how to set up covert video systems

. Provide knowledge of the respeclive law

. Provide details of suitable equipment suppliers

VI
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This is not specifically a course in Electronic surveiilance countermeasures (ECM)but rather the opposite which comprements training for the EcM speciarist. weteach the methods of how audio, uioeo, terephon€ inJ 
"orprter eavesdroppingtakes place. rf you are considering offering an ECM service to your crients, thenthis training is a must as a 'first s-tep' course prior to spending money on ECMequipment.

The course covers a variety of topics and is crammed with vitar information, asyou will see in the training programme.

Rural Surveillance Course

This specialised course concentrates on ail aspects of pranning and carrying outa surveiilance in a rurar op. camoufrage, concearment and starking is taught andpractised in a rurar setting and studenti are arso taught no*lo inr"rt, occupy andwork in an OP whilst being in uncomfortable conditions.

This course has been werr received by those enforcement agencies operating ina predominantly rural area and 
"ou"rs

. Planning, preparation and reconnaissance

. Camouflage and concealment

. Stalking

. Construction of a rural hide

. Map reading skills

. lnsertion, occupation and extraction
from rural Ops

. Stilt and video photography

. preservation of evidence

This course was designed for the need for carry_
ing out surveillance primarily from static ruiat Ops.

WI
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Prolessional Witness Training

This course has been attended by private investigators and local authority
housing officials that carry out surveillance in relation to anti-social behaviour
and nuisances on housing estates.

The course covers:

. Planning, preparation and reconnaissance

. Static surveillance methods

. Report and log writing

. Covert CCTV

. Preservation and continuation of evidence

. Eye wilness testimony

. Legal procedure (RIPA, PACE and CPIA)

Not only does the course teach urban static surveillance techniques but also
involves legislation relating to the recording of evidence that will be accepted by
the Court. References are made to the Regulation of lnvestigatory Powers Act
2000, Criminal Procedure and lnvestigations Act 1996 and the Police and Criminal
Evidence Act 1984.

ISS Training Ltd training venue in West Yorkshire

v!il
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Gourse Training programmes

Four Day Foot and Mobile Surveillance Course

Dav One - lntroducfion & Foot Surveillence

DAY LOCATION TIME EVENT

Dav I Class 0900-0930 Ooenino Adrlresq
Class 0930-1045 Intro To Surveillance

Rest Room 045- 100 Break
Class I 00- 200 Communications

Rest Room 230- 300 Lunch
Class 300- 415 F oof Srrrveillence'fo.ti^"

Trainins Area 415-l 630 Foot Surveillance Ptl
Class 630- I 700 De Brief & Finish

Dav Two - Foot Surveillance

DAY LOCATION TIME F VE'

Dart 2 Class & Area 0900-0930 Triooer Plrtfnmc
Class 0930-1030 Plannino & Recce' Renn*c

Rest Room l 030, I 045 Break
Class & Local Area I 045-l 200 Mobile Surveillance Tactics

Rest Room 200-1230 [,unch
Training Area 1230-167fi Mobile Surveillance Practice

Class I 630-l 700 Exercise Debrief
Class I 700 Finish

Local Area Nisht Local Recce' Exercise

Dav Three - Mobile/Foot Surveillance

DAY LOCATION TIME tr.\./IINT

Dav 3 Class 0900- 030 Leoal l<qrrac 3
Rest Room 1030- 045 Break

Class I 045- 130 Video Photography & Covert Video
Class I r30- 200 Mohile Tn Fnnf Tanh-i^"-

Training Area I 200- I 630 Mobile & Fonf Srrrucillqnne
Claqs I 630- | 700 Exercise Debrief
CIass 1700 Exercise Brief& Finish

Dav Four - Combined Skills

DAY LOCATION TIME

D^! 4 Class 0900-r000 bxercise Brief
Area 1000 F)enlow Fvprric.

Exercise Area 000- I 545 Exercise
Class 500- I s30 Reftrm StnrecA-/chi^
Class 530-l6l 5 Exercise Dehrief
Class 6l 5-1630
Class I 630 Course Disperses

x
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COVERT SURVEILLANCE

Ghapter One

Govert Surveillance

ln this first chapter, we define the types and methods of surveillance, detail thequalities of a good surveillance operator and describe the areas that provide a
grounding for the chapters to follow. First of all, what is surveillance?

DEFINITION

. Continuous

lf we break this definition down, we say that surveilrance is the ,continuous,
watching. By this we mean that the period of observations have to go unbroken
unless this fact is recorded. For example, if we commence surveillanCe at 7.30am
follow the target for a number of hours, then at 10.00am we accidentally lose
contact in heavy traffic. Half an hour later we manage to relocate him agaln and
continue with the surveillance. This in effect his not been a continuous
surveillance as the target has been out of your control for a period of time.

. Watching or Listening

Surveillance can be the watching or listening as defined in the Regulation of
lnvestigatory Powers Act 2000 (RlpA 2oo0). The majority of our surveillance
relies on what we see, therefore your eyesight (aided oi unaided) has to be
perfect. lf we are obtaining information by using our ears, this can be carried out
technically using audio listening devices or by being close to the target so that
we can overhear conversation and obtain good intelligence.



ADVANCED SURVEILLANCE

Ca m o uf laged Ob se rvat i o n s
in a rural setting

. People

lnvariably we are concerned with individua.rs. There are many reasons why weput people under surveiilance but essentiaily we need to ,..oio,

. Vehicles

surveillance is often carried out in motor vehicres. This courd be to monitordeliveries made by vehicre or because our particular target gets about by vehicle.

Although many people drive today, do not always assume that you will befollowing a target in a car. tt a targei leaves a house, a number of options areopen to them, they can wark, cycre, get picked up', take a taxi, use pubrictransport such as a bus, or as hafpen"i on one occasion reave on a pony.

. Places

sometimes the surveiilance of a prace or premises courd be the primary sourceof information and the activities of individuars may be secondary.



COVERT SURVEILLANGE

This could be a target's house or even business premises. we have often putsurveillance on commercial premises in order to record what deliveries are madeand by which company. rn this case, we have not been concerned with theactions of any individuals at this time.

. Objects

We may carry out observations on an object. ln the
past we put a number of aluminium containers under
surveillance that were illegally stored and stacked up
in a garden. lt was anticipated that certain individuals
would take the containers to a scrap metal merchant
for smelting down. lt took many days of observations
until the individuals were identified and caught
moving them.

TYPES OF SURVEILLANCE

Overt Surveillance

overt surveillance is an open observation where we deliberately ler the targetknow that a surveiilance is being conducted. This type of surveiilance is notcarried out often and normally acts as a deterrent to in illegal or illicit activity.

/n lhe past we carried out an overt
survei//ance on a milkman who wou/d
purchase his milk from a cheaper dairy
farmer rather than from the daiiy
franchise, he be/onged to. He had been
served an iniunclion forbrddng him from
buying his milk from anywhere but hrs
franchrse and as we could not maintain
survei//ance on him covert/y (he drove an
e/ectnc mi/k float at five mph in the dark
at4.00am) we went bvert'. He was aware
he was being observed and adhered to
the iniunction. One of the maior disad_
vanfages to lhis type of survei//ance is
confronlation wrth the target.

This police officer is totatty overt.
Note the video camera mounted
alongside the SLB stills camera.

3



closed circuit television cameras (ccrv) found in town centres and car parks
could be considered as overt because we can see that they are there and there-
fore act as a deterrent.

Covert Surveillance

Covert Surveillance is a secretive watch where the target is not aware of our
presence or activities. we are trying to be totally covert, not only should we be
hidden from the target but also from anyone else not connected with the surveil-
lance team. This 'anyone else'we call the ,Third party, and we have to be very
'Third Party' aware whilst carrying out observations. Many surveillances are
compromised not because a team member has been seen 6y the actual target
oqt pv other third parties such as local residents and pur."r.-by, but more ab6ut
third party awareness is covered later.

ADVANCED SURVEILLANCE

OBJECTIVES OF A SURVEILLANCE

Surveillance can be carried out for a variety of reasons, but essentially the
following purposes could be considered:

. To obtain evidence of a crime or unauthorised activity

You may be obtaining evidence of a theft, fraud or other criminal act. your
evidence may be used in legal proceedings and so you have to preserve theintegrity of that evidence which has to be obtain-ed fairly and justifiably.

'To obtain detailed inlormation about the targets activities

ln order to build up 'the big picture', surveillance may have to be carried out in
order to identify other'players' or associates, their n-auits and routines.

4



COVERT SURVEILLANCE

'To develop leads and information received from other sources

Surveillance should provide the investigator with other sources or leads that canbe followed up to provide further intelligence.

. To know at all times the whereabouts of an individual

Surveillance operations may be
carried out on a target's premises
the night prior to, and the same
morning that a search or arrest
warrant may be executed. lt has
happened by some agencies in the
past where they have gone along to
an address to execute a warrant,
only to find no one at home after
they have burst through the door.

. To confirm the reliability of informant information

At times we are trying to establish the truth and to prove or disprove facts. lfinformation is received from an informant of an accusation, we cannot take it forgranted that it is the truth. Therefore we will embark on an inuertigation to prove
whether the accusation is true or simply malicious.

. To obtain information for later use in an interview

Enforcement agencies often interview suspects or targets (in accordance withthe Police And criminal Evidence Act (pACE)). A go;d interviewer shoutd beconfident and there is nothing better to boost thatlonfidence than to have asurveillance report and photographs/video of the suspect carrying out the ,illicit
act' up your sleeve. lf there is denial from the suspect or a not guitty plea, you will
be at an advantage.

'To locate persons (by watching their haunts and associates)

Quite often, peopre provide farse addresses if they suspect that they may beunder investigation or have a reason to suspect tnai they may be under surveir-
Iance. Keeping observations on a known piace tnat tne'target frequents, like apub for example, will provide us with a 'starting point, for a" surveillance. Fromthis surveillance we may establish where thJtarget is residing. ln a similarfashion, if we know that an associate lrequently ,eet. with the target, it may beeasier to put surveillance on the associate.
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. To obtain information for search warrants

Enforcement Agencies cannot simply apply to a Magistrate for a search warrant.
Good evidence needs to be obtained to substantiate the need for such a warrant.
surveillance logs, covert video or photographs could provide the
evidence required to obtain a warrant.

. To obtain evidence for use in Court

Much of the information obtained by investigators and surveillance operators is
for legal purposes having been tasked by a solicitor or a commerciaicompany.
This evidence will often be used in criminal and civil proceedings. Because of
this, our evidence has to be accurate, truthful and beyond reproach.

. To identify people

Quite often we may carry out a surveillance in order to know what a person looks
like, so that further investigations or surveillance can be carried out at a later
date. we may have to identily people to eliminate and/or discount them.

METHODS OF SURVEILLANCE

Surveillance can be conducted in various ways but are primarily divided into five
groups. They can be conducted separately or in combination with others.
Regardless of which method of surveillance is used, all rely heavily on teamwork.
Surveillance should never be carried out single handed. lf is a team effort and to
have effective teamwork you require good communications such as radios.

carrying out a single handed foot or mobile surveillance has many risks and
would be considered foolish. Two problems you will encounter; being compro_
mised, and also having a loss of contact. lf you are on your own, ther6 is a trign
probability that the target wilt spot you (especially if he is aware;. To avoid beiig
seen, we would tend to hang back and keep our distance, by doing this we noririsk losing sight of the target and also risk losing contaci altogether.

single handed surveillance is not at all recommended but even in a team we
often find ourselves the only person in the follow, as the other members have
been held up or detached. At the end of this chapter there is a section on single
handed surveillance for that reason.
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VARIOUS METHODS OF SURVEILLANCE

Foot Surveillance

lf we have planned our surveillance correctly we should have an idea whether
our target will be going about his business on foot and so we have to prepare for
this. The majority of our information and intelligence may be obtained whilst out
on foot. A mobile surveillance by car is only a mode of transport which takes the
target from A to B. lt is only when he gets out of the car at the other end when we
need to get in close and obtain detailed information.

Do not always expect your target to drive everywhere. Be prepared for him
walking, taking a bus, train, taxi or even by bicycle.

There are two main reasons why an operator gets compromised, multiple
sightings by the target and unusual behaviour, these two combined will
definitely get you noticed. Therefore it is essential that foot surveillance is carried out
in a team (more than one operator) both communicating with covert radios. Foot
surveillance is covered in more detail in Chapter Six.

Mobile Surveillance

As mentioned, we do not advocate carrying out a mobile surveillance single
handed. Mobile surveillance is carried out to follow moving targets by car or
other motorised vehicle, motorbike, or by boat and this should alwlys be carried
out in a team.

An essential ingredient in mobile surveillance is communication. Communication
and radio voice procedure is vital to the success of a mobile surveillance. The
mobile operators must be able to observe the target, provide radio commentary,
navigate, and record information simultaneously whilst also driving safely.

rlliltlfl'r



ADVANCED SURVEILLANCE

The operator must be flexible, and be
prepared for ever changing situations
such as the target leaving his car andproceeding on foot, using public
transport or meeting with otheis.

Static Surveillance

Static Surveillance is where the surveil_
lance operator(s) are in a static position
from where they can keep obseivations
such as: a car, a building, hedgerow,
surveillance vehicle, or even whllst on
foot. Static Observation posts lSOei;can be long term or short teim anO
may be divided into a further two groups
Urban and Rural Ops depending-on tfie
local topography.

we may wish to conduct surveillance on factory gates to monitor the vehiclesthat leave or arrive. rnitiaily we ruy .onrioer sitting in the front of our car fromwhere we can observe. rf this is too risxv, we may then consider usrng a surveir_lance van as an op..rf we cannot part in'tn".tre"t, ihe;; ;;y be some form ofbuilding or structure from where *6 .un watch. lf thi; is .tilr not'po.sible but thereis a thick hedgerow and a ditch we ruv f" abre to observe from here arthough
this takes skill and experience. dn
a short term basis an operator on
foot could also keep observation,
providing he has a reason for being
there, such as using a phone Oox oi
waiting at a bus shelter.

Static OPs are used when the
target comes to your area of obser_
vation and you therefore await their
arrival to be photographed. The
Static OP is also used as a ,trigger
platform' to inform mobile operalt6rs
that. the target is depaiting or
arriving at a particular areasuch as
the home or office. The different
forms of Static Ops are covered in
detail in a Chapter Eight.
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Technical Surveillance

Technical or (electronic surveillance) is
the use of technical devices such as:

a means of gathering information with

Each item will have its limitations, but used purposefully can be a very effective
tool in gathering informa_tion and providing technical support to the other types of
surveillance. Technical Surveillance is detailed in a chapter Nine.

Combined Surveillance

The make up and formation of a surveillance team will be decided at the planning
stage. The team leader should be able to make an appraisal and may decidl
what resources are required. For example, on a large task with a budget to suit,
the team leader may decide to use a van for the ,trigger,, two cars and a motor-
bike for the follow. lt may be expected that the target may go out on foot in a busy
city centre, therefore an extra foot person may be carriedin one of the cars.

so effectively we are using various resources in order to make up a combined
surveillance team.

THE'IDEAL' SURVEILLANCE OPERATOR

A good standard of surveiilance by an individual or team can only be acquired by
training, practice and most of all, experience. lt is important not to stand out in a
crowd and the operator should fit in with his surroundings at all times. His dress
code should suit the area in which he is operating and his vehicle should be
given the same consideration.

The ideal surveillance operator could be described as:

'Not too tall, too short, too tat or too thin, with no outstanding features,
characteristics or mannerisms,.

9
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And as being:

A.Mr-'Nobody, but a Mr ,Evervbodv,
who looks tike Mr 'Average,.--' ---'

Personal eualities

Not everyone is born as the 'idea| surveiilance operator. The making of a goodoperator will depend upon that p"rcon, uptitude, training, practice and most of all
;Jffi:J:"' 

rhe ideai surveillance ol".uto,. shourd id;;r; have the forowins

. Confidence

confidence comes with training, practice and experience. A person on a surveil_lance that racks in confidenc6 *irr-0" 
" ii"oiiiiv i;ffi;l and to rhe team.Regardress of what skits we 

''au" 
i" tiTJ, it r" ur"'p.ri.i".tin what we do we wi'have confidence in ooing it and *iii'"p"r"t" that much better.

. Be quick thinking and quick to react

The surveiilance target can be very unpredictabre in his movements and actions,therefore we have to lfaot u"r/;;;.iiy to ever changing situarions. we arsohave to react very g_ulckry *r.r"r i,.'i.g u'ruo'o in oroer ti jir.-., ,n" team and retthe team know of the targets ,nou"rJnt, and intentions.
. Have patience

Many peopre consider surveiilance as being 
.an exciting occupation. From theoperator's point of view, many norrs ii" spent doing aoJoruiery nothing, waitingfor things to happen.ano tnis'waltin!i""quir"". much disciprine. when the actionstarts, you have to Dut yourserf into"geaiand be wneie ilr;;" supposed to be,doing what you are supposed to be doing.

' Be capabre of acting naturaty at at times and move unobtrusivery
what wiil get you noticed in surveiilan.", ,?rg. than anything erse is unnaturarbehaviour especia'v whirst o" i""i ,,"-, Jnouto be seen 'out 

n'ot noticed. on sur-veillance courses *'" see students sianding in ooorwaysir*ii"-ott"n whirst tryingto keep observations_on the. ooor*"vl.ror! *," otne, siol otlhe street. After 30seconds or so, the inexperienced ;'p;;;, starts to get itchy feet and shuffresabout' craning his neck lno g"n"t"r,; r";r9 abo.uj acting unnaturary, when a'he had ro do was stand stiil i"O J" 
"t.oirr"ry 

nothing.

10
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ln a similar manner, if there is a
park bench nearby then why not
use it and sit on it rather than
stand beside it. lf there is a
telephone box, get into it and use
it as cover but don't forget to pick
up the receiver remember, we are
trying to act naturally.

The way that we carry ourselves
and move about is also important.
ln surveillance, we never run. lf
we run, we start to attract attention, not only by the target but also by third par_
ties' The only time you shourd run is when you have a reason for doing .o, 

"u"has running across a road, for example.

whatever you do in surveillance give yourself a reason for being there andact naturally whilst doing it.

. Be able to fit and merge into a variety of backgrounds

The way you dress and act (including the type of vehicle you use) must suit thearea in which you are operating. carrying out a surveillance wearing a suit anddriving a new vehicre wilr soon show out in a rough housi-ng estate.conversely, wearing scruffy jeans and r shirt and driving a"wrecx of a car wouldsoon be noticed in a more up-market suburbia.

This does not mean that we cannot wear a suit during surveillance. lf our target isexpected to drive into the city and enter an officJblock, then we have to besimilarly attired, common sense prevails.

. Have good eyesight and good hearing

The majority of our evidence comes from what we actually see, therefore oureyesight has to be good. lt does not matter whether *" *.", glasses or contactlenses but as long as we can see clearly.

At times we may be very close to the target where we can overhear conversation
and so our hearing has to be very good also. Remember, following a target onfoot or by car is a means to an end, it gets us from A to B. lt is onry when theyactually arrive at B when we are more likely to be out on foot in ordeito get closeand obtain our evidence.

11
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. Have a good memory

combined with good eyesight and hearing, we must be abre to remember factsand sequences of events. we may not Jrways be i;;;;;ition to write downevents as they happen or commit fhem to diciaphone ip" u.o so our memoryand the information we remember has to be accurate.

. Be a good talker and actor

For a number of reasons we have to converse with the generar pubric. rt may be tosatisfy the curiosity of a concerned member of the public"ttnirJpa.tvt who has seenyou parked in a particular place. lt may be to quiz a member of the public for informa-tion during your enquiries. As far as the target is .on."rn"o, yor-ruv have to speak tohim to obtain information arthough this iJ not often done.'However, he may evenapproach you if his suspicions are aroused and so you need to be able to act and talkyour way out of a situation. Always have a cover story ready.

. Be physicalty fit and heatthy

we do not necessarily have.to be at peak fitness but at least reasonably fit so asnot to be out of breath on a rong foot surveiilance. rf you ui"-tuxing part in an opyou also need to be reasonabry hearthy. coughs 
"rio 

,.L"r"s not onry wiil getyou noticed but wiil arso impair your effbctiveness as a team member.

. Be able to work on ones own initiative as well as a team

surveillance is ail about teamwork and communication. The longer that you worktogether with the same team, the better you wiil perform which wirr refrect in yourresults. However, as an individuar, you must draw on your knowredge, skiil andexperience to act on your own initiative in order to make i contrilution to that team.

' Be a conlident and proficient driver with good navigationar skiils
Surveillance operators within the police
and military must pass an advanced
driving course prior to carrying out any
mobile surveillance. ln the commercial
world, your driving skills have to be
go-od in order to operate safely and
effectively. After all, you would not
expect a person who has just passed a
driving test to be able to operate
effectively as part of a mobile team.

12
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ttvithin some Police Forces and Enforcement Agencies, mobile surveillance iseften carried out with. two operators per car (two Ip). one op"ruto,. wiil drive andmntrol the vehicre whilst the other operates th" ,"dio 
"noilproys on foot when'equired' This way the responsibilities are shared between the crew and in some

''espects makes life easier for each individual, although going ,two up,does havems drawbacks' within military surveillance organisationl arid especially on thea'nvate and commercial surveillance circuit, surveillance is often carried outs;ngle-handed or ,one 
up,.

si/hen working 'one up' ail of your skiils have to be on the bail. you have toravigate, consider the targets intentions or movements, provide a radiocommentary whilst simultaneously driving in a safe manner.

- Be astute to the local situation where he is working

A mobile surveiilance can move at a fast pace and cover a rarge area. whensltering an unfamiliar area, take stock of ine situation and consider any,third
r.ty You may have entered a rough inner city housing estate; crime courd be'ae._drugs being deart and high unemproyment. Many peopre may be on the rookcut for anything or anyone that does nof tit in or too't<s .r!p-i.iou.. rf you do not-ctice.-this quickly as you drive around the estate,'vou will soon findyourself being chased out or at worse attacked.

'Be proficient in the use of all equipment such as cameras and radios

Thrs is an important factor and the surveillance operator has to be an expert in alltr'{e equipment that he uses. A professional soidier will know his weapon andradio inside out because he has to rely on them for his survival. A surveillanceoperator has to be able to handle and operate his camera and radio in a similar
fashion, it is his livelihood at
the end of the day and many
of us are paid for results.

Being able to follow a target
and take him to a destination
is only a means to an end in
most cases, it is what actually
happens at the 'other end'that
provides the evidence and the
results. lf you miss that vital
piece of evidence because
you were unfamiliar with your
camera or you did not know
how to change batteries at the

13
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critical time, the job may have been a comprete waste of time. Do not ret yourteam or your crient down by providing poor excuses because you were unabre tooperate your equipment properly.

Many people reading this book wiil pay 'rip service, to what r have just statedabove, but r can assure you that equipment fairure or rather fairing to operate itcorrectly will be their downfall.

. Have a 'sixth sense,, borne by experience

After training, the most important quarity a surveiilance operator can possess isexperience. An experienced operaior witt get a ,fee| for the loo ano the way it isprogressing' He will be able to predict poss-ible outcomes, pr;;ly because he has'been there' and seen it before. whai we try not do in surveiilance is assumewhat the target wiil do. An inexperienced operator *irr-i"jururry guess andassume what may happen. This is dangerous, if you expect a target to do onething, he wiil probabty do something totilty differeht.

PERSONAL APPEARANCE AND DRESS SENSE
The way that we appear and dress is very important, especiaily when operatingon foot. The area in which you are *orking
should govern your dress sense. The team
should all be dressed differenily, if we were
all to wear black T shirt, blue jeans and black
trainers we may as wellcarryout the surveil_
lance on our own or at worst wear a uniform
as we would all look the same.

Try to.avoid clothing with contrasting colours
or bright colours, also clothes with laige logos
may be remembered by the target. you should
be seen but not noticed, it is advisable not to
wear white trainers as these can also stand
out especially at night.

lf the target sees you once, unless you are
wearing something outrageous, he should not
be able to remember you. lf he sees you a
second time and a third time, again he should
not be able to remember you; he willof course,
if your dress is distinct.

14
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COVERT SURVEILLANCE

lf operating on foot at night, consider wearing darker clothing and be aware of
laded jeans as these can shine like a beacon under fluoresclnt light or a cars
headlights. Ensure that you also dress for the weather. The last thing you want to
do is leave your car to carry out a foot surveillance on a wet ano winoy day when
you have forgotten to take a jacket or coat with you. you will be the only one in
the street getting wet and consequenfly stand out in the crowd.

ln a similar manner, you should dress for the occasion if at special events. on a
recent surveillance at a trade fair, the surveillance team all wore business suits
because that was the dress of the day in order to fit and blend in. Jeans and
trainers or casual dress would not have been acceptable in this instance.

It may be wise to carry a change of clothing with you, such as a lightweight or
reversible jacket or a hat. A plastic carrier bag in your pocket can be used io put
your jacket in, thus changing your overall appearance. lf you have long hair, you
could wear it down and then tie it back with a bobble.

You may wish to change your appearance by wearing a baseball cap, this is okay
but do not continually put it on and off. The target may notice these frequeni
changes in appearance and so confirm suspicions. Be aware of wearing black'bobble' hats or rolled up balaclavas, this will make you look shifty and-be the
focus of attention.

A change of outline is recommended by the
removal of a hat or scarf, the putting on or off
of a jacket, plain glass spectacles, or even
putting your hands in pockets to change your
overall appearance. Do not use disguises,
especially wigs (even the best look obvious),
an alert target will notice a change of appear-
ance and again, will only help to confirm any
suspicions. Do not wear sunglasses unless
everyone else about you is also wearing them.

Always carry an amount of change and money
with you. lf the target gets onto public
transport or takes a taxi he will have to be
lollowed. lf he enters a pub or caf6 you may
have to go in with him. Do not forget money
for car parking, also some trolleys at super-
markets, airports, specialist stores require
coins.

15
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TYPES OF TARGET WHO COME UNDER SURVEILLANCE

Many people can be the target of a surveillance for many different reasons and
can come from all walks of life. Listed below are the various categories of
awareness that the target may fall into. When obtaining a brief from a ciient, it is
very important to know whether the target has been put under surveillance in the
past, so do not forget to ask at the brief ing stage. lf they have, you should be told
of the outcome, especially if there was a compromise, as you will have to be on
your guard and adapt your tactics.

. Aware

The aware target disciplines and trains himself to look for 'watchers' and
'followers' and he may carry out anti-surveillance tactics as a matter of
course every time he appears in the open. This type of target is usually
from the criminal element that has knowledge of surveillance procedurei
or is a subject who expects to be followed.

They can be tricky to put under surveillance but a larger team and more
covert tactics will enable you to control such a target.

. Unaware

This target does not consider or think about being watched or followed,
and can be very complacent about his activities and is easily caught out.
This does not mean that they are not up to no good. we have put people
under surveillance in the past who were carrying out serious criminal acts
but because they have been carrying out these activities for so long
without being caught out, they become complacent.

. Semi-Aware

The target categorised as
being semi-aware would
expect to be followed or
watched as they have a
reason for doing so. For
example, they are up to no
good. This target wilt be
alerted by noticing things that
are out of the ordinary and
unusual without having to
look too hard. They may
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adopt some anti-surveillance tactics to identify whether they are being
followed but may not really know what to look out for.

. Hidden

The target we consider 'hidden'
is more likely to be the hard
criminal such as the drug
trafficker or terrorist. Rather than
appear out in the open to carry
out their dirty work, they would
remain out of sight and have their
'foot soldiers' to carry out their
work for them. lf they do appear
out in the open, (as everyone has
to do at sometime) they will carry
out counter surveillance
measures and have a team of
minders in order to protect them.
This type of target is difficult to
put under surveillance and can
only be infiltrated by undercover
operators or informants.

Crt a recent investrgation we were asked to fo//ow a sales manager. After asking
trw c/rent if the target had been under to surveil/ance in the past we were to/d
+w- - The sa/es manager carried out some unusual manoeuvres as he /eft work inw lunch hout bul had no reason for doing so as we had no reason to suggest
ffiat we had been compromised. After ta/king to the client again, he stated;-"-wett,
,wre of our slaff did try to fo//ow him in hls lunch hour a coup/e of weeks ago but
,E yas noticed, which rs why we have cal/ed you in/"

The target is more likely to be aware in three specific places or times.

. When he is leaving his home or his base

. When he is about to commit a crime or act

. When he returns to his home or base

tse alert and aware at these times and treat with caution.

- A'Lost'Target

x-osing contact with the target of surveillance is inevitable from time to time even
rhen working with large teams. Losses occur for many reasons, for example,
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traffic congestion, busy roundabouts, traffic lights and lack of concentration. whenthis occurs the surveiirance team rl"i"oopt a search pattern, (as described inchapter seven). rt assists greatry-if';e operators draw on knowredge andbackground of the target in an-etforito pilt him up 
"no 

.oniinJe the survei'ance.The type of target who expects to b; iorro*"d *irr unJouoielty attempt to rosethe tair' Never ret over-enthusiasm in not wanting to rose the target resurt in'showing out' and compromising the surveillance.

lf you find yourserf foilowing a rost driver he may carry out manoeuvres that you mayconsider to be ,anti_suiveilance,. rnis toutd irlrrJ"llnanging speed,suddenry stopping, making 'U'turns orgoing around a roundabout a tew times. Theseare classic anti-surveitanie manoeuuie. 6rt are arso the signs of a rost driver, soyou shourd decide at an earry stage, is the target rost or is he trying to catch you out.

ADVANCED SURVEILLANCE

THIRD PARTY AWARENESS

Most surveitance work is considered ,covert,; 
we are being secretive about what we

are doing and we do not want the target t. tr"*
that they are under surveillance. frrfore importanly,
we need to remain unobtrusive from the general
public and anyone else who is not connect-"0 *itnthe surveillance whom we call the ,Third party,
and we have to be third party ,aware, 

at att times.
It is the third party who causes at least B0% of all
compromises and if not careful, the surveillance
can be blown wellbefore the target has appeared
out in the open. These compromises'are not
unique to Neighbourhood Watch 

"r""., 
wfretner

we are working on the roughest estates, the
remotest rural areas or the sleepiest suburbs, we
have to have to be astute to thearea in *nLn *e
are working.

You may be quite a distance from the target,s

ll:.?-?l g1e1i1es (possibty actins as oacl]up to
ln" trrgger) but you stilt have to takeprecautions when deciding where to ,plot 

up,.During a mobite or foo-t .rruliliu,i.-" u"taccordingly, never run about or drive
erratically and try not to be the focus of attenilon.
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When Static

Your vehicle has to fit in with the area in which you are working in order not to
attract unwanted attention. A scruffy beat up old car may soon invite curiosity if it
is parked in a very up-market residential area, conversely, a brand new
cavalier on a 'rough' estate will not only be noticed but likely to be approached
with no sympathy. lf you are not using a surveillance van or an op to ,irigger,the
surveillance it may be that you have to remain sitting in your vehicle. ln tfiil event
you have to be far away enough from the target for them not to notice you but
close enough for you to identify them. There are a number of precautions that we
can take to minimise bringing attention to ourselves. Some of them are common
sense but they are easily forgotten.

. The colour and appearance of the vehicle should be nondescripl, no go
faslerslnbes, no headlight clusters, the obvious furry dice, nodding sheJp,
dogs or whatever animal of the week. The vehicle should be seen but not
noticed.

. Do not carry out multiple 'drive pasts' of the targets address. lf you have
to take another look at the property get out of the car and wal-k, or ask
another team member to do it.

. when parked turn your engine off, don't forget your lights and square off
your wheels, you do not want to appear as if you are on a mission! park
pretty, a vehicle parked 'unnaturally'will stand out and if you are the only
vehicle in the street, you will not last long.

' Park the vehicle where houses or offices do not overlook you. Use cover
such as hedges, walls and other vehicles. lf working on industrial estates be
aware of CCTV cameras that may be present.

. Consider sitting in the passen-
ger seat, any passer-by or local
would naturally presume that you
are waiting for the driver to return.
Maybe sit in the rear seat with a
jacket on a hanger over a window
to provide some temporary cover,
especially when taking photo-
graphs if there are people about.
The small roller sun blinds that
you get from motor spares stores
can be useful.
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'Always have your 'working tools'close to hand so that they can be usedat short notice. your camera, binocurars, dictaphone, notebook and pen
should always be within easy reach but remember not io nave them in view
so that passing third parties can see them. This does not mean that the car
is clean and sterire but it needs to rook naturar and used.

' ln warm weather when windows are open, keep your radio vorume turned
down, passers-by may hear transmissions.

After a while you may feer that you have to move your position or bring in areplacement because you've been there too long. oo not position yourreplacement in the same spot, this will only confirm the'iocals' suspicions and willpossibly compromise another vehicle.

You may be part of a surveillance team and not even be the person that has ,eyes
on'whilst waiting for the 'standby'. The position where you fart up and now you
act. is equally important, taking in the above same considerations. Take 

" 
gooJ

look around you and try to see yourserf from the ,third parties, perspective.

"Nice cup of tea, dear?',

Be prepared to be approached and have a cover story ready. Remember insurveillance, that in everything we do we must always act naturally, adopt anidentity and have a reason for being rhere. cover stoiies are many and may beleft to the imagination but ensure thit your reason for being there is realistic andprobable. I have got away without being approached for h6urs just by wearing afluorescent vest or having the vest thrown over the dashboard. Also in tne palt ihave told enquirers that I intend serving a Divorce Petition on someone who istrying to avoid me and am awaiting for them to return.

Have the right attitude with enquirers, being off hand with people will only irritatethem and attract further attention. Be confident and iry not to act ,shifty,.
whatever you do, do not pretend to be the porice, not onry it is iilegar, it wiilattract more attention than you wished for.

The Burglar, the Fraudster, the Nutter and the Lover

Remember that your target may not be the only person in the street who has areason to be under surveillance. I am sure thai in an average street of sixtyproperties there is at least one fraudulent Social Security cfaim, a personal injuryinsurance claim, a drug dealer, a matrimonial affair, someone that was recentlyburgled and the local 'paranoid'expecting the men from Mars. All of whom havereason to be on their guard. Just because you are watching one property, it doesnot mean that alr the other properties are considered safel
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During Mobile Surveillance

whilst taking part in a mobile surveillance we have to drive in a manner that willnot attract attention- Aggressive, high speed driving is not onry dangerous butyou will be noticed and reported. rf iou are in a situition wnlre you are direcilybehind the target and herd at a juncti'on, a-t naturaty and avoid eye contact in themirrors. Do not srowry creep up behind the target vehicre hoping that he wiil notnotice you, he wiil. you are a'member of the pubric on a pubric road and haveevery right to be there and so act normally.

When Stopping

lf your target comes to a halt, do
rlot stop direcily behind without any
cover and definitely do not screech
:o a halt. You may need to get your
camera up and running so have a
quick_ look about you before you
start filming including above you.
Most passers-by may not even
notice you or even care, but it only
takes one person to see that you
are up to something. Consider
;umping into the back seat using a
;acket on a hanger as cover.

Deploying on Foot

lf you have to get out on foot, don't ever run (unress you,re crossing a road orwearing a pair of running shorts!). Anyone.seen running in a pubric prace attractsattention, peopre are naturaily curioui and they wiil wait to r.lt* why. Again, actnaturally and give yourself a reason for being it.,ere.

Rural Areas

Plotting up in rural areas can be difficult and th.e fluorescent jackets come in handyonce again. on one occasion I pretended to be a ,check ptini; ro,. a scouts hiketcomplete with scout badge on the dashboard, maps, frask and radio) and gotaway with it three weekends in a row because the 'covei'wai reatistic for the area.

To summarise, in order to minimise 'showing out, to third parties, adopt therollowing procedures:
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. Be aware of the area and situation in which you are operating.

' Be extremely observant of your surroundings when crose to and away fromyour target. Do not forget to look above you aibuildings.

' Be aware of Neighbourhood watch schemes or criminal elements.

' Keep all equipment such as radios and cameras out of view and covered up,This also appries to any paperwork, fires or prrotogr;ph.. oo not ret radiotransmissions be heard through an open window.

' when using the radio, camera or binocurars, be discrete.

' Use the other team members to keep a rook out and back you up if you have todo something you consider risky;for exampre, photografning it"r, in the rear ofthe target vehicle.

'Adopt an identity arways give yourserf a purpose and reason for being there.

' Have a convincing cover story ready if a member of the pubric chailenges you,make it realistic. curious neighbours will not tolerate excuses such as ,mind yourown business'. This will arouse their suspicions further and they are rikely toinform the Police.

ADVANCED SURVEILLANCE

Do you inform the porice of your presence and of the investigation?

There are many different trains
of thought on this matter, both
have their advantages and
disadvantages but as a rule we
do not usually inform the police
of our activities and this decision
has been borne by past
experience, unless it is to our
advantage.

When working in ,rough 
areas,

where there is a high risk of crimi_
nal element and the operators
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could be under threat, we would inform the local police of our
presence providing them with our vehicle details. ln the past we have provided
the Police with our details when working in particular areas. Not long afier being
on the ground, a Police patrol car would arrive in the area searching lnd trying to
spot us. This has happened on many occasions and does nothing to asslst our
cause but to alert the locals.

You will undoubtedly be stopped and questioned by the police on occasions,
therefore always carry some form of identity card to prove to them that you are
an investigator. You are not obliged to give specific target details, but poiiteness
and common sense prevail.

Short Story

A few years ago we carried out a survei//ance on a sa/es manager who was
suspected of skiving off work and so he was put under surver//ance n order to
see what he drd during the day

lUe carried out the iob by tnggering the survei/lance with a van, whrch / was in.
covering the left option some half a mile away was Mick in a ca4 he was parked
up in a country wa/k car park where members of the public would arive in order
to wa/k their dogs. Ha/f a mile covering the nght option was Keith on a motorbike
vho used a /ay-by to /ie up in. The target did not /eave untrl /2.30pm and drove
lor about srx miles to his place of work, when he arived, the team re-p/otted. As
we were doing so, Mrck and / were separately hemmed'n by the po/ice using
p/ain cars and were questioned as to who we were and what we were doing, thiy
were obviously upset and on a mrssion, al thrs lime.

lt turns out that the Po/r'ce were from the regiona/ Drugs squad and they had had
Mick under survei/lance through no fault of hrs own. L/nbeknown to us, the po/lce
had an oP in a public house that over/ooked the country car park and were
waiting for therr targets to arive. From therr OP they would have seen lhrs person
arrive ear/y morning (Mick) who wou/diust sit in hp car and do nothing, now and
again he wou/d take a drnk from his flask or be seen to ta/k on his mobr/e phone.

After a whi/e another person (Keith) wou/d arive at the car park dressed in black
and ridrng a moforbrke, he wou/d exchange words with the driver of the car for a
few minutes and then disappear Half an hour later or so the rider would return
for another chat and a share of a flask of coffee. To the Drug Squal thrc was 'it',
Standby Standbyl

when our target went mobrle, so did the police/ Durng the iourney, the police
obviously switched on to the fact that Mick was not a/one as he was backed by
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me in the van and Keith on the bike. lt was revea/ed that the po/ice suspectedthat Mick was driving with hrb own 'counter surver//ance'team behnd him and sothey decided to 'strike'and stop us when they drd.

As team leade4 / was given a fe//ing off from the Po/ice sergeant and was askedif / ever te// them when we operati in certain areas. t sari'No'and told hi; nyreasons, '14/e a/ways g_lt rhe 'nosey copper' who comes /ooking for us,and iocompromises theiob. The sergeant was symparhetic and agreel we were askedto slay away from the country car park for the remainder if the week.

Being Compromised (Showing Out)

During any covert operation there is always rhe risk of ,showing out, and beingcompromised, experience and training witt netp to minimise this risk. you willeither show out personally, your vehici-e will be noticed or it will be your actionsthat draw the targets 1or a inird parties attention). As an operator you wiil onryhave so many 'rives' and having ioo much 
""po.ure 

wiil rose rhem one by one.

As we.have already discussed, it is imperative that you are aware of the targetssurveillance awareness rever before embarking on in. 1oo. 
-Consioer 

what youraims and objectives are, as these willdictate how you operate on the ground andwill not put you at unnecessary risk. For example, if we are on foot surveillance ina city centre, investigating a target who is suspected of fraudulenily copying musiccD's we do not want to go in too hard and too crose when it is notnecessary. He may go into a newsagent, a clothes shop, and a chemists. whenhe does stop, arthough yoy have to keep contror over him (by covering the doorto the shop) you have to decide whether it will be of an advantage to go in withhim' Unless you are go.ilg.t.g 
_lchieve anything, then r wourd recommend that youstay out. lf he was to visit HMV or Virgin Meglstore then (remembering the aimsand objectives) I would most certainly get an operator in close if it was ofevidential value. What you have to decide is:

What am I going to gain against what am I going to lose?

By going in close you may gain some good intelligence but in doing so, you willlose a number of lives. Guard yorr e-*posure leiels if you have had a ,close
encounter' with the target. lf it is necessary that you g"f in close again, let theteam know that you are 'warm' and so a different o-"perator can go in crose,remember, it is all about teamwork.

An experienced team member will know if he has been seen or noticed. often we arevery sensitive when the target looks in our direction and we ur" ou", cautious to theextent that we think we may have shown out. shourd this be the case, you shourdmake a quick decision whether the operator or team should pull out of the surveillance.
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,tff:""il:rffimain 
reasons why we may be compromised. you consranfly have

. Muttipte Sightings

. Unusual Behaviour

. Multipte Sightings

As previously mentioned, you should be
seen but not noticed and be the ultimate
'grey' person. After the target has seen
you on several separate occasions he will
remember you, especially if you give him
a.reason to, by the way you dress or act.
The.refore, if you are *orking as a team,
each member should have their snare oi
taking the eyeball and thus sharing the
exposure levels. Always ensure that you
are behind or to the side of the target (out
of his 10 to 2 o,clock of vision) 

"nj 
n"u.i

in front, avoid eye contact at all costs.

Arc Of Vision

lf you can see the target, the target can see you.
. Unusual Behaviour

]j:l HlI"y:::j::. :::l_".T:"rves is very important and if not checked wil
;::'l*if "';L:':'"??;,?:'llgr1?T'ly:,"*'"iffi "'rffi ;i;'ffi1,",T["":H
I ;1 

jln: f : :,T,*,'ll i g,:j t :_lu 
d 

"'ni 
. 0"" *n i[,' ;' il;ffi L1#% ".: liiH: [:.#'fi""H;""?:

nlntiarl r rn rrraiti^^ {^- L:- r^ -ptotted up waitins for him toLmersb. w".."_;il;, niii"Ju"n,io"]n'"I,il:ffi:
'peeping' out, suspiciously teaninj
against lamp posts, pretending to lool
in a shop window which has iot Oeen
used for years or standing against a park
bench rather than sitting on-it.

Their actions are unnatural and
therefore come to the attention ol
others. Admittedly, it is not easy trying
to act. naturally whilst having a'hiOOei
agenda (the surveillance) anl this only
comes with practice and experience.

ffiil"
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Be aware of 'fiddling' underneath your jacket if adjusting your radio settings, a
passer-by may notice the radio set. ln addition, try to avoid constanly touching
your earpiece, as it is unnatural and an aware target will notice you.

At the end of the days surveillance, give yourself a score out of ten to establish
your 'heatstake'. Nine out of ten would suggest that you have had hardly any
exposure to the target, whereas a four out of ten would put you at a higlr risi<
level' lf it gets to this stage you would want to consider noi geiting too clo.-se the
next day or involved at all.

Standing Down

lf you feel that you may lose contact with the target, and by keeping close you
risk showing out, then it is better to let him continue and experience Jloss. lf you
are compromised you may not be able to return to that target for a number of
weeks, it is far better to let the target run and remember...

Teamwork

Any experienced person trained in surveillance, would tell you that to carry out a sur-
veillance single-handed is not only difficult but down right foolish. Not only do you run
the risk of losing contact with the target in lraffic but also and more
importantly, you run the high risk of compromise and possible confrontation. As a rule,
I do not carry out single handed surveillance, if I did, I would feel that I would not be
doing my client any favours, I would not be acting professionally, and feel that I would
be deceiving the client into handing over their money when thgodds are against me.

what do I do if a client says, 'l can't afford for more than one person?, I turn the
job down and let some other person in the phone book take it on and bid them
good luck.

Teamwork is essential in surveillance and in order to have effective teamwork
you require effective communication. The team have to be fully conversant with
radio voice procedure and radio discipline, you have to trust the other members
of the surveillance team and act on your own initiative without being told where to
go and what to do.

A team leader has enough to think about and should not have to continually
direct the surveillance. lf the target stops, the team should carry out a sei
rehearsed drill in order to control him (covered in Chapter Seven), the ieam leader
should not have to direct individuals with particular tasks unless he has to.
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ln the early stages of training, all three members of a three man foot surveillanceteam tend to get 'eyes on'the target all at once. This is 
""p".i"c, as we are keenand it is only natural that we all want to be in control of ine target. Remember,only one person has to see the target at any one time, the ,eyebail,, who isgiving a radio commentary. and painti-ng this pttrr" ot eueni, for the benefit ofthose that are out of view of the target. during ihis tir", iivou ur" not the eyeball,you have to listen to the commentiry and toiaily trust what is iaid.

PRINCIPLES OF SURVEILLA 'NcE pick up (or Trigger)
Principle Stages or phases

The surveillance operation can be
broken down into the following three
stages which we will discuss in de_
tail.

The pick up, the follow and the
housing is a continuous cycle of
events or phases of a surveillance. Housing

Follow
What this means is that the team plot
up in the area and obtain a trigger. The target comes out of his house and getsinto his car (the pick Up phase). He then drives for two minutes (the Foilow phase)and stops at a newsagent shop and enters (the Housing phase) The cycre thenstarts again, we obtain a trigger on the newsagents oobi, tne target comes outand gets into his car (the pick Up) and drives-away lthe'ioirowl, after a shortwhile he arrives at his prace of work (the Housingt. so'you sle tris sequence ofphases can happen many, many times during tn6'oays'surGit"n.".

The Pick Up phase

The start of the surveillance can be the most difficult and critical part and is knownas the Trigger or stake out.The whole operation can go *rong at the outset ifthe target cannot be 'triggered' and initiated away from n'i, nou." or premises. ltis the task of the trigger pe.rson to keep the target house or premises under ob_servation in order to alert the remainder of theleam when tne target departs. ltgoes without saying that if we don't have a trigger ano a pici up, tn"n we wiil nothave a follow.

Ih:f" are various types of trigger to consider, more detair of which is describedin Chapter Two on foot and moUite surveillance:
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Static Trigger

The trigger'platform'can be from a car, a van, building, hedgerow or any other static
point from where the target's premises can be covertly observed, he could easily be
out on foot if he has a reason for being there (such as in a bus shelter). During this
phase the trigger man plays the most important role in the team, he has to be alert at
all times and have total concentration on the target premises. The operator has to be
covert and should not be in a position that is obvious. An aware target is more likely
to be alert at the pick up phase and anything unusual will be noticed, remember thii
will be his territory and his domain and he will know it better than you.

At the first sign of possible
movement by the target, the
trigger man puts the team on
'Standby'. He should provide the
team with a radio commentary of
the targets actions such as
getting into a vehicle or any other
activity. He should also state the
targets intended route, the route
being taken and a description of
the target or what he is wearing.

This is probably the most crucial
part of surveillance, especially if
you have no knowledge of the target or his intended movements. A target is likely
to know short cuts and back street routes in the local vicinity to his house and
may well take them to avoid heavy traffic. Therefore the target is more at risk of
being 'lost' in the first few minutes of the surveillance than at any other time.

Mobile Trigger

lf, for a number of reasons, the target premises are not able to be kept direcly under
static observation you will not be able to provide a static trigger. This situation
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normally occurs when a mobile target stops somewhere unexpectedly or stops ina cul-de-sac of a housing estate oi industrial estate.

The only option open to you would be to place an operator at each possible exitof the route that the target may take on his oepaitrr" ltris ls what we calr asecondary stake out). lf the options are many, the team leader should decide onwhich exit is the most likely to be taken. nll ihe team members should know thewhereabouts of their coileagues and the exits that they are couering.

Do not
pretend to

break down in
order to get a

trigger - it
looks too
obvious!

ln this instance all the operators have to be alert and observant at all times, asthe target may be travelling at speed or suddenly depart in a oitterent vehicle.once the target has been ioentiiieo as being robite,'tn" otn", team membersshould be informed immediately to ensure fiiat they .ror" ,p and continue thesurveillance.

whatever you do, don't simulate a breakdown! I know that it works wellon the TVbut that's TV. lf r were to pretend to break down and put trre caioonnet up r wouldexpect the target to drive past laughing at me or at least offer a hand to fix theproblem. rf the target does not offei to herp, r am sure that a kind-hearted neigh_bour will, and before you know it you wiil have a ,stanJ;r, o- your engine hasbeen stripped down and is spread out all over the pavement.
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Take up a position where you will not be noticed or attract unwanted attention.
consider sitting in the passenger seat, any passer-by would naturally presume
that you are waiting for the driver to return.

Technical Trigger

Electronic devices may be utilised to provide a trigger to alert the team that the
target is going mobile. These technical triggers Lin either be audio or video
operated and are discussed in chapter Five on specialist equipment.

Audio Trigger

A simple audio transmitter can be coverily placed in the target area (such as agarden hedgerow) in order for you to listen (via a receiver) tJwhat is happening
in the area, such as doors opening/closing and vehicle engines starting.

On one occasion we had to trigger
a target out of a b/ock of f/ats where
we cou/dnotobserue lhe frontdoors
or the car park. A cheap VHF
transmitler was concealed in the
foyer of the f/ats which transmitted
the sounds of peop/e wa/king down
the stairs and using the main doors.
We were ab/e to hsten n andpul the
leam on 'standby'every time we
heard the main doorslam shut. Thrs
provided us with the extra lime we
needed to put a footman in position
to cover lhe exiI, n order to check
and confirm the target /eavng.

A similar system can be used whereby a signal being transmitted to a receiver
will warn of a vehicle being started. The deviie is covJrtly attached to the under-
side of a vehicle by magnets, where it remains dormant lntil the vibration of the
starting engine switches it on and activates a transmitter. The transmitted signal
is received on a scanner or dedicated receiver (held by an operator), which gives
a beeping tone when activated. The operator can then put the surveillance team
on standby and await the target going 'mobile,. More information on this device is
found in chapter Nine that dears with erectronic surveillance.
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Video Trigger

A video camera located in a
hedgerow or concealed in a
car and pointing at the target,
can transmit video picturds
by UHF/VHF or Microwave
signals. An operator, (located
nearby in a safe area) can
trigger the surveillance by
watching the target area on
a small television monitor.
When activity is viewed on
the screen, the team can be
put on standby. The camera
will be able to tell you what
direction the target is
travelling and possibly what
he is wearing and any other
relevant details.

These devices are not extremery expensive and can be used to good effect whenother conventionar means fair or are considered too iirrv.'c"r"ras are nowavaitabre that can transmit over the ,";ir;'pl;; 
""*"r"iicrM) and thereforehave an unlimited range.

The lnformant

lf the team can be informed on an immin?l! r?."." of the target, this courd grearyassist their effectiveness.at the pick up ,iug". we had u.ri*irr"nce not so lonoago where we had t.g..forlgw 
" 

.orp"n/ venicte .rrp".t"o oi mat<ing unschedluled stops. rt was difficurt to ,triggei; ;ithout.risking compromise but the crientwas able to terephone us and giir6 prior warning. Hi *ouiJiing saying that thevehicre was roaded and wourdbe ieparting *iinin irr"-.""i'five minutes. Thisallowed the team to reiax some*nai i,iJatelreas ,ntir-*"-,""re put on standby,the team wourd then crose in and trr.. ,p their positions for the foilow.

To have a crient or person to inform you of a standby is a ruxury that is rare butvery welcome when the chance arises.

The Follow phase

The Follow is the term used when the target is on the move. He is considered'mobile' if he is in a vehicre and ,foxtrot;li n" i, on toot. nt'tii, .,ug" you know

A hollow tree log conceals a
transmitting video camera
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where the target is and he should be under control at all times so the team can be
deployed to the best advantage.

During this phase we do not always follow like ducks in a line but surveillance is
lmposed'upon the target and there is a vast difference, especially when on foot.
The various techniques and methods used during the foilow are discussed in
Chapters Six and Seven. Do not always assume that the target will drive a car,
he could travel by taxi, bus, train, bicycle or any other mode 6f transport

The Housing phase

Housing the target after a follow can often be a tricky part of any surveillance and
could be the most important. The housing courd be a'very short stop or courd bea long wait. obviously the length of the stop will not be known until the next'standby', therefore on a stop, the team have to act with a sense of urgency,
re-trigger the target and re-plot at the location straight away. once inis is
established (pick up/trigger phase) only then can the teah setile down and relax
a little.

By identifying the address or premises that the target enters may provide thatfinal, vital piece of information you have been viaiting for throughout your
surveillance. You may have observed the target for mlny days biut he now
suddenly arrives and parks his vehicle in an unknown street. lt is imperative that
an operator is close enough to identify the property that he enters and this maypossibly mean deploying an operator on foot as quiit<ty as possible to identify the
address. Whilst doing so the team have to frotO tneii positions in the euent he
goes mobile again.

ln the next chapter, we will cover the various methods of planning andpreparation that is required before deploying on the ground.
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Ghapter Two

Planning & Preparati

It is essential that detailed planning and preparation should be carried out prior
to any surveillance taking place. lt would be foolish to just turn up at the target
address on the morning of surveillance and hope that it goes well, because it
probably won't. lt is true to say that the old clich6 below is {act:

ls Surveillance the Solution?

When obtaining your brief, decide whether surveillance would provide the
answer to your clients' problem. There are many reasons why a surveillance
should be carried out but could the answers to your investigation be found out by
other means?

Pretext telephone calls, pretext visits to neighbours, or even speaking to the
target of inquiry on a pretext can often lead to the results that you require. ln

addition, covert video cameras or controlled audio monitoring may provide you
with information that you can act upon, without having to resort to lengthy and
costly surveillance.

The Regulation of lnvestigatory Powers Act 2000

Law enforcement agencies or a public body such as
local authorities in the United Kingdom are unable to
carry out a surveillance at will on a target that is of
interest to them. They have to act within the Regulation
of lnvestigatory Powers Act 2000 (RIPA) which is the
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legal enforcement arm of the Human RightsAct'1998 (HRA). prior to the surveil-
lance taking place, correct authority and permission has to be obtained by an
authorised person oJ rank or grade. More information regarding RlpA zOfjo is
covered in Chapter Three.

What are your objectives?

Look at the whole picture. You may have to break the investigation down into
phases or objectives so that each one can be realistically achieved, do not
expect to achieve the result that you want all at once.

For example, you may be tasked to investigate possible copyright infringement
ofyourclients,product,youmaybeaskedtoesiablish

Each objective could be tackled individually or put into groups or phases of the
investigation. with forethought and ptanning at inis stag6, you shoutd be able to
achieve your aims in a logical order an often achieuing one aim will provide
information leading into another.

The Surveillance Option

considering that surveillance is the option that you have decided to take, to
formulate a plan, you will require as much informaiion as possible from the client
concerning the target of enquiry and the circumstances.

It is essential that you establish whether the target has been under surveil-
lance in the past and that you establish his'aw-areness level'. lt will affect
how you plan and conduct your own surveillance.

Having decided on your aims and objectives, you should then work in a
methodical approach to arrive at a viable plan. Regirdless of whether the task is
a simple short single handed affair, to a complex team task requiring the use of
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static and mobile operators. All require some form of detailed planning and
essentially there are two main areas that we need to look at, prior to going out on

the ground, the target himself and the start point.

lf we can gather as much information about the target at the clients briefing or
before we leave the office the better prepared we will be. Every surveillance
needs a'Start point', we have to start somewhere. This is often found to be the
target's home address, his place of work or a place where you intend to pick him

up and we can look at the two as different issues.

THE TARGET

Attempt to obtain as much information about the target as possible, this can be
provided by the client or by your own enquiries. Ensure that you get as much as
possible from the client, with a bit of thought you may be able to gain more
information from them, they have a habit of forgetting important facts or they do
not understand our methodology.

Points to consider are:

. Target's name, nick-name or aliases

Ensure that you know what the target is known by. Your target may be called
Paul but all his life he may have been known by his middle name or nickname. lf
you have to make pretext enquiries and you have his name wrong you could
arouse suspicion.

. His address and associated addresses

Ensure that the address that the client provides
is correct; you do not want to be watching the
wrong property. Double check with the
Electors Register if at all possible and the
phone book. lnvariably, if you telephone direc-
tory enquiries and ask for the person by name,
they should tie it up with the address you have.
You will be told either; the telephone number,
whether it is ex-directory or that the number is
not listed. lf the latter is the case you will know
that the target is not responsible for the bill and/
or may no longer be resident. lf you have to
ring directory enquiries, do so on a landline or
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payphone rather than from a mobile phone. Mobile directory enquiries are often
a couple of months behind in their information.

lf there arc any associated 
-addresses you should have information relating tothese such as work places, family or coileagues.

. Telephone number

It is always handy to..have the target's telephone number. lf you arrive at theaddress for the surveillance and there has been no movement after four or fivehours, the curtains have not opened or the milk is still on the doorstep, you wouldbe thinking, 'ls anyone at home?'A realistic pretext call to the house would tell ifthere is anyone about and at worst, hear an answering machine providing amobile number that you did not have.

On a past survei//ance we cou/d not rdentify whether it was our target or hrs sonlhat had /eft the address bur we decrded io fo//ow hin i;;i; case. The tnggerperson was lefl in silu in the event that we *ere *rbrg but whr/st theri,- he
the targets address and asked for him by na"me. we were luciy asthe rep/y from a female taas, '/'m sory but you have j'ust mrssed him, he /eft twominutes ago'. Bingol

ln another enquiry we could not identify the target who was with two other similarlooking men' By having his mobile phone we were able to video all three of themat once whilst another member of the team rang him on his mobile. The one thatpulled out his mobile to answer it was our target.

lf you do talk to someone on pretext, make the call realistic and never hang up onanyone they only get suspicious. what would you think if someone did it to you?
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. Description

A full up to date description of the target should be obtained. ln Chapter Three
we deal with how a description is given use this as your checkrist.

. ls a photograph or video availabte of him?

lf.you can get a photograph or a piece of video tape then use it. Ensure that thephotograph is up to date and there have been no changes (hair styles, facial hair
and so on). Make sure that you study the.picture, takelt wiin you ind do not pay'lip service'to it. I have often seen investigators with photographs but they have
not really looked at them or compared it with the subject.

A few years ago, we carried out a surver//ance on the /s/e of Man and we were
armed with a photograph that was some liyears old (taken when the target ias/B). lt was difficu/t to identify the target at fiist but certain charactenstr'cs cou/d beseen in the picture and so it proved usefu/.

. Mode of Transport

Not everyone drives a vehicle; therefore you need to know the targets mode oftransport as you will have to prepare for travelling by the same means. He coulduse public transport, get a lift, walk, or ride a moiorbike.

lf he uses a vehicre you need to know the vehicre, make, moder, shape, corour,registration and any other identifying features.

. Family details or other occupants of the household

The Electors Register should identify all the adults in the household, although itis accepted that the records are not always accurate. ll would help to know howmany male adults lived.in the house (if your target is male), you do not want tofollow the first one that reaves which may be thJwrong p"irdn.

ln addition, if there are children known to be living at the house, you can expectthem to leave for schoor on their own or have iliem taken on the ,schoor 
run,.This is a time when the team need to be on the alert for possible rno*r"ni.-

Families often live in areas we cail 'tribar'. By this we mean that other members
of the family live in the same area or estate. you may find that the target,s sisterlives three doors down, the parents live two streets away. This is handy to know,especially if you have a loss as it is somewhere to search. ln additlon, if thetarget stops at one of the addresses, you know whether to go in hard or not, as itmay not be that important to the investigation.
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. Employment

The details of the targets work or trade are required. The type of job, his workplaceor area, his position, the shifts and hours he works inciuding overtime. lf he isunemployed, the day, time and place he signs on for unemproir"nt benefits mayalso be of use, especially if you have to pick him up there.

. Habits or Routines

You should be aware of any habits or routines, that the target may have.Recently, a target of ours would leave his house ano retigiousry stop at a nearbynewsagent in the morning to buy his paper and cigarettesl on the third and fourthday of surveillance, we never piotted up at his hJme address iwnicn was difficultto cover) but at the newsagents and had no probrems picking him up.

You should also know the targets haunts such as pubs, crubs and arsoinformation relating to his friends or associates.

SOURCES OF INFORMATION

There are various sources of
information that can assist us at the
planning stage:

. The Client's Brief

Obtain as much information from the
client that you can. Be aware of the
client that is over zealous with in-
formation that can often be mislead-
ing or inaccurate. you should decide
what is important and what is not.

. A pretext visit to the target,s
address to identify him

lf you have to call at the target's address, do so only as a last resort andpreferably use someone that will not be involved in the su?veillance. lf you do, doso with caution and have a realistic reason for being there. inquiries to locatethe previous occupant (who's details you have o-btained from the ElectorsRegister) are a reasonable excuse for a uisit. oo not male-up an elaborate storyor deliver the worrds biggest bunch of frowers, peopre onry get suspicious.
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- Telephone Directories

There are many directories available which contain information, BT Directories,
Thompson's Directory, Yellow Pages, Business pages and so forth.

- Trade Directories

Trade Directories that list specific professions such as Kelly's and Dunn and
Bradstreet are available in most reference libraries .

. Electors Register

As mentioned above, this is a good source of information but soon may no longer
be available to the general public. Treat the register with caution as the informa-
tion contained can be inaccurate. At the time of writing, some libraries in the UK
are being advised not to divulge Electors Register information to a person unless
it relates specifically to them. This has come about due to a member of the public
taking the local authority to court for a breach of their human rights. The local
authority were accused of this breach because they were selling on personal
information to commercial organisations for advertising purposes.

. County Gourts Register

lnformation can be found as to the targets credit history and whether they have a
history of debt.

. On Line Computer Searches (Equifax & Experian)

Organisations such as Equifax and Experian collect financial data such as credit
history and credit ratings that may be of use to you, and this information can be
obtained 'on-line' to those who subscribe or via the lnternet. They also have a
'locate' facility, which can be used to trace a person if they have moved. euite
often, a person will move house and then obtain a credit card or other form of
credit, when they apply they have to provide their previous address. when the data
is entered into a computer, the new address gets tied in with the old address.

. The lnternet

A wealth of information can be obtained from the lnternet. There are websites
such as www.192.com which lists the Electors Register and phone book all in
one. There is www.upmystreet.co.uk and www.multimap.com where you can
enter a postcode and you will see a map of the area together with an aerial
photograph. You will also be able to find out the cost of property, the nearest
schools and pubs in the immediate area.
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lnformation can also be obtained
from the many directories and
Inlormation providers such as
Companies House.

. Local press

The local press can often help
you with information, especially
if you have a particular date orpoint of reference. Many local
newspapers also have a website,
have a look at these in the eveni
that they also have their own
search engine. rf you.search for your target,s name, if he has been written aboutin the paper, it should come up *iif., tn"-,torV.

. Companies House

By apprying direct or going via the internet, you can obtain information aboutlimited companies, tr'"ir 
".Jountr 

r;jil directors. rt is possibre to provide them

il,lhl;l;,"ffi liff '"31i*"# t i oe ao te to te ri t;;in u, p" i,o n r' a" anv

. Local Enquiries & Local Knowtedge

It may be necessary to make some rocar enquiries from rocar shops or neigh_bours but do so with caution ano ,em"moer to have a reatisiic cover story ready.

TRIGGER POSITIONS

Prior to mentioning recce reports we wi, spend some time discussing the varioustrlgger options that are available to us. Every mobile or foot surveirtance will need
,u;ffi[,:r"i"Ji'nn.r the survei,ance and carr ir.," ri""ity; in order ro put rhe

only one person nee$_t?rrjgger.the target away and the remainder of the team
Hi"'iliij:;:JT S:';ffi::[Xr "ii"'.iuv rnLv nave ," u,,' him to be arert,

,Y:il Hi?l;XIrT;*"" 
a surveitrance operarion dirricurr or easy is the way
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Triggers are in some way the same as Observation Posts (or OPs), but they are
primarily used to trigger away a mobile or foot target rather than keep a continuous
static observation. Some similarities in this chapter will also be found in
Chapter Eight regarding Observation Posts as much of the principles are the same.

Regardless of which type of trigger you choose to use, for each one you must
consider the following from your position:

. Gan you see the Target?

From your position you must have a clear and unobstructed view of the target, be
it the front door of the house, the gate, vehicle or a road junction. Be aware if the
view is likely to become obstructed by passing or parked vehicles or pedestrians.

You need to be close enough to
identify the target but far away enough
for him not to see you.

. Can you observe the approaches?

The approaches to the target should also
be able to be observed. This will help
when waiting for a target to arrive and
give you that extra time you may need to
have your camera up and running. When
the target departs you will need to inform
the team of his direction of travel.
Additionally you may need to observe if
any third party approaches your location.

. Are you overlooked?

Be aware of people above you in buildings or offices. lf they are constantly
looking down on you, you do not want to attract any attention. Be aware of CCTV
cameras, especially on industrial estates.

. Gan the target see you?

ln surveillance we say: 'lf you can see the target, the target can see you'.
[Unless you are behind oneway glass or buried in a hedgerow]. You do not want
to make your trigger position obvious or have it attract attention. The trigger
position should not be right outside the target's front door but out of his '10 to 2'
o'clock arc of vision.
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PLANNING & PREPARATION

This area may be the target's home, his domain and territory, therefore he may
notice anything that is unusual or out of place.

. Can you move in and out safely?

You will need to move in and out of this position without attracting attention or
curiosity. Remember, for everything that we do in surveillance, we have to act
natural and have a reason for being there.

TRIGGERS FOR A MOBILE SURVEILLANCE

Together with the street plan opposite, we can look at the various trigger
positions open to us. The scenario is that we would expect the target to teave ine
house by the front door, depart on foot or get into his vehicle and go mobile.

Trigger Positions

From a car in this position we are behind the target and so he does not have to
pass you when he goes mobile. You can see the front of the house, the car and also
the next junction so that you can call a change in direction. when on plot, ensure:

. You are out of the '10 lo 2' arc

. You are not overlooked

. Not parked right outside someone's window

. Do not appear as if you are on a mission (turn
off lights, engine and square your wheels)

. Sit in the passenger seat

. Have a reason for being there

. Have a cover story ready

we could also insert a surveillance van (see chapter Eight on observation
) where we can afford to get a litile closer to the target. Ensure:

. All of the above points

. You are driven in and extracted, do not drive in yourself
then jump in the back of the van if it is risky

o
Posts
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|il From your car you are well away from the target. you could position
yourself to look directly at the target or use your mirrors. lf using your mirrors,
rehearse to yourself what you will say on the radio if the target goes mobile. Even
experienced operators often give the wrong commentary as through the mirrors
everything is back to front. Consider:

. When the target goes mobile he will be towards you

still using our car or van, we do not necessarily have to be in the same
street, from this 'long look' position, we can see from across the park or waste
ground. Consider:

. This 'long look'is good if the target is aware

. lf you have been on the surveillance previously and
it is not necessary to go in close in order to identify

. Be aware of obstructions to your view

V, A foot person could be deployed to provide the trigger although this is
usually a short term measure. Many phone boxes nave aovertising graphics over
the windows, through which you can see through from the inside but cannot look
into the from the outside which provides us wiih good cover. lf using the phone
box consider:

. You will have a good all-round view

' lf someone is in it, then wait. lt will provide you with additional
time to hang about on the street

. Once in the box, pick Up The phone! you have to act
naturally and someone in a phone box not using the phone
looks suspicious

' lf you cannot hold the position for too long, get another team
member to take over

. After the Standby, you should be able to be picked up by a
mobile unit or return to your own vehicle

lf there is no cover but you still have to deploy a footman, do so with
tion. You will get away with it so long as you have a reason for being there.

e
cau
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On a previous survei/lance, we had to identify the driver of a car as he left a cul

de sac. The only way to get close enough
was to actua/ly stand on the curb side, so
one of the team, dressed in overa/ls, clutch-
ing a sandwich box and a rol/ed uP
newspaper giving the appearance of wait-
ing for his ear/y morning lift, was able to
identify the driver and ca// a 'standby'.

ln a manner similar to the telephone

box, the bus shelter gives You a

reason for being there. Again this is only

short term as you can only let one or two
buses go past without getting on. lf there is
a queue then get into it, what better cover.

lf a queue starts to build up behind you then

let it. lf a bus arrives, all you have to do is
step back and let everyone else get on. Do not feel out of place doing this,

everyone else will be in their own little world and minding their own business as

they get on the bus and probably not notice you.

lf there is a building opposite (used or unused) then this could make an

if,eal trigger location. Caution should be used when entering and leaving the

locatiori-and you have to decide whether to extract the trigger when the
target goes mobile.

O Surveillances become trickY or

difficult when You cannot get a
decent trigger. ln the past 13 years

in the private sector, I have carried
out many surveillances where we

have had to use a'rural'trigger from

a hedgerow, ditch or thick foliage,
even in built up areas.

It works, but it takes skill, planning and discipline and for obvious reasons is

specially suited to former military personnel with training in covert movement,

camoufiage and concealment. Once your trigger is in position, he has to consider

what to do after the target goes mobile. Does he:

. Stay where he is until the end of the day, he may have

to tiigger the target in and out numerous times during the day
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. Should he self extract, return to his vehicle and attempt to
re-join the team

. Should he be extracted by another team member and go
with his vehicle.

A distant rural trigger could also suit your purpose, why get in close if you
not have to?

o
do

Three years ago, we carrled
out a lhree-man teamlbb in
lreland; the target /ived in a
very rural area, wht'ch was
criss-crossed with single
track roads. The only place
to trigger the target from was
on a sma// hi// some 600m
from lhe house. The team
had nowhere to lie up as
there were no /ay-bys and
there was no rea/ reason to
be in the area and so they
had to keep on the move.
Wth the aid of a spotting
scope (poweiu/ te/escope), /
was able to tngger away the
target who was prbked up by
the rest of the team. Once they
housed hrm, / was extracted
andpicked up. Attempt to trigger lrom as far away as possible. lt is not

necessary to be in close proximity to the target.
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TRIGGERS FOR A FOOT SURVEILLANCE

Together with the street plan of a precinct shopping area, we can look at the
various trigger options open to our foot team. The scenario is that we would
expect the target to leave the burger bar where he works by the front door in

order to establish where he goes during his lunch hour. There are no rear exits to
the premises, he normally leaves for lunch at 12.30pm.

Trigger Positions

O Having a person trigger from inside the burger bar has its advantages and
disadvantages. On the plus side:

. You can obtain a good identification, the staff may wear
uniforms and look similar, so identification is important

. You should not miss the target out, as you are fairly close

. You should be able to give a direction, when he leaves

. You may be able

On the minus side:

to cover any other exits if there are any

. You may be in close and
so a sighting may cause
you to lose a'life'

. lf the shop is very busy,
you do not want to miss
him out

The phone box would be an
ideal option as it is short term, but
we know roughly when we can
expect the target to leave. From the
telephone box:

. You will have a good all-round view

. lf someone is in it, then wait. lt will provide you with
additional time to hang about on the precinct
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PLANNING & PREPARATION

. Once in the box, remember to pick up the phone

. lf you have outstayed your welcome, get another team member to
take over

There is no reason why we cannot sit on this bench as it is out of the '10 to
atc of vision. lf using benches:

. Make sure you sit on them; it is what they were designed for! lf you are
stood up and leaning against it, it may look unnatural

. lf the bench is occupied but there is a space, then use it, what better
cover to have than other people. lt may be difficult to talk on the radio in
close proximity of others but there are ways around it, as described in
Chapter Four on communications

. Just sit there and do absolutely nothing. Do not get fidgety after a few
minutes and then look for another position, just stay where you are, and
act naturally. Remember, you are a member of the public in a public
place and you have a right to be there

This bench offers a number of disadvantages:

. You are too close

. You will be in the '101o 2'as the target exits

. You will have to constantly turn your head around to
look at the door, which would appear odd and unnatural

O From this bench you have a direct line of sight to the front door but you are
at a disadvantage due to the reasons listed above.

O From this bench, you will be in the'10 to 2'if the target comes out and
turns left (his left remember). ln addition, you will be constantly looking over your
right shoulder to look at the door, which would not appear natural.

O You could place the trigger in the Electrical Store but:

. You are in the'10 to 2', although you may have cover
from within the shop
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. lt may be difficult to pretend to browse and keep your
eye on the target. Remember, as soon as you look away,
the target will be out and gone

. lf you are not acting naturally, you will become the focus
of attention of store assistants and store detectives

From outside the travel agents (or any other shop doorway), there is no
reason why you can't just stand and wait. srAND slLL, do not bob and weave
about or you will attract attention. This sounds obvious but we find many
inexperienced students moving about as if they have ants in their pantsl

. You are out of the '10 to 2,

. You have a clear view across the street

. You have a reason for being there (you are waiting)

. Do not'peep'around corners

. A travel agents window is designed to be looked into
(similar to an estate agents)

. lf you use a shop doorway, make a cursory check of what
the shop is selling. Loitering outside jewellers is not recommended

lf you have a clear and unobstructed view of the doorway from the pub,
there should be no reason why you should not consider this trigger position.

' You do not really want to consume alcohol, so keep to soft drinks

. Obtain a position where you would look naturally in the
targets direction

Other Team Members positions

once you have established a trigger, that person will have control over the
target. You may have another two members on the team, They have to be
positioned away from the target, remember, only one person has to see the
doorway. These team members should be off the street but for now we will place
them in the following locations, as we will cover this aspect in more detail in
Chapter Six that focuses on foot surveillance.

o
then
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At the bus shelter you are far enough away from the target and you give
yourself a reason for being there. lf the target walks away from you, you can take
up the follow. lf he walks towards you, you can take control from where you are
as you do not have to move to anywhere.

From this bus shelter, you are'off the plot'which is good. You will be listen-
ing in to your radio for a standby and a direction of travel. lf the target comes out
and goes left (his left remember), you can take up the follow. lf he walks towards
your corner, you can take control at the corner without you having to move.

We now have the beginnings of teamwork and are'imposing'surveillance
on the target rather than just following him.

The Start Point

Prior to any surveillance being
carried out a reconnaissance visit
should be made of the target
location, it is visited to enable you to
plan and organise the task. This could
be residential, business premises or
an area in which the target is going
to be or likely to visit.

You will carry out a pre-surveillance
lor Recce) in orderto help you decide:

. The size of the team

. The make up of the team and which type of vehicles to use

. What equipment you may need such as cameras and radios

. Dress code to suit the areas and target

. The time spent on the surveillance, which affects the budget

. Length of time spent on the ground

. Likely trigger points

. Any possible hazards

There are certain things that we can do before actually going out on the ground.
By looking at a map, be it an A-Z or an Ordnance Survey, we can establish what
type of area we will be operating in such as urban town or rural village. lf we use
the internet and a web site such as www.multimap.com we will get various scales
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of mapping together with aerial
photographs.

Once we have arrived in the area,
there are certain things that we
should look out for and a sample of
a recce report is found below
detailing the factors that should be
known or considered.

Aerial Photographs

Aerial photographs can be a very
useful aid to planning if they can be
obtained. Many parts of the United
Kingdom can be found on the
lnternet site www.multimap.com some of which have a very good detailed scale.
As part of our pre-surveillance routine, this site is checked for-aerial photographs.

Use the photographs with caution as shadow will make features look different,
and check the age of the photograph as buildings and roads can change very
quickly. consider also the seasonal change, a photograph taken in the summer
will not show a true likeness during the winter.
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iRef : PB/1212

A1: Kenneth Minter

RECCE REPORT C/S ZuIu
0935hrs 7/8/03

Description:- Age 32yrs, short black hair, slim build.

81: Black V.W. Golf Reg: YG03 GKL

B2z Dark Green Landrover Discovery Reg: ??

Cl: 3'The Bank, Haworth Road, Fulford, York, YO9 6CB. Tel: Ex-Directory.

A-Z: O.S NorthYorkshire Page 74,D15. O.S. Grid 068363

Route: From the junction of the 4'64 and A19 (south of York), head north on the A19 for I
mile until you reach a roundabout for Sainsbury's supermarket. Take the third option at this
roundabout onto Haworth Road. 'The Bank' is 200m further down on the nearside

RV: Sainsbury's supermarket - Fulford.

Area: 'The Bank' is a short cul-de-sac comprising of 3 newly built properties located on
a slope and set back from the road in an older part of the town. Haworth Road runs along the
bottom of a small valley and is a fairly busy street with local shops either side and a number of
rows of Victorian style tefface houses. It is a neighbourhood watch area.

Cl: Cl is a detached property in the the top right corner as you enter the cul-de-sac.
There is no access to the rear. To the left of the house is a garage with a white painted door and
there are flower baskets hanging from the front porch.

Escape Route: There is only one way out onto the main Haworth Road by car or foot.

Bravos: A black VW Golf Reg'YG03 GKL has been seen on the drive. In the garage was a

dark green Landrover Discovery, no registration noted.

Tiigger: Primary: Trigger can be given from a car in the lay-by on Dark Lane (see sketch)
from here you have a clear unobstructed view of C 1 and can give a direction of travel.

Secondary: A van can be positioned on Haworth Road (see sketch) with no problems. However,
you will only be able to see the entrance to 'The Bank' but not get 'eyes' directly on C1.

Back Up: There are many locations for mobile units to lie up safley and cover the options.

Sightings: A male was seen at the time fitting the description of A1. Wearing a

white T shirt and red shorts.

Misc': l92.com lists Kenneth and Alice Minter only.
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Views lrom layby on
Dark Lane. C1 on the

tight with open
garage door

View from Haworth
Road towards

entrcnce of 'The
Bank' on the

nearside
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RECCE AND PRE.SURVEILLANCE REPORT

This should comprise of a report together with a sketch map or diagram of the
area.

A-Z

Provide details of the A-7 map book including page and grid reference.

Approach and Route

Operators may have to make their own way to the target's location rather than be
led there by the team leader. Directions should be taken from a main local
landmark to the target or to a central RV (rendezvous point) and include the
distance. ln this example we have used Junction 36 of the M62 Motorway.

Rendezvous

The team do not want to meet up in the target's street for obvious reasons, therefore
an area within a short distance should be selected where you can RV on the morn-
ing prior to the job starting such as in a car park or lay-by. Ensure that the RV is safe
so that the team would not look suspicious by meeting at this location early in the
morning.

This RV or another may be
event the team have to split
compromise.

Area in General

Ensure the address is correct and
provide a description of it,
especially if it is difficult to locate.
lf there isn't a number on the door
double check. Carry out a recce
360 degrees surrounding the
target premises (do not just
consider the front of the premises,
there may be hidden access to
the rear).

selected as an emergency rendezvous (ERV). ln the
up and meet at a later time such as after a loss or a
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Draw a sketch plan of the immediate area indicating all routes in and out by

vehicle or on foot and consider how many observation (trigger) positions are

available and their locations.

Target Address

Provide a detailed description of the address; it may be that you can only carry out

one'drive past'and so the more information you have, saves wasting valuable'lives''

Point out any identifying features that can easily be recognised from a
distance such as prominenisatellite dishes, window frames or painted porches'

Escape Routes

The possible routes that the target can take must be identified. Do not just carry

out your recce from your car, get out and have a look around' You must identify

all mobile (road) rort"s and any foxtrot (footpath) routes that he can possibly

take. Do not forget to look 360 degrees surrounding the target address and check

for exits at the rear as these may also have to be covered'

Vehicles (Bravos)

List the details on any vehicles sighted at the time of carrying out the recce. You

may have to pay a visit early morning or late evening to establish further

vehicles. Note how they are parked as this will not only tell you which direction

they my go in, but alsolellyou from which direction they have arrived.

Trigger Locations

Every surveillance needs a

trigger. Therefore You need to
decide how you are going to get
an 'eyeball' on the house and
how you will trigger the surveil-
lance. Consider all the oPtions
that have already been discussed
but keep it simPle, there is no

need to have a comPlex Plan in

order to get a trigger.

Covering at nearbY iunction maY
be the only oPtion available
(secondary trigger)
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Position for Back Up & Support

Locations could be identified where the mobile units could 'lie up' in a safe area (Lie Up
Position or LUP) whilst waiting for a 'standby'. This is often personal preference and
left to individual operators once they are on the ground. The position has to be within
radio range and should not attract attention from 'third parties'.

Sightings

sometimes you will see the target or any other person during the recce. Make a
note of descriptions and of any timings.

Miscellaneous

Note anything else of interest that may be of value to the team. Note any particu-
lar hazards that may present themselves such as: parking problems,
traffic conditions, security patrols and neighbourhood watch. Carry out a radio
check from where you intend to put your trigger or OP.

Get Out of Your Car!

A number of years ago we caried out a surveillance on beha/f of a firm ol
so/icitors who specialrsed in persona/ iniury insurance c/aims. They had asked
us to carry out a surveil/ance on a partlcu/ar claimanl who was c/aiming some
t250,000. They stated that a survei//ance had been caried out by a private in-
vestrgation firm in the past and that they had more or /ess stated that theiob was
impossb/e to do having been compromised.

This particu/ar agency, headed by a former Police officer claimed to be
'survei/lance experts'and were members of a professional associalion. Below is
an extract from their report.

Dear Sirs,

Thank you for your instructions in the above matter.

Further to our telephone conversations in respect ofthis case. I would
advise that we have had little success on this operation, and have not
been able to catch Mr. Lewis engaging himself in any untoward physical
exertion in contravention to his claim.

As I stated at the outset, we were always going to experience problems
due to the location ofthe subjects home address. It is an isolated
property on a minor, but relatively busy road running between Romanby
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and Cleves. There are numerous isolated properties along this stretch of
road, the residents of which use the road frequently. Consequently any

parked vehicles soon attract unwanted attention from the locals and the

'jungle telegraph' soon goes into action. I am fairly certain that we have

blown out at least four vehicles in attempting to carry out static observa-

tions on this man.

We have managed to obtain a very short passage of film showing him

walking his dog at the rear of the premises, but this is really no more

than what he states he is able to do when interviewed recently by Mr.

Boyle.

We have observed him driving but again this was only whilst visiting
local farms, and on one occasion a briefjourney into Cleves and back

which I suspect was merely an attempt to 'draw' the observation

vehicles.

We have given passing attention to the property whenever we have

been in the area, in the hope of obtaining some random evidence,

unfortunately we have had no success on this aspect either.

Regrettably, for the reasons outlined I do not feel that we will be in a
position to achieve any positive result for you in this matter as we have

reached the authorised fee limit, I cannot justify incurring any further costs.

We took a /ook at the area and
instantly realised why the investiga-
tors were compromised, the target
lived at a farm house sel back from a
very long straight Roman road in a
rura/ setting, any vehicle parkedalong
here would have been treated as
suspicious.

Howeve4 theiob was very easy to cany
out using a liltle imagnatlon. Byputting
in a rura/ OP in the edge of a wood
some 200m from the rear of the farm
you cou/d observe the garden, the
vehicles and the end of the driveway
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By using a lhree man leam, one in the Op
and lhe other two in cars /ocated in the
vicinity, we were able to successfu//y carry
out survei//ance of this particu/ar target. We
oblained much video evrdence of him in h/s
garden and a/so away from home which
conlradicted his c/aim , he /ost hrb t2i0,000.

lf carrying out a recce, look at the whole
picture. Check 360 degrees around the
target property and think, ,How can we
trigger this?'

The Plan

On completion of the recce, you will have
to formulate a plan of action in order to carry
out the task, within the bounds or restric-
tions placed on you by the client. points to
consider are:

. The size of the surveillance team

. The make up of the team, male or females or both

. Team vehicles, such as cars, vans, motorbikes

. Communications and radios

. Any specialist equipment required, such as night vision optics

. How you will record your findings and evidence
(surveillance logs, dictaphone tape)

. Calculate the man-hours into actual costs to provide
an estimate of costs including mileage, accommodation
and incidentals

KEEP
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Ghapter Three
a

\*qEvidence & Law

lf we are going to carry out a surveillance, we obviously have a reason for doing
so and the ultimate aim may be to gather information that will be used in a court
of law as evidence. That evidence has to be accurate, fair, credible and accounted
for. We must record our observations in a manner that is accepted by the courts
and in particular the criminal Procedures lnvestigations Act 1996 (cplA)
especially as our evidence will most likely be disclosed to the 'other side'.

We may have carried out a surveillance which required
detailed planning, had taken place over a number of
days and a positive result achieved. But if we had not
recorded our evidence correctly (especially if it is a
criminal matter) then the whole case could be thrown
out of court on a procedural matter.

European Convention on Human Rights

ln the United Kingdom we recently saw the introduction of
the Human Rights Act 1998 (HRA). ln retation to
surveillance, there is the legal and enforcement arm of
the HRA, so called the Regulation of lnvestigatory Powers Act 2000 (RlpA). ln
simplified terms, this means is that any 'Public Body' has to be accountable for
carrying out surveillance in order to prevent a persons human rights being violated.

By Public Body we mean:

. Police

. Customs & Excise

. lnland Revenue
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. Department for Work & Pensions (Social Security)

. lnstitute of Trading Standards

. Environment Agency

. LocalAuthority

. Social Services

Or any other organisation that comes
under the public umbrella. Private
lnvestigators, Surveillance Operators or
Security Consultants are not public
bodied and so technically they do not
have to seek any approval or authorisa-
tion in order to mount a surveillance. lf a
private investigator is carrying surveil-
lance work on behalf of a public body, that
body should still obtain authorisation in
accordance with RIPA.

By being accountable, surveillance by a
public body has to be:

. A last resort when all other investigative means have failed

. Authorisation for surveillance has to be applied for

. Authorisation for the surveillance operation has to be granted
by a person of rank or grade

. Authorisation and the actual surveillance has to be carried out in
accordance with RIPA 2000

when a Public Body seeks authorisation, the Act requires you to follow human
rights principles. ln particular, you will be required to justify why you propose to
use the powers in terms of legality, necessity and proportionality. you must
ask yourself the following questions:

ls my proposed action lawful?
ls it necessary?

ls it proportionate? (using a sledgehammer to crack a nut)
ls my action non-discriminatory?
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KEY DEFINITIONS

Surveillance (under RIPA 2000 (Section 48 (2))

. Monitoring, observing or listening
to persons, their movements, their
conversations or their other activities
or communications

. Recording anything monitored,
observed or listened to in the
course of surveillance and

. Surveillance by or with the aid of a
surveillance device

. Covert

. lf, and only it is carried out in a manner that is calculated
to ensure that the persons who are subject to surveillance
are unaware that it is or may be taking place

. Directed Surveillance

surveillance is directed if it is covert but not intrusive and is undertaken:

. For the purposes of a specific investigation or specific operation

. ln such a manner as is likely to result in the obtaining of private
information about a person and

. Otherwise than by way of an immediate response to events or
circumstances, the nature of which is such that it would not
be reasonably practicable for an authorisation under this

part to be sought for carrying out the surveillance

. lntrusive Surveillance

Surveillance is intrusive if, and only if, it is covert surveillance that:

. ls carried out in relation to anything taking place on any
residential premises or in any private vehicle and
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. lnvolves the presence of an individual
on the premises or in the vehicle or is
carried out by means of a surveillance
device.

. Residential Premises

. Any premises occupied or used by a
person however temporarily, for
residential purposes or otherwise as
living accommodation including hotel
or prison accommodation that it is so
occupied or used. Such accommoda-

tion might be in the form of a house, yacht, a railway arch or other make-
shift shelter. lt includes hotel rooms, bedrooms in barracks and prison
cells but not any common area to which a person is allowed access in
connection with his or her occupation of any accommodation.

. Private Vehicle

. Any vehicle which is used primarily for the private purpose (family,
domestic & leisure use) of the person who owns it or of a person other-
wise having the right of use to it. This does not include a person whose
right to use the vehicle derives only from having paid, or undertaken to
pay, for the use of the vehicle and its driver for a particular journey. A
vehicle includes any vessel, aircraft or hovercraft.

CODE OF PRACTICE

Pursuant to Section 71 of the Begulation of Investigatory Powers Act 2000

This code app/ies to every authorisation of corert survei//ance or of entry, on or
interference with property or with wire/ess te/egraphy caried out under sectbn 5
of the lnte//igence Services Act /994, Part /// of the Police Act /997 or Part // of
the Regu/ation of lnvestigatory Powers Act 2000 by pub/ic authorities which
begins on or after the day on which this code comes into effect.
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Although Article 8.2 of the HRA uses the phrase ,public Authority', private
individuals should be aware of the Article which deals with the Right to Respect
For Private and Family Life (Articte 8.1).

8.1 Everyone has the right to respect for his private and family life, his home and
his correspondence.

8.2 There shall be no interference by a public authority with the exercise of his
right except such as in accordance with the law and is necessary in a democratic
society in the interests of national security, public safety or tlre economic well
being of the country, for the prevention of disorder or crime, for the protection of
health or morals, or for the protection of the rlghts and freedoms of others.

We mention these Acts as the private surveillance operator should be aware of
them in the event that he is asked to carry out surveillance on behalf on a public
body. Any public body or enforcemeni agency involved in investigation or
surveillance work should already be familiar with procedures invoived with
obtaining authorisation, the HRA and RlpA 2000.

Privacy

ln a recent court case relating to a'personal injury' surveillance, private investi-
gators had obtained video film of their target carrying out physical activities which
contradicted his claims. The conclusion made by the district judge at the court
hearing, was to the effect that the claimant (target) was exaggerating his claim in
view of the video evidence.

The video film was taken from a public place but detailed activity filmed through
his front door and windows. The claimant and his legal team used this as a basis
to apply for an appeal against the district judge's decision, on the grounds that
the video film was inadmissible as it infringed the claimants human rights under
Article 8.1 (as it was a contravention to his right to privacy). The judge aooeo tnat
the evidence (video tape) was justified under Article 9.2 and added that, so long
as the surveillance operative did not trespass onto private property to
obtain the film of what can be seen with the naked eye, then that evidenie is
lawfully obtained. Thus the application for appeal was not granted.

The Human Rights Act 1998 together with the Regulation of lnvestigatory
Powers Act 2000 can be a minefield and very confusing to the lay person. tn
summary, I would suggest that you continue with your surveillance as you have
been in the past but keep in mind what you would consider as morally accept-
able, fair and how you would expect to be treated in the same circumstances.
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PROTECTION FROM HARASSMENT ACT 1997

This Act is briefly mentioned as a
number of investigators have been
threatened with being taken to court for
harassment by a target who had com-
promised them.

This act has often been referred to as
the 'Stalker's Act', and is designed to
catch all types of harassment, not just
offences such as stalking. lt can also
include neighbourhood disputes,
anti-social behaviour, racial hatred,
bullying and domestic violence. Extracts

here are taken from the Protection from Harassment Act 1997, Chapter 40.

The Act states that a person must not pursue a course of conduct which he/she
knows (or ought to know) amounts to the harassment of another.

It is not necessary to prove that the person intended that his/her conduct amounted
to harassment. The test is whether a reasonable person, who had the same
information would think that it amounted to harassment. lt does not apply to a
course of conduct if the person who pursued it shows:

. That it was pursued for the purpose of preventing or detecting crime

. That it was pursued under any enactment or rule of law or to comply
with any condition or requirement imposed by any person under any
enactment, or

. That in the particular circumstances the pursuit of the course of
conduct was reasonable

Definition

Harassment is not defined by the Act, the courts will probably have to rely upon
the dictionary definition (to worry, pester, annoy, distress). The factors which may
be taken into account include:

. Where and when the conduct (harassment) occurred

. The relationship between the harasser and victim, and

. The previous dealings between the parties
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ln criminal proceedings, harassment must have occurred on at least two
occasions, although a civil claim may succeed where there has only been one
incident, especially if there are reasonable grounds to believe that the
harassment may occur again.

Criminal Offence of Harassment

The Act creates two criminal offences:

. Harassment

It is an offence to pursue a course of conduct which amounts to the harassment
of another and the harasser knows (or ought to know) his conduct amounts to
harassment. The offence is arrestable and is dealt with in the
Magistrates Court. lf convicted a person can be sentenced to up to six months
imprisonment or fined up to t5,000 or both.

. Causing Fear of Violence

This is a more serious offence. The offence is committed if a person's course of
conduct causes another person to fear, on at least two occasions, that violence
will be used against him/her.

This offence can be tried at the Crown Court. The maximum sentence is five
years imprisonment, unlimited fine or both.

Civil Offence of Harassment

A person who is or may be the victim of a course of conduct amounting to
harassment can bring a civil action. This claim will be heard in the County Court
or in the High Court. The Court can award damages including damages for
anxiety and any resulting financial loss.

The victim or potential victim can also ask the Court to grant an injunction
restraining the person from any conduct which amounts to harassment. lf the
person does anything which is prohibited by that injunction, he or she can be
sentenced to imprisonment for contempt of Court.

ln Your Defence

It is a defence to show that the person's course of conduct was done for the
prevention or detection of crime, or was authorised by statute (bailiff), or it was
reasonable for purposes of protecting him/herself or another person or property.
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lf the Secretary of State certifies that in his opinion anything done by a specified
person on a specified occasion related to:

. National security

. The economic well-being of the United Kingdom, or

. The prevention or detection of serious crime

was done on behalf of the Crown, the certificate is conclusive evidence that this
Act does not apply to any conduct of that person on that occasion. The Act, like
any other, is quite heavy going but nevertheless, quite important.

Griminal Procedure and lnvestigations Act (CPIA) 1996

iffi

Surveillance may be carried out in any public place so
long as trespass is not committed (see below). A
public place can be defined as a place or premises to
which the public has access or has access subject to
conditions, and where a reasonable person would have
no general expectation of privacy, or would expect
privacy to be significantly reduced.

This extends to private land which is capable of being overseen by the general
public such as driveways and gardens. A public place also includes private areas
that are open to the public such as parks, zoos and fairgrounds, whether by free
admission or by payment.

Not so much for the private individual, but a public body when carrying out
surveillance should be familiar with the R -v- Johnson 1988 rules where there are
set guidelines for carrying out surveillance in public places. This is essential when
carrying out surveillance from a observation post on someone's private property
such as a house, and with special regards to the disclosure of the evidence

obtained. All evidence obtained must be
revealed, as it will be required to be
disclosed to the 'other side'. However,
surveillance methods, tactics and in
particular the location of Observation Posts
do not have to be disclosed.

Trespass

we can take photographs or carry out our
enquiries in a public place. We can also
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be in a public place and take photographs looking into a private place if it would
be deemed reasonable that we did not have to make an effort to do so, such as
climb up a ladder to look over a wall.

The distinguishing feature of trespass in modern law is that it is a direct and
immediate interference with person or property, such as striking a person,
entering his land or taking away his goods without his consent. The act of
trespass is a'tort' (a civil wrong) not a crime and therefore it is not necessary to
prove that it has caused damage. The sign 'Trespassers wr// be Prosecuted'is
therefore usually misleading and
should actually read, 'Trespassers will
be Sued'.

There are three types of trespass: to
the Person, to Goods and to Land.
Trespass to land, usually takes the
form of entering it without permission.
Remaining on land after the owner has
withdrawn his permission for you to be
there is also a trespass.

Data Protection Act 1998

The Data Protection Act 1998 came into force on 1st March 2000. lt sets rules for
processing personal information and applies to some written paper records as
well as those held on computers. The Act applies to 'personal data'that is about
identifiable living individuals.

The Data Protection Act is extremely complicated and therefore only the
fundamentals are covered here as it would effect the surveillance operator.

ln the United Kingdom, any person who compiles or holds private information,
whether you are a private investigator, security consultant or even the owner of a
video rentalshop (who may store names and addresses) you are required by law
to be registered with the Data Protection Registrar. Failure to do so can result in
heavy fines and/or imprisonment.

Anyone processing information or personal data (be it on computer, video,
photographic or written on paper) must comply with the eight enforceable
principles of good practice, which states that information is:

. Fairly and lawfully processed

. Processed for one specific and limited purpose
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. Adequate, relevant and not excessive

. Kept accurate and up to date

. Not kept for longer than necessary

. Processed in accordance with the data

subject's rights
.Acceptable security measures are used

to_ prevent unauthorised use or misuse of

data
. Not transferred to foreign countries with-

out adequate protection

The person holding the information is referred to as the 'Data Controller', the
person which has information stored about them is referred to as the 'Data Subject'.

Personal data covers both facts and opinions about the individual and also includes
information regarding the intentions of the Data Controller towards the individual.

The Data Subjects Rights

The reason and concept of the Data Protection Act was to partially provide some
sort of fairness and security for the 'Data Subjects'or'us', the general public. As

so much information is being stored and processed by many organisations, it

was deemed that this information should be kept accurate, truthful and fair. The
Act also makes provision for the 'Data Subject' so that he or she is able to find
out what information is held about themselves on computer and/or on paper files.
This is known as the 'right of subject access'.

The Act also allows individuals to apply to the Court to order a Data Controller to
rectify, block, erase or destroy personal details if they are inaccurate or contain
expressions of opinion which are based on inaccurate data.

Access to information and data held about you

Any person can apply for a copy of the information held about them. Requests
must be made to the person or organisation (Data Controller) who you think
processes the information to which you want access. You must apply in writing and
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must be accompanied by the appropriate fee of t10.00 and proof of your identifica-
tion. The Data Controller should respond within 40 days of receiving your request.

lndividuals are entitled to be told if any personal data is held about them and if so:

. To be given a description of the data

. To be told for what purposes the data are processed

. To be told the recipients towhom the data may have
been disclosed

You are also entitled:

. To be given a copy of the information with any
unintelligible terms explained

. To be given any information available to the controller
about the source of the data

Theoretically speaking, if a target of surveillance were to find out which investiga-
tion agency or person has them under surveillance, they are legally entitled to view
any information or data (surveillance logs, video tapes) that they have
obtained about them. There are various exceptions to this rule which includes
surveillance by a public body. so if you get compromised, ensure that the targel.
does not identify you and keep your fingers crossed that he is unaware of the DPAI

Again, this subject can be a minefield, the Data Protection website is very clear
and helpful. To register you have to notify that you are a Data controller by
submitting the relevant forms with a fee of f35.00 per year. Failure to do so is a
criminal offence and can result in a fine and/or imprisonment.
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$

EVIDENCE GATHERING

Rather than make a pretext visit or phone
observation will tell you if anyone is present.

Let us no examine various aspects,
which help us to notice events,
recognise and describe people.

Target Detail

On arrival at the target address,
make a note of the surrounding
details. Should you be keeping a
house under surveillance, it is
possible that you may not see any
sign of life for many hours. This can
be disheartening for the investiga-
tor and puts doubt that there is
anyone at home, the target could
be a late riser or he could have left
home prior to you arriving.

call to the house, your powers of
Things to look out for are:

. The state of the curtains and windows

. Are there any lights on?

. Chimney smoke

. Milk on the doorstep

. Dry patch on the driveway after rain

. Cats waiting to be let in or dogs barking

. Steam from bathroom window or vents

. Birds flying off when disturbed

. Noise from machinery such as tools or lawnmowers

You may not always be in a position to observe any of the doors and so any of the
above indicators will tell you that someone is present and may give you prior
warning of them leaving.

Should there be two exits from the property you may have to put a 'trigger'on
each. Alternatively, consider putting some sort of 'tell tale' marker on the rear
gate/door such as a stone or stick against the gate. lf the gate is used it will be
disturbed.

\
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ln addition to being visually aware, you should also rely on your hearing. you
may probably hear the sound of doors and gates opening, car alarms being unset
for example. This will give those extra seconds warning to have your camera up
and ready or to put the surveillance team on standby.

DESCRIBING PEOPLE

It is not always possible to obtain a photograph of your target and so a full
description of him should be taken from those instructing you, so that he is
immediately recognisable. ln addition, you may need to describe the target in
your written reports and so the list below should help you memorise the
identifyi ng characteristics.

Photographs of Targets

whenever possible obtain photographs or video of your target, obviously the more
recent the picture the better and establish whether your target has changed since
it was taken, for example, has grown a moustache, now wears glasses or has
altered their hair style. Do not pay lip service to identification photographs, study
them and examine facial detail and bodily details so that the target is instanly
recognisable when being seen for the first time.

sometimes comparisons can be difficult, so carry the photograph with you on the
task and use it. There is no point in having a photograph if it is going to be left at
the office or the car, especially when identification is not easy.

The description details you will require are:

. Sex/Gender

. Ethnic Origin
'Age
. Height
. Build
. Weight
. Hair, (style, length, colour)
. Features (shape of face)
. Facial Hair
. Accessories (spectacles or jewellery)
. Tattoos, scarring or blemishes
. Speech (accent)
. Gait
. Clothing
. Resemblance's
. OverallAppearance
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Quite often you will have to describe certain persons in your reports. Even if you
recognise your target from a photograph, it is always wise to add a description of
that person to your log or report. The descriptive list shown above should be
sufficient for most purposes.

Characteristics and features vary and could be described in the following ways:

. Ethnic Origin

Your description of origin should be treated as being descriptive rather than
a guess. Terms to be used could be: White, Negro, Asian, Arabic, Hispanic,
Oriental, Latin, Scandinavian, East European. ln Chapter Four on commu-
nications, you will note a system we call the '1.C. Code', which puts these
origins into a naming order.

. Age

To estimate age, compare the target's age with your own or someone that
you know. lf you find this difficult, try to 'bracket'their age. lf you feel that
they can not be older than 50 but are not as young as 40, we can estimate
that the target is approximately 45 years old. When making notes such as
your surveillance log, do not be too accurate when estimating ages and
put them down in brackets (35-40 years). Be aware that beards and
baldness can make men to appear much older than they really are.

. Height

Height can be estimated in a similar manner as we would for ages.
Compare the target's height to yourself or someone you know and bracket
accordingly. ln addition, you can compare the target against his surroundings
such as a door frame (6 feet 6 inches) or a car roof. Height can sometimes be
difficult to estimate as the persons build can often alter our perception
especially if they are higher up than you, such as on a doorstep.

. Build

Build could be considered as: Slim, Medium, Heavy, Well Built, Proportion-
ate, Stout, Stooped, Small, Athletic, Muscular and Wiry. Be aware that
peoples clothes can often alter your perception of build, especially heavy
coats.
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. Hair

Hair can be described in many ways but we divide hair styles into three
sub-categories:

'colour Light, Dark, Fair, streaked, Breached, Tinted, coroured,
Black, Brown, Grey

' Length cropped, short, Barding, coilar Length, shourder Length,
Long

. Style ldy, Scruffy, Wavy, permed, Straight, Thick, Thin, Curly,
Receding, Greasy, Fringed, Styled, Spiky, Bobbed

. Facial Features

. Complexion pale, fair, tanned, olive, rashy, weathered, dark

. Shape of Face

when looking at faces there are many features that make up the face apart
from the overall shape

Facial shapes could be described as: Round, Fat, Thin, pointed, Angular,
Square, Oval, Sallow, Small

. Eyes

Large, Small, Squint, Slanted, Bloodshot, piggy, piercing, Hooded Lids,
Wide

. Eyebrows

Thick, Thin, Bushy, Arched, prucked, Narrow, Joined, sranted, straight

. Noses

Small, Large, Button, Hooked, Roman, Fat, Bumpy, Snub, Bulbous, Wide,
Pointed, Squashed

. Chins

Square, Round, pointed, Long, Double, Angular
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. Facial Hair

Moustaches: Military, Droopy, Handlebar, Bushy/Thick, Toothbrush,
Mexican, Thin, Walrus, Clipped, Waxed

Beards: Stubbly, Unshaven, Pointed, Long, Straggly, Short, Designer

. Spectacles and Jewellery

. Spectacles: Round, Square, Horn Rimmed, Metallic, Bi-Focal, Tinted

. Jewellery: Rings, Necklaces, Medallions, Broaches, Earrings, Hairslides

. Tattoos or Skin Marks

Obtain the design of the tattoo and their locations. Tattoos are designed for
showing off and are often found on the forearms. some people have very
distinguishing marks such as birthmarks,
blemishes and scars

. Speech

Regional accents are not always distinct but
attempt to put the accent to an area, even if it
is only North, South, Midland or West Country.
Consider the tone and volume such as quiet,
soft, loud, slurred, educated, clipped

. Gait, Stride and.Posture

Most people have a unique and identifiable gait
in the way they carry themselves and move
whilst walking

. Posture / Bearing: Upright, Slouched, Stooped, Round Shouldered, Head
Drooped, Lethargic

. Gait and Pace: Fast, Slow, Bouncy, Marching, Skipping, plodding, Springy,
Dainty, Lethargic, Limping

. Clothing

Smart, scruffy, casual, business-like, sporty, industrial
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. OverallAppearance

Smart, Tidy, Untidy, professional, Scruffy,
Casual

Resemblance's

Does the target resemble anyone
famous? Atelevision personality, a politician, for
example. lf you use this method to
describe a person, ensure that it's someone that
most people could recognise!To hear, Standblq
standby thatb the target out and heb a dead nnger for my unc/e A/bert/ is no
use to anyone unless they know what your Uncle Albert looks likel

on one partl'cu/ar investrgation, we were tasked to estab/rsh that a particu/ar
character worked in a busy car garage and obtain phorographs or ndeo of him
working there- The c/ient did noI have very good powers ir Aescnption but stated
that the target /ooked very simi/ar in appearance to the entertainer Bruce Forsyth,
by having a /ong prominent chin.

on amva/ at the garage, lhere were approximate/y /6 male slaff working there
and the target was instant/y recognised. Should we not have had this deinptrve'resemblance'our task wou/d have been made much more diffrbu/t by haring n
ask pretence questions.
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The military use a pneumonic 'A to J' in order to describe people:

A
B
c
D
E
F

G
H
I

J

Age
Build
Clothing
Distinguishing Marks
Elevation (Height)
Face
Gait
Hair
LC. Code
Just Like (resemblances)

Vehicle Details

Any vehicle detail that you can obtain regarding the target is extremely useful.
When vehicles arrive on the scene of an observation, or you arrive there to find a

vehicle for that matter, it is important that you record as much detail as possible
about it. Today, many vehicles are designed by computer and consequently
appear to be a similar shape such as the Laguna, Mondeo or Corolla. Therefore
it is also important to recognise the car's logos and badges.

. Make and Model

The make could be either a Ford or a Vauxhall, the Models possibly being an
Escort or Astra respectively.

. Shape

ln addition, there are variants such as estates, saloons, hatchbacks and
convertibles. lf you do not know what make it is, provide a detailed description.
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. Colour

c-olours are fairly straight forward with variants in shades and metallic finishes.
Make a note of the state of repair and body work, does it have any modifications?

. Registration Marks and Numbers

Registration numbers are unique to every vehicle and is the best means torecognition.

ln the United Kingdom.there is a new style of registration number, the old styleregistration was in the form of:

Where the 'S' identified the year
of production (1998/9) and the
letters 'TN' identified the area in
which the vehicle was first
registered. ln this instance ,TN, relates to Newcastle.

The new registration system introduced in 2001, sees a registration number inthe form of:

The first two letters are a local
identifier or 'tag' to show where the
vehicle was first registered. The tag
'YG' relates to the Leeds area, the
letter'Y' indicating yorkshire.

The two figure number is an age identifier which changes every six months inMarch and september. ln this case,'51'relates to 1st September 2001 to 2gthFebruary 2002. The age identifier which comes after this will be ,02,, the nextperiod will be '52', the next '03' and so on. The three letters are generated
randomly to give a unique identity to the vehicle.

srns AThr
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ldentifying Features

Note any unusual marking or ornaments such as stickers, furry dice, nodding
dogs and tow bars. ln busy traffic you may only get a brief sighting of a sticker in
areat window when the car is way ahead of you, this may be the only indicator to
provide his location in a long queue of traffic.

Remember, if the target drives a powerful car, it will be necessary for the
surveillance team to use similar powered vehicles also.

NIGHT VISION

After being in a well lit area and then moving into the dark, it takes approximately
20 minutes for your eyes to get accustomed to the dark and about 40 minutes to
become fully adjusted. This adjustment is what we call 'night vision' or getting
used to the dark.

At the back of the eye is the
retina which is made up of
cells, these cells (of which
there are two types) are
formed in the shape of rods
and cones. The cones (in
the centre) are sensitive to
coloured light but not shades
of grey. Alternately, the rods
(surrounding the cones) are
not sensitive to colours but
are sensitive to shades of
grey. During the daytime, the cones cells are used to transmit light to the brain,
as darkness takes over, so do the rods.

lf you are observing at night, do not stare directly at the object, but look slightly to
one side so that you are using the area of the rods. lf you look directly at the
target, it will be covered by the cones and in effect causing a blind spot.

When we go from one extreme to another such as a light area into dark, it takes
some time for the cells to change role and so we have this 20-40 minute period ol
'getting used to the dark'. The suggestion that carrots help you to 'see in the
dark' is true to some extent. Carrots are rich in Vitamin 'A'and it is known that
Vitamin 'A'stimulates the cells that we have mentioned.
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Once night vision is obtained,
it is easy to lose it again by
looking at bright lights or
through night vision scopes. lt
also takes much longer to
regain your night vision when
lost, therefore when observing
at night consider the following:

. Scan areas of observation
slowly

. Do not look directly at the ob-
ject, the eye has a'blind spot'
so look slightly to one side

. Do not stare at an object, your eyes will play tricks on you

. Avoid looking at bright lights, this will ruin your night vision

. Keep your eyes closed when exposed to light such as car headlamp. lf
necessary, keep one eye open

. Rest your eyes frequently

. Looking through a night vision scope can ruin your night vision

Soldiers preparing to carry out night time operations (such as going into a night
assault by helicopter) will often sit for 40 minutes in darkness to enable their
eyes to become accustomed to the dark. The troops may wait in a special area or
all the lights inside the aircraft may be switched off .

Red light does not affect night vision so some illumination in these areas helps
you to see.

During the Fa/klands Campaign / served in a sma// reconnaissance unit tasked
wrth carrying out forward recce palro/s and OPs ahead of the main fighting units.
When the patro/ moved at night, / was one of two scouts whose responsibility up
ahead, was to stop, /rslen and /ook lo oar front for enemy positions or patrols
using image intensifying scopes. This was extremely hard work, once I had
?/eared' to my fronl, my partner Jan wou/d move forward to c/ear hs front and
then / would come through and so on with the patro/ fol/owing not far behnd us.
What made the iob even more difficu/t for us was the fact that we would stop
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every 50 paces or so and scan through the night srght, in doing so we wou/d lose
our nrght vision in that eye. When we patrol/ed forward, visibility was difficult as
we were effective/y now b/ind in one eye having /ost the nrght vision.
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Memory and perception

Try to educate your memory. There are three different ways in which we memorisedetail' on surveillance courses we show a number of items to the students whichthey have one minute to rook at them and remember them. After which they have towrite down and describe what they could remember. A number of tests carried outover a few days certainly improves their memory and their attention to detail.

study the photo below for one minute, then close the book andattempt to write down the rist of objects. Try to pay attention to detair
and count how many there are as this helps

People have different ways of remembering the objects, some use ,association,
where the set of cars keys wourd be rinkei to a pbtroi'r;;;ipr or the packer ofsweets would be linked to a toothbrush. others think to themserves a bizarrestory in which they link the objects together such as: / /eft the house wth my cARKEYS in my hand, / looked at my wiTCH becaus_e t *u" i|",-t had to fr// up wrthPETROL and / bought some headache TABLETS at the siie time.

".',.:'.'l.,:j,

ffii:r,:',,.:';:,:
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Others may group the objects into rows or clusters, such as the top row, the
middle row and the bottom row. Everyone has their own personal way of
remembering details, so use whatever system suits you.

List of Objects (answers)

Key fob with three keys, three silver coins, one bronze coin, packet of pills, Duracell
battery, stapler, chewing gum, bulldog paper clip, business card, rubber date
stamp, 3.5 inches floppy disc.

Perception

Noticing detail is very important but our minds can often play tricks on us without
us being aware of it. For example, read the following sentence and then write
down how many times the letter F is used:

THE FLOPPY, FLUFFY BUNNY OF LITTLE SELF-WORTH
HAD NO IDEA OF THE NEED FOR SAFETY IN THE WOODS.

The first time I read this I counted six, when there are actually ninel lf you think I

am mistaken, then count again....

This is a common mistake as your brains play tricks on us all the time. We
discard the word 'of'because it does not require much thought and is not one of
the main words we are looking at.

Here's another one, have a look at the picture below and count the black dots.
How many did you count? eight, nine, in fact there are none!
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no discrepancies. Remember all oddities may be brought to the attention of acourt and could quite possibly discredit your evidence.

should you be in a static observation position, you may be able to write down afair amount of detail about the target area and fne events taking place.

Depending on the nature of the enquiry, it will effect how you log and produce
your written reports. lt is recommended to have the surveillance logs typed upand submitted with accompanying photographs or video tape. neporti'in thisformat include all details and log events in a chronological olo"r.

Surveillance Logs

SURVEILLANCE LOGS AND REPORTS

As a member of a surveillance
team, you should keep a brief
log of exactly what occurs and
what action is taken. The team
leader may keep a more de-
tailed log of team events
(Master Log). lt is important that
all team members synchronise
their watches and timers on
photographic equipment so that
the surveillance logs coincide
with each other and there are

investigating a criminal activity.

It is not always necessary to use
prepared log sheets but they are
simple, easy to read and make life
easier when they have to be typed.

It is not always practical to handwrite
a log, and so a running commentary,
or details of an event may have to be
kept on dictaphone tape. The detaits

All timings, incidents and information should be recorded in a chronological orderand preferably written down in note form. The notes that you take wiil beregarded as contemporaneous and wiil possibry be used as evidence and wourd
have to be produced in court. yodr notes may be written on anything at the timeof the incident; pocket book, log sheets or even the back of a-cigaLtte packei
but once written they should be preserved as evidence, more importantly so if you are

Section ol a log sheet
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on the tape should be written up as soon as practically possible. On occasions
(such as Criminal lnvestigations) the dictaphone tape will also have to be re-
tained and preserved as evidence.

No ELBOWS!

When compiling our surveillance log sheets, there are certain guidelines that can
help preserve the integrity of the log and its content and we use the pneumonic
'No ELBOWS'to remind us. There should be no:

Erasures

lf you make a mistake, you should not obliterate the mistake with pen, rub it
out or use correction fluids. lf you make an error, draw a single line through
it (so that the error can be read) and write the correction afterwards.

Loose Leafs

ldeally the sheets of a logbook should be bound with glue and each page
serial numbered (as are the Enforcement Agency Logs). This way it cannot
be open to suggestion that extra pages were added at a later time and also
any removed pages will be identified.

Blank Spaces

Some people leave a blank line in between log entries in order to make it clearer
that it is a separate event. This is in fact bad practise as it could be suggested
that you have left the line clear in order to add an entry at a later time.

Overwriting

As mentioned above, if you
make a mistake, do not write
over the top of the error or
cram the correction into the
text. Use a fresh line.

Writing Between the Lines

Do not cram words in between the lines of text if you realise that there is an
addition you need to make to your log. lf you realise that you have made an
error or there is something that you wish to include in the log, then add it to the
end of the log.

B
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S Separate pieces of paper

lf at all possible, use bound surveillance logs. separate log sheets are
acceptable but can be left open to abuse and the suggestion that they
were not the originals. lf you use separate log sheets, ensure that you
number the pages 2 0f 2, for example. lf for some reason you record your
observations on a scrap piece of paper as it was the only thing to hand,
then this must be preserved and retained with the log sheetsl An entry
should also be made in the log referring to it.

Eye Witness Testimony as Evidence

lf you find yourself in court giving evidence, it is possible that the Defence
barrister will attempt to discredit your evidenc" or pri your ,witness testimony, to
some doubt in order to confuse a jury.ln a famous case (Regina -v- Turnbull andothers 1970), certain witnesses to an armed robbeiy iere called to give
evidence at the robbers trial, Turnbull was the getaway driver in the robberyl

These witnesses saw the robbery take place but their testimony was put toquestion by the Defence. Many questions were asked:

How far away from the Defendant were you when you saw him?
lf you were across the streel was the road busy at [hat time ol the day?
Cou/d passing buses obscure your view?
How /ong did you have him in srght for?
Are your sure it was him?
How can you be certain?

ln summing up, the judge Lord widgery, informed the jury that there shourd be a
special need for caution when considering eye witnesi euidenc" and said that a
single witness can make mistakes, several witnesses are likely to paint a more
realistic picture of events but they can also still be mistaken- This case set aprecedent and barristers now use this case as a guide when cross examining
eye witnesses when identification is in doubt. toio wiogery speaking for th6
English Court of Appeal in R-v-Turnbull referred to four guijeline matters which atrialjudge, when instructing a jury or himself, if sitting ilone, must consider.

1' .'. whenever the case against an accused depends wholly or substantially
on the correctness of one or more identifications of an accused which the
defence alleges to be mistaken, the judge must warn the jury of the special needs
for caution before convicting the accuied in reliance on tn" correctness of the
identification or identifications...
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2. ... he should instruct them as to the reason for the need for such a warning
and should make some reference to the possibility that a mistaken witness can
be a convincing one and that a number of such witnesses can all be mistaken...

3. ... direct the jury to examine closely the circumstances in which the identi-
fication by each witness came to be made...

His Lordship then set out a number of factors one might consider when deciding
whether or not there is evidence before the Court which would impact positively
or negatively upon the correctness of the testimony, and continued:

4. ... remind the jury of any specific weaknesses which had appeared in the
identification evidence. Recognition may be more reliable than identification of a
stranger; but, even when the witness is purporting to recognise someone whom
he knows, the jury should be reminded that mistakes in recognition of close
relatives and friends are sometimes made...

His Lordship went on to state:

... lf the quality is good and remains good at the close of the accused's case, the
danger of a mistaken identification is lessened; but the poorer the quality, the
greater the danger. ln our judgment, when the quality is good, as for example
when the identification is made after a long period of observation, or in satisfac-
tory conditions by a relative, a neighbour, a close friend, a work mate or the like,
the jury can safely be left to assess the value of the identifying evidence even
though there is no other evidence to support it; provided always, however that an
adequate warning has been given about the special need for caution....

lf we take the case of R-v-Turnbull and Others, and can give answers to the
points raised, we can be confident in our evidence. Using the pneumonic
ADVOKATE we remember the points of which to provide detail in our
surveillance logs, which you may be questioned about.
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ADVOKATE

Time Lapse

Could your memory fail you?
what was the time soan between seeing the incident and making your notes?What was rhe rime soan [slvyssn ;;;;;; ii.," i""i0"., and making a statement?What was the time span between ;;;;il ir.," i.iio"", and the identity parade?
Errors or Discrepancies

ls it possible.........?
ls it possible that you are mistaken?
You have stated this, another witness has stated that, courd you be wrong?

Amount of Time

How long was the target actually in view for?

Distance

How far away was the target from you?
were.you using optics suJh as oinocutars or terephoto renses?Was the target so close that v", rr"J t" 

""Jrt'io, "y"rz
Visibitity

What was the weather like? Was it foggy? Was the sun in your eyes?were you having to toot<.in youi r";r-;;; r'l'or, *". it a back to front image?Do you wear glassesz Were Vo, *""iing'tir", * the time?

Obstructions

Were you lookinq across a busy slreet, heavy with passing traffic?Were you having to peer through neavv totirio.z
:111,,n".r" a tot of pedestrian activity?
Urd the target go out of sight at any time?

Known or Seen Before

Had you seen the target before?
Was he known to vou?
Did you have a photograpn to recognise him from?Had you carried out sirveillance on"rrim b;;;;;;
Any Reason to Remember

had reason to remember 
lgcalse that day in question was my birthday.remember the jumper he wore because r huu""on" exacily like it.remember him because he had a rir,eness ti.]..1'
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/ have given evrdence in Court when the Defence barister went systematica/ly
lhrough the list above. At the time / was stil/ a young investrgator'and had no
know/edge of H-v-Turnbu// or ADVOKATE but / was ab/e to provrde the corect
answers to his cross examinalion. This was on/y due to corect log keeping at the
time, quick thinking and having the confidence in my own evrdence.

A number of years ago in the United Kingdom, the TV presenter Ji// Dando was
murdered outside her home. Although there were no actua/ witnesses to the act,
many witnesses gave evidence re/ating to a man that they saw loitering in the
area before the murder. These witnesses gave very conflicting descnptions of
the person they saw, 'He was white, c/ean shaven wearing a raincoat', 'He had a
few days beard, Mediteranean appearance and wore a Barbour iacket'. The
Defence barnsters would have gone to town during their cross examination in
order to drscredit these witnesses and hrgh/rght the conflicting descnpfions, / am
certain they would have used the Advocate pneumonic as an arde.

Remember a defence barrister will want to:

. Shorten the time span that the target was in your sight

. Extend the distance between you and the target

. Cloud your view

. Prove that the view was fully or partially obstructed for a short
period of time

. lntimate a wrong identity

. Question your judgement and memory

. Put to you any discrepancies, such as errors in your logs

. Put doubt in the minds of a jury
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PRESERVATION OF PHOTOGRAPHIC EVIDENCE

The aim of the majority of surveillance tasks is to gain photographic evidence ofan event taking place or to prove that a person wis in a pariicular location at acertain date and time.

should these photographs be used in legal proceedings (especially criminal) thenthey should be handled, preserved and exhibited as-any otner evioence wouldbe' There should be a documented record of the evidence when it is transferredfrom one person to another for reasons of continuation. This is essential whenhandling evidence to be used in criminal proceedings.

Do not use the same Jilm for multiple jobs in order to save money. whether it isvideotape or still film that you are using, always load a fresh film at the start of thejob, add the cost to your invoice.

Having taken the photographs, the
film should remain in your control
until the photos are handed over to
a legal authority such as a solicitor
or the Police when they should be
exhibited with your statements or
surveillance logs.

Should the whereabouts of the
evidence be unknown at any time,
it could be used by the opposition
in court to discredit that evidence,
claiming that it had been tampered
with and altered.

The most vulnerable time when the film is out of your control is when it is beingprocessed and it is during this process when the evidence could be altered toprovide an untrue image (although unlikely). To preserve G continuance ofevidence it may be wise to have your photo processor sign a declaration statingthat the film was processed by him/her and that it had no-t been altered and thatit was handed directly back to you.

rf ii, llii
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We have used this system in the past, with the document stating:

,'I, Ktren Bla.ggr'af lrint It Fhoio Pr*e**uorr,A*ytorun, have r'cceiv*dr:une rcll
, nf't4erpcsure Ksdakfll#r frsm Mr.F*ul,King ott 21st March,2$03 at,tr2.0Ohrs.

'The ftlm,!ryas develon*r and prlnted an the premi*cr by rnc *nd lia* notlef't the
.prenires af: *nyi:time. The,,ptotographs, have nct: licen slfered o.r in*erlbred

" rrlth so rs te mak*,them.false. ,,, ' ' ' ,, ' , : ,,

This procedure may seem extreme or over the top, but if the photographs
recorded a criminal event such as a theft, the defence barrister will ask you,
"Were the photographs and negatives ever out of your control?", "ls it possible,
that they could have been tampered with?". lf the answer to those questions is
'Yes', then this destroys the chain of evidence and casts doubt as to the credibil-
ity of that evidence.

ln the matter of video taped evidence, your original recording should be copied to
be used as a'working'copy to make further copies or make edited versions. The
original tape should be labelled, secured and retained as evidence.

Gamera Data Backs and Date / Time Generators

Many investigators make use of a 'data back'fitted to their camera. This device
prints the date and time onto the photograph as it is taken. From an evidential point

of view the date and time printed on the photo could be questioned in court, as it is
possible to set an incorrect date and time on the device. Just because the photo has
printed on it '12-6-03 it does not necessarily mean that it was taken on that date.

This does not mean that using a databack is a waste of time. Having the date/
time assists in the compilation of reports and logs and provides documented
corroboration. lt makes the pictures look more professional and would only likely
be challenged in court if there were discrepancies in other parts of that evidence.

Should you make use of a data back, ensure that the timer is synchronised to
your watch or the time-piece that you refer to when writing a surveillance log.
Should you realise after the pictures have been taken that the timer is not
synchronised with your watch, make a note on the surveillance log to this effect.
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Ghapter Four

Gommunications

Communication is probably the most important factor when there is more thanone investigator working on the same task. Team tasks can succeed or faildepending on whether good communication is maintained between teammembers, and that those members are well exercised in voice procedure andthe giving of a radio commentary.

Surveillance is all about teamwork,
'':,:without'esrmuni syou;wiilhav*noteam'to:work with

communication is about being abre to speak or indicate to another, in a manner
that is clear, precise, detailed and understandable to the receiving party. ln thisinstance, the sender will be passing information about a particulai targets
actions and intentions, or be issuing instructions to the remainder of the
surveillance team.

communication (or comms) can be passed in any of the foilowing ways:

. The telephone, including mobile phones

. Radio transmissions

. Radio telephones

. Hand signals

The Telephone

Ii40bile telephones are not recommended as a substitute for hand held radios.
The cost of operating a mobile phone is probably one of the first disadvantages
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that springs to mind, but mobile networks can be very temperamental and calls
have a habit of suddenly being cut off. lf you are operating in a hilly or'bad area'
you will have no Comms at all.

With radios, you will be able to call and speak to an unlimited number of people
at the same time, with a mobile, you can only speak to one person.

The main advantage is that mobiles have an unlimited range of transmission
where you can get in touch with anyone throughout the country. Each member of
the surveillance team must be in possession of a mobile phone. Operators often
find themselves out of radio range, especially after a loss and the only means of
communication is the mobile telephone.

Radio Telephone

A recent communications advancement is the mobile radiophone. One such
system in the United Kingdom is called the TETRA or 'Dolphin'system designed
by Motorola, which in effect is a mobile phone. At the press of a button you can
set the phone to be used just like your hand held radio, where you have to press
a PTT button to talk and then release it to listen. The advantages of this system
are that it is 'secure' as the transmissions are digitised and no one can intercept
them and that they have an unlimited transmission range. On the downside,
everyone in the team needs to have one but if you are in an area where there is
a poor mobile signal, you will not get through to anyone.

RADIOS

Communications are a very important factor in surveillance work where investigators

have to work as a team. Therefore radio equipment is paramount and has to be:

Reliable and robust
Have sufficient transmit/receiving range
Portable
Secure
Simple to operate



COMMUNIGATIONS

Radio Frequencies

Two different wave lengths are available to the commercial investigator in theUK and the correct one shourd be serected to obtain ma*imum performance forthe type of area that you are normally working in.

' UHF or Urtra High Frequency shourd be used in very buirt up towns andcities or if you are constanily working in buirdings. tnttre UHF range this isnormally between 430 _ 472MHz.

' VHF or Very High Frequency is the most commonly used and is ideal formost situations, it is adequate for both buirt up 
"r"u. "no 

out in the op"n.ln the VHF range, the frequency is normaty oeGen approximatery
162 - 175 MHz.

It is preferable to have a power output of at least five watts to provide you withsufficient power and transmitting range, the majority of hand hetd radios can beset to five watts. Any ress and you miy not have a iufficient range.

lf, you purchase your own vHF/uHF sets, an operator,s ricence has to beobtained from the Radio communications Agency (RcAt. This is usuailyorganised by the radio dealer, and the ricence costs approximatery €140.00 peryear and can cover up to ten radio sets. when the ricencsis issueo you receivean operating frequency onto which the radios are set.

Due to over-crowding of the airwaves within
these frequency ranges, it is possible that you
will hear other people on the air who are using
the same frequency and likewise, they would be
able to hear you. This ,sharing' of fiequencies
could create a problem during surveillance as
your commentary could be interrupted and third
parties will be able to hear your commentary.

Many modern radio systems utilise a system
called CTCSS coding. This system enables the
radio set to automatically iransmit a coded
signal to your other sets and ,opens them up, to
receive your messages only. Radios using the
same frequency without the compatible CTCSS
coding will not be able to be listen in to your
commentary nor will you be able to receive the
others transmissions.
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Types of Radio Sets

Radios come in various forms, the main two types being hand held transceivers
(the walkie-talkie) or vehicle mounted sets. Both sets have their advantages
and disadvantages:

Vehicle Mounted Sets

Vehicle mounted sets (as their name
suggests) are normally mounted and
concealed in a surveillance vehicle and
will give you a high transmitting range,
drawing its power from the vehicles
battery. An output of five watts or more
with an external magnetic mounted an-
tenna (mag mount) will provide a range
over seven to twelve miles.

It will not be practical to have a mag mount antenna located in the centre of your
car roof, as it would look too conspicuous. Therefore it should be located on the
rear bumpet area or put inside the car itself. lf it is put inside, ensure that the
antenna is upright and that the base is on something solid such a metal plate or
even a biscuit tin lid in order to provide what is termed a 'ground plane' and to
reflect the radio radiation. A purpose built antenna fitted into the roof or wing of
the car, made to look like an ordinary radio aerial is much preferred and is much
more covert.

Antenna Plac*ment
Raof M*unt

Mnunts
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A vehicle mounted set requires approximately l2volts DC to operate it and this
can be obtained from the vehicle's own power supply via the cigarette lighter
socket for a temporary measure or alternatively and much preferred, ha-ve it
connected to the cars power system or from the battery.

These large sets can also be used as a base station or used in a static O.p. when
greater transmission distances are required. The radio set can draw its power
from the mains supply transformed down to 12 volts or run from a stand alone
car battery.

Hand Held Radio Sets

Radio handsets offer more flexibility, as they can be carried about your person
during foot surveillance,ie located in your car or used in an op as they have
their own power supply. They can be fitted with accessories that will enable you
to use the radio covertly such as an ear piece and a concealed microphone, tirey
also utilise their own short antenna.
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when used in a vehicle, the transmission range may only be up to one kilometre
but this can be greatly increased by connecting the hand set to a mag mount
antenna or a purpose fitted antenna as described above. This is a preferred method
by many surveillance operators and in the past I have had some 20 kilometres
range (across open ground) with a hand held set.

when using a hand held set in a vehicle, ensure that you keep it below the level
of the dashboard, you do not want the target to see you using it in his mirrors. ln
the same vein, when using the radio, do not keep bobbing your head up and
down as you speak each time into the microphone, act naturally. Try not to let
your fingers or thumb curl over the microphone, as you will muffle out your com-
mentary.

Different Types of Radio Sets

The Motorola GP300 or GP340 is a poputar
radio, it is robust and will take a knock or two.
However, the ancillaries can be expensive and any
changes to the radio settings such as adding new
frequencies have to be carried out by an author-
ised dealer, which incurs more costs.

The set preferred on the security circuit is the
Kenwood TH-22E which operates in the VHF
waveband or the Kenwood TH-G71E which is ,dual

band'. This means that it operates in the VHF as
well as the UHF wavebands.

strictly speaking these two radios are not built or designed to
operate within the commercial frequency bands but are set to the frequencies
allocated for the amateur radio ham. we would not want to carry out a surveil-
lance on these frequencies as all and sundry will be able to hear our transmis-
sions but more importantly, it would also be illegal to do so.

To get around this problem, a quick modification is carried out inside the radio,
which broadens the waveband to cover the commercial frequencies. you can
then enter the frequency that you have been allocated. lf you are operating with
a team that uses their own different frequency, you can easily tap theirs into the
set and away you go. lf you obtain one of these sets, you will also need to change
the supplied antenna for one which matches your operating frequency, in ord-er
to get the best results.
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The Kenwood sets are very durable, very slim and
easily concealable when using covertly. The batteries
will last a full day and they will transmit with an output of
five watts with a high power battery fitted.

Antennas

Whether you are using a hand held radio or a vehicle
set, it is very important that you have the correct an-
tenna (aerial) fitted otherwise you will have problems
when transmitting and receiving. The antenna is prob-
ably one of the most important parts of your radio. lt has
to be the correct type and length and it cannot be any
old piece of wire plugged into the set.

The antenna should ideally be vertical and has to be the
correct length to correspond with the frequency used
and this can be done by a simple calculation. For exam-
ple, a radio using a frequency of 174Mhz requires an
antenna that is .43 of a metre long (or 43cms or 17
inches). When you buy a mag mount antenna or those
for vehicle mounting, they are slightly longer than necessary so that they can be
cut down to size for this reason. A pair of pliers or a hacksaw normally does the
job

This length of antenna is calculated by dividing the number 300 (a constant) by
the frequency. we then divide the answer by 4 to give the length in metres.

so if we take 300 and divide it by our frequency of 174Mhz, this equals 1.724
(our wavelength). Divide this by 4, which equals 0.43 (our quarter wavelength) or
43 centimetres.

Kenwood UHF/VHF
Dual Band Radio

E.g. 300.00 = 1.724 then
174.00

1.724
4

= 0.43

I would agree with you if you said that it would look a bit odd to have a hand held
radio with nearly half a metre of black wire sticking out of the top and you have
probably already noticed that the antennae on these sets are fairly short. These
are called 'helical' antennae and are in fact cut to the correct length; it is just that
the wire is coiled up like a spring inside the covering. some of our covert anten-
nae are extended to a quarter wave length but are worn in a harness where the
antennae runs across the shoulder for better reception.
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ADVANCED SURVEILLANCE

lf the radio has 'line of sight'to another set, you should achieve maximum transmit-
ting range. When objects such as buildings, trees or hills become between them,
the range will be drastically reduced. Radio waves find it difficult to pass through
water which essentially is what your body is made up of. Therefore if your covert
set is stuffed tight under your armpit, you may experience problems with range.
Clipped to the belt in the small of your back or on your hip is preferable.

lf you are in an OP where you are lying down, be aware of the transmission range
reducing as you are close to the ground. The higher up you are the better the
range therefore it would be advisable to use an elevated mag-mount by
altaching it to a fence post or up a tree.

Dipole Antennas

This is a very simple and effective way of increasing your
transmission range without an external antenna. A team
of American Special Forces operators first showed it to
me and I have not been without one since.

It is fairly simple to make
your own 'dipole' antenna,
which is very effective for
use in vehicles, or OPs when
it is not practical to use a

mag mount. A dipole can be made by taking an old
mag mount antenna and cutting off the magnetic
base. Looking into the cut end of the cable (or coax
as it is called) you will note that the section is made up of four elements; the outer
protective sheath, a fine wire mesh sleeve (called shielding), a strong plastic
core with a copper wire running through it.

Firstly you need to calculate the length of your
antenna, let's say it is 43cms. Now you need to cut
away about 44cms of the outer sheath and throw it
away so that you now have exposed the bare shield-
ing surrounding the inner core. Next, very carefully
make a small hole in the shielding where it emerges
from the outer sheath and pull the inner core back
through it being careful not to sever the shielding.
You should end up with a hollow shield branching off
in one direction and the inner core branching off in

another, so that when laid flat out your cable should be in the shape of a 'T'.
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All you have to do now is to wrap electricaltape around the ,T' in order to stop the
wjres from fraying and breaking loose. Measure and cut the length of the antenna
(the inner core) and the shietding (ground plane) so that each is- 43cms long.

with a BNC connector at the other end, plug it in to your radio and you are ready
to transmit. Ideally the two elements (wires) should be set in the shape of a ,V,. 

I

have one taped to a coat hanger, which is very effective when hung up in a vehi-
cle with a jacket over it. lt can also be used to good effect in a static observation
post by hanging it up in a tree or foliage.

Covert Radio Systems

A semi-covert set of wires can be purchased for about
f40.00. This comprises of a'Walkman'style earpiece
and a lapel microphone. The earpiece is not 100%
covert as it can be seen but it is very effective if you
are operating on a budget. We see many people
about these days with earpieces in; mobile phones,
hands free kits and Sony Walkmans so you will get
away with this type of equipment to a certain extent.
The microphone is worn just under the collar and
operated with a PTT switch to transmit, you do not
necessarily need a carry harness as the radio can
be clipped to your belt in the small of your back. One
company in the UK (Niton Products Ltd) suppty good
quality harnesses for just over t25.00

The more professional accessories comprise of
acarry harness similar to that of a pistol shoulder
holster, which carries the radio. Built into the
harness is the antenna, microphone and an in-
duction device which 'transmits'voice to a small
ear piece placed in the ear. There are no tell -
tale wires to the ear piece which appears very
similar to a hearing aid. This equipment is very
effective and was once descrlbed as being ,the

closest you would ever get to being telepathic,.

For women operators, the set can either be body worn or concealed in a handbag.
ln this instance the microphone, inductor and PTT switch are all contained within
the shoulder strap. These handbags are in common use by store detectives.

I

i

I'I

l
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COVERT RADIO SYSTEMS

l'vireless Garpiece

lnduction Loop

The. Coverl . radio system incorporates awrrelsss earpiece which 'receives, signals from
th€ jndilction.leop warn around the*operators
neck- The radio set is oft€n worn in a ihoutderhol$ter ratherthdn cn the belt, Tbe pTT swifcfi
is either held in the hartd with tlre caOf e runninl
down a sleeve or located in a pocket.

Micftsphone

rTr. syllgh

l

i

I

PTT Switch

Radio Set

Antenna

This shoulder handbag conceals a covert radio
syslem. An inductor and microphone are locat€dinside the top of the strap to ieceive voim and
transmit to the rcvert earpieG. The pTT Switchis lmated lower down where it rs easily operated.
The radio aritenna ie also built ints *he barrying
strap-

This systern is often used by feFnale store
delectives.

I|"* are two types of covert fit, the lnductor and the Loop.
The inductor is a small plastic tab about Scms long which lspinned to clothing in the area of your
collar bone. This inductor transmits signals to your
earpiece (which has to be fitted in the ear on the same side
as the inductor) and also has a built-in microphone.

The induction loop is what it says it is, a loop of wire (col_
oured pink) that is worn over the head like a necklace and
is also fitted with a microphone. With the loop, it does not
matter in which ear you wear your earpiece.
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Walk and Tatk

Surveillance students often find it very
difficult to use covert radios in a natural
manner until they have gained confidence
after a few hours of use. Remember that
we have to act naturally in everything we
do and it is not always easy when you [aue
a lump of equipment strapped to your body
and you are required to walk down the
street whilst talking to yourself.

Have confidence in the equipment and this
only comes with constant practice.

. Speak at a normal level and do not talk
directly into the collar or microphone. lt
looks odd to see a person walking down
the street with his chin glued to his collar
bone.

. Do not worry about talking to yourself there are
many people that do it! Obviously if you are in
close proximity to someone lespebially children)
be that extra cautious. lf you have to tilk and the
situation is difficult (you may be next to someone
on a bench), then pretend to be using your
mobile phone but remember to switch off the ringer
or you would look daft if it suddenly goes off.

1. 
Yorl maV have your pTT switch running down

the inside of your sleeve, so keep yorl. 
"r,relaxed. Do not walk with your arm outstretched

and appear as if you are carrying a bag with a
bomb in it. ln a similar manner, if you have your
hands in your jacket pockets, do not let your
elbows stick out like the proverbial teapot.

' Refrain from constantry touching the earpiece, an aware target maynotice this. lf you are not hearing very weil you can do one of the foilowing;
adjust the volume, move the inductor closer to the earpiece or wash outyour earsl
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. Act naturally when you are having to listen in
to the commentary and avoid stopping in mid
street with a vague distant look on your face.
You will look unnatural and anyone who is
aware, may notice you.

A covert system is a must for any foot surveillance
work. Most professional surveillance operators carry
a handheld set in a covert fashion in addition to their
main car sets.

Radio Security

Radio transmissions are
open to interception and
so security is an important
factor when transmitting a

The Delta Vest by Sonic
Communications

message. There is litile you can do to avoid
interception, except from use ,secure' radios which
encrypt all messages or use veiled speech and codes.

There are a number of people that may wish to listen
in to your radio transmissions:

. The radio enthusiast or radio ham

. The person that unintentionally listens in to you by
chance finding

. The person who intentionally listens in
Leg Harness

The Radio Ham

These people may spend thousands of pounds on radio receiving and scanning
equipment in order to enjoy their hobby. They are able to pick up transmissioni
and talk to other enthusiasts from all over the world. lf they pick up your
transmissions, they may be listening for a short while in order to satisiy itreir
curiosity but they may make a note of your operating frequency and return to it at
a later date to see what you are up to. Radio hami are',proud'of what they do
and are likely to report to the authorities any misuse of radios, voice proceduie or
bad language.
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The Unintentional lntercept

This could be anyone scanning the airwaves just listening out for anything of
interest. They may not be purposefully looking for surveillince operators Out it
they hear transmissions relating to 'target' or places that sound familiar to them,
their interest will be aroused even more.

The lntentional lntercept

Some of the criminalfraternity make g;
use of 'scanners'that are freely ffi
obtained from electrical stores and Y
radio shops for as little as t75.00. ffi -
They will tend to listen into Potice IIE1 i

broadcasts but they will also lock
onto your frequency if you are
nearby. These scanners usually lock
onto the most powerful and nearest
radio signal;they are small and can
be carried about the person, used
in a house or even in the car. These
people may react to transmissions, if you are overheard stating that you are
'plotted up on the junction of Haworth Road and Gate Lane do notbe surprised if
you are paid a visitl

There is not much you can do to minimise the risk of interception by eavesdrop-
pers except to use secure radios, therefore the following should be considered:

. Use mobile telephones to send sensitive information

. Keep transmissions to a bare minimum

. Change frequency regularly

. Refrain from sending 'identifiers'such as street names
and place names

. Use pre-arranged code words and phrases

. Use Spot codes
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Encrypted Radio Sets

Radios that transmit encrypted (or
Scrambled) signals are available to ihe
investigator and are essential if you are
sending very sensitive information but
they are much more
expensive to purchase.
Law enf orcement
agencies tend to use
encrypted sets manu-
factured by Racal
such as the 'Cougar'
PRM 4515 or the
latest PRM 5120. Atso

rarest 'vector, radio by rhates ."rr;;,1,:?,:|;.;Ji?rlJ'il
probably only available to Enforcement Agencies.

RADIO CALL-SIGNS AND NETWORKS

The 
.Police, Military and other Enforcement Agencies use

specialist cail signs as a matter of course. cail-si-gns not ontyidentify the individual operator but also give an indicition ro wnar un*,sub-unit or team he berongs to. comprex cail-signs and networks are onrynecessary when there are many operators on the giounc with varying tasks.

r

As a simple network the
f ollowing diagram
shows how the team are
labelled, remember, all
call-signs can transmit
and receive each other.
You will note that the
team comprises of four
cars; Car 1, Car 2, Car
3 and Car 4. These are
the call-signs that they
will use throughout the
surveillance irrespec-
tive of where they are in
the surveillance convoy.
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car 2 and car 3 may have a passenger who would be expected to deploy on loot
when the need arises. These operators respective cail-signs become Foot 1 and
Foot 2 in relation to their own vehicle. sl"rould car 3 piiL up Foot 2 for some
reason, that person still retains the call-sign of Foot 2.

Advanced Radio Net

t er$ 11#t

nfsl?*@

ft crs,u

should the team be on the ground and a base is used as a contror point such as
an operations room they could use call-sign'zero'or 'control'.

On the commercial surveillance circuit it is rare that we go out with two operators
in one vehicle (two up) mainly due to the cost implicatio-ns. when operaiing ,one
u1t, we tend to keep to a personal call-sign, for example, peter leneAy and iobert
(ROMEO).

Another effective call-sign system especially when you are using large teams
that are operating on foot as well as mobile is shown in the picture above. Each
car has its own individual call-sign such as Golf, papa or Kilo. when you are'complete' your vehicle or mobile you use this call sign. However, if yoj oeptoy
on foot, you then use your foot call-sign such as 11 (one one). This enabtes oiner
operators to identify whether you are in your car or out on foot.
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Establishing Communications

Prior to starting the task, make sure that arr radios are working properry and carryout a radio check to ensure that everyone can transmit to andreceive each other.lf there is a probrem, sort it out there and.th.en before getting out on the ground.Ensure that the batteries are charged and that antennis irJ itt"o correcly andtightly. Fresh batteries shourd be piaced in covert earpieces, ready for use.

Radio procedures differ from organisation to organisation such as miritary orpolice. The military way of cailing a station atwayi states tne otner persons cailsign first and then state your or,in. so trat pRpn *unting io speax to RoMEowould be:

Voice Procedure

"ROMEO, PAPA
"ROMEO, send"

Meaning

(Romeo this is papa)
(This is Romeo, send your message)

The police way of doing it is the opposite way round:

Voice Procedure Meaning

"PAPA to ROMEO receiving? (papa is calling Romeo)"RoMEo, go ahead" - 
(Thi; is nomeo", ."no yo* message)

Both differ and neither way is any better than the other, so use the procedure thatyou are used to.

Radio Gheck!

As. mentioned, you must estabrish comms and carry out a radio check beforegoing out on the ground and arso when in position on tne grounJ. rf comms is poordue to distance for exampre, you cannot receive the trigger person, it is you thatwill have to move to a better position (higher up, move closer or transmit over frat

fl"Jr:1) 
because the trigger is the perJon who is static and cannot move any_

The sequence of a radio check between cail-signs pApA and RoMEo (with pApA
sending) would be:

"ROMEO, pApA, radio check,,
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"PAPA, okay over"

"ROMEO, okay out"

('difficult' if barely audible, or,unworkable
if message is not understandable).

lf you do not get a reply, send another radio check, if you still do not get a reply
then check:

. Your set is switched onl

. Your volume is turned up

. You are on the correct channel or frequency

. The battery is secure and charged

. The antenna is securely in place

. Any ancillary equipment is plugged in properly

lf this still does not get a reply transmit send over the air ,,Nothing Heard,'. lf the
other station is able to hear you, they will know that you are unable to receive
them. ln addition any other team members will know then that there is a commu-
nication problem and they would then be able to offer to relay any messages. As
a last resort, use your mobire phone to cail the other team member in oider to
establish what the problem is. More often than not, if a radio fails to operate oi
work it is due to operator error, so check and check again.

lf we have a four car team using the call-signs as illustrated above (car 1 , car 2,
car 3, car 4), the response should alwayJbe in numerical order. For example:'

'All call-signs this is Car 1, radio check...'

The response should be:

'Car 2, Okay'
'Gar 3, Okay,
'Cat 4, Okay'

Followed by:

'Car 1, Roger that, all cars received,

lf car 2 responds and then there is a pause (possibly because car 3 has aproblem). Car 4 should normally wait for about five seconds before he acknowl-
edges, allowing Car 3 time to respond.
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Many people from various organisations use the voice procedure that is best
suited to them. ln surveillance, the radio commentary has to be fast, accurate
and to the point, to this end it is greaily abbreviated and pro-words such as
ovER or oUT are normally dropped altogether. Many people incorrectly use the
word OVER to linish a transmission, this word actually demands 

" 
,erpon.e.

VOICE PROCEDURE

There are various common phrases or words used when transmitting over a
network called 'pro-words' and mean the following:

Pro-word Meaning

OVER

OUT

ROGER

WAIT

SAY AGAIN

RADIO CHECK

I have finished transmitting and wish you to answer

End of message and transmission

Message received

Used as a temporary break in transmission, no one should
interrupt

Repeat your last message

An offer to test comms which requires a reply such as Okay

Used prior to spelling out a name in phonetic AlphabetI SPELL

NOTHING HEARD When no acknowledgement is received when calling
another station, the phrase ,,Nothing Heard, Outl', is
used. This lets the recipient know that you cannot hear
him even when he may be able to hear you

RELAY To Used when asking to relay (or pass on) a message to a station
that is having difficulty receiving the calling station

PERMlssloN when operating in a large team and a member wishes
to say something, he should call the team leader or
eyeball and ask for pERMtSStON to speak. This avoids
the interruption of important commentary

STANDBY! Used to put the team on alert. This is never to be used
in replace of ,WAIT'
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At the rear of the book there is a Glossary of rerms, which detairs further pro_words and phrases commonry used in surveiilance voice procedure.

Relay To...

Quite often, one operator
may not be able to receive
another due to the fact that
he is out of range or there is
an obstruction such as a hill
blocking transmissions. lf
this is the case, then
another operator (who may
be located in between the
two operators having diffi-
culty) can pass on a mes-
sage or 'relay' it between
them by saying, 'Relaying'
and then pass the message
on.

Relaying Messages

Car 2

A relay car is better rocated on high ground as it wiilreceive and transmit signals over a wider range. ln iown lentres, the top floor ofa multi-storey car park is an ideal location.

Eyeball Permission?

some enforcement agencies, especiaily the porice, use a strict method of con_trol over the radio network. when the Eyeball is giving a ,aoio commentary, he isin total control of the radio net and no bne shou-ld inierrupt the commentary forany reason.

within these particular teams, if another member of the team wishes to speak,they firstly have to ask permission from the eyeball, for example:

'car_1 has the Eyebail, that's the target stiil inside the premises,
no change'.
'Car 2 to Car 1, permission?'
'Car 1, go ahead'..
'C_ar 2, can you tell me what lhe target is wearing?,
'Car 1, yes, blue jeans and black T-ihirt'.
'Car 2 received, back over to you'.

Car 3
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This system has its advantages
and disadvantages, for the
people that use it regularly, it is
a disciplined system and works
for them. lt could be argued that
that this system is rather long-
winded and unnecessary. lf you
need to say something, why not
wait for suitable break in the
commentary and quickly say it.
Experience will tell you when
you should not interrupt at an
important time. The following
commentary would be much
shorter and quicker:

'Car 2to Car 1, what's he wearing?,
'Blue jeans and black T-shirt,.
'Car 2 Roger'.

Done, dusted and hlstor1z..

Phonetic Alphabet

when words or car registrations have to be spert out over the air the ,phonetic
Alphabet' is often used and is internationally recogniseo as 

" 
r""n, of doing so.This is so that the letters of the words cannot be mistaken for any other and thusavoids confusion.

A
B
c
D
E

F

G
H

I

J
K
L
M

ALPHA
BRAVO
CHARLIE
DELTA
ECHO
FOXTROT
GOLF
HOTEL
INDIA
JULIET
KILO
LIMA
MIKE

NOVEMBER
OSCAR
PAPA
QUEBEC
ROMEO
SIERRA
TANGO
UNIFORM
VICTOR
WHISKY
X RAY
YANKEE
ZULU

N

o
P

o
R

5
T
U

V
W
X

z
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Commentary During a Surveillance

During a mobire surveiilance, a running commentary shourd be given by the readvehicle (Eyebail) to the remainder of" the team to inform them of the targetsmovements and intentions.. lt is possible that 'Tail EnO Cnartie, is some 600metres behind and 'driving brind'and so he wiil oe reryinl * ir," commentary inorder to put him in the right direction. commentary during a mobile surveillanceis described fully in chapter seven on mobile surveillance.

During a surveiilance the targets direction of traver (whether on foot or mobire)must always be given as ,Lefi,, ,Right,, ,straight, 
or ,necrpro-cat,.

These directions are arways in reration to the target,s ,Left, or ,Right, and notyours as you look at him.

Spot Codes

spot codes are used to designate road names and junctions by means ofallocating them a corour and a number. This provides two things, security on thenet (by not having to give specific road names over the ai4 alno arso to quickrycommunicate to the rest of the team, the targets rocation and intentions.

Just by stating, "Targets Brue one to Red one,, tets a picture of what directionthe target is travelling and also his approximate location. when a team is

COMMUNICATIONS

Target tdentity Codes (t.C. Codes)

A number of Enforcement Agencies for many years have used a system of codesin order to describe a person's ethnic origin. ihis code i. ,ece.t times has beenthe subject of debate as it has oeen sug;ested that it is not poriticaily correct touse it. However, the code has been in"itace tor many vl"l, and is stiil usedtoday in some circles.

l.C. Code

rc1
tc2
rc3
rc4
tc5
tc6
ac7
lc8

Ethnic Origin

White European
Dark European
Afro/Caribbean
Asian
Oriental
Arabic
Pacific lslander
South American lndian
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Using $pot Cades

Wentworth Village

deployed on the ground a mobire operator wiil be assigned an area to ,prot up, onand cover an area such as the Blues, Reds, or Greens.

Depending on the rocarity, a smail number of streets in the vicinity can bespotted, alternatery a smail viilage courd have arr iis mtor junctions spotted asshown in the diagrams.

Hand Signals

Hand signals are to be used when there is no other means of communication orwhen silence has to be maintained in a situation such ai an-o.p. shourd you beout on foot and com-munications is rost, you may have to resort to subtre handsignals and 'nods' of the head in order io communicate.

ldentity Systems

As previously mentioned, the security of information given out over a radio isvery important' without encrypted radios it woutd not bl pia.ticar give sensitiveinformation such as names, addresses, terephone nuroers and vehicre detairsover the air. Anyone being abre to moniior your frequency and channer wiil soonknow about the subject oi your enquiry 
"nO 

your, oieration. 
-

ln addition, unidentified peopre or premises shourd be given an identity if theycannot be named and are unknown to you. rt is possibie that the subject of asurveillance wiil meet up with others who are unknown to you and they wiilrequire to be identified or given a name/nickname.
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There is a simpre system, which rets us assign identifier codes to our target, andanyone that he/she has contact with.

For example:

. A male is referred to as an ALpHA

. A vehicle is referred to as a BRAVO
'A property, such as a house or buirding is a OHARLTE. A female is referred to as an ECHO
. An unknown is referred to as a UK

A1:

B1:

C!:

C2:

OFERATORS BRIEF
Alan Morris

35yrs.5''t0tatt, stim buitd, ehort fair hair

Red Ford Focu$, Fegi FHSA FGD

e$ Redrnond $tfesl Haworth, West yorkshire, BD2A SGH
Tel: 01 5$5 BG736i

Novatech Ltd, Gibraftar lnd,Esl,, Bradford, BD4 6TT

. lndividuals

when used in context, the primary target (if it is a mare) wourd be known as'Alpha 1'. shourd he meet up with anotler mare, that mare wourd then become'Alpha 2' and so on.

lf an unknown mare arrives at the target's address, he wourd initiaily be referredto as a 'UK Alpha'.

ln a similar fashion, the primary femare target wourd be known as ,Echo 
1,. or if'Alpha f is your Target, his wiie or partner may be assigned as ,Echo 

1,.

By assigning individuars r.D. codes it creates ress confusion when giving a radiocommentary. During a surveilrance, the Target ,"y ,""t uf with an unknownmale (who could be described as: mare, white, thick bla;kliair wearing a bluejumper with a white stripe 
""ro".). Rather th; rri tnr, awkwarddescription every time you want to mention him, it is easieiio refer to him as'Alpha 2'.
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. Vehicles

The primary vehicle used by ,Atpha

1' would be 'Bravo 1'. Should you ar-
rive at 'Alpha 1's' home address to
commence a surveillance and find
two vehicles in the driveway they
could be designated 'Bravo 1' and
'Bravo 2'. Any subsequent vehicle
related to the task wourd be further assigned 'Bravos 3, 4 and 5,.

. Premises

ln a similar fashion any property or building is referred to as a ,charlie'. The
primary building such as 'Alpha 1's' home address would be referred to as ,Charlie
1', his place of work as 'charlie 2' and so on. This system or variants of it, aregenerally used on the security circuit.

Procedure

Radio commentary has to be clear, precise and quick. The terms listed above
assist in the speed of transmissions, making them understandable by all. For
example, the following message given by a trigger'would be long winded and
insecure:

"STANDBY srANDBy rhat's Mr. Jones and his wife leaving the
house, walking past the blue Escort and getting into tf,e red
Peugeot".

and could be given as:

"STANDBY STANDB! Alpha 1, Echo 1, exit Charlie 1 going
complete Bravo 2".

or another example:

"That's Jones and the mare with the rong grey coat and beard
walking from the blue Escort back into the oitice building".

could be given as:

"That's Alpha 1, Arpha 2, foxtrot from Bravo 1 to charrie 2".

You will note that the messages are shorter, to the point and to some extent,

,l*s

a
Alpha 1

A
q#

Eche

&
&
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encrypted. The system is simple and effective when used properly and eliminatesthe need to mention any names that should otherwise oe biuJn in ,clear,.

It is the task of the team leader to designate all initial identity codes on a briefingsheet prior to any surveillance task- which each operaioi wirr be grven ornominated during the surveillance.

Encryption of Numerical lnformation

when other sensitive information such as telephone numbers, house numbers
or vehicle registrations have to be transmitted by radio they should be encrypted
in the event that they are intercepted by an unauthorised iistener.

A simple system we call 'LUDO'can be used to transmit numerical figures. Thepro-word 'LUDo' should always be given prior to the numbers being sJnt, so thatthe recipient knows that they are encrypted.

should you want to transmit the telephone number: 75o2sg,add a 1 to each figure,
so that it becomes:861360. Note that a 0 becomes a 1 and that a 9 becomes a 0.

When you transmit your message, it would be in the form of:

"Telephone number, LUDO g61360".

The recipient having heard the pro-word LUDo, then subtracts 1 from eachfigure to obtain the original number.

ln the same manner, house numbers or vehicle registrations can be given so thatA123 ABc becomes LUDO 4234 ABc, or housJnumber 169 becomes LUDo
270.

The LUDo'factor' used here has a value of 1 (the numbers alter by 1). This canbe altered to 2, 3 or even 4 on a dairy basis if your security Jemanos it.

There are many systems of encoding numerical information, one other simplemethod is to double the original number before it is transmitted or another is toreverse the whole number. lt does not malter which system you use, so long asthe recipient knows what to do with the information in order io make sense of it.Rather than use exact map grid references, it may be easier to letter and numberthe grid squares as shown in the picture, in order provioe iome security
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lf in doubt, transmit sensitive
information by cell phone.

The Click System

When it is not practical to
speak, for instance you may be
inside a shop or caf6 or when
it is difficult to use the radio, a
procedure known as the ,Click

System'may be adopted.

This system enables you to
communicate by pressing the
pressel switch (pTT) a given
number of times, in answer to

4 clicks on PTT =
3 clicks on PTT =
2 clicks on PTT =
5+ rapid clicks =

Ask Me A Question (AMAO)
Yes
No
Standby, Standby

direct questions received. The receiving radio receives and hears these pressesas'clicks'.

There are a number of variations to this system depending on the organisationusing it. The military tend to use two clicks as yES loJuLre ctick) whereasEnforcement Agencies would interpret two clicks as NO.

The Enforcement Agency system is as follows:

ln practical terms, the_target may get onto a bus and hopefuily a foot person willget onto the bus also. prior to getting on, you have told the remainder of the teamof what you are doing. The team iealise that you are getting on the bus andtherefore they would not expect you to start transmitting,Ls you may be in closeproximity of others.

Hopefully you will have another member of the team following the bus in a car toact as your back up. From the bus you want to communicate with your back up
19 

yo.u will instigate the conversation by giving four clicks (ask me a question).
Your back up shoutd hear the clicks anj iespond.

'Four clicks received, do you want a question?,

To which you respond with three clicks (yes)
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'Three cricks received, do you have contror of the Target?,

Click, Click, Click (yes)

'ls the target with anyone?'

Click, Ctick (No)

'Roger that, two cricks received. can you give a standby when the
target gets off the bus?'

Click, Ctick, Ctick (yes)

'Three clicks received, roger that'.

when the target makes a move to get off the bus, you need to give a standby andgive a series of rapid clicks to which your back up should ack"nowledge wiih,

'Roger that rapid clicks, Standby Standby.,

Be careful not to bombard the eyeball with unnecessary questions. The eyeball
may be in a position where he is trying to overhear conversation or remember
certain facts. The last thing he wants is someone gibbering over the net into his
earpiece at the wrong time.

Remember, you can only ask direct questions which require a yes or No answer.
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Care of Your Radios

Your radios are the backbone to your surveillance and so you have to take care
of them to ensure that you get the most out of them and thai you can rely on them
at all times.

. Always keep them clean and dry. lf you
environment, consider wrapping it up in

are working in dry and dusty
Clingfilm but let it 'breath' or

moisture will damage the set

. Do not let them get wet

. Never switch the set on unless there is an antenna fitted,

loops and

you will damage it

. Fully discharge the battery before recharging

. Switch the set off when changing batteries

. Be careful when removing ancillaries, you may damage
connections and sockets

. Try not to bend or crease the wires in your covert
inductors

' Regularly check antenna cabres that may have become ,pinched'
after being trapped in car doors

Check and test all radio equipment on a regular basis
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'.#- J
Ghapter Five s

Specialist Equipmffi

The investigator will make use of his knowledge and experience to assess asituation and decide how best to tackle the problem to achieve a result. To do thishe will have to make maximum use of available equipment.

The equipment he chooses has to be cost effective, long
lasting, efficient and most importanfly, reliable. lt is noi
always the best policy to buy a cheap alternative if the
success of the investigation relies upon it.

The list for equipment is endless, but listed below are
items that are frequenily used in surveillance tasks. Most
surveillance operators make use of a small ,car bag,which
is easily portable and carried to and from vehicles-, hotels
and the office.

The minimum equipment an operator should carry on his person or in his vehicle
are:
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ldentification Cards

Most people carry some
form of identification but it
may be wise to carry your
driving licence with you
during surveillance. lnevi-
tably, you will be stopped
by the Police from time to
time who will ask for some
form of identification. lf you
have your licence with you,
not only are you able to
show who you are but you
also minimise the risk of
being asked to produce

Surveillance Vans

An important piece of
equipment is the surveil-
lance van, the majority of
surveillances that I take
part in, will have a van on
the team. Primarily the van
can be used to provide the
'trigger' for a mobile
surveillance. As a static
observation post the

your licence and any other documents at a later time at a police station. lf youbelong to a trade association such as the 'Association of British lnvestigators, orthe 'Professional surveillance Association', then carry these with you also.

operator can observe, record and report events taking place outside for manyhours. lf I am using a van on a surveiilance (but not aJting ui th," trigger), r wiiloften get into the back whilst waiting for a ,standby' 
in ordeito hide and get awayfrom prying third party attention.

The type of van is very much up to personar preference, the Ford Escort andFiesta models are idear. The Escort is a popuia, uan and is roomy, the Fiesta,although small, is roomy enough and comfortabre and is smail enough to parkalmost anywhere' lt is not a high vehicle and will therefore not stand out in a lineof traffic' From the front and iear it looks like a car and therefore can also beused for mobile surveillance. ln the past we have also used a Vauxhall Nova,Renault Clio and a Fiat punto.
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You will be required to make certain alterations to the vehicle, some of which will
be essential.

Colour

which colour should your van be? lf it is white will it stand out, or should it be a
dark colour? The choice is yours, where dark vans will not stand out as much, a
white van can be used just as well as there are many of them about. The van can
be left plain or magnetic removable signs can be used to change its appearance.

lf you decide to use magnetic advertising signs (Jim,s
consider adding a mobile telephone numbei to it. lf

Electrical for example)
any curious third party
decides to ring the
number to enquire
about the suspicious
van in the street, you
will be called and
alerted and be able to
provide them with a
suitable excuse.

Observation

Obviously you will need
to be able to observe
your target without
them being able to see
you. The rear windows
of the van could becovered with a film that gives you the

able to see in. Many different types are
accessory dealers.

ability to look out without anyone being
available and come in roll form from cai

This'Mirror Tint', comes in
differing colours of silver, gold and
blue. When applied, visibility out is
near perfect whilst from the outside
it is almost impossible to see in
unless pressed against the glass
or in certain light conditions. Many
tradesmen's vans have this film
fitted and so it does not always
stand out or appear odd.
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Another film similar to
mirror tint is the Smoke
Tint. This is black in
colour and is just as
effective when the inside
of the van is made light
proof from the front. The
smoke tint is more
preferable as it does not
tend to stand out as
much as the reflective
mirror. Another alterna-
tive is to have a false wall
built at the rear doors
through which you will be
able to observe.

The rear of the van also has to be made light proof from the front for the windows
to be effective. Plywood or a curtain suspended from a rail behind the drivers
seat is sufficient. This also gives you the ability to view through the f ront and side
windows, when necessary.

Windows and Vision

Your surveillance van needs to be operational in all weathers. A rear windscreen
wiper is essential in the event of rain. You should be able to operate it from within
and without the ignition being switched on. Likewise in cold or damp weather the
inside of the window is likely to mist up, therefore the screen de-mister should be
rewired to enable it to be operated in the same way. lf your vehicle is going to be
adapted it would be recommended to use a secondary battery rather thin the
vehicles primary battery so as not to run the vehicle battery flat.

some van operators use a 12 volt hairdryer obtained from camping shops,
attached to a spare battery. This gets rid of condensation after a minutei blasiof
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warm air. Alternately, you can
buy a special fluid from
motorcycle shops that prevents
helmet visors from misting up
and apply this to the window.

lnterior

The inside of the van should be
panelled with plywood and
painted black. This provides you
with insulation from the cold,
makes the vehicle more sound
proof and enables you to attach
any fittings such as a shelf or
radio.

something comfortabre to sit on shourd be provided such as a bean bag. There isnothing worse than being uncomfortabre and cramped toirong periods of time,always try to sit facing the target rathe.r than having to .iun" one,s neck, itbecomes uncomfortable after a inort period.

some form of ventiration shourd be provided by means of a proper ventirator orby just opening the front windows half an inch or so. ln noiweatner fresh air isrequired, in colder weather a flow of air is required to prevent windows misting.

It may not always be viable to observe through the rear window and so thevehicle should be parked in such a manner that iiewing is Jone through the frontwindscreen or through the side windows whilst sitting in ine oacr<. lf the weatheris extremely cord it may be wise to put some form of hot water bottre on thedashboard under a croth to prevent the grass from misting and freezing. The rearview mirror shourd be detachabte tienabre a crear"view and prevent anobstruction for taking photographs.

Alarms

ln addition to a standard vehicle alarm a second alarm horn could also beinstalled, to be operated from within by means of a switch. on occasions, thirdparty curiosity may invite them to take a closer look at ths unfamiliar vehiclenearby, a quick burst of high decibel alarm as they touch the vehicle wouldpossibly keep them at bayl ln addition it would deter car thieves from stealing thevehicle whilst you are still in the back.
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Food & Drinks

Take adequate food and drinks for the duration of your stay. Avoid messy foods
and a flask is indispensable. Ensure that you take ptenty oiwater in hot weatherto avoid dehydration, some vans can soon become like"baking ovens.

Be aware of hot drinks from a flask in cold weather, they will mist up your windows.

Hygiene Provisions

You may be in situ for many hours where it may not be possible to leave to use
the toilet' Therefore adequate provision has to be made for urinating or defecating.

Keys

once in position the keys should be removed from the ignition and placed in ahandy spot by the dashboard for easy access. A member of the team should alsocarry a spare set to be used when the van is being inserted and extracted.

Radio Equipment

communications are a very important factor in surveiilance work whereinvestigators have to work as a team. Therefore the correct equipment isessential.

Torch

A small penlight
torch is useful for
map reading or note
taking at night, and
will save you from
putting on the
interior light. Not
only will it alert to
your presence but
also ruin your night
vision. lf the beam is
too bright, cover it
with a piece of sticky
tape to diffuse the
beam.
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A large 'Maglite' type torch is strong and durable and
means of protection if the need arises.

Optics

As an aid to your vision and to bring
your subject'closer,, various optical
instruments are available, they
should be handled with care and the
lenses protected at all times.

' Binoculars

can also double up as a

There are many different types avairabre and a pair shourd beselected for their cost, robustness, size and magnification. rt is notalways the best thing to opt for the most po.werfur pai, yorian ray your hands on,nor the smallest pair that will fit into the smallest of pocxets. trt"ny people think thatthe smaller they are,, the more covert they wiil be but at the end of the day, you stiilhave to lift your hands up to your face in order to use them rni"n"u", size they are.

Magnification

The power of a pair of binoculars refers to the number of times the subject in viewis magnified. Lenses with a power of ,times g' (Bx) magnify the subject B times.This has the effect of making an object which ii +bo ,nitr"r-u*uy appear to beonly 50 metres away.

Binoculars are commonly quoted with a magnification number such as g x 25. Asmentioned the gx refers to.the rens magnification, the 25 r"rut", to the diameterin millimetres of the objective lens (theTarger lens at the front). This is importantas the larger the objective lens is, ine moie effective tl.rey wiit be in low light. tfyou intend to use your binoculars mostly in the dark holrs such as dusk anddawn, then the larger the objective lens the better.

A magnification of about 10 times is suitabre for mosr purposes. Any higher courdresult in sore eyes and headaches if used for rong pdrioi, oilir".
Field of View

The field of view may be referred to in an instruction booklet and this is the extentof the view to the reft and right as you rook straight ah;;J. rt is expressed ineither degrees or in meters aia ,anje of 1000 meties. That is to say that a fierdof view ol 75" will show you 75 metr6s of landscape at j ooo rietres distant. Thegreater the magnification the less is the field of view.
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Telescopes or Spotting Scopes

Telescopes are idealwhen in a static location and
you require more viewing power than binoculars.
The magnification/lens size guides are the same
as for binoculars. However, with a more powerful
scope the field of view may be quite narrow. ln
this case it would be useful to have it mounted on
a tripod as hand holding the scope may not be
steady enough especially when in an Op for a long
period of time.

Many telescopes utilise a zoom facility which enables you to range the power
from Bx through to 25x and upwards. lf using a zoom lens always initiatty focus at
is closest point and then pull out of the zooh to the required setting.

Lens Hoods

)tvhen viewing a subject always be aware of the position of the sun. lf it's to your
front, remember that any direct sunlight entering the optics will also be magnified
and may cause eye damage and blindness. The lighi may also be reflected off
the lens and be seen.to glint by your target. To reriedy this, use a piece of fine
dark netting (or stocking) held over the lens with an elistic band should suffice,
without distorting your image. This will cut down reflection and protect your eyes.
ln addition a purpose made 'lens hood' will prevent stray tight irom reflectini off
the lens.

Night Vision Optics

Night vision equipment is divided into two categories:

Active devices are always operated
in conjunction with an lnfra Red
light source. The viewing device
allows observation in total dark-
ness, without the observer being
seen. On looking through the scope
nothing will be seen unless there
is an amount of infra red light
present to illuminate the subject.
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lnfra red light can be provided
by means of a special filter
which is placed over the front
of torches, vehicle headlights
and lamps. On viewing through
the device and illuminating the
area with an invisible infra red
light source, the subject can be
observed clearly in the darkest
of conditions.

lnfra red equipment is cheaper
than image intensifiers but has

the disadvantage
Shot'facility that
vision equipment

of having to use an active additional light source. The 'Night
you get on modern Camcorders works in this way. Active night
is not used that often today.

Passive night vision devices are called lmage
lntensifiers. They do not rely on an additional light
source such as infra red to provide a clear view in
darkness but they rely on the available light in the
sky (which the eye cannot see in darkness) which
comes from stars, moonlight and glow. The inten-
sifier magnifies the available light by millions of
times to produce an image. This image (as with
lnfra Red) viewed on a screen within the device
and is seen as shades of contrasting green, white
and black. lnfra Red Torch Filter

lmage intensifiers can also 'see' infra red light and can be used in conjunction
with an infra red light source. This enables viewing in shadows and areas of low
light.

Many devices are on the market, some are ex soviet military and can be bought
fairly cheaply for a couple of hundred pounds but the quality is very poor' and
they cannot be adapted to be used with cameras. At present there are lour
generations of devices. The first being rather bulky and heavy, the fourth
generation being lightweight, compact and visually very clear. A good affordable
device can be bought for as little as t140.OO

Never switch on or use these devices in daylight, unless they are fitted with the
correct filters as the internal components can be damaged.
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Night Vision photography

Some of the latest tight intensifying
scopes can be attached to SLR
cameras and Camcorders using
specially designed fittings. This
provides very good quality low
light photographs. High Speedfilm should be used to
enable fast shutter speeds (the
scope adds length to the lens and so creates camera shake), the camera shouldbe operated manuaily and tested to check if the cameras-metering systemfunctions correcfly. 

'l^10^,,.^"*?.riment 
by bracketing 

";porri"s to give you thecorrect and best settings to use.

Using digital video cameras for night work is preferabre as the images areimmediately avairabre on the viewiinoer or monitor, therefore focusing andaperture settings can be adjusted as required. Many.ur.oro"r, have a system
called 'Nightshot,. This camera is able to be used in
complete darkness and has its own built in intra_reO fa.p.

lnfra Red Light Source Devices

As already mentioned, infra red light from a torch fittedwith a special lR filter enhances- the performance ofimage intensifiers. other devices 
"r" 

uu"ir"bre which canbe used for covert applications such as:

.lR Beacon

I!5.^ll,lgevi9e, thg size of a match box emits infra red tight
from a series of diodes. This beacon is Oatterf po;;;; ;;

asma,sizedarea,,.nuSTJXl,,lojJ:T:.3I:,rJ""#:?il.TJ:l'iJrJ[".HHrilT
in a target area to be viewed and then onserveO from a distance.

. Chemical Lightsticks

Chemical Lightsticks (manufactured
by.Cyalume) provide a disposabte
invisible light source. These lightsticks
are in the form of a sealed plaitic tube
containing chemicals.
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when ac-tivated (by bending) they produce an intense light source (obtainable inmany different colours) and rasts for eight hours. A; infra red right stick isavailable and when activated no emitted tigit is seen by ihe 
"yl. 

eut when viewed
lht9Y.g.h lR goggles or an image intensif]er it wiil iiluminai!-a smail area withinvisible light' These are particularly useful illuminating o"rr.'ooor*uys or markingaccess routes when retrieval is not paramount. tn adlition tney can be attachedto a 'trip wire' device which will activate the lightstick when a'gate is opened orsomeone walks across the wire. i

Dictaphones

pictaphones or hand held cassette recorders are
a must and are idealfor recording events as they
happen, especially when you Oo not have timeto write down any notes such as during a
mobile surveillance. you should transfer your
recorded notes as soon as practically possible
to a hand written log. Tape recordeis have a
habit of malfunctioning, running out of tape or
the batteries running flat at the most critical time.

Tracking Equipment

ln surveillance, you cannot have anything better than having actua|eyes on, of

IijlS^"j,,fl:::: ,."Tl^:ilance 
team wiil 6e abte to keep 

"oittr of the tarset byalways having him in view.

This is not always possible
especially with a very aware
target and so technical
means may have to be
deployed in order to track
their movements and there
are various means available
to us.

Vehicle Tracking

Up until a few years ago, the
only way to track a vehicles
movements was by using
Direction Finding (DF) trans-
mitters and receivers. These transmitters were concealed in or under a vehicte thatemits a 'bleep' signar every coupre of seconds over a fairry wide Jstance.
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Vehicle Tracking Using Gp$ $ateltites

iiff*crt- 
Gps sate{rrres fS!w

Fitted Vehicle

location. This method was
fairly accurate when used by experienced operators, however technology moved
forward and now similar devices are still available but only one tracking vehicle is
needed which uses an array ol antennas on its roof. The device will give you a
direction and a rough distance and your map reading has to be on the ball to use it.

Satellite Technotogy

Technology has moved forward in relation to tracking equipment. Like themajority of most surveillance equipment, much of iistarted life having a
commercial use but has now been adapted to suit the surveillance operator.

Those that are doing the
tracking have a special receiv-
ing unit in their vehicle, which
gives them a general direction
of where the transmitter is. ln
addition, the audio level of the
'bleep'will let the tracker know
how far away the target is.

A second vehicle fitted with
the same equipment would
also have to be deployed, this
way a more accurate location
of the target will be obtained
as both tracking vehicles can
provide a compass bearing
which can be plotted on a map
and thus pin point an accurate

#

GPS lnterface/
Decoder

You my be familiar with Global positioning Systems
(GPS), originally designed as a navigational
instrument for aircraft and maritime vessels to show
exactly where they were, they have now been made
more available to the general public for use in
outdoor sports as a portable navigational aid.

These small hand held units have the appearance
of a mobile phone and rely on three navigational
satellites to pin point their location anywhere on the
planet. They are simple to operate, switch in on and it
will instantly provide you with a map grid reference or
a latitude / longitude co-ordinate of where you are, to
an accuracy of 10 metres.
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Many of these GpS devices have an internalmemory and can automatically store'waypoints'.over a particular tire peri6o. wr.,at
rnls means is that you can programme the GpSvia the menu to store a grid reference of itsloca.tion every five min-ute. (or. *h"t"u"t.
applicable). lf one of these devic", *"r" to O"concealed in a vehicle and programmed tostore a waypoint every five minujei nou ."nuse it as a tracking device atbeit hisioiilal. nsrne ventcte goes about its business all day, it
au_tomatically stores these waypoints oi grid
references in its memory. At the end oitn" O"y,the GPS can be removed and the gridreferences read from the device inJ ofott"oon a map showing the route that vehicle has,?T9n. the majority of GpS have rheability to be connected to a taptop .i.iorr"r.
using digital mapping software 

"nO'ro 
if.,."0"t.

can oe ptotted on a map automatically, and allthis can be done for as litile as IZOO.CiO. Garmin 12 GpS

Covert Remote Monitoring

There are many companies worrd-wide producing Gps systems specificaily totrack the movements of vehicres, ror. ur a freet ,i"n"g.#"n, toot rather than a
::,#llj:lffijjlli;.lll there aie arsl companies p,oiucins these specificauy

The device can be instated in a vehicre or be attached by magnets to theunderside' simpry exprained, a cps i"i"iu".. ur r"niion"i Joou", is interfacedwith a GSM mobire phone. i't" cps ,."."iu". Ja-tliransmitted fromnavigation satellites and plots its location on the grorno. in" oevice can then beinterrogated bv diatin_g inio the ;oli; ;;o"e inteirace oy i"[pnon" or computerand you wiil obtain a grid reterence oi I tutitro"rtongituoe oi its position. rf youare interrogating the,device via a taptp computer, you wiil be abre to rocatethe vehicle using digital mapping to 
""""iv 

high'degree of 
"."rr".y and so keepit under surveillance from a'comiortaote iocation, oi oe in a'uelicre in the vicinityfollowing from a distance wirhout b;i;; in view of the target.

This equipment is avairabre on the open market for as ritre of t1,500. Getting abit more technicar, these devic". .un utro g" 1i1"J *;rh ;;r;;hones so that youcan actuaily risten in to conversations taking prace in tne tar#t vehicre.
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Other Tracking Systems

GPS tracking systems can be fairly
bulky (about the size of two cigarette
packets), this may not pose a problem
when concealed in a vehicle but at
times we may need to keep track of
certain objects that do not offer much
space for concealment. As with most
electronic devices, they all need a
power supply and this can often be
larger than the device itself , especially
when long term monitoring is needed.

An alternative system to tracking can be carried out with miniature direction
finding transmitters similar to those mentioned above. These devices can be
concealed in any item or product and be activated when it is moved and then
tracked to where it goes and rests.

There are many crude devices like this on the market but the best and probably
the most reliable transmitters for this application are designed and'used by
Falconers in order to track their birds of prey. The transmitter is about the size of
a paper clip, they have their own small power supply and are totally weather-
proof. when activated, (by switch, motion or light) it will emit a ,bleep, and will
operate over long distances. A special hand-held receiving antenna (called a
Yagi antenna) is used in order to find the
direction that the signal is coming from and
is fairly accurate.

Using two receivers, or more accurately
three, it is possible to provide an accurate
location of where the device actually is. The
batteries can last a number of weeks and
have a transmitting range of up to 25
kilometres line of sight.

Tracking equipment, like any other electronic
surveillance device is open to failure and so
it would only be used as an aid or to back up
a physical surveillance. What is frightening
about satellite tracking is the high degree of
accuracy that it can place a vehicle anywhere
on the planet.
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Technical Triggers

when it is not possible to observe and trigger a target (for one of many reasons)
it would be advantageous to have a system that giv6s piior warning of the vehicle
going mobile. The surveillance team could th-en be put on ,stlndby' and be
observing their 'areas' in order to pick up the vehicle for a follow.

A device marketed as the'Go Tag'can be coverily attached to theunderside of a vehicle by magnets or can be wireo into the vehicle
itself. Approximately two inches square, the device remains dormant until the
vibration of the starting engine activates a transmitter, which can be r"""i""J
from some 500 metres away.

The transmitted signal is received on a unit such as a scanner (held by an
operator) which gives a bleeping tone when activated. The operator can then put
the surveillance team on 'standby' and await the target going ,mobile'.

The equipment list for an operator is virtually endless, as there is so much that
can be used to assist in an investigation. you should remember that rhe
equiprnent is only to be used as an aid and will not carry out the investigation foryou. To this end the equipment is only as good as the person operating it. you
should be familiar with the equipment, knbw how to use it proficientt-y in tne
daylight as well as in darkness and know its full limitations.
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FOOT SURVEILLANCE

Ghapter Six
Foot Surveillance

As a surveillance operator you will obtain more information whilst out on foot.
The exposure risk is high and confidence is an important factor. A foot surveil-
lance carried out single-handed can be risky and so a minimum of two operators
is recommended. A good standard of foot surveillance by an operator or team,
can only be acquired by constant practice and experience.

Difficulties will most certainly occur when carrying out foot surveillance if there is
a lack of communication between the team. Wittrout radios, confusion arises and
the likelihood of a loss of contact or actually 'showing oui, is very high. covert
radio equipment is essential and communication with each other is eJsential as
described in Chapter Four.

The Surveillance Operator

As previously mentioned, the ideal operator could be described as being the'Grey Person'or

Mr 'Nobody' but a Mr 'Everybody'who rooks rike Mr 'Average'

During surveillance, there are two things that will always get you noticed,
especially whilst on foot:
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. Multiple Sightings

It is obvious that the more times a target sees you, the more chance of him
remembering you. He will remember you if he is 'surveillance aware' or by the
way that you dress and act whilst out on the street.

whereverwe are, we attemptto stay out of the'10 to2'arc of vision, especially
whilst on foot. You should remain to the side or behind the target at all times. if
you find yourself in a situation where you do get in front of the target, get out of
the way as soon as possible; get into a shop, a doorway or side street but do not
linger in his '10 to 2'.

Remember: lf you can see him, he can see you

. Unusual Behaviour

ln everything that we do, we have to act naturally and give a reason for being
there, but this is easier said than done. On training courses we find that studenti
realise that this is one of the hardest things to do in surveillance. Anyone can
walk down a street or stand in a shop doorway but give them a radio and a
mission (for example, watch that shop front) and they turn into a different person.
They talk noticeably into their collars, constantly touch their earpiece, shift about
and 'balloon'around the high street as if trying to dodge a swarm of bees. This is
expected in a beginner but as training, practice and most importantly confidence
builds up they eventually become effective covert operators.

Foot Survei llance Tactics

lf we look at the diagram, this provides us with a basic street layout as you would
expect to find in a town centre. our scenario is where we wish to put a member of
the Burger Bar staff under surveillance in his lunch hour, in order to see where he
goes during that time. we need to 'plot up' in the area using a three-man team.

Remember our three phases of a surveillance; the pick Up, the Foltow and the
Housing, so we will commence with the pick Up phase.

The Pick Up Phase

we have already discussed various trigger positions in chapter Two so we have
decided to put your trigger man in the telephone box outside the chemist.

The trigger should be in a position close enough to identify the target but far
enough away not to be seen and out of the'10 to 2'. He needs to Carry out a
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Foot Trigger Positions

Bus $helier 1

Clethes
$*rqp

Burger
Esr

A
ps
D

w\4

F

Pay Phone

EIE E_cEs tsenches
c

ffi
Bus Shelter 2

radio check with the other team members and ensure that they are in position,
ready to take the foilow..lf nothing is happening (you may ue in ror a long *"itl,the trigger (or Eyebail) shourd come up on the iaoio ano i"ptrt, ,No change, Nochange'. This is for a number of reasons; it lets the team know that nothing hashappened, it acts as a radio check and it gives.ontio"n.";'i;" other members,as they know that you are in contror and jrour radio is working okay.

There is nothing worse on a radio network than long periods of silence. lf nothing isheard, operators start to lose confidence and think that something has gone wrong.They start to fiddle with the radio to see if it is wort<ing otav ano possibly moveposition to see what is happening, so keep the team int-ormeo at regular intervals.

During surveillance training we have found that one of the hardest things for thestudents to do was to stand still. lf the target had entered a store, one of the teamhas gone in with him, leaving the other i*o outside to cover the exits. The twoacting as back up find it hard to keep still without feeling ouuiorr. lf there is ashop doorway, stand to one side of it as if you are waiting-for someone and staythere rather than keep shifting about.

lf there is a seating area or bench then sit on it, they are natural places for you toremain static. ln addition, if there is an empty pnone box nearby then get into it.
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Po 
*9 have callsign Foot 'l giving the trigger, located in the telephone box. From

here he can cover the exit door, give a isiandby' when the target appears out in
the open and also give a direction of travel.

Foot 2 and Foot 3 need to be located either side of the target and out of sight.
Foot 2 has taken a position up in the bus shelter, left of th-e target outside the
Bank, and Foot 3 has taken up a position in another bus shelter wnicn is right of
the target and around the corner on West Street.

Remember, only one person has to see the target (the eyeball), the other two team
members have to be 'off the plot'and out of the way. yoi Oo not want the target to
come out of the premises, turn left or right and have a 'head on' collision with-you.

STANDBY STANDBY!

Yl"l the target appears, the eyeball should immediately call, ,standby, standby,.
This is a wake up call.to the team to say, 'let's go'and lisien in to the commentary,.
The eyeball should give a direction of iravel and a brief description, for exampfu:

'standby, standby, that's Alpha 1 0ut and gone Left, Left, wearing bluejeans and a brown jacket, continuing upltre high street passing the
newsagent on his nearside'.

As the target has come out and gone left, Foot 2 should not move anywhere, he
can stay where he is for the time being. Foot 3, having heard on the radio that the
target has gone left will realise that he is walking away from his position. That
should be his cue to leave the bus shelter, come around the corner onto the high
street and take the 'first follow'. He would come up on air and state, ,Foot 3 has
the eyeball', and then takes up the commentary. We say that there are no rules in
surveillance but a very important rule is the iact that the trigger person never
moves on a standby (unless as a last resort) to take the first frollow.

Remember it is a team effort, so the trigger person ,triggers, the target out and
another member takes up the first follow. lf thetarget *ere to be aware at anytime,
it would be when he leaves the premises and so ihe trigger person (who can see
the target, so the target can see him) should remain *-hire'he is until out of the
targets view.

The Follow Phase

As soon as practically possible the surveillance team will filter themselves in aposition as illustrated in the diagram below.

l
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Foot 3 has the eyeball and positions himself behind the target at a safe distance
depending on the area and the amount of people about. ioot 2 is the back_up
and positions himserf behind the eyebail, atso at a safe distance. rt is not
necessary for the back-up to see the target. Tail end charlie takes up a position
on the other side of the street. The team is now positioned in what is called the
classic A, B, C formation.

A. operator 'A' (Foot 3) is behind the target with a reasonable distance
between them depending on cover, crowds and the area.

9. operator 'B' (Foot 2) is on the same side of the street and is ,backing,
operator'A'. There is no need for him to see the target and he should be able to
see Operator'C'.

Back Up Eyeball

Basic A, B, C Formation

c. operator 'c' operator is positioned on the opposite side of the street from
the target and is slighily behind him.

Three Man Team (A, B, C Method)

The foot surveillance team requires the mobility and the frequent changing of irsoperators in order to prevent compromise.
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ln diagrammatic form, the formations appear regimented and give the impres-
sion that the positions have to be strictly adhered to. This is not so, as once on
the ground, the experienced operator will take up his position without thinking.
The use of three men in a team permits greater variation in the position 6f
operators and also allows for a member who may be getting ,warm,who can be
replaced by another operator from the team. lt reduces the risk of losing the
target and affords greater security against showing out.

lmpose Surveillance

Should the target cross from the nearside of the precinct to the offside (left to
right), the eyeball and back-up should not follow him, this is why we ,impose'
surveillance on a target, rather than ,follow, him.

To recover from this situation, operator 'c'can take the eyeball, as he is already
in a position on the other side of the street, and operator ,B' can then move to the
other side of the precinct in order to 'back' the eyeball. operator ,A, can stay
where he is and cover the other side of the street.

Foot surveillance is about team work and communication. lf you lose sight of the
target, we use the term 'temporary unsighted' so that another team member can
take control if need be. During the surveillance, remain out of the targets '10 to 2'
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at ail times and use whatever is around you 
lo act as temporary cover. By this,you shourd not be diving in and out of cover, but you n""i-to momentariry havesomething between you and the target, so that if he turns arouno you wiil not bein direct view.

Remember: lf you can see him, he can see you

Use what is termed as 'street furniture,to provide temporary cover, this courd be:

. Other pedestrians

. Telephone boxes

. Advertising boards

. parked cars

. Bus shelters

. Trees

. Lamp posts

. Shop doorways

on the street you have to make constant appraisals as to the targets intentionsand always think to yourself, What lf.

What if he crosses the road...
What if he enters a buildino...
What if he turns and walks towards me...

The A, B, C method in very crowded streets can be difficurt to keep to, and attimes it may be necessary for all three operators to be on the same side of thestreet. lf you are crose to the target, do not ret him n"ur vouliudio commentary.

The A, B, c method on a street with ritfle or no traffic such as a housing estatecan create difficurties, and it may be that onry one operatoiis on the same side ofthe street as the target with the other two operators on the opposite side. lf avehicle is used as back up, a footman can be picked up unJ re-deproyed aheadof the target if need be.

TACTICS IN FOOT SURVEILLANCE

A surveiilance operator is a member of a team and he must at ail times be in commu_nication with the others. rn the event of radlo fairure, use simpre hand signars whichare unobtrusive and discreet and which have been pi.-"rr"ng!Jwith the other mem_bers of the team. Fairing that, you wiil have to resort to using mobire phones.

}[;H? 
of rhese signars and tactics must be auromatic and appry ro every ream
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When on the ground consider the
following:

. Avoid eye to eye contact with the
target. lf you do have this eye to eye
contact, you know and he knows that
something is amiss and you will be
compromised.

. lf the target approaches you, never
act surprised but act naturally. Have
a good cover story ready in the event
you are questioned. lt is more realis-
tic to dismiss the target as a 'nutter'
rather than go into an elaborate and
unrealistic excuse.

. Always remember that you may be
seen but not necessarily noticed,
therefore act naturally at all times and
be aware of your dress sense.

. Always ask yourself, am I in the right position? lf not, get into it.

' Do not dodge behind corners or into shop doorways if the target turns
round, this only attracts attention to you. Do not forget that shop windows
can reflect the activity of persons on the opposite side of the street. They
can be of use to you but they can also be of use to the target.

'Always act naturally if the target turns round and retraces his steps, walk
on and avoid eye contact. Remember, another team member should
automatically take control. whatever you do, do not look behind you, as
sure as the sky is blue, if you look over your shoulder, the target will be
doing the same.

' when in a confined area always endeavour to be doing 'something' but
act naturally doing it, give yourself a reason for being there.

. ln crowded areas, walk on the outside of the pavement. This gives better
vision and less obstruction. The nearside of the pavement is good cover
when the streets are less crowded.

. Do not take unnecessary risks.
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. Ensure your mobile phone is in silent mode.

. Stay out of the '10 to 2'.

. Be third party aware at all times.

Change of Eyeball (Handover)

It must be realised that the closer the operator is to the target, the more likely heis to be seen and noticed, therefore he must be changedli r.egutar intervals inorder to prevent having a compromise. ln some ways you courd foilow him all dayon your own and not be noticed, so long as the taiget does not turn around.However, surveillance is not like that and so we havelo act accordingly.

feel that you have had a bit
could do with a change to let

After having the eyeball for a period you may
of 'exposure' or you feel ,warml and therefore
someone else take the eyeball.

There are four occasions when we wourd normaily carry out a handover:

' when you are 'warm" or you have had the eyebail for sometime

. When the target changes direction

. When the subject stops and then moves off again

. ll you are compromised

The larger the team,.the more changes can be made, but do not make changesfor changes sake and it is normally the eyeball that wili oeciol when to handover.

Simple Handover

when walking down.a. street and require a handover, you shourd ask your backup if he is in a position to take the eyebail (this is'*n"i we catt a ,pranned
handover'). rf he repries 'yes', then yo, can handover to him by turning in to ashop, a side street or moving to the other side of the street ino tetting the back-up come through to take the eyeball.

Tail end charrie shourd then move in a position to act as back-up.

Gornering Drilts

should the target change direction by turning a corner, we need to maintain
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control over him. What we should never do is turn the corner and go around with
him in the event that he suddenly stops. He may stop because he ii suspicious of
you, he may be browsing in a shop window, or he may be waiting to cross a road.
For this reason, we do not want to go arouno a ,oiino' corner or this 'zone of
invisibility'.

As the eyeball does not want to go into this zone, one of the team members
should 'clear the corner' and let the eyeball know if it is clear to come round or
through.

You will note in the diagram below that the eyeball (operator ,A,) gives advanced
warning of a junction or a corner. This should be the cue for operator ,c' to move
up to the corner on his side of the street to enable him to see and clear the
corner. lf the target has stopped, operator 'c'will state, ,lt's a stop stop, hang
b_ack'. lf the target has turned the corner and continues up the street, operato-r
'C'can say, 'Corner clear, come through,.

As we are changing direction, it may be a good time to carry out a handover, in the
event the target is changing direction in order to identify followers. To do this, once
operator 'C' has cleared the corner, rather than the eyeOatt actually turn the corner
and continue the commentary, he should cross direcily over the road to take up a
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'C'position. The
back-up can then
come around the
corner and take over
as eyeball, and the
operator who has
cleared the corner
then acts as back up.

We have now
carried out a basic
cornering drillwhere
we clear the corner
and carry out a
handover at the
same time.

lf you are on your own, there is no way that you would want to go around a blind
corner. Therefore to recover this, you should consider moving to the other side of
the street and effectively clear the corner for yourself and thln move into a safeposition to follow.

Housing Phase

we have picked up the target, we have followed him and now he suddenly stops.
At this stop, we need to carry out a set drill so that the team can work effectively.
lf he goes into a shop, we must decide, if it is necessary that we go in with him.

FOOT SURVEILLANCE
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Think about your aims and objectives, if you are investigating a person suspected
of copyright infringement of music cD,s:who enters u i"*.""g"nt and then goes
into a chemist, it may not be necessary to go in with him ai a rist< losing a life. lfhowever, he goes into a record store then we need to get in close in order to gain
some intelligence.

Action on a Stop

lf we have the target under control walking down a street and he then enters ashop (newsagent) we have now entered oir'housing' pnasl of the surveillance
and so we now have to re-plot and prepare for the ,p'l.f.-rp pnur".

We have decided that we are not going to enter and so a set drill is put into actionas per the diagram below.

a' The eyebalr (A) shourd cail, 'rt's a stop stop at the newsagent,.

b. He should then carry on straight and overshoot, stating, ,l'm going to overshoot,
back-up, can you?'(take the eyebail). Hopefuily the repryirvourd be, ,yes yes,.

c. Thg back-up (B) then takes the eyeball, moves into a safe position and takescontrol of the doorway and takes the trigger.

d. Now that the doorway is under contror, operator ,A' overshoots and takes up aposition on the originar route and operator'i'takes ,p u porition on the reciprocar
route.

e. we are now back to our pick-up phase and the process starts once again.

Multiple Exits From Buildings

lf you suspect that the premises has another exit or is located on a corner, operator
'A' should not only overshoot, but also check the rear and side for possible exits. lfthere are any, he should notify the team and get a trigger on those exits also.

Get ln Close

lf you decide that an operator needs to enter the premises with him, try to let theback-up go in rather than the eyebail. Tellthe team that yo, 
"i" 

going ,complete,
(or in with him) so that the team can expect you to ,minimise, on the radio. lf youneed to communicate to the team, you can resort to the crick system.

For the team members on the outside, consider that the eyebalr may be trying toobtain information by listening into il-re targets conversatlon. Therefore, do not
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start talking unnecessariry on the net as the rast thing the eyebail wants is adistraction by your voice coming in through his earpiecel

Communications

Communications can literally make or break a foot surveillance. A foot team should
normally carry covert radio sets as mobile phones are not suitable and the team
should know and be familiar with basic hand signals.

During surveillance training courses we carry out a foot exercise and allow the
students to use covert radio sets. They appear to do reasonably well, except foi
dropping their heads into their chests in order to speak into the concealed micro-phone. This is not necessary as you can talk quite openly whilst acting normally.

As the eyeball, you should now be giving a commentary on the targets movements.
Many surveillance operators prefer the back-up to ac(nowleOge his transmissions
now and again (after every three or four transmissions or on a 

-change 
of direction).

After the eyeballs transmission, all the back-up has to say, very bri6ny i., ,oa"klrp
roger'. This tells the eyeballthat his messages are coming acrosl and also gives him
confidence, knowing that his back-up is in position

Cross Gontamination

Now and again, you may have a problem with your radios or there may be a need
when you have to meet up with, and talk to, another team member. lf you have to,ensure that you are out of sight from the target because if he is aware and is
suspicious of a particurar team member, who then comes over to you, you put
yourself at risk of compromise if seen by the target.

Action on a Loss

should the target go. out of your view you must alert the team with the call,'Temporary Unsighted'and give a reason, such as ,Temporary unsighted due totraffic'. lf you regain sight, you can inform the team by caliing, ,Lyeoatt Regained,.
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Now and again the team willsuffer a loss where the target has disappeared. This
has to be acted upon very quickly as the longer thitarget is ,unsighted, the
further he will be getting away from the team. Aset drill should be cariied out in
the event of a loss and the eyeballshould call, ,Total Loss, Total Loss,as soon aspossible.

Search Procedure

' The eyeball should decide which is the most logical route or quickest
escape route that the target could have taken and head for this, searching
to his left and right as he goes along.

'The back-up should take the second most logical or quickest escape route.

'Tail end Charlie should hold the 'point of loss' in the event that the target
returns through it.

' By holding the point of loss, that operator is also in a good position to act
as back-up if contact is regained. He is also in a pos-ition to relay radio
messages to the team who may be getting further apart.

. lf contact is regained, the eyeball should call, ,contact contact, target (or
Alpha 1) went Left Left at the point of toss and is continuing atonj East
Street'.

Caf6s & Public Houses

lf the target goes into a caf6 you must decide whether to follow him in or not,
remember, he could be meeting someone. lf you do decide to go in, consider the
fact that you may have to 'lift off'after the taiget leaves, 

"r 
yo, may not be able

to re-join the team on the surveillance due to risk of compromise.

lf you go into a caf6 but.it is not necessary that you get in close to the target, you
need to position yourself where you can 'dominateithe room. By this *L rnean
that from where you sit, you should be able to see the target and the exits,
including toilet doors.

lf it is necessary, get as crose as possibre to the target
without being obvious. consider sending two people in (preferably a man Jnd
woman) to make their presence appear more naturai ano siioppositayour partner.
You can then talk on a radio giving the appearance that you'are in conversation.
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Entering a Cafe or Restaurant

f,
Where would you sit?

Footman
Covenng Exit

. Do not feel awkward in
public places, you have a
right to be there, you are a
member of the public.

. Always have cold drinks. lf
the target suddenly leaves, it
may appear odd for you to
leave a hot drink or meal on
the table and walk out.

. Pay for your beverages as
you receive them. lf the
target departs, you do not
want to be left in a queue
waiting to pay.

. Sit close if a meeting is inplace, you do not necessarily have to face the target.

' Use the crossword page of a newspaper to write and make notes if necessary.

' .Use the click system to communicate to the rest of the team. rt is thetrigger person outside who should respond to you.

. Switch you mobile phone onto ,silent, mode.

Buildings with Muttipte Exits

Should the target enter a buitding with
multiple exits such as a departmentltore,
be aware of both uniformed security guards
and store detectives. They are trained to
recognise anything out of the ordinary or
suspicious and they will soon
notice you if you do not act naturally. Many
store detectives make use of covert radioi
and you willsoon become the target under
surveillance, in addition it is likely that you
will be tracked by closed circuit TV.

Be extremely careful if you enter a store with a bag containing a covert camera such

::,i,,r^o^":,r^::s,^:1T.", 
o?]":tly". wiil naruraily ,tock' onto u"nyon" enterins a shop

r;

f;

carrying a bag, for obvious reasons
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When the target enters a
building or a large department
store with multiple exits, the team
must deploy to cover all the exits
out. Many large stores are used
as a cut through for shoppers to
make short cuts and so he should
be kept under control visually until
all the exits are covered. ti may
be necessary for the whole team
to enter the store.

lndoor Shopping Malts

Entering Buildings With Multiple Exits

Treat indoor shopping malls as you would streets,and position yourserf in the crassic ngc formation.You should be aware of hazards .r"h-u, securityguards and CCTV cameras in operation, if you actunnaturally you will be tracked.

Some areas have multiple levels and so be prepared
1o_r_ l"1nn s.tairways inside ,nop.l 

"iJr"torc unoescalators. lt may be wise to deploy an operato, on aseparate floor.

Telephone Kiosks

The target or yourserf can use terephone kiosks atany time for various reasons:

. By the Target

. The obvious, to make or receive a phone call

. To perform anti-surveillance

. To get out of
someone

the weather such as rain and wind whilst waiting for

You shourd arways be wary of any stop at a terephone kiosk, the target, even ifmaking a cat, has a crear view to ini"J.io". 
"nd 

it i. 
" 

."trilr tendency for himto look around outside whirst tarxinj;; il. phone. some pubric cail boxes haveadvertising pictures stuck to tne giass *inoo*. in tn"r,inlse aoverts enabte
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you to see out of the box but observers cannot see into them. They are a good
form of cover if you need to take photographs or video film.

. By Yourself

. Use the box as natural cover from where to observe

. Act natural, remember to pick up the phone and pretend to speak

. lf there are two boxes adjoining can you get into the second box and
listen into the targets conversation? lf you do, place your back towards
him, don't let him see your face or earpiece

Buses

lf the target makes for a bus stop, inform the team as soon as possible as you will
probably have to get on with him. Do not get unnecessarily close whilst waiting
for the bus to arrive and consider keeping away from the bus stop altogethei
especially if there is no one else around.

As the bus draws near, attempt to obtain the fleet number, registration number or
other identifying feature and relay this to the team. you may have an operator in
a car backing you and so he does not want to end up following the wrong bus,
they can all look alike!

lnform the team that you are getting on the bus so that they will know that you will
be unable to communicate. lf you can over hear the targets destination, you can
ask for the same. Keep a hold of your pressel switch whilst asking for the ticket,
as this will be transmitted to your team.

You do not want to be sat in the targets'10 to 2', so attempt to sit behind him so
that he does not have you in his view. lf he goes upstairs on a double decker,
remain downstairs at the rear and cover the stairs. Obviously, if there is a strong
possibility that he may meet someone on the bus, then you need to get close.

t

{
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lf .you have your back-up
following in a car you will
need to communicate with
him and so instigate a
communication by giving
tour clicks when you can.
lf the target shows inten_
tion of getting off (anx_
iously looking out of win_dow
doing up jacket, picking up
bags) then give the team
a 'standby' as they can
then prepare themselves
for deploying on foot.

Trains

should your target arrive.at a train station, panicr (No, not reaily). The team readerwill decide whether to put an operator o, i*o on the train with nir. tn" size of thesurveillance team will obviousiy dictate on what course of iction to take. lf it isenvisaged that the target is likely to use a train, or that it is part of his routine to doso' you can be better prepared and deploy a larger rurriJirun." team. A trainjourney can be broken down into tnree plrts, the beginning, middre and the end,and it is at the end phase or destination when you are most vurnerabre.

on entering the station and ticket office, the foilowing shourd be adopted:

' The eyebail gets right behind the target at the ticket counter (if thedestination is unknown). He is to estadrish f,. t"ig"i, destination by
overhearing the target or
by 'blagging' it out of the
counter assistant.

. The eyeball purchases
return tickets for the
team to the targets
destination and informs
the team of the details
by radio. Obtain return
tickets in the event the
target returns; if he
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does not, at least the team can get back.

. Keep control of the target on the platform; if there
about keep away and out of his sight until the last
arrives.

are not many people
minute that the train

'The team leader should decide whether to put two or three operators on
the train (recommended) and deploy a mobile unit to the trains destination

t
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(if practical).

. The eyeball should
keep control at all times
and not relax, the
target may get off the
train at an earlier halt
than expected, espe-
cially if he is surveillance
conscious.

. The remaining team
should locate them-
selves in the carriages
either side of the targets
carriage and preferably
facing the adjoining
door. lf the eyeball is
unable to tell you that
the target is moving
carriages, you should at least be able to see it happen.

. Remember to put your mobile phone onto 'silent' mode. you do not want
the whole train looking at you if it rings.

when on the train, you have to keep tight control of the target. Just because he
bought a ticket to somewhere does not necessarily mean thal he will get off there.
You may consider deploying your other team members in different compartments
in the event the target moves.

lf you are the eyeball, you may find it difficult to communicate to the rest of the
team, especially when the train arrives at a station. A click system could be used
in a similar fashion as we have already described. lf the target starts to get off the
train, then rapid cticks can be given (standby). lf the target itays where he is'two
clicks' could be given to let the team know that he is still on the train. This
procedure can also be used on a bus.
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Following a target on a train is fairly simple, as he has nowhere else to go. The
difficult part of the surveillance is when l're arrives at his destination, as .-o r"ny
options are open to him. He could:

. Get on another train

. Take the underground

. Continue on foot

. Get into a taxi

. Take a bus

. Be met by a car

. Have his own car parked nearby

. Cycle

Underground Railways

Tube trains should be
covered in a similar manner
to that described above.
There are other hazards that
work against you; you will not
have any communications to
those 'up top', it will be very
crowded and so you will have
to close in to the target as
much as possible.

Taxis

At times your target may take a taxi. Treat this as you would a mobile surveillance
but be aware of certain dangers:

. The driver will probably know all the short cuts and ,cut throughs' and so
he will make many short left and right turns, therefore handoveri should be
carried out more frequently if you are in a following vehicle.

. Expect him to stop at short notice and stop anywhere.

. lf you are also following in a taxi, be careful of what you say to the driver
as you do not want your driver to alert the targets driver. Some taxi drivers
can be very protective over their comrades.

' Make a note of the taxi firm if it is a private hire company. lf you have a
loss, you may be able to phone the company and ,blag' the destination
from the controller.
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On a recent surveillance, this
happened to us, so we
telephoned the cab company
and said that the person who
had been picked up from
'Smiths Offices' had forgotten
their mobi/e phone. They to/d
us where he was dropped off
so that we cou/d send someone
round with it. /t worked.

Lifts & Elevators

should the target enter a large building with many floors, the team should expectthe eyeball to minimise on his radio Jnd possibry l,".ori to ,cricks, to communi-cate. lf the target makes for an elevator, you could follow him in but consider:

' ls it necessary and wiil we achieve anything? The operator, having beenin close will have to pull off the surveillance afterwards as he has been
exposed.

. ls it safe or wise to enter with him? The target could be a bit of a ,hard
man' and have a go at you.

' Remove your covert earpiece, it may be seen or heard in crose proximity.

. Avoid eye contact at all times.

' Take contror of the button paner. rf you do, you can ask the target which
floor he wants (as any person wourd do), youihen get off at the same froor
or the one above or below.

' Be prepared for casual conversation with others or the target himself.

. Switch your mobile phone onto ,silent, mode.

' Relay the froor to other team members as soon as possibre.

lf the targets intended floor is unknown (as he had taken controt of the buttonpanel) your best option is to take the second to top floor if lre is going up. ftriiway you wilr be able to identify which floor he gets off at, and get oft at the floorabove. lf he gets off at the same floor as you, ,Bingol', if 
'he 

remains in the lift heonly has one other option open to him (the top floJr).
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After being in close proximity of the target, you
have to consider that you have had much
exposure (although not necessarily
compromised) and so you may have to come off
the task so that you do not become compromised.

Escalators

Many indoor shopping centres and underground
train stations have escalators which should not
cause too much of a problem. When on the
escalator:

. Keep to the right side and use other
pedestrians as cover

. Put only one member of the team on the
escalator at any one time. lf the target turns
around, he may see all of you

. There may be a short period
when the target is'unsighted'as
he disappears over of the apex
of the top, so quickly take control
or he will be lost

Deploying on Foot from a Car

When the target departs on foot
or leaves his vehicle, the surveil-
lance team has to act with
urgency in order not to lose
contact with him at this critical
stage. Prior to the surveillance
commencing, the team leader
should have planned and briefed
his team what to do, in the event
that the target goes on foot.

lf the team is involved in a three car follow and the target parks up and walks into
a town centre, a foot operalor should deploy straightlway to take control of thetarget. The remainder of the team can then position their cars for the departure
and then join and 'back'the eyeball on foot. Think ahead, if the target enters a
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car park, it is likely
that he is going to
park his car and go
on f oot, so you
should be thinking
of deploying the
second he enters
the car park.

ldeally, one opera-
tor should remain
and cover the
target's vehicle in
the event the foot
team have a loss
and the target returns to his car. At times the footman will have to ,dump,his carand risk parking fines and watch out for wheel clampers. lf at all practicai,
another operator can move the footman's car to a safer location for him.

Deploying on Foot

When deploying on foot remember:

' Before you deproy. Ask yourserf : 'rs it necessary, do r have to get out?,

' Never screech to a halt. Act naturally and never run or appear to rush

'Always reverse park your vehicle to enable you to manoeuvre away quickly

. Cover up any equipment, paperwork or maps

. lnform the Team Leader of your intention to go on foot

. Switch your main radio off and your covert set on

' Don't forget your mobile phone and wallet, you may end up on a train!

. Ensure your car is locked

. Carry out a radio check with your covert radio set

. Do not run

. Take control of the target

Reverse park to ensure a quick getaway
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lf you are 'two up' and the passenger gets out on foot. Remember where you
were dropped off , as this should be the same spot where you get picked up again
afterwards. lf it is not practical to do so, ensure that you designate a place to get
picked up from.

Vehicle Back Up (Shadow Car)

once the team is deployed on foot and has control of the target, one of the
operators should remain with his vehicle in order to act as back-up and 'shadow'
the team. Not only can he pick up and re-deploy any footmen but if the target
gets into another vehicle or onto public transport you will still have a mobile
option.

The 'shadow car' could also act as a radio relay, as the car radio set should be
pushing out much more power.

Returning to your Vehicle

' Handover the eyeball to a mobile operator who is covering the target car
as soon as possible. The foot men will want to get back to their vehicles.

. Turn your covert radio off (it will interfere with your car set)

. Take a look around you, think third party

. Lock your doors

. Tell the team that you are 'complete' (back in the car)

Note Taking

During a foot surveillance it is difficult to make written notes of the target's
movements, locations and contacts. Therefore it may be wise for one member of
the team to carry a dictaphone on which to record events, but ensure that the
recorder is reliable and that the batteries work. Alternatively, one of the mobile
units could keep a written log by listening in to the radio commentary as they
proceed.
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MOBILE SURVEILLANCE

Ghapter Seven

Mobile Surveillance

Mobile surveillance is probably one of the most difficult types of surveillance tocarry out, as there are so many factors that are against you whilst following amobile target. The target has to be followed without detettion and without you
losing contact with him. At the same time you have to keep a log of events andactions, communicate with the other members of the surveillance team,navigate, photograph and consider the targets future intentions.

A mobile surveillance should not be a ,mad 
car chase,, driving at excessive speed,screeching brakes and handbrake turns, but is done ln a carm, relaxed,professionar manner and most importantly, being in control.

The Surveillanee Team

we refer to a mobile surveillance being carried out by a team rather than anindividual. Carrying out a surveillance on your own is asking for trouble as therisk of compromise is very high from the outset and loss oflontact in traffic isinevitable.

An operator on his own will soon be spotted and would therefore jeopardise anyfurther surveillance, he may also lose the target at the tirst roao junction he
approaches' The success of a surveillance is dependant on how many operators are
used, a combination of cars and motorbikes provide an effective surveillance team.
However, I have worked in a team of six operators and a loss has still occurred.

It is appreciated that in the commercial sector, clients are very cost consciousand that a surveillance can be expensive to.carry out. lf you haue to .upfty-"potential client with an estimate of charges it is esiential that you inform them ofthe importance of using a minimum oi two investigator. to .urry out a mobile
surveillance, which will reflect in the costs.
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The Team

Prior planning would decide on the size of the team. Factors to consider are:

. ls surveillance the answer? can you achieve your aims by any other
means?

. Costings per surveillance operator

. The targets awareness level

'Area that the target is likely to be in, for instance, town centres, rural or
motorway and the likely areas he may visit, you may need a motorbike or
foot men

. Whether a static Op is required to act as ,trigger,

' ls a footman required to doubre up with a mobire operator?

A well trained and exercised surveillance team will enable a mobile surveillance
to be carried out with the minimum of effort. Members can act on their own
initiative without having to be instructed by the team leader, especially when the
target comes to a halt and the team splits to surround him or ,boxes nim in,.

whenever possible make use of a static operator in a van or an op to give you the'trigger'. The most likely time to lose a target is within minutes of nii departure,
especially if his departure time is unpredictable and he knows his own area well.
Surveillance is normally considered easy or difficult from the way that it is triggered.

Type of Vehictes

ldeally, all of the team's vehicles should be different in all respects, it would be a
waste of time having two red Ford Escorts on the same task! ideaily the colour of
the car should be a dark shade, obviously a bright orange car will soon stand
out. A black car may give a sinister appearance; a white vehicle seen in the rear
view mirror may resemble a police car and make the target look at you more than
once.

An ordinary production line saloon car with a reasonable sized engine should be
used. we are not embarking on a mad car chase but if you become detached
from the team, you need some power under the bonnet toi you to overtake other
motorists, especially large slow moving vehicles and so a 1.g or 2litre engine
should suffice' Colour and appearance should be neutral and as nondescript or
as commonplace as possible.
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A vehicle will be seen but should not be noticed, so do not try to alter its appearance
with extra lamps or mirrors (exterior or interior), a. fney will only' make it
distinctive. Likewise; scratches, dents, damage and malfunctibning lighis will alsohelp to identif y and make the
vehicle more noticeable. Ensure that all
the wheel trims are present and are of
the same style.

It is not recommended to use vehicles
with personalised registration plates, or
those that will easily be remembered
such as having the letters ROD, BAT or
SPY.

Weekly Maintenance

obviously, your vehicle has to be road worthy at all times and you should make ahabit of checking your car on a regular basis; points to toot< out for are
remembered by the pneumonic pOWER;

P Petrol' Ensure that you fill up with fuel every morning of surveillance and
have a spare can in the boot.

O Oil. Check the oil level at regular intervals.

W Water. The coolant water needs to be
and the screen washer needs to be
months.

topped up to prevent overheating
kept full, especially in the winter

E Electric's. Ensure that the lights work correcily, especially if driving at
night. The target may notice if you have a light out and you also run
the risk of being stopped by the police if you have a tail lightbut.

R Rubber. Ensure that your tyres have enough tread and the air pressure is
correct, especially if you are driving at speed. Do not forget to check your
spare tyre as this is often overlooked.

Think also about the cleanliness of your car, inside and out. The interior should
be kept clean and tidy but not too immaculate, you do not want the car to look
sterile but at least rived in and used. rf it is too uniidy, and I have seen many cars
full of old newspapers, magazines and a week's worth of fast food wrappings, it
will attract attention to someone who is aware. lf I were searching for a'suieil_
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lance operator's car, this would be the one that I would look out for and take
notice of. Any items of importance should also be kept out of view such as maps,
brief sheets and radio parts.

The cleanliness of the exterior should also be considered. lf you were working in
an area that is more'up-market then you would not want to be driving around in
a vehicle covered in dirt and grime as you may look suspicious and be reported.
on the other side of the coin, if you were operating in a more rough area driving
about in a shiny-waxed vehicle, you will also stick out and thus be noticed.

Safety Equipment

ln addition to your car bag containing your radio, maps and cameras, there are
certain items that you may want to keep in your vehicle for safety,s sake.

. Day Glow Jacket.

By wearing this you can sit and wait for hours in some places without being
bothered. lf you are not using it, then get it out of the way as it will show out.

. Torch

This is obviously useful at night and a large heavy torch such as a ,Maglite, may
come in handy for your own protection.

. Windscreen Wash

A bottle of screen wash and rag should
be handy in order to keep the inside and
outsides of the windows clean. Dirt and
dead flies will play havoc with your
camera if you are using auto focus
modes.

. De-lcer Spray

Not only does it clear your windows
quickly in cold weather, but as a last
resort it could be used for self protection
as the aerosols have quite a powerful
spray and will keep an attacker at bay
from a distance.
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. First Aid Kit.

. Roadside Assistance

This is probably the most effective insurance policy that I have ever taken out. ofthe times that I have broken down, three out of five happened when I *". on ,yway to somewhere important or I was in a remote area. unless you are a good
mechanic and for the sake of a small cost, membership of one tt fhes" orguii."_

tions is a must.

Personal Safety

Lock Your Doors

This is totally a personal preference but
it is advised that you lock your car doors
whenever you are inside, especially in
built-up areas. ln the past I have s-een
suspicious third parties actually go up toa car, open the door and confront the driver and it was quite frightening t6r them.There are some 'hard' peopre about especiaily in some ;;r;h Sstates who wourdnot think twice about having a go at you. After ail you are ii ttreir 

"r"", 
yo, ,"ybe interrupting their activities and they do not want you there, whoever you are.

Even worse, is having the actuar target approach you and puil open your cardoor, you can consider yourserf weil ind truiy compromiseJ iitni. n"pp"ns. Donot forget to lock the rear doors as weil; it can be even more embarrassing if thetarget gets into the back seat!

If you are concerned that if you lock your doors and end up in an accident andyou can't get out, then.don't worry. lf you have had an accident to the extent thatyour car is likely to be damaged, a bit more.damage by having the window poppedopen may not make much difference to the insurance coripanies costs. li'theaccident is so bad, the emergency services wiil just cut the ioot off anyway.
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The police actually advise to lock your doors if you are in a built-up area, if
travelling on a motorway, then have the buttons up. tt you are in an accident andhave central locking, the damage caused by the impact may cause a delay ingetting you out. However, if the damage is thit bad, they wilt siiil cut your roof off .

Mobile Communications

Many operators and agencies adopt their own style of radio call-signs and codes
and so there are no hard and fast rules regarding tnis. Use whatever system you
are used to or happy with.

ln simple terms, each vehicle could be termed; car 1, car 2 andcar 3. lf you are
using a hand held radio (or a fist mic) try to keep the radio set below the level of the
dashboard and not bring it up to your mouth, iiyour target is checking his mirrors
he will see you. ln a similar vein, do not make th; habit o-t ooooing your head down
whenever you speak on the radio, this too looks peculiar, and may be noticed.

when you are static, ensure that your radio equipment is out of view and thatradio transmissions cannot be heard by third parties through open windows.

The Crew

Generally, you may find yourself on your own but a vehicle crew can consist of anumber of operators. Remember that even two operators in a vehicle (two up)
can arouse suspicions, especially when waiting for a ,trigger'.

Four men in a vehicle can look 'hostile' so be aware of how you look to thirdparties. lt is recommend that one operator per vehicle is used at most times,
unless an extra operator is required to deploy on foot at short notice.

lf two persons are used (as is often the case in the Police and other Enforcement
Agencies), decide on the tasks of driver and footman/radio operator. Their
appearance should fit with the vehicle and area of operations. The second
operator during the mobile phase could sit in the rear seat behind the driver in
order to remain out of view and giving the appearance of being ,one 

up,. lf necessary,
he can switch to the other side temforarily to show the vehicle 'two up'. ln addition
the second operator sat in the rear can basily take covert photographs or video
when necessary. should you have two operators in the same vehicle, consider
them being different sexes, which appears more natural to an onlooker.

Enforcement Agencies will often use two operators in order to share responsibili-
ties., so that one person concentrates on the driving whilst tne otner operates theradio and provides the commentary. This has its ,pios and cons,and may arouse
suspicion from some,aware' targets.
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lf you have to sit in your car for a
period, (even if it's a short halt
whilst following) try and move
over to the passenger seat. lf the
target (or anyone else) sees you
sat there, they would naturally
presume that you are waiting for
your driver to return without
arousing too much suspicion.

Do not wear brightly coloured
clothing or have anything notice-
able on the dashboard that draws the attention. A change of jacket or the wearing
of a hat for a short period is advisable, but do not wear-sungi"..r, unless everyi
one else on the road is also doing so. Do not fall into this filse sense of securiiy
by hiding behind a pair ol Ray Bans sunglasses, for example.

The Mobile Surveillance

considering the three phases of our surveillance operation, (pick up, Follow and
Housing) we will now discuss the tactics used in a mobile surveillance.

Plotting Up and 'Boxing'the Target

on arrival in the area of where a surveillance is to commence, you will probably
meet up with the team at a pre-determined rendezvous (nv;. tne team
members would now carry out a recce of the general area to familiarise
themselves with the layout of the estate and escape routes. you need to carry out
a recce of the target's address by carrying out a drive past and also a walk plst.

lf you have a sketch map drawn at the initial recce, use it in order to identify
where the target address is before you actually get to it. The last thing you wanito do is drive down the target street, crawling at 5mph whilsi irying to
identify the target property, as you will be noticed. lf you consult youisx6tcn
plan, you can see which side of the road the target is on, how far down it is and
therefore identify it from a safe distance before you get on top of it.

on a drive past you need to be looking out for particular circumstances:

'Any sign of life or activity such as: lights on, windows open, curtains
open, or milk on the doorstep

. Any vehicles, their details, how they
intend to go

are parked and which way they

MOBILE SURVEILLANCE
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'Any trigger positions where you can prot up or put the van in, as
described earlier

' Check and double check that the address you have identified is the
correct one

' Consider dropping off a foot person in order to take a closer look and
obtain more detail

The Trigger

once you have the trigger in position, it is his job to maintain the eyeball on theproperty and report any events to the remalnder of the team. Nothing mayhappen for a number of hours and so the task requires much concentration. lfnothing happens, then report to the team, 'No change, trto cnange, often. Thisnot only informs that team that you are still in controibut also keeips 1,", ,p iodate and doubles up as a radio check.

lf there is a problem with communications such as being out of range, it is the mobileunits that have to move to a better position, as the trigfer person cannot move.

The mobile units have to 'prot up' in a position that is safe, where they wiil notarouse any suspicion from third parties. These units do not have to see t-he targetaddress but have to get off the plot completely and oe in a position to take up thefollow when the target moves.

The Plot Up

ln the diagram, the trigger is located out of the '10 - 2, and arso positioned behindthe target, as you do not want the target to drive towards you and pass you (youwill loose a life)' You will note that thJre are only two exits out of the estate andthese have to be 'covered' by the mobile units. by this we do not mean that car2 and Car 3 actually sit on the junction.

It may not be physically possible (double yellow rines, busy traffic for example) orpractical. what it does mean, is that the mobile units can part< anywtrere they like(so as long as it is safe and away from the plot) as long'as thly can get to theirrespective 'pick-up'points in time, on a standby.

; cal t has the trigger. He has to be close enough to be able to identify the targetbut far enough away not to be noticed. Remember, if you ."n ,". the target, hecan see you.
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' car 2's responsibility is to 'cover' the north exit and is parked up in the
supermarket car park. This is a safe area where he can wait all day without being
noticed or bothered. Caution has to be maintained in the event he gets blocked in
by shoppers and so he has to keep an eye on the traffic flow. on a standby, car
2 can pull forward and get a view of the north exit and so call the target's
direction of travel.

. car 3 is covering the south exit from a lay-by. Again, on a standby, he can move
forward and give a direction of travel if the target takes the southerly exit.

Choke Points (Secondary Stakeout)

Sometimes it is not possible to trigger the target when he initially goes mobile
from an address. Therefore he may have to be picked up somewhere along a
route that he is known to take regularly, especially if the target's address is in a
culde sac. This 'choke point'may have to be identified by examining a map or by
driving around the area.

The Pick - Up Phase

Car 1

{Trigger}

Car 3
.-,.'.'..'..*
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When picking up a target in this instance, the cars must be distributed along theroute in such positions that the crews can see the target as it passes, ortin"vare not themselves noticeable to the target.

As soon as possible after the pick-up, a team member should attempt to identifythat the driver (or passenger) is the actual target to be followed. you couldconsider having an operator drive towards the tariet in oiJer to have a ,head 
on,to identify him as he may be checking his mirrori, or wait for the target to turnright in order to get a look at him frorn-the side.

Action on a'STANDBY STANDBY!'

As soon as the target appears out in the open or there is signs of movement, thetrigger person shourd cail, 'standby, standby, and .Jrr"n." a runningcommentary on the targets activities and movements. This ,standby, 
is a war<e u[call to put the rest of the team on alert.

As. soon as the trigger gives a 'standby', the mobire units shourd carry out thefollowing:

' lnstantly acknowredge with your cail sign (in arpha numericar order). whenthe team moves, no one should be left behind

. Turn your engine on

' Listen very carefuily.to the 'triggers' radio commentary, he wiil be giving
descriptions, vehicle details and directions

' Move from your'prot up' (or Lie Up) position and draw near to the spotwhere you intend to pick up, or intercept the target

' Be prepared to pick up the target and take the first follow or act as back-up

' Do not come up on the radio to ask 'what's happening?, rf there is aperiod of sirence from the trigger, he may be firming or takilg ptrotografns

lf a standby is a false alarm, the trigger should call ,OANCEL srANDBy,, towhich the team acknowredges and ,ei*n to their ,rie up,po.ittn, (LUp,s).

Triggering from your Mirrors

Quite often you wiil be in a position where.you are observing the target throughyou rear view mirrors. when he goes mobile, you may naveio-cail a direction of
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travel such as Left or Right. Be careful not to get Left and Right mixed up as it is
very easy to do so when looking in mirrors. Rehearse and think to yourself , what
am I going to say on a standby. 'lf he comes towards me he has gone Left Left
and if he turns away from me he has gone Right Right'. lt pays to mentally
rehearse to yourself and to get it right first time.

Trigger Person Do Not Move!

Remember that surveillance is all about team work, when the target moves off
inform the team of the direction, if he goes out of your view let them know that
you are 'unsighted', this is their cue to take the eyeball. lf a team member hears
the phrase, 'unsighted to me', he will realise that the target is out of view or
someone's control and therefore the eyeball is 'up for grabs'. whoever sees the
target first can take over the commentary.

Most compromises by inexperienced operators occur when the target initially
moves off. The first thing the target does when pulling out, is to check his rear
view mirror, especially if he is aware.

As Trigger, never move off until you are out of the target's mirrors

Referring back to the diagram, if the target moves towards the north exit to the
estate, it would be Car 2's responsibility to pick him up and call a direction on the
main road. lf he goes left towards the mini roundabout, Car 2 can call this and
Car 3 can come round and take the first follow. lf the target takes a right on the
main road, Car 2 can call it on the radio and so car 3 can stay where he is until
the target passes and then takes up the follow. This is operating as a team should
do, passing the target from one person to another. Up to this stage, no one has
actually 'followed' the target but surveillance has been ,imposed'.
At your briefing, it would have been decided whether the trigger vehicle

(especially if it is a van) is to stay
where it is, or whether it joins in
the follow.

Quite often, we will leave the van
where it is until the target has
cleared the area (in the event the
target returns). lt is useful to
bring the van with the team as it
can take part in the follow (with
caution) and it can also be used
to re-trigger the target when he
has been 'housed'.
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Team Positions, The Surveillance Convoy

once on the move, the read vehicre or ,eyebal| should be in control of thesurveillance and at that moment in time is in charge of the raoio net. He shourdnow be giving a running commentary to the rer"il-,de, of the team, to which noone should interrupt.

As lead vehicle, arways drive 'normally'and be confident. obviously you do notwant to be right behind the target when there is no need to, but common senseprevails and this is dictated by the terrain and area. rn ouiri up areas you need tobe close as possibre, whereas in rurar areas you need to be turtner apart. As ageneral rule, always attempt to use at least one vehicle for cover (unless it is alearnerl).

lf approaching an obstacle such as
traffic lights, a junction or a roundabout,
you may need to be as close as
possible to avoid being held back. On
approaching an obstacle ,never crawl
up' behind the target, if you do this you
will soon be spotted or have the targets
suspicions aroused. Remember, you are
a public road user going about your
normal daily routine and therefore you
have to act normally.

lf your team members have not acknowledged that they are with the convoy,carry out a radio check to ensure that the teah is with you. Hopefully you shoulciget the response, 'Kiro's backing, Romeo's tair endi, J"p"noing on what cailsign system you are using. SomeEnforcement Agencies used a system called a'convoy check' that can be useful when operating in large teams. During a'convoy check'each car in turn comes up on the radioi"itn tl,"ir.irr_rign
lgfoy-"0 by their positjon in the convoy. For exampre, 'car 2,s back up, car 4,sthird in line, Car 1's tail end charliei.

This method of mobile.surveillance (when we are in convoy) is considered as'reactive' as the team is reacting to ine target's movements and is a commontype of surveillance. At a further advanced le-vel, especiarry *1"n the team knowthe ground very weil and their driving skiils are gooo, tn;i 
"un 

.urry out ,active,
surveillance. Mobire surveiilance carried out thii *"y cun be conducted by theoperators running on parailer roads ano neiding off th" t"rg"t uiintersections and roundabouts. obviously there still neJds to be an eyeball,either behind with cover or from the air.
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Keep Your Distance

Very often you will come to a
halt whilst waiting in a queue
of traffic, you may be directly
behind the target or have a
vehicle for cover. Either way,
do not get too close to the car
in front for safety reasons. lf
you are too close, you will not
have enough manoeuvring
room to be able to pull out in
an emergency. As a general
rule, make sure that you can
at least see the tyres of the car
in front or at least a piece of
the road surface.

lf you are driving in rural areas,
try not to be constantly in the
mirrors of the target if you have
no vehicles for cover. Use the
road, hills and bends in order
to catch glimpses of the target
as he encounters them thus
'clipping' the sight of his rear
bumper. For the remainder of
the team, do not be too evenly
spaced apart as this could look
unnatural and make the
convoy appear to be in formation.

Do Not Be Too Kind

Three Man Team For.rnation
The Rr rnrsillenra Cnnrrnrrvv.r-vJ
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{TailEnd Charlie}

lf you are in a long queue of slow moving traffic, it helps if you have one vehicle for
cover. lf you do not, consider letting a car come in between you and the target from
an adjoining side road. Only do this if it is to your advantage. lf you do want a car to
pull out, do not flash your headlights but give a discreet wave to let them out.

Be very careful if you do this, as the driver that you have just let in will now be in
a good mood because they have just been let in. lf they also decide to let
someone else in further up the road, and then they let someone in, belore you
know it you are four or five cars behind the target, so be very careful if deciding to
let someone in as cover.
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Safety Gap

Leave a gap in order to pull out quickly

lf you are in a long queue of traffic
(waiting for lights or approaching a
roundabout) and any of your telm
members are being held back, do not be
afraid to call them forward on the radio
when the traffic conditions are safe.
Provide a gap and let them come in front
of you. Obviously you do not want to
carry out this procedure in the target's
mirrors.

Mobile Commentary

Whilst carrying out a mobile surveillance,
the commentary given by the lead car to
the other members of the team should

be precise, straight to the point and given
instantly. Whilst you as eyeball are in iront,
the remainder of the team may not be able
to see the target and be some distance
behind you. The commentary is for their
benefit.

Certain phrases and descriptions are used
to simplify messages and to assist the
operators because they will not have any
visual contact with the target. Although
these phrases may appear obvious or
unnecessary, they are to assist you and the
team to prevent any confusion and
subsequent loss of contact.

All messages are to be kept short and
accurate. A message lasting half a minute
could mean that the target has travelled
half a mile in that time and changed
direction, so do not waffle on and rep"eat
yourself unnecessarily.

You should keep the team up to date with an accurategiving details of the targets:
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names can lead to confusion if
difficult to spot. The direction of

. Direction of travel

. Speed

. lntentions to turn (which are indicators used)

. Any deviations made

. Curre.nt.position in relation to local
landmarKs (hts position, not yours)
. Any unusual driving tactics.

. Loss of contact, temporary or otherwise

Direction of Travel

When giving the direction of travel use large
visible local landmarks as an aid, as street

you are not familiar with the area and can be
travel may be given in the form of :

'That's following the signs marked A629 Halifax...' or
'No deviation, windmill on the nearside...' or
'Continuing straight'

Left and Right, Nearside and Offside

When giving any indication to the target's movements they should be repeated to
make sure that everyone is in the know at once. This eliminates other team
members using 'air'time by asking for repeated messages. For instance if the
target turns Right, he's turned 'Right Right'. lf he stops he's come to a ,Stop
stop'. we repeat the call two or three times in the event the operator is ,clipping,

their calls and the call is possibly missed by the team.

The terms Left or Right should only be used when describing a change in
direction and should not be used when pointing out a landmark. For examp-le

'Target passing church on the Left'

is wrong but should in fact be said

'Target passing church on lhe Nearside'
(or Offside as appticabte).

The reason for this difference is so that any team member who may be held back
in traffic and may possibly be getting out oi radio range, can still attempt to catch
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ADVANCED SURVEILLANCE

up with the surveillance by listening to the commentary (which is the whole idea).
Should the radio message be 'broken' and all that is heard are the words 'Church./
/.Left', he would presume the target has turned Left at the church. whereas if he
only heard the words 'Church.i/.Nearside' he would decide to continue straight
with no deviation knowing that a landmark (the church) had been indicated on
the nearside.

Should the target use his indicators at any time, inform the team of his intentions,
for instance, 'Target's held at a 'T' junction with a nearside indicator'. This
enables other operatives to prepare for the turn by getting into the correct lane or
taking other action.

lf you are behind the target vehicle who is at a junction or crossroads and
indicating to turn, do not indicate the same yourself. Should the target decide to
drive straight across at the last second, you will be committed to maiing that turn
(because you indicated), which you will have to take, in the event the target is
observing you and carrying out anti-surveillance.

when a change of direction is made, make a reference to where the turn
occurred, as you would not want the team taking the wrong turning. Use features
or road signs so that you may hear the commentary:

'That's gone Left Left at the post Office,

or

'That's gone Left Left into Cumberland Close,

Reference Points

As the target vehicle passes identifiable landmarks (reference points) the
Eyeball should pass this on to the remainder of the team. For example ,passing
church on the nearside'.

These reference points should be large and prominent so that as the operators
can easily see them from a distance and be able to establish how far the target is
ahead of them. This way, they can decide whether to close up or hang back as
necessary. Do not use moveable objects as reference points such as ,passing
Telecom van on Nearside' as it will have probably moved by the time the lasl
man gets to it. Features such as phone boxes, advertising boards, buildings,
shops and churches are ideal.

Be careful of using street names as reference points (unless you are familiar with
the area) such as, 'passing station Road on the nearside'. lf you are back-up, the
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last thing that you want to do is have to slow down to find and locate the small
street sign in order to read it, so use large prominent features.

Advance Warnings of Obstacles

Should there be some form of obstacle or hazard to your front such as a set of
traffic lights or a roundabout, inform the other team members, such as 'approaching
a roundabout / crossroads / set of lights'. This will allow the team to close up, as
there is a possibility that a loss could occur here.

Also warn of obstructions such as roadworks, tractors, learners, cyclists and
pedestrians that may be a danger to the team. lf there is a speed camera or a
Police car travelling towards the team, then let them know as you would not want
them to risk a speeding ticket or be overtaking at speed with a Police car coming
towards them.

Traffic Lights

On approach to traffic lights pass all relevant
information back to the team regarding their state.
The other members may be required to acceler-
ate to catch up so as not be held by the lights.
Let the team know the sequence of the lights as
they change, and the target's position in the queue
of traffic. 'Tail End Charlle' should inform you of
his position and when he is through the junction.

Speed and Lanes

Relay the speed of the target frequently, but
changes. We tend to 'bracket'the speed such

more especially when the speed
as, 'three zero to three five' (30-
35mph). lnform the team in which
lane he is travelling (such as
motorway or dual carriageway) or
on approach to a junction or
roundabout with more than one
lane. On a road with multiple
lanes such as a motorway, we
could nominate the three lanes;
the nearside, the centre and the
offside but this can get confusing
when there are four or more lanes.
For this reason we tend to number
the lanes from the nearside lane

Ill
l
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so thal if the target is in the centre lane of a three lane carriageway he would be inlane '2 of 3'.

Roundabout procedure

when the target approaches a roundabout, the team must be given prenty ofwarning in order for them to crose up, especiaily if the roundabout is busy. Theposition of the target must be given as ire approaches the roundabout, when he is onit, when he passes exits and most importantry, when he exits off the roundabout.

ln a similar fashion mentioned earlier, when referring to using the terms Nearsideas opposed to Left Left, we adopt similar procedure to id6ntify which exit thetarget has taken off a roundabout. This procedure avoids confusion especially ifa team member is having difficurty receiving the radio .orr"ni"i.v.
lf we suggest that the target vehicle is onto a roundabout and he takes the thirdexit (Right) the mobire commentary wourd be as foilows:

'That's up to the roundabout,
'That's at the roundabout and held, wait,
'That's onto the roundabout'
'Not One, Not One', as he passes the first exit
'Not Two, Not Two', as he passes the second exit
'Taken Third, Third on the 4629 towards i""0"', as he takes thethird exit

Roundabout Frocedur*
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You will notice the change of phrase between using the terms one, Two or Three
and First, second, Third. Each exit is numbered in a sequence of one, Two,
Three as the target passes it, but if he takes a particular exit the phrase changes
to First, Second, Third and so on.

This system was devised in the event of poor communications. lf a team member
was having difficulty receiving the commentary but heard 'second, second', he
would automatically know that the target has taken the Second exit whereas if he
heard 'Two, Two'he would know that the target had passed option two and was
continuing round. ln order to add credibility to your commentary, it may be worth
adding that extra bit of information such as the road name or direction, so we
may hear:

'Not One, not One,'
'lt's the Second, the Second, A610 towards Nottingham'

lf there is a 'No Entry'from the roundabout (traffic can join but not leave) then
this is not counted as it is not an option that the target can take.

Handovers

Every now and again you will need to change lead vehicles (the Eyeball) in order
to prevent being noticed. These changes (or Handovers) should be carried out at
natural places such as roundabouts and road junctions. Avoid pulling into the
side of the road (to let your back up come through) unless you are out of sight of
the target, such as behind a row of parked cars. Never rejoin the carriageway
whilst still in the target's mirrors, he may notice you, wait until he is out ol view
before you pull out.

As back up, (who should be behind the eyeball with one or two vehicles in
between), you should be ready to take over as eyeball at short notice in the event
that the target suddenly turns or stops (an unplanned handover). Your concentration
must be on the target's actions and the eyeball's commentary and therefore you
have to think ahead at all times.

As eyeball, you should decide when to hand over and this should be carried out
frequently, depending on a number of factors. Essentially we would carry out a
handover at the following times:

. when you have had the eyeball for a while and there is risk of compro-
mise if you stay with it any longer, especially if you have been direcily
behind the target with no cover.
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' whenever there are two or three changes in direction. As eyebail, you do not
want.to take the target around one corner, then another and inen another, you
will alert the target. lf he is carrying out some type of anti-surveillance, you will
only confirm that you are following him, so hand over after changes in direction.

; when the target stops (at the side of the road for example). lt may rook a
bit obvious for the eyeball to stop directly behind him. bo in order to act
naturally, the eyeball should overshoot and hand over the eyebail to the
back up. lf the vehicle moves off again, you then have a different car taking
the eyeball and triggering it away.

' on entering a car park. rf a target is suspicious, he may puil into a carpark to see if you follow him in. Therefore we normally hind over as the
target enters.

',when you are compromised. lf this situation occurs, you wiil have to clear
the area and so your back up may keep an eye on the target, it may be a
case that the whole team disperses.

Where to Hand Over

There are certain places where a
handover can be carried out
without being obvious to the target.
What we would not expect to
happen, is for you to ask for a hand
over, move over to the nearside and
let your back up come screaming
through by overtaking you. tf thia
were to happen and the target were
to see it in his rear view mirror, he
would probably expect the ,boy racer,
to overtake him also, but when he
doesn't but hangs onto his bumper,
he soon becomes suspicious.

For this reason we need to hand
over at 'natural' points where the
eyeball can naturally peel off the
road. ln order to instigate a
handover, the Eyeballshould come
up on air and ask, 'Back up are you
in a position? (to take the eyebail),.
lf they are, you should hear the

Planned Handover
Handover of Eyeball at a Junetion
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response, 'Yes Yes'. Locations for handovers can be:

. Nearside Junctions

As the eyeball, all you have to do is turn left off the road and let the back up
vehicle take over the eyeball, tail end charlie then becomes back up. The new
eyeball should keep his distance from the target and try not to close up on him
unnecessarily.

ldeally the previous eyeball should now become tail end charlie but do not
rejoin the carriageway until you are out of the target's mirrors.

y." It-J,T"'"r,131i,?,",;^',:?'': The Flanned Handsv*r
number of reasons. Firsly, rhe Handover of fiyeball at a Petral Stati*n
Eyeball has to cross over
traffic in order to turn off. ln
doing so he may encounter
oncoming traffic and subse-
quently hold up the team. lf he
manages to cross the road, he
may encounter getting back
again difficult as he has to
cross the traffic.

. Petrol Stations

ln a manner similar to the
above, all the Eyeball has to do
is pull into a petrol station and
let the back up come through.
Again, do not pull out onto the
main road until you are out of
the target's mirror.

Protocol dictates that you should
now become tail end Charlie.
However, if the back up car has
been detached and is not in a
position to actually 'back' the
eyeball, then you must get out
and act as back up straight away.
You can always change over
positions at a later time.
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. Roundabouts

Roundabouts can also be a natural place
to handover. As soon as you see the sign
prior to the roundabout, you should offer
up the handover and check that your back
up is in a position to take over.

There are essentially two ways of
handing over at a roundabout. Firstiy, the
eyeball can take the target onto the
roundabout, call the exit and then

rettins the back up rak-e over secon, r,fi:t:?5"?ij:: ;J:lif jffiJHl,t3:lll
the target hasn't taken this one) and hand over this way. it vou do this, ensurethat you can turn around and get back in the convoy qritLiy'vo, do not want tofind yourself joining a dual carriageway and not oeing aoie to turn around formiles on end.
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The Unplanned Handover
Change of Eyebail at a Turning
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. Laybys

Caution should be used if handing over at a layby, if there are cars already parked
there, they will afford you some cover but empty ones may not. As eyeball you can
pull into a layby and let your team come through, whatever you do, do not pull out
again if you are still in the target's mirrors.

Where and When Not to Hand Over

. Turning into offside junctions. You may hold the team up as you will
have to cross oncoming traffic

. Do not bring teams through. The backing car should not overtake you
and then slow down behind the target

. Do not hand over at traffic lights. As you turn off and handover, you
may get held by the same lights and so become detached

. Hazards. Anywhere where traffic is heavy and prevents you from
rejoining the team

. When there is heavy traffic behind you, check your mirror before a
handover. lf there is heavy traffic behind you, you may not be able to
rejoin the convoy for a short while

What Happens When The Target Stops

Whenever the target vehicle stops, the eyeball must immediately transmit the
message'STOR STOP on the Nearside (Or applicable)'. Although the eyeball
vehicle may have to keep moving and pass the target, it is important that the
other vehicles stop quickly or take appropriate action. lf the eyeball has had to
overtake the target, the back up vehicle naturally then becomes 'eyeball' and the
third man as back up.
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This should be practised and carried out as a drill whenever there is a stop. lnaddition to stating that there has been a stop, also indicate whereabouts in moredetail_in order to put the team onto the target, ,lt's a srop srop on thenearside at a newsagents'.

we are now into the 'Housing'phase of our surveillance and so we now have tore-plot for the 'pick-up, phase.

The eyeball can give a commentary on the target's actions if he gets out of hisvehicle and the team leader can decide on whaicourse of action to take, such asput footmen out. Whilst the commentary is being given, the previous lead car shouldtake a position ahead of the target ano tait end ctrarlie hrold back and take up aposition behind him.

when the target goes mobire again on the originar direction, (remembering thatthe trigger never moves) it should be Tail End charlie thai comes round andtakes the first follow. Remember that it was the previous eyeball that had toovershoot when he stopped and so does not want to take theioilow again.

Every situation is different but the main aim is for an operator to re-trigger thesurveillance and the other team members to cover the possible routes the targetmay take. on a standby or when the target moves off, ideally it should be a freshvehicle that takes the first follow rather than the one that had the previous
eyeball when the target stopped.

Stopping in a Car park

w.9 ngrmally carry out a hand over when the target enters a car park, thiseffectively is a stop and so the eyeball should not follow him in but hand over tothe back up. An aware target may be checking to see who foilows him in.

. The eyeball should overshoot and find a plot up location

ADVANCED SURVEILLANCE

. The back up takes the eyeball and controls the target i
,,'v vqv'\ uv rqnuD rru eyeuail ano conlrors tne target in thg car park. lfthe target enters a car park, it is fairly likely that he-will get out on foot.I get out on foot.

when the target comes to a halt, inform the team of his whereabouts in thecar park using the 'clock ray' method as shown in the diagr"r. tt footmen
have been deployed, they do not want to be running ao6ut the car park
attempting to locate the target. rf they can enter the cir park knowing thatthe target is at 2 o'clock, it saves time and effort.

'The.eyeball (trigger) vehicle should now position himself so that he can crearly
see the target and arso the exit to the car park. This *"y, noi onry'""n he give
a standby but can also give a direction of travel on as he exits the car park
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lf the car park has multiple exits, these should be identified as soon as
possible and relayed to the team who must then get in a position to cover
them. ln large car parks, it may be necessary to have more than one car in
there.

The Cul-De-Sac and Dead End Streets

The target may drive into a cul-de-sac to either visit an address or to carry out a
counter surveillance manoeuvre. Two scenarios can be envisaged:

when you know that the road is a dead end, or you have been caught unaware
and do not realise that it is a dead end until you are into it and it is too late.

Back Up

o

@
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The following actions can be taken when the target turns into a cul-de-sac:

. lf the he cul-de-sac is recognised as being so

. The eyeball is to continue straight, driving past the turning and check if
there are any routes out at the rear by car or on foot

' Back up to carry out a drive past of the turning to identify where the target
has stopped and get a trigger on the entrance/exit

'Tail end Charlie to enter the cul de sac to positively identify where the target
has stopped. This can be done either by driving in or by going in on foot. This
is not always possible, especially if the cul-de-sac is only a short one

. The team should reorganise to pick up the target when he goes mobile again

. lf the house or premises is unidentified, an operator may have to check it
after the target has gone mobile or return to it at a later time

. The cul-de-sac is not recognised until you have turned into it

. Don't panic and act naturally

. Consider if doing a three point
turn and driving out will arouse
suspicion. lf possible do this out
of sight of the target
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. Park naturally on the roadside and
walk away from your vehicle out of
sight, possibty through a foot path
if there is one

. Drive onto a resident,s driveway
and make a pretext call at the front
door. You can then depart, driving
out of the cul-de-sac

'Act naturaily, do not rook or pay any attention to the target and avoid eye contact

The Fast Driver

some targets wiil drive rike, man.iacs, not just. because they suspect that they wiilbe followed, but because they do this 
"rin"i,. 

normar pattern of behaviour. so itmay be worth inquiring at your briefing stage on how your target is rikery to drive.

Fast speeds on the road can be the cause of fatar accidents and so r wourd beinclined to think to myserf 'rs the job reaily worth it, oo we iearry have to pushourselves at the risk of an accident?,

These drivers can be difficurt to put under observation and so a pattern of move_ment may have to be established so the surveillance can be carried out in stages.

$tationary 3CI mph 4CI mph

Your field of vision narrows the faster you travel
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Loss of Contact

Losing contact with the target
is inevitable from time to time
and happens often, it is an
occupational hazard in
surveillance. You can have a
team of six cars and two
motorbikes, this will greatly
minimise your chances ol
losing the target, but it can still
happen. I know of a surveil-
lance team on the security
circuit that claims to never
have had a loss..., in this
industry there are only two
types of surveillance opera-
tors, those that have losses
and those that tell lies.

Action on a Loss at a Crossroads

Il' l',--lI rlrEvEaorili 
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A loss will occur for many reasons, such as traffic congestion, busy roundabouts,
traffic lights and more importantly, lack of concentration. lf you hear the call,
'Temporary Unsighted' you would normally expect to hear, 'Eyeball Regained',
shortly afterwards. lf the 'unsighted'calls come one after another, expect to hear
a'Total Loss, Total Loss'shortly afterwards.

The longer the target has been 'unsighted', the further he may be getting away
from you and therefore, the more difficult your task becomes in picking him up.

When a 'total loss' is given by the eyeball, the following procedure should then
be put into action: The eyeball will state where the total loss occurred then a
search pattern should be adopted as follows:

. Eyeball call the 'total loss'and to continue in the original direction or
the most logical and fastest escape route

. Back up vehicle to take first nearside turning after point of loss or the
second most logical escape route
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'Third vehicle to take first offside turning after point of loss or the mosl
logical escape route

' Fourth vehicle to remain at point of loss and check immediate area

Common sense should prevail as to the time and distance travelled along these
routes relative to the speed of the target. lf you feel happy that the target has
definitely not taken your route, you should inform the team llader, and coirer the
direction upon which you have been checking or continue searching in another,
that has not yet been checked.

The operator who is covering the point of loss remains there for a number of
reasons:

'The target may travel back though the same location or may have stopped
in the vicinity

' From this position you are able to relay radio messages as the team may
now be getting further and further apart

'You will be in the best position to 'back'the eyeball when contact is regained

lJ the target is located, the eyebail should immediately call ,coNTAcr,
coNTAcT followed by the target's location and his direction of travel.

Keep it in mind that some of the team members, during their search may now beout of radio range and so the location and direction of the target should be
repeated over the air. lf necessary you may have to use your mobile phone.

lf the loss occurs at a roundabout, you should treat this in the same way as you
would at a crossroads or junction with multiple exits, each one should be checked.

Never let over enthusiasm of not wanting to lose the target by being too close,
result in 'showing out' and compromising the surveillance-.

Multi-Storey Car Parks

Multi-storey car parks can be tricky to cover, especially when there are multiple
exits' when the target drives into multi-storey car park, expect him to find the first
available spot and park in it. lf you can obtain a spot close by, all well and good,
but quite often you may have to rise one or two floors to obtiin a space.

Every situation is different but the following is a suggested procedure:
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. Upon the target enter-
ing, the Eyeball vehicle
hands over to the Back
up then remains on the
outside of the car park,
checks and covers the
exits

. New Eyeball takes the
target into car park,
reporting where it stops

. Footmen are deployed
to take the eyeball as the
target goes on foot

. Tail End charlie, remains on the outside of the car park. lf necessary, he
can take up a position on the top floor where he can relay radio messiges

. The footman having made contact with the target in the multi-storey will
remain with him and follow him into street

' Be aware of the target returning to his vehicle after collecting a parking ticket

. Remember to examine the target vehicle for the amount of time parked
and note anything of interest that is possibly left on view inside. you may
also want to make a note of the mileage but do this only if it is safe to do so.

lndoor Shopping Centres and Airport Car Parks

Be aware of the car parks where you obtain a ticket from a barrier upon entering.
Usually you have to keep your parking ticket with you and pay at a machine
located in a nearby building or at the stairwell to the car park just prior to departure.
This means that you have to pay on returning to your vehicle, which may cause
difficulties in keeping control of the target.

After paying, you normally have a 15 minute period to actually leave the car park
before the barrier refuses to let you through the exit. Remember where you
have parked your car!

Showing an Empty Car

At times you may have to let the target pass you whilst you are stationary. you
may be giving the trigger from within a long cul-de-sac for example. lf so, you
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may want to show an empty car to make it look
before the target passes you.

lf you do this make sure:

unoccupied by'ducking down'

. That no one sees you, have a quick look around you, think third party 1

. Turn your engine off and your wipers off

. Switch off your lights

. Make sure that your foot is off the brake pedal or the rear lights will flash
bright

. Do not have your windows wound right down, except for a small gap, you
may want to hear when the target car has passed you. You do not want to
miss it

Revision So Far

. On the trigger giving a'STANDBY', all call-signs should acknowledge. No
one should be left behind!

. The vehicle nearest the target is the 'eyeball'or the vehicle that 'HAS'

. During the follow, the second (back up) and third cars will be at the rear,
often out of sight

. The operator in the eyeball vehicle will give radio commentary on speed
and direction of the target and of any road hazards

. Cars will change positions as dictated by the eyeball

. ln rural areas and motorways a greater distance can be allowed between
target and eyeball. Bends in the road, hedges and other vehicles can be
used as cover

. ln built-up areas and especially
close up and the eyeball should
behind the target

. Cars should keep to the nearside of target's rear when in close proximity
to lessen chance of attracting attention. People tend not to use their
nearside mirrors as much
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. lf one has to stop immediately behind the target, drive and act naturally.
The driver should 'minimise' on the radio and back up vehicle should take
over the commentary for the time being

. At night time, it is more difficult to tail in country areas without showing out

. Drive with normal lights, ensure that they all work properly

Motorway Driving

Surveillance on a motorway can be easier or more difficult, depending on your
outlook. Although vehicles can travel at much greater speeds, they can only go in
one direction and only leave the highway at certain points, and so they are
'contained' to a certain degree. With this in mind, we have to realise and
appreciate the problems that motorways and motorway service areas can present.

lf your target's base is close to a motorway, be prepared for him using it and
ensure that you have a full tank of fuel. Remember, if you have to peel off from a
motorway to obtain fuel, your target and the team can be miles away by the time
you rejoin the carriageway, and you will have to drive at breakneck speed in
order to close up.

Speed

The change from rural and urban driving to motorway driving is obvious and it
must be appreciated that we can travel a long distance during a matter of
minutes at high speeds. Therefore it is important to be able to correctly assess
and judge the speed of the target vehicle, so that the convoy does not become
too 'strung out'.

Because motorways stretch for many miles, the eyeball can be retained for longer
periods by the same vehicle but only when there is plenty of cover from other
vehicles. Each vehicle in the convoy can allow a greater distance between one
another and from eyeball to tail end Charlie, the distance can be as much as a
mile or more. So long as radio reception is still good, there are no road hazards
imminent and all the vehicles have the power to close up when required, you can
keep well spaced.

Speed indication should be given often on the motorway. Should the target
increase his speed from 70mph to 90mph, you may find that tail end Charlie is
having to do 100mph in order to close up. This is given as an example only and
not intended to entice anyone to speed.
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Mirroring

As with urban driving, it is important for the
eyeball on a motorway surveillance to make sure
he does not copy or 'mirror' the actions of the
target vehicle. Should the target pull out and
enter another lane, the eyeball should maintain
the same speed but remain where he is untilsuch
times as it appears safe to move out into the same
lane as that of the target. lf you think ahead and
anticipate that the target is just overtaking another
vehicle (such as a slow moving truck) you should
stay where you are until the target has pulled back
into the nearside lane. An inexperienced
surveillance operator will often inadvertently
mirror the target's movements.

Motorway Signs and Marker Boards

Describing terrain and 'reference points' when
travelling on a motorway can sometimes be rather
sparse. Bridges and National Grid pylons can be
used as reference points as they are high up and
can be seen from quite a distance.

Miroring The T
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As we approach the exits from a motorway, we are given warning by directional
signs which are placed at one mile and half mile intervals (in some cases 213 and
'l13 mile) prior to the exits. Each of the exit warning signs details the
distance, junction number and road classif ication number coming up.
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You must remember that vehicles on motorways can only go one way until such times
as they get to exits. lf following slow moving targets, much discipline is required in order
to prevent'closing up'on the target and being forced to overtake. lf the eyeball on the
motorway does become too close, they should not hang on to its bumper but they should
overtake the target and position themselves at the next exit in order to get behind him as
he passes. At this junction the operator must also prepare for the target leaving the
motorway here as well.

Never simulate a breakdown on the
hard shoulder in order for the
target to overtake you (for you to
get back behind him), you will be
noticed.

Approaching Junctions

On approach to a junction the
Eyeball should always give prior
warning and the team should close
up. On passing the countdown
markers the Eyeball should be
giving a fast commentary as he
approaches each, stating the lane
that the target is in and his speed.
For example:

'1 mile marker board, junction 6, speed seven zero (7O)'

'112mile marker board, junction 6, nearside lane, speed seven zero
(70)'
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'Countdown markers, three hundred nearside lane, two hundred,
nearside indicator, one hundred, gone left, left, at Junction 6'

OR

'Countdown markers, three hundred, two hundred, one hundred
committed, committed, continuing straight'. lf the target does not
deviate and continues on the motorway.

Handovers

When following along motorways let the handover occur by the Eyeball vehicle
leaving at a junction and then rejoining the carriageway whilst the back up takes
over as eyeball. Ensure that you have read your map and established that you
can rejoin at the junction.

When the target leaves at a junction, it is likely that he will encounter a roqnda-
bout or a junction at the top of the slip road. This would be a good time to carry
out a planned handover so you are not seen to take the target off the motorway
and then follow him as he changes direction.

Motorway Service Areas

These areas usually have a
large cafeteria or service areas
and give access for members
of the public to park their cars
and seek refreshment before
continuing their journey.

Because of the proximity of the
parking areas to the motorway
and the possibility that a
target can change the direction
he is travelling by using the
service roads. we have to cover the options which are open to him by deploying
the various operators in the following positions.

' Upon entering a motorway service area, a three car team should:

' Eyeball should carry out a handover and take up a position in the area of
the filling station or exit to the motorway

i
N
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. The new Eyeball takes the target onto the service area and keeps him
under control

. Back up vehicle should deploy a footman and cover any other exits away
from the service area such as service roads to hotels and so on

. Consider sending a motorcyclist or any other vehicle to take up position
on the other side of the carriageway, in the event the target takes a
footbridge across and meets with an associate on the other side

What if the Target Stops on a Motorway

lf the target pulls over into the hard shoulder, it could be for a number of reasons,
he could have broken down or he could be carrying out some form of
anti-surveillance. ll this happens, act naturally and continue past. Whatever you
do, DO NOT, simulate a break down and pull up on the hard shoulder some
distance behind, you will be noticed. lf the target has genuinely broken down, he
may walk towards you for assistance. lf he is carrying out anti-surveillance. you
have now compromised yourself !

The team should continue past and deploy to cover the next junction (the target
can only go one way). The team should position themselves in order to see when
the target approaches the junction, possibly by a foot person being dropped off.
The cars should then position themselves in the best possible place in the event
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drive past going the opposite way, in order

that the target continues on the
motorway. They should also be in

a position to cover the eventuality
that the target leaves the motorway
at the same junction that is being
covered.

Do not just expect the target to drive
past after a short period. lf he has
genuinely broken down, you could
be in for a long wait. lf you are the
one observing the motorway, do not
forget to check any breakdown
recovery vehicles that pass you, as
your target may be on the back of it.

lf junctions are not too far apart or
you have a motorcyclist, it may be
worth sending an operator to do a

to establish what the target is doing.

Driving At Night

When driving at night, it is very difficult for the target to identify the vehicle or
occupants in the car behind, especially when you are close. As the following cars
headlamps are so bright, we tend to be blinded to anything but the lights
themselves and so in busy times such as 'rush hour'we can afford to get closer
to the target's vehicle.
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and it may not be practical to 'hang back' too much. Ensure that any handovers
are carried out frequently and always in the mirror of the target. This should
satisfy the target's curiosity if he suspects that he is being followed.

Ensure that all your sidelights and head-lights are all working properly as a faulty
light will soon be noticed. lf you have to navigate by reading a map, try to refrain
from using the 'courtesy' light as this will light you up like a beacon and ruin your
night vision, use a small pocket torch if possible.

Quite often, the back up or tail end Charlie will have difficulty seeing where the
other team members are in the convoy ahead of them. The call 'Touch Red'on
the radio is often used requesting that the eyeball (or person in front) tap their
break pedals in order for those behind to see the brighter glow of the brake lights
and thus indicating where they are.

ln the past I have seen operators from particular agencies attach a small strip of
ref lective tape to the underside of the rear bumper. At night this can be seen from
a distance and be a good indicator to the target's location. However, you would
be risking compromise when attaching it and also if it is found by the target.

Lights Away!

Let's say that the target has entered a pub car park at night and you can only
trigger the entrance from a distance away or from a standing o.p. lt would be
difficult to identify the target as other vehicles may also leave the car park. Due
to this, if a vehicle leaves we call 'standby standby, Lights Away'. This means
to the team that a vehicle has left but cannot be identified, therefore a team
member has to check it and confirm.

lf you are also carrying out footwork at night, you may consider removing the
courtesy light bulb altogether, so it does not to light up the car when you get in
and out. Do not slam your car doors shut but gently push them to and then ,click,

the door shut by pushing it in with two hands or your backside.

Motorbikes

The use of motorbikes provides an essential aid when carrying out mobile
surveillance in heavy traffic in busy towns and cities, but they can have their
limitations. ln their favour they are harder to notice, they are fast with good
acceleration and they can access where cars cannot. Using a motorbike greafly
minimises the risk of a loss.

A surveillance rider's task is fairly specialised and requires much training and
experience. The rider has to be very proficient in bike handling as his task is
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probably one of the most dangerous on the team.
A good rider will be able to act on his own
initiative without having to be tasked by the team
leader, he will know when to hang back or come
through and take the eyeball.

Not only can he take part in the surveillance but
he can also provide support to the team. For
example, if you are tail end Charlie and held back
in heavy traffic but need to close up but cannot
get around it, the motorcyclist can help. lf he cuts
through the queue of traffic, pulls in front of
someone and applies his brakes he can hold back
the traffic and prevent them from moving
forwards. As a gap appears, the biker calls
forward the team member who then overtakes the
held traffic and jumps into the gap created by the
biker. ln a similar manner, if the convoy are
struggling to get out at a road junction, the biker
could position himself in the middle of the
adjoining road, hold any oncoming traffic back and
let the team come through. As I mentioned, a
bikers task can be a dangerous one!

The biker should be used:

' ln heavy traffic such as busy towns and city centres, especially when
there is a chance of the Eyeball losing control

'At major roundabouts and junctions controlled by traffic lights

. To provide suitable support to the mobile team

. To take the most direct and logical route when a loss occurs

. When following very fast or very slow targets

'To back up a footman who may be on a bus or train. lt may be that your
biker has to travel to the target's destination and arrive before him

. To pick up a foot person and re-deploy him

. To provide a trigger when the other vehicles are ,warm,or cannot obtain a
. good trigger position
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. To cover the opposite side of
a motorway service station

During the 'pick-up' phase or
'stakeout', the biker has to find
an ideal place to lie up in whilst
waiting for the standby.
Sometimes this can be difficult
but he can afford to be further
away from the target than
anyone else, as he has the
power to accelerate and get to
where he is meant to be quite
quickly.

Some bikers will co-locate with
one of the mobile units (in the
back of their car). The biker can
then relax as he does not have
to be 'attached' to his bike in
orderto receive comms. You will
find a biker doing this quite
often when the weather is bad.

The professional surveillance
rider will have his bike and

helmet fitted with appropriate radio equipment. His radio will be worn about his
person or he will have it fitted and powered f rom his bike, in some cases the biker
will have one of each so that he can deploy on foot.

During the follow, the biker should
pay attention to the commentary
and should act on his own
initiative. lf the target gets held at
a set of traffic lights, he should
automatically close up in the event
any of the team becomes held. lf
the lights change against the
team, the biker can quickly clear
the lights and take control. The
rider will want to hand over back
to the car team as soon as
possible afterwards.
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He can use other vehicles for cover but should also be courteous and safe. lf the
biker starts to annoy other motorists they will try to bump him off the road, flash
their headlights at him or beep their horns, wnicn will oniy attract attention.

Take care of your biker and he wiil take care of you

Standing Down The Surveillance

At the end of the surveillance, the team leader will order the team to ,stand Down,
and lift off from the surveiilance. when doing so, a meeting point or RV should be
nominated where ail the team can meet up prior to debiieting and reaving the
area' This RV should be an area which is safe and away from where the targ"et or
his associates are rikely to visit or pass, so clear the aiea before de-briefin-g.

Log Writing

Obviously a record of events should be made during a mobile surveillance just as
they would if you were on a 'static'. Use of a dictapione is ideal as you can give
a running commentary making a note of the times and events taking ptace w[ilst
on the move. lt may not be wise to write up your log sheet whilst in the middle of
a surveillance at a temporary stop in the event thai you may miss seeing some_
thing. save the writing up of logs and reports once back at your base or as soon
as practically possible. After the surveillance, it may be wise to plot the target,s
route on a map. This will reveal any patterns or unusual routes that they-may
have taken.

SINGLE HANDED MOBILE SURVEILLANCE

After my previous book'Covert Surveillance, was
published, I received criticism from some
quarters who said that the book did not cater
for carrying out a mobile surveillance
single handed. A good point, but in my
opinion, if you consider yourself to be a
professional investigator, you would not
be professional by carrying out a surveil-
lance single handed, not intentionally
anyway.

I often receive enquiries asking how much ".i

it would cost to carry out surveillance and 
"-.'.-always answer the same way. Stating that,

'You will need two or more surveillance
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operators in separate vehicles in order to minimise the risk of losing contact, and
more importantly minimise the risk of having a compromise. Anyone stating that
they can do it cheaper by only using one person does not know what they are
doing and should be treated with extreme caution'.

when the client says, 'l can only afford one person', I turn the job down and
recommend that they find someone else out of the telephone book, and wish
them good luck.

That's my sales pitch, and over the years it has shown that the serious client
understands what you are telling them and agrees to your suggestion. Therefore
as a professional, it is up to you to educate and convince the client for the need
of two or more operators to do the job properly. Although more expensive, it is
cheaper in the long term and your evidence will be that much better especially if
you are carrying out 'personal injury' type surveillance. you should certainly
highlight the problems that will be encountered when operating on your own.

Even as a member of a surveillance team, at times you will find yourself having
the 'eyeball'with no back up, as the remainder of the team is detached and so in
effect you are carrying out a single handed surveillance. l, and many of my
colleagues have had successes during single handed follows over long or tricky
journeys, but not very many, often with the target being lost before being
compromised, the better of two evils.

Failing to Plan is Planning to Fail

Prior to any surveillance, plan for it properly and get know the targets awareness
level, has he been followed before, will he be checking in his mirrors, or will he be
totally oblivious to a surveillance? Carry out a full recce of the target address or
the premises from where he is to be
followed. ldentify the vehicle or mode
of transport likely to be used. lf
parked up, which way is it intending
to travel, it may be better to 'pick up'
the target at an obvious road
junction he takes, rather than sit near
the property.

Remember that we are talking about
single handed surveillance, consider
carrying out the surveillance in
stages if at all possible, in order to
minimise compromise. Let's say that
we are trying to establish where a
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target is working. lt may be possible that on one mornings surveillance we make
it our objective to; identify the target, establish what vehlcle he is using (or other
mode of transport), the time that he leaves and the direction that he traueis in. On
the following day, we could make it our objective to plot up in the direction he
intends to travel and then carefully follow him to his destination.

Plotting Up

Do not sit close to the target's address, the further away the better, remember if
you can see him, he can see you. Be very third party aware and adopt an identity
by giving yourself a reason for being there. Don,t make it obvious that you are
watching a particular address and use hedges and walls to provide you wifh some
cover to avoid prying eyes. consider sitting in the passenger seat to give the
impression that you are waiting for someone. Rt nigni, avoid 

-parking 
uno6r street

lamps and if you have the equipment, consideiusing a,iechnilat triggering
device' to give you warning that the target vehicle is about to move.

when the target goes 'mobile', do not pull out directly behind him as you will be
spotted, especially by an aware target. we only get one chance, so if at all
possible, wait until the target is out of view before putting out. Use another road
user as cover or alternately, cover the first or second junction on his intended route.

During the Follow

lf you are behind the target and have no vehicles providing cover, peel off at
regular intervals and put another road user in between you. Wr,atever you do, do
not rejoin the road if you are still in the target's mirror, if he is aware, he will be
checking to see if you pull out. Try not to peel ofl if there is a string of traffic
behind you, you may not be able rejoin the carriageway very easily.
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Depending on the amount of traffic, you may afford to have two or three cars
providing cover, but remember that if you hit a roundabout or a junction you need
to keep control of the target as these are high risk areas where a loss is possible.
lf you lose contact, it may be difficult to locate him when you are on your own.
Logically you should search along the most likely route travelled on, or make
your way to any known possible locations that the target is known to visit.

Always act naturally, if the target is held in traffic, avoid 'creeping up'behind him
in the hope that you will not be noticed, you will be. lf the target is held at a
junction and indicating to turn, do not indicate yourself as previously
mentioned, and try to avoid 'mirroring' the target's movements.

At night time, you can afford to get close to the target in busy traffic, as the
target will only see a pair of headlights and not the colour/type of vehicle you are
using. Ensure that all your lights work correctly. lf the roads are sparse with
traffic, you will have to 'hang back'and turn off frequenily.

Action on a Stop

when he comes to a stop, don't pull in directly behind him. Use cover to park
behind or peel off to one side, if you are too close, act naturally and drive past
before stopping and avoid eye contact.

When the target stops, you have to consider will he get out on foot or will he drive
off again. Keep your eyes on the target and try to anticipate by reading his body
language, actions and intentions such as removing a seat belt, turning the
engine off or retrieving items from the passenger side.

Always have your'working tools' close to hand so that they can be used at short
notice. Your camera, binoculars, dictaphone, notebook and pen should always
be within easy reach but remember not to have them in view so that passing third
parties can see them.

The target may enter a car park (multi-storey or open) and it is important that you
keep him under tight control. lf he is entering a car park you can expect him to
get out on foot and so be prepared and adopt a sense of urgency and park up
quickly before the target disappears. Decide whether to obtain a ticket from the
machine. whilst you are looking for change and putting a ticket on your
windscreen, the target could be away and gone forever. If you get a parking iine,
add it to your invoice!
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Do not take unnecessary risks and do not over expose yourself. Remember the
aims and objectives of the surveillance and stick to them. lf the brief is to
establish what software the target buys at the computer shop, we don,t need to
follow him into the newsagents, the chemists and the bookmakers, so let's stay
outside and get in close only when it is necessary.

The FBI's floating box method which requires many vehicles and practice.
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Ghapter Eight
Static Surveillance

Much surveillance work involves a static observation in order to carry out a
continuous watch on an individual, a premises or objects. The static Observation
Post (OP) is where we are in a fixed position with no requirement to follow the
target. We could be tasked to observe a warehouse to note all deliveries made,
or to watch a private house to photograph the occupants when they leave. The
reasons for carrying out a static surveillance are many and the methods used to
carry out such a surveillance are described in this chapter.

ln addition, use of the static oP may purely be used to provide a trigger as
previously discussed. The surveillance van (if used as an op) can tottow on
behind a mobile surveillance (or even take part in it if used carefully) and move
into a new static position when the target arrives at his destination.

What is an OP?

. A static position from where you can observe, report and
photograph activity

. lt can be Covert or Overt

. Long or Short Term

. Urban or Rural

. Located in Buildings, Vehicles or Rural ,Hides,

. Located on foot for short term measures
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Vehicle OPs

As described in chapter Five on surveillance Equipment, a fully equipped
surveillance van is worth its weight in gold to the surveillance team. Having the
ability to move your o.P. into a position, observe and photograph the targets and
then depart without arousing any suspicion from the target or locals, is paramount
to a covert investigation.

It can be diff icult to sit in the f ront of your car on a housing or industrial estate and
carry out observations. lt is extremely difficult to last for any length of time before
you are reported to the Police or arouse third party suspicions. With an increase
in crime rates, the general public are normally on their guard to
anything suspicious.

Occasions do arise when it is necessary to observe for long periods from a car
and the operator can feel exposed and uncomfortable when doing so. lf you
have to, try and sit as far from the target as possible, preferably having to lbok
obliquely at the target rather than straight at it. Use any cover that may shield
part of the car such as other vehicles, walls, hedgerows and trees. lf you are sat
in the passenger seat this will give the appearance that you are waiting for the
driver to return. lf sat in the rear, use a jacket on a hanger to provide you with
some cover. Many motor accessory shops sell small roller blinds that attach to
car windows to act as sunshields. These are effective for providing temporary
cover, especially when attached to the rear windows of the car.

What if I am challenged?

lf you are challenged by a member of the public, have a good cover story ready
and make it sound realistic and convincing. On occasions, it may be worth telling
the curious person that you are waiting to 'serve' Divorce papers on a person
and you are waiting for them to return home as they are being evasive. Use your
imagination but do not let it run away with you.

Surveillance Vans

During your pre-surveillance, you
decide that the only way to observe
the target premises is by use of a
surveillance van. The vans position
is important and you must decide
whether to observe though the rear
window or through the front or sides.
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When positioning the van, consider:

. What is your reason for being there?

'Your OP position in relation to the target, can you see the target clearly,
are there likely to be any obstructions. Can you identify who leaves the
property and in which vehicle

' ls your position obvious? lf there are no other vehicles on the street,
you may show out

' lf the target goes 'mobile' are you able to give direction of travel to the
remainder of the team?

. Does the target have to pass you on his way out?

. Does the van intend to join the team and follow the target when he
leaves? lf so, does the van need to be facing in the intended direction

'Are you in a cul-de-sac with only one escape route? lf so, park facing
outward in the event you have to extract quickly

. ls it feasible to 'self extract' or is it too risky?

The lnsertion

lf possible park the vehicle where there is some cover from the view of others,
especially in residential areas. lf you have to park outside a house such as a
semi-detached or terraced, then park between the two properties. one
neighbour may think that the van is connected with next door or vice-versa and
so possibly limit suspicion about the van.

lf it is difficult obtaining a parking position, it may be necessary to park the van or
another vehicle the day before the surveillance in order to 'reserve' a space. lf a
car is used, it can be driven away to make a space for the van the following
morning. lf it is not possible, you may have to wait for residents to depart for work
and then jump into their space.

Before moving into position carry out a recce by driving past in another operators
car rather than using the van. Carry out a foot recce if required, find the most
suitable spot to position the van so that you get the best possible view. Note
anything about the target premises; are they occupied, what vehicles may be parked
out of view, is there milk on the doorstep, are any windows or curtains open.
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Moving into position can
be done in one of two
ways. You can either
have a partner drive you
into position and then
lock the door and walk
away from the vehicle, or
you can drive yourself in
and then hop into the rear
of the van. Obviously the
first choice is recom-
mended and much safer.
Should you be seen to crawl into the rear of the van, the surveillance would be
compromised before it has even begun.

Always leave the ignition key at a place under the dashboard or in the glove
compartment where you can easily reach it if you have to depart from an-area
Quickly. A team member should also carry a spare set that he uses during the
insertion and extraction.

The Van Observation platform (Op)

When the surveillance is being carried out in what would be termed as a ,risky or
hard'area, back up and radio contact between operators is essential. At any sign
of compromise or trouble then it would be wise to terminate the surveillance and
leave the area.

ln the past, the following encounters and problems have occurred when using
surveillance vans:

. Neighbours stood beside the vehicle discussing its presence

. Arrival of Police after being called by suspicious neighbours

. Curious people attempting to look into the one-way glass

' children playing and shaking the vehicle in an attempt to set off the
car alarm

. Tyres being deflated by playing children

. The vehicle being accidentally blocked in

. Attempted break-in of the van
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. Parking tickets issued whilst an operator is in the back

. A ladder on the roof rack (placed as part of cover) being storen

You mfY be working on an investigation where you will only get one chance to
watch for the information that you need, and so remaining in position all day is
vital. However, the safety of the operator should be considered and the surveil-
lance terminated should any problems occur.

Once in position you can set up
your OP for your requirements.
Start the surveillance log detailing
as much information about the
target area as possible. Set up the
video camera on its tripod, set
camera for correct exposure and
focus, adjust any other special
equipment that you may need and
have it organised so that you know
where it is when you need it. Also
inform the team leader when you
are established and report anything
of interest. Ensure your radio
volume is turned down and your phone ringer switched off.

lf there is no activity, report a 'No Change'to the team leader at regular intervals.

Amount of Time Spent in the Van

Once set up in your observation van you can be totally self contained and remain
there for as long as you wish. lt is not uncommon to find observations being
carried out for periods of twelve hours or more and it takes a committed operato-r
who can cope with the demands of the task, whilst being in a confined space with
long periods of boredom.

should the oP be in for long periods, you can either change the operator and his
vehicle or just change the operator and use the same vehicle. when a change of
operator is made it is better done by driving out of the position, making the chinge
and then returning. whilst the change is being made, another operator should
move into the same spot to take a temporary trigger and to reserye the parking
space if need be.

should there be some local information to pass onto the ,fresh'operator, you can
brief him during the time away from the target area.
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This American designed surveillance van could be slightly obvious in some areas

on one surveillance task in the past, a van was used for a period of three weeks
to observe the comings and goings from a house in Lancashire. The residents of
the street appeared to not notice the van but the target gave it more than the
occasional glance a few times. one morning when it was known that one of the
targets would leave the house, the rear doors of the van were left open with a
number of cardboard boxes in the back for him to see.

The target had seen us moving the boxes about and this hopefully satisfied his
curiosity' After he had departed the cardboard boxes were flattened and the
observations of the house continued from the rear of the van.

Vehicle Disguises

For most purposes a plain unmarked van
is sufficient to carry out observations
from. Should you feel the need, then it
could be disguised in a manner of ways:

Magnetic signs advertising a fictitious
company (Mark Birds P/umbers) are
useful and can be attached and re-
moved within seconds. lt would not be
wise to have a fictitious address on the
sign in the event a suspicious
person decides to check it. A mobile
telephone number would not seem out
of place and could be included on the

sign. should anyone be suspicious of the vans presence, they may telephone the
number written on it. lf they do, an excuse can be given as to why it is in the area and
you will also know that certain residents are suspicious and awire of it being there.
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Fitting the van with a roof rack
holding a ladder or copper pipes,
gives the van an appearance of
having a purpose and so people
would not think twice about its
presence. lf you do this, make
sure they are secure and are not
prone to being stolen!

Use ol Van in Mobile Surveillance

should the van be used as a static op or trigger, and thereafter be used as a
mobile unit, caution should be taken so not to 'show out' and the vehicle should
be used as little as possible.

Should the van be required later to act as a trigger or move into a position to obtain
evidence later on in the surveillance, it should remain at the rear of the ,convoy'
until required. we try to have a van on every surveillance team for this purpose.

On an investtgation invo/ving persona/ iniury fraul we had to estab/ish that the
target was physica//y able to drive a car. (she had suffered a broken wnst and
had a neck rnlury due to a road traffic accrdent).

using the surrei//ance van with an operator in the back, the van was driven in
fronl of the target and she was 'fo//owed'from the front. Video fi/m was obtained
of herbeing ab/e to drive competent/y she was shown to be able to steer, change
gear and indbale during busy town centre traffic thus drsproving her c/aim o7 a
neck and wrist iniury and being unab/e to drive.

ln another instance, we drove nght into a factory through lhe ro//er shutter doors
in order Io obtain pholographs of machinery within. The driver /eft the van (wrth
an operator in the back) who went and b/agged'a member of staff. whilst doing
so, video film was obtained from the back of the van.

Why Do Van OPs Become Compromised?

At times the surveillance van will become compromised for a number of reasons,
and more often than not by third parties rather than the target. lf a compromise
occurs, the vehicle should be extracted as soon as possible to prevent any risk to
the operator inside.

The van OP may be providing the trigger to the surveillance and so this is the
most important asset to the team. Therefore care should be taken in its
placement, the way the operator inside acts and they way that it is extracted.
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The reasons for compromise are many but we can minimise the risk of compromise
if we look at the reasons why the Van OP is brought to another person's attention.

Operators Own Fault

. Position

Ensure that the van is parked 'naturally' and has a reason for being there. A van
that sticks out like a sore thumb will soon attract unwanted attention. lf you feel
that the van will stick out then do not use it, attempt to get 'eyes on' by a different
method or from a different location. Be aware of 'stealing' someone's parking
slot, some people are very possessive of a gap in the roadside and will not like
someone else parking in 'their'space, even if it is public right of way and access.

. lnsertion

Try not to 'self insert'the van and then climb over into the back unless you are
absolutely sure that you are safe to do so. lf it is early morning, remember to
switch off your sidelights. lf being driven into position, the operator driving you in
should not be seen to sit in the front and talk to the operator in the rear, if the
driver has to talk, have a reason to do so, for example, pretend to be on your
mobile phone.

When the driver gets out, think 'third party' and do not appear to rush away from
the van. Have a reason for being there and choose a route to walk away so that
it looks natural.

. Movement

When in the back, keep stilllThere should be no reason for any sudden or violent
movement as any rocking of the van will be noticed by an observer. lt has been
known for some vans to be fitted with damped shock absorbers to prevent
rocking but personal discipline is most important not to move about.

. Noise

Noise can be a contributing factor to compromise if you are on the radio or a
mobile phone. Remember that there is only a thin piece of tin (unless insulated)
between you and anyone stood nearby and your voice will carry, so be careful.

. Sightings

Make sure the observer or the target themselves do not see a camera lens
poking through. lf you have to shoot through the front try and be a few inches
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away from the viewing aperture. Do not lean into the front if you have forgotten
you mobile phone or map as you will be seen.

. Smoke and Smells

Only personal discipline will stop a hardened smoker from lighting up in the back
of a van. As a non-smoker, I can smell a cigarette trom quite a distance. The
sight of cigarette smoke or the smell of it wafting from the van can almost
certainly give you away.

. Silhouette

Be careful, as in some light
conditions an observer can
see in through reflective
mirror tinted windows,
especially in low light. ln
addition, if you are shooting
through the front, have the
rear windows shielded by a
curtain as the shape of your
body will be silhouetted.

. Re-supply

when the van is inserted, it is up to the 'van man' to be totally self sufficient
whilst carrying out his job. He should be inserted into position with enough to
eat, drink and have facilities for going to the toilet and have a supply of films,
video tapes and batteries.

ln the past, I have seen so called'professionals'have plated meals from a nearby
supermarket delivered to the van so that the 'van man' can have his breakfasil
Not only does this attract attention by the comings and goings from the van but
also whilst the van man is tucking in and pouring on the t<etcnup it detracts from
what he is supposed to be doing.

Other Peoples Fault

. Children

Children can often be inquisitive of the reflective window and attempt to see
through it out of curiosity. Therefore have a curtain or other method to prevent
anyone from looking through the glass.
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. Dogs

ln the past we have had an operator quite happily
in the back of a van when all of a sudden a
passing dog would go wild and start barking at
the van. This does not do anything for the van
man's confidence and could arouse the owners
suspicion. There are various reasons why a dog
should react, your smell, noise, even the
inaudible sounds from your video camera and
there is very little you can do to counter it.

What to do in the event of a compromise

At the first indication of a compromise, inform the
team so that they can close in to your location and
prepare to extract you. You may have to resort to
'clicks' so that you do not have to speak.

lf you can, inform the team of what the problem is so that they can be prepared
for it and take appropriate action. ln the past we have had an attempted break in
of the van and managed to prevent this purely by one of the operators driving up
behind it and sitting in his car and thus deterring the would-be thieves.

The van should be extracted and driven to a safe area where the operator can
extract. During this phase, ensure that you are backed by one of the team in the
event that you are followed. lf you are the person who has to extract the van, be
prepared for confrontation with a resident and have a realistic cover story at the
ready.

URBAN OBSERVATION POSTS

When we speak of urban surveillance, we mean any situation where a
surveillance has to be carried out that does not involve the techniques described
below in the section on Rural Surveillance.

An urban surveillance can take place in a village, town, city, industrial estate or
housing estate, in fact anywhere which is built up. Obviously rural techniques
can be deployed in an urban situation but the type of OPs used in an urban
situation is different.

The urban static OP can take the form of many guises, the main two being the
surveillance van and the room OP Other types of OP can also be used and are
discussed later in the chapter.
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lndoor Static OPs

The indoor or'room' op can be any form of building or structure from where you
can carry out your observations such as:

L i .Hotel room

" - . Disused or used office
r - . Portacabin
i ,. . House

ilnuf
aaoF$

Ee9

c . Factory/mill/warehouse
. Shop

t - . Caravan
? - . Flat or apartment

. Boat

. Garden shed

. Loft space

ln fact anywhere where you are not in a vehicle or hedgerow/undergrowth.

ln the past we had to estab/rsh an O.P to observe an inshore oi/ tanker which
wou/d moor up a/ong a river quaysrde. There was nowhere to carry out
obseruations from apart from an o/d school house (used for storage) /ocated on a
nerghbouring company s premrses.

Our c/ient was granled permissl'on for us lo use the o/d schoo/ house. Once nside
it was found that there was no upper flooring in the burlding and so we hired a
scaffo/ding tower from a bui/ders merchants in order to provrde us wrth a viewng
p/atform- The lower was approximalely 40 feet high ani we were ab/e to view oit
of a 'crucifrx' window and through ho/es made by removing roof ti/es.

From the top of the p/atform we were ab/e to covert/y observe, photograph and
video record the events that took p/ace below us.

Hotel Rooms

we have put a few oPs in hotel rooms. This can be very useful so long as you
obtain a room that overlooks the target area. Only a suitible pretext wiliget you
the room that you want.

On one occasion, we required a specifr? room on one particu/ar side of an hotel.
one of the team members wenl to book the room and used the pretext that he
was an ambulance driver away for a few days break but sti// on ca//. He stated
lhat he had a poor reception on his mobile phone and asked if he cou/d have a
room as high up as possrb/e. He was being shown the hote/ rooms for suitabrlrty

;.i
j,!

i
I
{
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This disused chapel was used as
an OP site

Operators were able to observe
from the crucilix window down
onto the target premises

lnside the OP

The interior brickwork had to be
chiselled away to provide a
wider viewing area, without
altering the exterior appearance
ol the crucifix

A scaffolding tower was hired
and erected inside the chapel to
provide a solid viewing platform

Observation were maintained by
two operators in total darkness
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and the first one shown was on the wrong side of the building. He fo/d the
receptionrsl that he cou/d not get a phone signa/ in that room and so was shown
another. He eventua//y got a good srgna/'on the corect side of the buildrng and
the hotel room was booked/

As with everything we do in surveillance, we have to have a reason for being
there and this is equally important in hotels as the owners are often interested ii
people and what they do.

lf you have to use an hotel for an op you have to have a reason for staying in
your room for long periods of time. Taking a laptop computer on the pretenle i-hat
you are 'getting away'for a few days to get on with some work is reaiistic enough.
lf out of the room, be aware of inquisitive cleaners and staff, so ensure all your
equipment and paperwork is out of sight.

lndividual OP Tasks

The principal tasks of an operator in an Op are to:
. Trigger, to give warning of movement (the Standby)

. Observe, to observe and
watch events

. Record and Photograph,
to compile logs and
photog raph/video activity

. Operate Radio, to
relay incidents to the
mobile teams orteam leader

. Sentry, to warn of
unwanted visitors to the Op

An experienced and well

abre ro do au or rhese tasks to enabre a minimum 
"t,li3'[""1 

,"J,,"rfll: 3l] 
o"

Manning Levels

Manning levels should depend on various factors listed below, but an observa-
tion lasting over a day should ideally be manned by a minimum of two operators.
You should consider:
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. Time spent in the OP (hours or days)

. The aim of the OP ls it a short term trigger or long term intelligence
gathering?

. The size of the area to be kept under observation and the amount of
activity to be recorded. One person may watch and photograph whilst
the other records information and reports by radio

. The size of the OP site. ls there enough room for a team?

Re-Supply

On most occasions you should go into the OP totally self sufficient taking in with
you enough food, water, films and batteries for the duration as any comings and
goings may get you noticed. This is not always possible and so a re-supply may
be necessary to bring items to you, or you may want to pass out surveillance logs
or video/photographic films.

There are essentially two ways of taking things in and out of yaur Op by:

. Live Letter Box (LLB)

. Dead Letter Box (DLB)

The Live Letter Box is
where a person would
come to the OP or
brush past, and in
doing so, pass or
collect items to/from
the OP team. With the
Dead Letter Box, an
operator may have to
leave the OP at night
and then leave/collect
the items in a secure
pre-designated place.
Another team mem-
ber can then collect
them at a separate
time after the drop.
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PLANNING THE OBSERVATION POST

Pre-Surveillance Report

As discussed in chapter Two on planning, a thorough recce should be carried outof the area you will be operating in. ThJformat below is a basic pre-surveillance
report for siting an observation post.

Fnf;:$UnVHlLLnNCf *t lfSK Lt$r

Address

Approach & Route*

Recce 3$0 degr**s from $ubj*ct premises c*ntidering:_

Primary and $econdary *,F. po*itions

Facfor* tc b* c*nsidered:-

Rautes infcut to *.F and drap olf points
Can you $ee ths subject clearly
*+n y*u *bserve the approa*hes
Are you ov*rloaked
*an the $ubject s€e ysil - is it *bvi**s
Fasitians f*r support and back up
Radio che*k and rn*hife ph*ne signal
Emergen*y R.V. p+eiticn

How l*ng t* ertablieh O.p.
Note *ny haeards

Rest areas, rneal$ & toilat facilities
$pe*ial *quipment & aids
Tearn ha** ac*amrnodatian
Any additiicnal infcrmatisn
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Target Add ress/Location

Ensure that the address is correct and provide a description of it, especially if it is
difficult to locate. lf there is no number on the front door or gate, double check.
Draw a sketch plan of the immediate area indicating all routes in and out by
vehicle or on {oot. ldentify possible OP locations to trigger the surveillance and
suggested 'lie up' positions for the back up units.

Approach and Route

Operators may have to make their own way to the target's location rather than be
led there by the team leader. Directions should be taken from a main local
landmark to the premises or to a central RV point. Obtain local street and
Ordnance Survey maps and consider the use of aerial photographs if possible.
Some aerialphotographs can be obtained from the website www.multimap.com.

Hecce 360 Degrees

Carry out a recce 360 degrees surrounding the target premises (do not just
consider the front of the premises, there may be hidden access to the rear)
consider how many observation positions are available and their locations.
Remember, the OP position could be in a van, car, hedgerow or building.

"r' The following factors
itlro, u
\r-^( t

$t'. . Route ln and Out

.."bo\ The route in and outn'tor.,rof the OP shouldt" provide you with easy
access and be
covered from view of
the target if possible.
The route in does not
always have to be the
same route out and
consider third parties.
ldentify areas where
the OP team may
have to be dropped off
and picked up by
vehicle.

should be considered when choosing your OP location:
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. Can You See the Target?

once in the op you shourd be abre to see the.target crearry. rf the target premisescover a large area, you shourd have a good fierJ of view l,. 
"u.n 

consider usingtwo or more ops to observe it. considJiwhether yoriti"to oiui"* wi1 becomeobstructed by passing or parked vehicres, or any other obstructions.. Can You Observe the Approacfresi

The approaches to the target should also be able to be observed. This will assistwhen waiting for a target to arrive and give you that extra time you may need tohave cameras up andiunning on tne tirgets departure you may need to informthe team of him leaving, giving his direciion of travel. rn a'ooition you need to seethe approaches to your op in tne event ot 
" 

,tniro party,approaching. Arr routes
3:J:?,J:il;il::":"'n"t 

premises shourd be assesset i'iir'" event the tarset

. Are You Overlooked?

Should the Op be in a built_up area, be aware of anyoneabove you in buildings or offices. fifiewis! should you bein a rural situation b" u*ur. of anyone on high ground
that may be able to look down onto your position.

. Can the Target See you?

ls your OP in an obvious position? you do not want theOP to be in a position that will attract anO Oraw attention.

. Position for Back Up and Support

A suitable position should be found where your back up Be a;1';uof 

"overlookinoand mobile units can be located. The position should beclose to the op so the back up .un 
"*rriyou if compromised and can reach youquickly' The position has to be within r.uJio r.ung" and shourd not attract attentionfrom'third parties'.

. Emergency Rendezvous

An emergency rendezvous (ERV) shourd be rocated and known by the surveir_lance team. rn the event the op is corptrised or ilre surueiriance team is sprit
ffi,",,r,J,:i.,L*:,ffll.own 

way ro rhe ERV to r"or.s"ni;iiers"rues ano prln
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. How Long to Establish

Estimate how long it will take to move into position and establish the OP to
commence observations. This will effect your timings when planning the
insertion. lt could be a simple affair of driving a surveillance van into position or
having to navigate across country, and then set up a rural hide.

. Likely Hazards

Note any particular hazards that may present themselves such as: parking
problems, traffic conditions, security patrols, neighbourhood watch, wildlife and
animals, floodlighting at night and CCTV cameras.

. Dead Letter Box Locations

lf it is necessary to use a dead letter box a suitable location should be found.

. Rest Area, Meals, Toilet Facilities

Depending on how long your surveillance is going to be, you may require an area
where you can rest, eat and go to the
toilet within the confines of the OP ln
addition, the back up and mobile units
will also require these facilities.

. Special Equipment and Aids

Decide what special equipment or aids
you may need for the surveillance.
Equipment such as tripods, powerful
lenses, night vision scopes, electronic
devices, screens or camouflage nets
will need to be considered.

. Team Base Accommodation

Should the team be staying in the vicinity of the target area for a number of days
then suitable hotel or accommodation should be found. When choosing a hotel
consider the fact that you may be getting up fairly early in the mornings and that
your comings and goings may appear suspicious to the staff. Motorway hotels
and Travel Lodgelype hotels are convenient and offer some privacy.

r
f
il

fr

I

l

rii-

An OP was put in the foliage on this modem
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. Additional lnformation

Add any relevant information that you think is necessary such as any sightings of
suspects, any vehicles noted at the time and whether a pretext visit wis mioe.

on one occasion we carried out a recce for a lask where the main gate and
security /odge of a /arge company had to be kept under survei//aice. This
company was situated in a very /arge modern industria/ estate where mounds of
earlh had been created to provide natura/'divrsions between the boundaries and
were covered in bushes and sma// trees. lt was our intention to put a rura/ Op in
the fo/iage from where we could observe lhe main gate and security /odge.

Two of us wenton the recce quite overl/y,
suitab/y attired as 'Highway Mainte-
nance' workers, armed with petro/
strimmers and lhe inlention of c/earing
away overgrown grass at lhe srde of the
road. Whi/sl one was ab/e to get a c/ose
look at the target area and create a
diversion wrth the strimmer, the other was
able to rdenlify an OP positrbn and create
a hide in the fo/rage. A string /ne was then
/aid to enab/e us to fo/low it n the dark
which /ed us nto the OPpositrbn.

Over lhe fol/owrng three nghts we were
able to move nto the posifrbn and cary
out the surueillance wrthout any difficultres.

Selection of an OP

The indoor room OP is used less often
than the surveillance van as it is not

I always possible to obtain a good position from where the target can be observed.
However, when carrying out your pre-surveillance, always consider the static Op.

. Ensure that your routes in and out of the op are protected from view.
lnsertion and extraction are the most vulnerable times when you are
likely to be seen. Have your Back Up positioned nearby.

' Make sure you can see the target and the targets approaches to the
target area. Many room ops are situated on upper floors and overlook
the target area.
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' Ensure that you wiil not be seen whirst observing. peopre in adjacent
buildings, especiaily if they are higher up wiil ovJrrook'you. site youi
observation position as far back from the window or viewing 

"p"rtrr" ".possible.

' Do not sirhouette yourserf by having a right background behind you or
a bright window. rf the room is darkened wLar dark"clothing, and make a
dark background by hanging a rength of dark materiar to screen behind
you.

' lf possibre, fix net curtains over the windows, if not, a croth screenhung between you and the window (a few feet'back and not ";ri;gthe window itserf) wiil provide you with cover so that srits can be cui
through which to observe. House plants or ornaments on a window silldo not rook out of prace that wiil aiso provide you with ,natura| 

cover.

' Have an escape route pranned in the event you need to reave the opquickly.

' check if there is a power suppry to recharge batteries, what toiretfacilities are available and if there is a water su[pty.

Eyes on Platform 2

A number of years ago we had to keep a busness premrbes under surver//ancelror nine days. The particu/ar targe'ts (our c/ienis formelr employees) weresuspected of infringing o.yr copynght by manufacturing ttti sane proaucisand attempting to se// rhem to oir i/ien-ts customers"at cheaper prices.

We dr'scovered thal their business premrses were localed in an industrn/ unitadiacent to an unmanned railway station near Leeds. /t comprlsed or a hrge yira
area and a warehouse with /arge ro//er shutter doors wnibn we needed to seeinto.

Al first view it appeared to be very difficu/t to put under long term obseruation butan idea/ OP position was found on the railway station p/atTorm in a disused toi/etthat had been boarded up excepr for a sma// square window lnside it was dark,co/d and sme//y (it was February) and it was evident that a tramp had used it asa refuge at some time.

!v1r a nne day penbl we wou/d wa/k a/ong the railway p/alform in our f/uorescent
iackets, enter lhe oP ear/y morning, cary out our survei//ance and extract aftera// the staff had gone home. The two of Ls wou/d reman in there a// day tora//yself sufficient as we cou/d not /eave as the sma// wndow faced on lo the target.

i
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Views of the outside and interior or the target unit taken from the op
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Through lwo observation ho/es in the wooden wa//s, mypartner steve, wou/d use
lhe video camera whilst / took strll pholographs and made notes on dictaphone.
l4/e were approximate/y 70 metres from the warehouse and had a good'wew of
lhe yard and inside the unit, at times the staff wou/d be on/y s or 4 metres away.

From our co/d Op we
were ab/e to identify what
materia/s and machinery
were being taken into the
unit. As the targets new
business startedto unfold, we
were a/so ab/e to identify
what products they were
producing and where they
were being despatched.

From the OP we had gath-
ered a lot of nformation for
our c/ients needs and over a
period of months we would
regu/ar/y go back to the op to keep a check on actiuity. At one stage, a /arge
white board appeared on the rear wa// detai/ing the cusiomer s orderi that coi/d
be read with binocu/ars and photographed wrih a 600mm /ens.

Our evrdence was used in the Hrgh Court as it clearly showed that some of the
machinery used had been burll to order and nfringed our c/ients copynght by desrgn.
The sma// bui/ding has since been demo/rshed and rep/aced with a new one. 

-

RURAL SURVEILLANCE

On occasions, a surveillance operation may be required in a rural setting such as
having to watch a farm, or a premises located in the countryside. lf the use of an
observation vehicle is not practical, then the task still hai to be continued. To
establish a watch on the target it may be required for the operator to be totally
camouflaged and concealed in his local surroundings for sometime to achieve his aim.

You do not necessarily have to be in the countryside to mount a rural op rhe
techniques and methods described below are equally utilised in cities or towns
when the only position to carry out observations may-be from a hedgerow, ditch,
undergrowth or a small wood. ycur op may be required to solely provide a
trigger for a mobile team.

ln the recent past we have carried out many surveillance tasks which required to
be completely camouflaged, three of which were in urban areas such as Salford,

i
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Bradford and chester. lt may appear that it is verging on the extreme to be adopt_
ing these methods, but at the end of the day it ii a means to an end. lf you can
achieve a result by photographing a target and the only way of doing so is by
lying on your belly in a hedgerow then that is what has tb oe bone.

Personal Qualities

For obvious reasons, this type of
task is suited to someone with
experience and more likely to be
someone with a military
background or who has had the
relevant training. Some of the
information in this chapter is
taught to infantrymen during their
basic military training and many of
the techniques are also used by
specialist troops, where it is
essential that these methods are

adopted to ensurqtheir own survival. For the investigator (who is possibly less
experienced) thb techniques are essential to ensure being undetected.

Types of Rural Observation post

As mentioned, the oP can be in a variety of places, a hedgerow on an industrial
estate, a railway embankment, a ditch at the side of the road or in the edge of a
wood. The best position to use will be determined by yourself and the circumstlnces.

The OP may be a short or
long term position. ln most
instances it is possible to
construct a simple OP using
camouflage netting and then
covering this with natural
foliage. lf you are in a hedge-
row you will have to'hollow'
out a space using secateurs
to form your hide and
strengthen the foliage roof,
to prevent it from collapsing.

There are various types of OP and their choice is normally dictated by the amounl
of cover available and probably more importantly, the amount of time that the op
is to be manned.
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Types of OP

. Standing Op

. Surface Op

. Sub Surface Hide

. Standing OP

The standing OP would be a very short
term measure rather than a full blown
OP. lt is more likely to be used to
trigger a surveillance where an
operator has minimum equipment
such as a combat jacket, face veil and
his radio' lmagine that you are on a mobile surveillance and the target drives
from the main road into a premises located in a rural area. lt may not be possible
to trigger and observe from your car and so you will have to depioy on foot to ger
'eyes on'from what we call a standing Op.

. Surface OP

As its name suggests, this op is carried out by lying on the surface without
having to dig down in order to create some cover.-ld-eally the position could be in
thick undergrowth or in a dip providing you with cover. The use of natural cover(foliage) must be used together with camouflage nets to reduce tlre risk of
compromise. The surface OP is used for short term measures or when the threat
of compromise is considered to be minimal as you may be fairly exposed to a
close observer.

A hide of this sort requires practice and experience to build and also to have
confidence in your camouflage and concealment.

. Sub Surface Hide

sub surface oPs require detailed planning and an experienced op team in
order to operate effectively. The team will have tolake the necessary materials w1h them
in order to construct the op such as shovels, sand bags and camoufiage netting. The op
may possibly be in a ditch and so suitable camouflage netting would be placed
over the top followed by natural foliage.

lf this is not possible, then a shallow'scrape' may have to be dug out (during the dark
hours) in order for you to remain concealed below the skylin"e. An area of turf is
removed from the oP site, the ground is dug out to form a hollow and the soil
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removed from the atea, a low roof is then built over the top. The turf and camouflage
is replaced on top of the roof and a small entrance is made. The operators can then
live in the 'hide'for a number of days without replenishment. Plenty of back-up in the
surrounding area will be needed to protect the OP team during construction which is
normally done at night.

This type of oP can be very hard work to set up and requires back up during
construction, it is likely to be used for two or three days or even longer. ln the
commercial world, this type of OP is often used during long term surveillance of
up to a week or more. lt is more likely to be used by military close observation
teams or Police CROP (Covert Rural Observation Post) teams.

Gamouflage and Concealment

Camouflage and concealment is probably the most important factor in this type
of covert role. You may be positioned within 10 metres or less of your target (or
third party) and be required to maintain observations. Your target or any other
third party should not have any indication to your presence, and this should be
done by blending in with your surroundings. camouflage and concealment is
breaking up the appearance of people or objects to make them appear natural,
and part of the terrain. lt is an art which requires much practice and experience.

lf we look at the reasons why we see things and what brings them to our
attention, hopefully we will be able to counter thqm, and thus make ourselves
become less visible. Things are seen because they are different than their
natural surroundings. The main reasons things are seen are due to:

. Shape . Shadow. Silhouette . Surface . Spacing . Sudden Movement
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. Shape

Objects and people can be recognised
instantly by their shape. Your body shape
or outline is distinct and therefore has to
be 'broken down' to look more like a
'blob'than that of human form. The head,
neck and shoulders being the most
important. This can be done using some
form of camouflage netting attached to
a camouflaged bush hat which hangs
and drapes over the shoulders to break
up the outline to which natural foliage can
be added. Should you be using
camouflage netting to make a hide, the
outline should also be broken down with
natural foliage. Especially attempt to
break down any straight lines that occur.

. Surface

Many objects have a smooth surface but bushes, grass and rocks are irregular,
therefore a camouflage jacket on its own may not be enough cover in order for
you to blend in. By attaching irregular pieces of camouflage material to it, gives
its surface an uneven texture. Localfoliage attached to the person also assists in
the breakdown of the surface and helps blend in with your surroundings.

Smooth surfaces are often
reflective which means shine.
Obviously anything that shines
will be instantly seen. Shiny
objects to be aware of are:
camera lenses, binoculars,
watches and jewellery. The
forehead, face, hands and wrists
also shine, so make use of
camouf lage
(camcream).

cream/paint

Camera lenses and optics should
be fitted with lens hoods or
attach a fine cloth mesh over the
lens to reduce reflections. These Arctic troops stand out due to thelr

: rsgular spacing and surface colour

ADVANGED SURVEILLANCE
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. Silhouette

When moving to and from the Op position
and just as importanily, when in the position
itself, attempt to keep below the horizon to
avoid being silhouetted. Any object sithouetted
against. a contrasting background is clearly
noticeable such as light coloured clothing in
front of a dark background. When rnouing,
make use of cover such as hedgerows ind;;ffi;i;,il;thrar rah +ha ^^.,^-through the cover or around ii rather than over the top.

. Shadow

ln bright sunlight and moonright nights, your bodyshape wiil give a shadow if youare walking or stood up which miy neiray you. Make u." Jt shadow for coverwhenever possible as it is difficuli for an observer to see into shaded areas.Remember that when the sun moves so does shadow.

. Spacing

Natural objects are never regurarry spaced on the ground, regurar spacing meansman made objects. rf there are a number of you hlving io ,.n-ou" across country,vary the distance between you so that the tine.appearslr;;g;;r. Avoid any areasthat provide isorated 
9over, a singre bush in a rierj ,uy."!", 

"n 
appropriate spotto observe from but it wiil stick out rike a sore thumb becoming obvious, areassuch as this are arso more difficurt to move in and out of to o."rpv.

. Sudden Movement

Humans are naturaily predators and therefore the human eye is attracted tomovement, especially if it is sudden. Movement is one of the most importantgive-aways to our presence. you may be totaily cimouttaged in yoursurroundings and made to be invisibre, but a slight ,ou"r"ni from the hand orturn of the head wiil catch someone's eye and you wiil be compromised. rf youhave to move, move srowry, deriberatery, with steittn and the use of cover. Do notbe afraid to crawl on your front or hands and knees and do not rush.

Concealment

camouflage and concealment are two very important skills, which will enableyou to see without being seen. once camoufraged, you witt neeo to concearyourself by making the best use of cover withoutiiving ;p a gooo field of view.
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The following principles should be observed:

. Look round cover or through it, not over it

. Avoid skylines to avoid silhouetting yourself

. Make use of available shadow

. Choose clothing and equipment to match the background

. Avoid isolated cover such as lone bushes or trees

. Move carefully, especially when moving into or out of cover

Camouflage Paint and Face Creams

ln order to camouflage the face and hands 'cam cream, will have to be applied.
This cream is easily available from army surplus stores. Cover the whole face,
forehead, neck, ears, hands and wrists with a thin base layer of brown cream so
not to reveal any patches. Then sparingly apply more cream in dark patches at
random to break up the shape of the face and possibly add a touch of dark green
coloured paint.

Remember to do the 'V' of your neck and the back of your wrists, otherwise
clothing will ride up and expose skin.

People with black or dark skin should also apply cam cream as the skin reflects
light and becomes shiny, cam cream should be non-reflective.

Communications and Hand Signals

When working in an OP during daylight silence is essential and so communication
may be achieved by using hand signals. When using radios, it is essential that
you have comms with your back up. At times you will be lying very low on the
ground or in ditches below ground level, therefore radio signals will be reduced.
A'mag mount'antenna attached to a hand set should be used to maximise comms
and should be elevated if possible by putting it up a tree or attaching it to a fence
post. The 'coat hanger'dipole mentioned earlier is ideal for this situation.

Why Are Rural OPs Sometimes Compromised?

As we have mentioned earlier, there are many reasons why ops will become
compromised by either the target or by third parties. The reasons for compromise
are many but we can minimise the risk of compromise if we look at the ieasons
why the OP is brought to another person's attention.
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Operators Own Fault

. Location

Sometimes it is very
difficult not to put
your OP in a
position that is not
obvious as the only
cover available may
be in the obvious
placel Stay out of
the '10 - 2' arc and
avoid lone cover
such as a clump of
bushes in the centre
of a field. Avoid
being near routes
that the public may
take and ensure that
you are not
overlooked.

. lnsertion

ied{.+.';3

efi:r:1l.}

i**'$,r
a

';i;+**

Troops have to be prepared for compromise at alr'tir""'"nJi"
ready to move out quickly

Ensure that you are not seen entering or leaving the location. Use available cover,enter the oP at night or have a reason for being in the area tetore you srip intoyour oP. Be aware that on dewy mornings you may leave tracks to the op site.

. Movement

As we discussed earlier, sudden movement is the biggest giveaway when tryingto conceal yourserf. you may have the oest camJJttag; ano oe compteietiinvisible but you wiil be noticed the second you move. o"niy p"r.onar disciplineand training wiil herp you to rie perfectry stiil ior rany nour.. "

. Noise

It is essential that you keep quiet in the oP. There should be no reason for idleconversation as whispers soon grow into loud dialogue. Bs"*ur" of your radiovolume and your mobile phone Jhoutd be in silent/vibrate roJ.. tf using a radioor phone, keep watch of your voice rever. euite ott"n v* can start off aconversation in a low whisper but very soon you can find yourself shouting witnouirealising it, the longer you are on the call.
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. Smoke and Smells

Smoking is not advisable in an Op for
obvious reasons, so if you are a heavy smoker,
be prepared for a long wait. Not only will the
smell give you away but at night, a cigarette
tip will illuminate your face, especially when
viewed through night vision optics.

. Silhouette

Your position should be so that you are
looking through cover and not over the top of
it or you will be 'skylined' by your silhouette.
ln addition, ensure that you blend in with your
background and not be in contrast with it.

. Re-supply

lf you are in the oP for a long period, it may be necessary to be re-supplied with
fresh batteries, films and food and for any waste to be talien away. This can be a
high risk time and therefore do so with caution.

. Torch Light

Keep torchlight to an absolute bare minimum at night, you do not need a
Iighthouse beacon to read a phone number from a pad-. Keep the torch lens as
small as possible and get under cover when you have to use it.

Remember to turn off the red light at the front of your video camera and be
careful that the light from the viewfinder does not illuminate your face.

. Lack of Camouflage

You will need sufficient camouflage on all sides and it has to be of the correct
type. Camouflage nets covered in local foliage are very effective but remember
that natural foliage may die after a day or so, and will have to be replaced.

. Clues of Presence

when extracting from the op ensure that you take everything with you when you
leave. This includes all rubbish, string, camouflage nets, himan waste and so
on. You should endeavour to hide the fact that you were ever there, as you may
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want to use the same rocation again in the future and so you have to protect itssecurity.

Others Fault

. Accidental Finding

on occasions, an op may be warked upon purery by accident which is why
camouflage and concealment is such an important factor.

A coup/e of years ago, a
co//eague was in a Standing Op
in a ditch on some bare
moorlandn North yorkshlre, were
he had to observe a gateway in
order to identify the driver of a
vehic/e when he stopped to open
the gate. He had been in the
posilion for /itt/e orer lwo hours
when he came up on the radrb to
say that he had been compro-
mised by two horse riders. They
had seen him and asked what he
was doing.

Be aware or chitdren ptaying Thrc was a tota/ f/uke and bad /uck

awav rrom paths or tracks and the ,"", ""r:;J!"r""f:8itr"!XlJ":' T/!
riders iust happened to pass the same spot by coincrdence. '

. Purpose Finding

A very aware target may be on the look out for observation positions and make
an effort to 'patrol' his local area and look for signs of your presence.

. Children

Playing children can stumble across your position but usually you will have plenty
of warning by the noise that they make. so you can either'burrow yourself indeeper or have a reason for being there if discovered. After a compromise bychildren it is always best to extract as it will not be long before they te1 ,or"on"
who also comes for a look.
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. Dogs and Farm Animals

A dog will react and
bark at something it is
unsure about and there
are various reasons
why it will react to you:
your smell, any noise
from the OP and even
inaudible sounds from
your video camera or
night vision equipment
will be heard by them.

Horses, sheep and S
attract their attention
and the last thing you
want is a herd of cows
surrounding your OP on
the edge of a field.

What to do in the event of a compromise

' Be absolutely certain that you have been compromised, you do not
want to leave the position unnecessarily

. Wake those who are sleeping, if necessary

' lnform your Back Up straight away. They may need to extract you,
cause a diversion or intercept those who have spotted you

' Pack items of equipment (only the essentials should be out anyway)

' Move out, decide if should be covert or overt (silently or at the ,crash')

. Move to the Emergency RV for pick up

. Move clear of the area

' consider sending an operator on a drive past to monitor any activity at
the OP site
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The Rural Observation post (Op)

when conducting a pre-surveitance, if you.decide that the onry way to conductstatic observations wourd o" ir"r uiLr.ipoint or ui"*,-(rroir l'rr"og"row runningatongside a perimeter r"n"L oi irJr""'rilu,, *ooo uojr."ni o ,n" target) thenthere are many factors to conside r. 
' - ''o" wuoo aolacent tc 

1

Remember, that these type_s of op.requir".,Tlt 
ryrronar disciprine. The operatorhas to work for'onn 

?:1?o:, otten rying oown, m.otionress, in poor weather and inuncomfortable conditions. Your p"rlo'i"i.umouflage unJ'tn"""oncearment of the
l:1? 1":..t"^:?i1ir paramount'to uuo,o letection. tu*Gb*___You may not atways have thel;;il"*T;having naturat couei immeJiaieiy lirlrlaore anotherefore may have to create yorr'o*nin the formof a hide,

r"cl r e.re+
Planning and Logistics

]l:.,::n,n of stay in your Op wiil decide on whatcomtorts or necessities to take wiin-C'
Considerations are:

. Food and.water, you will need enoughfor the durarion ano bo you 
"uihoi 

or cotd?ts it tacricaily safe ro use ;;;;p;.g srove,or self heating foods such as ,fioican,. rateis essential

'Toiret paper and something to defecate in shourd be considered. Ziprocktype porythene baos are idear. rf th; op position is to be used over aperiod of time, it iJ-unwise to retiev-eloursett in the position. Take a'waste with you when you leave

' shourd you be in the.op for a considerabre amount of time, you mayrequire a re-suppty or rood 
""J 

;;ii;".*. l;;ilffi;:;;J,;:u have ropass on surveillance logs and tifms totebe pranned ro' [-suppry, *h;,;;;;ffi:;Tn'""* fffi,?ft"j3ljcottect/teave equipment iiorn ; ;;J_;;;rsed tocation

' Take enough batteries to suppry radios and cameras. when used inthe cold they have 
" 

,r.,ort"irif!iun*"'"'
. Use a sleeping bag, one between two

enough to drink and a flask
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The Recce

Carry out a day and night time recce if necessary. lf you have to walk about
during the daytime in unusual surroundings then adopt an identity to suit. Walking
dogs is ideal cover or wear running clothes as if you are orienteering/jogging.
Wear a fluorescent jacket as if carrying out a road survey. All circumstances
differ so use your imagination but make it realistic.

Prior to going out on the ground, obtain any relevant information from maps,
aerial photographs or any previous reports in order to help you.

You have to pick your point of observation carefully, taking the following into
consideration:

. What is the awareness level of your target and are others in the locality
likely to be aware or notice anything out of the ordinary. Remember third
party.

. From the OP do you have a good view of the target area. There is no
point in having an excellent OP position if you cannot see your target. You
do not necessarily have to be right on top of the target, the further away
the better in some circumstances.

. Do you have a good view of the targets approaches. This is important if
the target goes mobile as it gives you those extra seconds you may need to
have your camera up and running or to radio your team.

. ls the position obvious or are you overlooked? Do not choose a position
where you stick out like a sore thumb, always be aware of being
overlooked by buildings or from hillsides. ln addition you should have a clear
view of the approach to the OP in the event passers-by become too close.

. ls your route in and out covered from view? This avoids casual observers
wondering where you are going to and from. Choose your route tactically,
keep to hedgerows, banks, ditches and railway tracks and avoid crossing
open spaces.

. How willyou insert and extract from the OP, will you walk in or be dropped
off by vehicle? ls there a suitable spot to do this?

. Consider your concealment as you may have to construct a hide. ls there
any natural cover about, will you have to dig down and what construction
materials will be needed such as camouflage nets, shovels, sandbags and
wire netting.
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' where can you RV, i,1.CaS^e-of compromise and where can your back upbe positioned? shourd the op oe oislovered and the op party nave to spritup' then you need an emergency rendezvous where yo, aun meet up againor be picked up.

'Your back up needs to be positioned where he can get to you quickry, withhis position also being safe from suspicion.

' ls there provision for a rest area in the rocation ? ft youare in a two manoP. lt may be practical to have a rest area to the rear where one man cansleep and eat whilst the
other is observing.

. Allow for any special
equipment that may be
required (f or example,
spotting telescope or night
vision aids). you may tinO
yourself in a confined space
so take only the equipment
that is necessary for the task.

. How long will it take to
move into position and to
establish the Op? Consider
if you are moving at night, add prenty of time to move in and estabrish theOP before your task shoutd begin. istablish ,"fr"iiir" the sun rises andsets (a GpS can often give youlhis detail).

' Note any particular hazards. The possibility of dog walkers or farmers inthe vicinity, arso wirdrife and farm animars, .o*. 
"rL 

uery curious and wi,crowd you, whirst sheep wiil scatter. FamiriarisllourJert with randmarksand features on the route in, to aid navigation atfu;i.
' carry out a radio check to your back up rocation, you must have comms.

The lnsertion

ln some ways, once you are settled in your oP all you have to do is lie there. youshould be abre to carryout your task rniyo, shourd 
"not 

o" 
"orpromised 

unress youare literally warked on top of. Therefore ihe most risky and vurnerabre part of usingoPs is the insertion and extraction when there his a high risk of compromise.

To minimise this risk consider the following:
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. Move in and out at night

. lf during the day, have a reason
for being there if challenged

. Move in bounds keeping to
public paths as much as possible,
it looks more natural than
walking blatantly across fields

. Be dropped close by using a
vehicle

About one year ago we put a two man Op
leam inlo a very rura/ area in order to
observe an industrial waste site. t4/e cou/d
drive lo within /.5 mi/es of the target and
then we had to wa/k the remander The
insertion route look us about a mi/e along a cana/ tow path and we wa/ked thr'squite open/y as any other hikers would. Once at the spot where we wou/d /eave
lhe path, we wou/d check for any observers and then quickly disappear into the
adiacenl wood. We wou/d then lie in wail for /5 mnutes n ihe euent that we had
been seen. Alter it was c/eat we changed nto our camouf/age c/othing and moved olf to
our /ie up posrtion (L{/p) 1'ust short of the Op

Vehicle Drop Off points (DOp's)

Quite often the OP team or individual will have to be dropped off by vehicle as the
distance to the target area will be either to difficult to cross, or tike too long to
walk, especially if you are carrying equipment. The last thing you want to be is
tired and wet after warking for a number of hours in the darf and then have to
establish an OP and remain alert for the next day or so.

Therefore the various methods of transport and the procedure for the drop off
and pick up is important.

The drop off can be carried out by car, van or boat but obviously the type of taskwill dictate the method of transport used. However the pro."dur" for the actual
drop off remains more or less the same for each type of transport.

Pre-Deployment Checks

'The transport should be reliable and checked for serviceability, there should
be no rattles or unnecessary noises, all lights should be working properly

1
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. The vehicle should
suit the area in which
you are operating. A
four door car is better
than one with two, use
a van if necessary

. The driver should
carry out a map study
and be fully briefed on
his routes in and out
and what to do in the
event of a compro_
mise, have a cover
story ready

'A secondary drop off point should be decided in the event you cannotuse the primary one

'The driver shourd note any 'markers'suc-h as gates or teregraph posts,in order to count him down to the drop off poini-"-

'Ail equipment in the vehicre must be crose at hand to enabre quickde-bussing

The driver of the vehicre is responsibre for the actuar vehicre and for getting youthere at the right prace at the rlght time. He shourd 
"on.io"it;" foilowing:

. Drive past

carry out a drive past recce of the drop.off point but onry make one pass asdriving up and down courd soon attracilt"ntion. ftris shouh be done the day
l?il:r:.r 

a number of hours prio'. to in" actuat drop off, notl un' count down

. Speed

Do not drive too srow or.too fast at speeds that wourd draw attention to your_selves' Keep to your road sense ano oo not forget to check your mirrors for third
5il*T-Hffil i.i iir,?S;d.o 

not brake violentlv or screecn tJa'natt, vo, *iir onji
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. Noise

When getting out of the vehicle ensure that there is no talking or unnecessary
noise from equipment being dropped or knocked about. Do not slam doors or
drop tail gates but slowly push the doors closed, if need be, use your body weight
such as your backside for the final push to snap it closed. The drop off shouldie
silent. Ensure that your mobile phone is switched off or in silent mode.

. Vehicle Lights

You may have to make the
drop off in total darkness
when you will have to'kill'all
of the lights but be aware of
your rear brake lights illumi-
nating the area. lt may be
practical to have a cut off
switch fitted in order to use
the brakes without the lights
glowing as you apply them.

Remove the bulbs from the interior courtesy lights to prevent illumination when
opening doors and also check that there are no lights titted into the door skins as
a safety feature.

The Drop Off

. The Approach

on approach, the vehicle begins to slow down, the driver gives warning and the
operators prepare to de-bus by ensuring they have all equipment neceisary, do
not leave anything behind.

The Vehicle Stops

lf at all possible the vehicle should stop on the side of the road on which the
operators intend to move off in, they should not have to cross the road. A layby is
a natural place to stop a vehicle, so use one if you can. lf not, try to carry out thedrop off at a point where the vehicle woul'd naturally slow down such as
approaching a junction. A natural dip in the road may pr.ovide ,dead ground,which
cannot be seen into by any nearby observers.

The team should de-bus, whist doing so, the driver remains in his seat and keeps
the engine running, he should also act as a look out. They shourd de-bus in

Disable interior tights if working at night
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silence from the rear of the vehicle just closing their doors on the first click. lf thevehicle headlights lights are still on, ensure thlt you do not cross in front of themas this would alert any onlookers, have the same regard for the tail lights.

once you are happy, you can let the driver move away. you should move a short
distance away and wait for about '15 minutes in order ior yow senses to get used
to the dark and your new surroundings before moving off.'carry out a radio checkto your back up and keep them up-dated with your frogress. 

'

The Route ln
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Allow plenty of time to move into your op position. lf you have to be in position
before first light, allow
enough time to set up and
establish the OP and
check its concealment.

Select your route with
care and consider that an
ideal route is one that
provides:

. Places to observe
without being seen

. There is cover from view

. There are no or very few obstacles en-route

. You avoid farms and wildlife

Move in with caution, at all times you must:

. Remain alert, stop frequently to look and listen. Do not cross open spaces
but keep to hedgerows and wood perimeters to give cover. Move slowry,
thus creating less. noise. should you have no opiion but to cross a field,
move singly, keeping your body as row as possibre and crawr if necessary.
Remember, your silhouette will betray you.

. Move in bounds from one location to another, After each bound, confirmyour direction from distant landmarks such as hills, pylons, urban lights,
the position of the sun and stars, or use a compass or a Gps.

f

iffilliiiilrl 
,'itiiirr
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Use different types of cover such as:

. Dead Ground

Dead ground is the ground, which cannot be seen into from the target,s
location such as low ground, hollows, small valleys and re-enlrants.

. Ditches

These provide cover from the target's view but they can be obvious
approaches.

. Trees and Bushes

These provide cover from view but remember that isolated bushes and trees
are obvious places to hide and should therefore be avoided if possible.

. Plantations and Tree Lines

These provide cover from observation and man made plantations can
be very difficult to move through so keep to the perimeter if you have to.

. Habitation and Farms

lf possible avoid going near farmland and habitation as animals can be
inquisitive and thus give away your presence.

. Make use of surrounding noise
(such as cars passing) which will give
you cover and distraction when
moving. Be extra cautious when
crossing obstacles such as roads,
bridges, gates or fences. Crawl
under gates and fences and do not
vault over them. lf crossing walls,
assist each other and keep flat, do not
drop rucksacks over the other side.

. Do not take risks, have a plan
ready if compromised and keep
your back up informed of your
progress. Take note of where you
can take cover and hide if neces-
sary along your route.
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. Enter the op from behind keeping the position between you and the
target and be aware of creating tracks that lead to it.

Moving at Night

At night we hear more than we see and so silence is vital in order not to be
compromised. To move at night silently, requires very slow deliberate movement
and so your route has to be selected carefully.

When moving consider:

. Stop at frequent
intervals, scan the
area and listen. lf
you have night
vision scopes then
use them

. When stopping,
keep as low to the
ground as possible
and turn your
ears towards the
direction of sound.
An open mouth will
help pick up the
direction of the sound

' lf you hear any suspicious noises en route, stop, scan and risten untir
you are happy to move on

' Keep checking your direction regularly with use of the stars, distance
landmarks or a compass/Gps. lf you have to stop to look at a map, get
into some cover and keep low to the ground as possible. Do notlet
torchlight give away your presence

At one time in the military, it was taught and practised to have a red filter over the
end of your torch in order to preserve your 'night vision,. This can be good
practice but if the torchlight is seen by a casual onlooker, all they will see is i red
light in the distance and may become suspicious of it. There are more ,white,
lights seen at night than red lights and so the point could be argued that a small
amount of white light is preferable.
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Establishing the Op

Move into the OP position keeping low to the ground. Once there, remain silent and
motionless for a 5 to 10 minute period. Listen and observe in case you have been
seen or followed into the op and get accustomed to the local noises and area.

Attempt to hollow out the fotiage by pushing back brambtes and foliage. tf
necessary use secateurs to snip at the foliage to make a comfortable
observation position. Aviewing position may have to be constructed using ,chicken
wire' and then suitably camouflaged. lf necessary add extra foliage to thL outside
of your cover. Remember if you intend using the same position over a period of
time, you will have to replace the foliage as it dies off.

Do not forget to cover the rear of the OP. A camouflage net draped inside the Op at
the rear will prevent you from being silhouetted by tigfrt snining in from the rear.

At first light, (if you
identify any gaps in

are able), crawl forward of your position and look back to

back-up and ask him

Establish radio check with your back up as soon as possible. lf comms are
difficult, remember that there will be little that you can do about it and so it is your
back up that will have to move to a better posiiion. lf necessary, erect a ,dipol-e,or
a mag mount antenna. lt may not be necessary to report by radio every time you
see something and so
battery power can be
preserved by going on air
at pre-set times of the day
such as on the hour, every
two hours.

Some OPs provide
enough room to be able to
sleep in when you are not
observing. lf this is not
possible, then an area to
the side or rear of the Op
will have to be used as a
lie up position (LUp)
where you can sleep or
rest away f rom the
'business end'of the oP. The LUp has to be camouflaged and the route in and
out of the OP has to be safe and secure.

your camouflage. lf you are unable to do this, radio your
to make a pass and check it for you.
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OP Routine

once settled in the oP you should adjust your camouflage and make a comfort-
able viewing area where you are able to clearly see yourlarget without having to
move position.

You should unpack the items that you require to use such as radio, camera, small
tripod and a note book & pen. All other equipment should be stored away in your
rucksack at all times in the event that you have a compromise.

Any food and drink should be pre-prepared, you do not want a mountain of
rubbish and wrappings, nor do you want to use a camping stove for obvious
reasons. lf you have to go to the toilet, you may have to do this within the confine
of the oP.

on a recent oP that we carried out in a very rura/ area, the fina/ approach was
via a /ake as one of the ops was conducted from the waters edge and the
banking undergrowth. Dressed in a divers dry suit and camouflag| clothng a
short drstance was swum in order to get into a position. This OP wis maintai-ned
a// day during the day/ight hours and / had to keep the dry suit on for my
extraction as it was not practical or possib/e to take it off. At iirsg ttaving a pee
was a ioy of warmth but afler a few minules the norelty wore off with the-co/d. A//
day we spent there.

Care of Equipment

You may be using sensitive equipment such as video cameras and radios in the
oP, therefore it is important that they are taken care of and not damaged by the
elements. Rain, sand and dust can get into the smallest of places and so do not
put equipment down on the ground and keep it covered. If you are operating in a
dry environment, consider wrapping your radio in ,cling film'to keep the dujt out
but be aware of morning dew that will penetrate and remain trapped inside.

Camouflage Equipment

Any piece of equipment, especially binoculars, scopes or cameras, will possibly
require some form of camouflage as they will be forefront in the op.

Lenses should be covered with some form of fine netting. A green ,cam scarf'
obtained from ex Army stores is ideal. cut a piece to siie and retain over the
lront lens with an elastic band. Also use this material to wrap around equipment
or drape over a tripod. A piece of black stocking stretched ouer ihe lens
reduces lens flare and reflections when shooting into the sun without any consid-
erable loss of light.

,riii
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Vehicle camouflage nets cut down
to small sizes (6ft square) are ideal
for quick camouflage when
covered with some natural foliage.
Items to assist putting up
camouflage nets are cord and
string, clothes pegs, elastic
bungees and extendable fishing
rod rests to act as supports.

On completion of a task, give all
equipment a thorough clean. lf it
has been damp, air the equipment
to dry out, then test it to make sure
that it still works. Replace batter-
ies or recharge them if necessary.

Ensure that all equpament at the
lront of the OP is also camoullaged

Suggested OP Equipment

Green waterproof sheet, cameras, radios, trowel, small saw, chicken wire, mag
mount antenna, insect repellent, camouflage netting, secateurs, green string, food,
water, sleeping bag (one between two), spare batteries, refuse bags.

The Extraction

At the end of the surveillance, you will need to prepare to leave the op which we
call the extraction, or withdrawal phase.

You will be required to:

. Pack away all equipment that will not be needed

' lnform your back up when you intend to leave, he can then assist by
picking you up or by observing the area to give you warnings of third
parties. At this time you can confirm the time and place of your pick up
point

' Dismantle all camouflage and bring natural foliage inside the op to
die. Leave the position as you found it, taking with you all refuse,
including all human waste

' Move out one at a time and never in haste, be as cautious during the
extraction as you would during the insertion
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. lnform your back up ol your progress along the way out

. lf necessary remove cam cream
appearing out in the open. This may

The Pick Up

Once you have arrived at your pick up point,
you may have to wait a short period before your
vehicle arrives. Do not become complacent at
this time and remain concealed and out of view.
Your pick up vehicle should inform you of his
progress to your position and it may be
necessary to guide him to the right spot or put
out a 'cats eye' marker peg if at night.

A cats eye marker is made up from the glass
element that you would get in a ,cats eye, liigntyfound in the centre of the road is

the surveillance operator whilst operating in Ops.

and camouflage clothing before
be done just prior to the pick Up

secured to a tent peg to make the shape of a 'r when you have arrived at yourpick up point, it is praced in the ground at the edge of thqroad. when your p"i upvehicle arrives, he should be able to see the reitected rightlro, his headlightsand know where to stop for you.

on the vehicles arrivar, ail equipment shourd be praced into the vehicre and donot forget to leave anything behind. This is a vulnerable part otthe extraction andso noise must be kept to a minimum and the oiiver fuily briefed andinformed. Do not slam car doors but pull them to, to engage the first catch. whenon the move you can then close them fully.

Field Craft

soldiers are taught field craft during their basic training in order to help themobserve, and identify friendly or enemy positions. They"aie also taught how tojudge distances in the event that they have to report wn'ere targets are and moreimportantly set their weapon sights. Below are a few disciplineJ that are of use to
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Observation Skills

lf we recall the reasons why things are seen: shape, shine, surface, sudden Move_ment, spacing, silhouette, we should be able to use this to our advantage whenwe are looking and observing an area, a target or piece of ground from our op.

we can observe in a number of different ways, primarily by scanning and searching.

. Scanning

scanning is a general and systematic search of an area of ground to detect anyunusual or significant object or movement. you may scan 
"n-"r"u 

by dividing the
9rou1o into the foreground, middle distance and far distance. By looking 

"i 
tn"far distance sweep your eyes from side to side and slowly move croser to coverthe middle and then the near distance. Scan each area hoiizontally and move the

eyes. in short overrapping movements so not to leave any gaps, this way you
should not miss anything.

. Searching

whilst scanning, your eyes may 'rock' onto a buirding or something that hasattracted your attention. you shourd now give this a th-orough examination andsearch paying as much attention to it as possible, using binoculars if necessary.

ADVANCED SURVEILLANCE

lf your position is overlooked by
any high ground, buildings or
risky areas where third parties
may see you, these should be
scanned first.

Judging Distance

lf we recall in Chapter Three on
evidence we discussed the
pneumonic ADVOKATE and the
fact that we may have to judge the
distance that we were from the
target. Therefore we have to be
able to judge distance accurately and with practice you can become quite proficient.

There are several methods to judging distance and there are certain aids thatcan also be used.
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Methods of Judging Distance

. By Unit of Measure

. Appearance Method

. Unit of Measure

Provided that all the ground between you and the target is visible, you can use
any unit of measure that is familiar to you such as length of a football pitch, or the
length of your garden.

It is used by estimating how many units of the familiar length (a footbalt pitch),
can be fitted in between the position and the object to which the distance is
required. A quick calculation should give a figure, which can be used as an
estimate of the distance.

. Appearance Method

The appearance method of judging distance is based on what an object looks
like compared to its local surroundings. The amount of visible detail of a person
at various distances, gives a good indication of how far he is away.

At 100 metres, all details are clear

At 200 metres, clear in all detail, colour of skin and clothes are identifiable

At 300 metres, clear body outline, see colour of skin, remaining detail is
blurred

At 400 metres, body outline clear, remaining detail is blurred

At 500 metres, body begins to taper, head becomes indistinct

At 600 metres. body now appears wedge shaped

Conditions Effecting Judging Distance

Certain circumstances and environmental conditions can make your target
appear closer or further away than you actually realise.

Objects seem closer than they are when:

. The light is bright or the sun is shining from behind you.
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Objects
when:

. They are bigger
than the other
objects around them.

. There is dead
ground (valley or
re-entrant) between
you and the observer.

. They are higher up
than you.

seem further away

. The light is bad or
the sun is in your
eyes.

. They are smaller than the other objects around them.

. Looking down a street.

. You are lying down.

. You are looking the wrong way into your binoculars! (joke)

Aids to Judging Distance

There are various aids that we can use to assist us in judging distance in order tobecome more accurate.

. Bracketing

The bracketing technique is a useful aid at most times. euite simply estimate themaximum possible distance to the target and then the minlmum possibledistance. An accurate estimate of the actual distance should be setmidway between the two distances.

. Halving

For long distances, estimate what the midway distance is and then simply double
it.
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. Team Average

when in a group, get each person to judge the distance, add them together andthen divide by the number of people in oider to get un 
"u"i"g, 

distance.

The Close Target Recce (CTR)

A close Target Reconnaissance or Recce (crR) is effectively a stealthy patrol
conducted to collect information about a specific location ano dltaited information
at that location in order to gather inteiligence. The operators may have to enter ayard, farm, business premises,
garden or whatever to conduct
their search and so stealth and
slow movement is vital. The
CTR has to be carefully
planned and executed using all
your field craft skills.

A daylight recce of the area
should always be carried out to
establish your routes in and out
and establish the layout of the
target area and so identifying
any difficulties.

A covert search using night vision goggles
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The crR team should always cover each others movements by moving one at a
time and using as much cover as possible. you should always have a back up ready to
cause a diversion or to have them extract you should you become compromised.

Make the most of covert equipment such as Night Vision Devices. lf you have to
obtain photographs and use infra-red film and flash, or use ,Zero Lignt, uioeo
cameras.

A co.u4/e of years ago we had to enler a commercialproperty that was /ocated on
an industrial estate in the bottom of a larqe dbused and ionverted quar4z The
aim was to identify and photograph the ihemicals that were stored in the yard
conlained in 40 ga//on chemical drums.

Two of us had set up an Op
during the day and kept watch
of the premises and yard area.
From our vantage pont at the
top of lhe quary we are able to
observe a// de/iveries made
during the day and were a/so
ab/e to p/an our roule in for the
night time CTR.

After lhe premises were locked
up and a// the day shift had /eft,
we were able to establbh that
there were sti// approximate/y
five members of staff /eft during
the night. After dusk fe// we moved from our op to a c/oser vantage point which
over/ooked the drum sforage area. // was intended that my partner; Halq wou/d
enter the premlses and / wou/d keep an eye out foranysaniembers. Riy carred
hrs personal radio with a covert ear piece and a utdeo camera with an Tnfra red
(nrgh t sho t) capabi/ity.

After an hours wairrng n our LUE ax appeared quiet and Ray moved srlent/y
forward, ba/ac/ava pu/led over hrc face and entered the premlses. From above, /
cou/d monitor his progress through a night vision scope'and a/so warn of anyone
entering the storage area.

Every now and then / wou/d give him a radio check and receive ,three c/icks,in
response to say that he was okay Afler a whi/e / received ,four clicks'(ask me aqueslion). / asked him he had /ocaled fhe 'obvious'and then received three c/icks
in response, he had /ocafed the chemicals.
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Through lhe intensified nrght scope, / cou/d1ust make out Bay n the shadows, hrs
video camera up lo his eye and / cou/d see the infra red beam from the camera
i//uminating the /abe/s on the bare/s. After twenty minutes or so, Ray started to
move back to my location, s/ow/y and delberate/y iust as he had done when
entering. once back, we mored slow/y back to our op then waited for a whrle in
the event we had been seen. when satisfiel we checked the video tape (we drd
not want to /eave if lhe shots had not come out okay) then gathered our
rucksacks and /eft the area to where we had parked the car

CTR Basic Procedures

The crR in some ways is an extension of your observation post and so the same
meticulous planning should be considered. you should have an aim and a plan of
how you are going to achieve it.

Cache Equipment

It may be necessary to leave a rucksack in
a safe area hidden from anyone finding it.
lf you do this, ensure that it is properly
camouflaged and easily located on your
return. Use a gate post, telegraph post or
another fixed object nearby to use as a
reference point to help you find it again later
in the dark. A GPS (globat positioning
system) is ideal for locating a cache as they
can be accurate to within 10 square feet.

Probing

You will be moving at night, carrying very
little equipment. lf you are suspicious of a
noise or movement, then go to ground, look
and listen until you are satisfied that it is
safe to move on. Do not push yourself and
go any closer to the target than is
necessary, you do not want to risk
compromise. The GPS screen,

accurate to 10 leet

You may not want to go directly into the target area and so we want to examine it
by 'probing' and there are two ways that we can do this:

. Satellite Method

. Probe Method
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. Satellite Method

This is simply done by select-
ing a route around your target,
which allows you to walk 360
degrees, giving you a view from
all sides. How close you get
(the radial range) depends on
the ground and also the targets
awareness leveland how much
intelligence you need.

. Probe Method

This method is similar to the
Satellite Method but at a
number of points along the
route, for example North, East,
South and West, you close in
on the centre of the target for a
closer look. You then withdraw
back onto the satellite route
and move round to the next
probe point. T.his is a very
effective method but can be
very tiring and time consuming.
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Conclusion

Rural surveillance is a very specialised skill, which requires the proper training
and experience in order to carry out properly and achieve results.

we have carried out many static rural ops over the past few years, not just inrural areas but also in urban areas where at first view an unsliilled invesiigator
would comment that the job was impossible to do. There is a time and placie for
everything and so keep an open mind and think about all the possibilities.
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Ghapter Nine
Technical
Surveillance
Technical surveillance is a means where we rely on electronic surveillance
devices to assist in gathering audio or video information. Should the device be
installed in the best possible place, it can be used to maximum effect. They are
only an aid to an investigation and at times can be unreliable. ln the UK therb are
particular laws relating to their use and ownership, in a nutshell, we can quite
f reely purchase much of this equipment off the shelf but there,ur" giuu"
restrictions when using it.

There are many 'spy shopc in Britain and many suppliers can be found on the
internet. Type in the words'surveillance equipment''or,spy shop,into a search
engine and see what you come up with.

Technical surveillance methods and
types of equipment are constanily
changing due to technological
advancement but essentially we can
say that Technical Surveillance can
fall into the following categories:

. Room Audio

. Telephone Audio

. Covert Video

. Tracking/Locating/
| flggerrng

. Computer Monitoring
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ROOM AUDIO

Conversations taking place in a room or specific area can be listened to by the
following methods

. Hard Wired Systems

. Transmitted Radio Signals

Hard Wired Systems

. Hard Wired Devices

A microphone placed in the target area can be concealed almost anywhere. A
cable must be run from the microphone to an amplifier (which gives ihe signal
clarity, especially over long distances) or directly into a tape recorder. Headpho-nes
or a tape recorder can then be connected to the amplifier in order to monitor the
conversation.

THE TARGET AREA
lnformation Fathways
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Obviously concealment of the cable is the
most important factor when using this
method. Redundant cables that are
already in situ (such as unused telephone/
computer cables or mains wiring) that are
often found in offices can be used to carry
the signals from the microphone to the
amplifier.

Hard wired microphones can be located
in the target area, buried in wall cavities
or even listened to through the wall
fabric. A microphone connected to a fine tube becomes a ,probe mic,and can be
used to listen through small holes and cracks in walls.

Electret Mic

Knowles Mic

A simple microphone connected to a tape
recorder will provide you with a reasonable
and simple hard wired recording
system. An 'electret' microphone can be
obtained easily and for little cost, a more
expensive microphone such as a
'Knowles mic' will provide you with
studio quality sound but you can expect
to pay up to one hundred pounds for it.

Types of Microphones

INTFRIOR

--c
HASWIREO

AURED MICROPHONE

PROBE MICRWhWE

,*"*Tllilil,",** lH,l""J,t,,iTff:.t"t"diriliJ;:H:
has no metallic, magnetic parts or wires

r h e m i c ro p h o n e re r i es o n r i b re o pt i c s r.l"lgnJ :? ffi il'r"g:'I, f ['r'Jl jon i *jifibre to a sound sensitive membrane. Sound causes the membrane to vi'brate
and 'modulated', the light which is reflected back down the cable is translated
into audio.

. Recording Briefcases

A popular recording device on the market is the recording briefcase, where a tape
recorder and amplifier are built into the case toi it to be taken into a
meeting. Quite often the switching mechanism to operate the recorder is built into
the handle or can be operated remotely by radio switch. ln a similar fashion,
microphones can be built into any everyday objects such as a wristwatch or. 

" 
p"n.
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Recording Systems

. Analogue Tape Recorders

Conversations, whether they are room audio or telephone are more likely to be
recorded so that they can be listened to at a later time. There are many different
types of tape recorders available and some that can record for six houis or more
on a single side of cassette.

A standard C90 tape will record for 4S-minutes on one side, a C12O for 6O-minutes
each side. A standard recorder will not be sufficient in most cases and so the
recording time has to be extended and this can be done by various means. lf you
are consulting suppliers catalogues, ensure that you know the ,exact, recording

The Sony TCH-sgV is a retiable
aulo-reverse recorder

time. Some suppliers will state that
a recorder has a recording time of
eight hours but will omit to inform you
that it is really four hours before you
have to turn the cassette tape over.

The smaller'memo' or dictaphone
type recorders are small when it
comes to concealment but the size of
the cassette tape can limit the length
of recording time and also the quality
and are not always recommended.

. Dual Speed Recording

some machines have two recording speeds, standard and slow so that you would
get 120-minutes of recording on one side of ac12o tape when on,slow,mode.
The slowed down machines if used, should be purpose factory built (Sony are a
good manufacturer). These are very reliable recorders but you may lose slight
sound quality when slowed down.

The disadvantage of using these machines is that you also require a ,slowed
down' machine to replay the tapes. A tape recorded on slow speed will not be
able to be played back on your car tape player for example, as the conversation
will be played back at high speed and sound tike Mickey Mouse.

Be aware of inexpensive long play recorders that are on the market. lt is possible
that the internal drive wheels have been tampered with in order to alter the gears
to make them run slower. These machines can be unreliable for professionil use
and should be avoided.
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. Auto Reverse Recording

A tape recorder with 'Auto-reverse
recording' will double your recording
time by recording on one side of the
tape and then recording on the other.
These machines are very reliable,
virtually silent and are recommended
for most surveillance purposes.

. Combined Operation Recording Microphone and mini amplifier

There are a few tape recorders available which not only have a dual speed but
also have an auto reverse facility. with this, on a standard c120 tape you can
achieve four hours of recording without touching the tape to turn it over.

. Voice Activation

Many recorders have a voice activation facility or'VOX'as it is often called. This
enables you to set the level of noise to be recorded and therefore the recorder
will remain dormant until a sound such as a voice is heard, and then start
recording. ln surveillance this can be very unreliable (except for telephone
tapping) as the VoX system will pick up every other exteinal sound. lf you wish
to record conversation in an office for example, the voice activation will alio switch
on if it hears a telephone ring, a radio playing in the background or a door slam
and so on. This system will not work in vehicles as the engine noise, road noise
and car stereo/radio will all activate the recorder.

. Cascading Recorders

A number of tape recorders
can be connected to each
other with cables and all set
to record, but only one will
record at any one time.
Once the tape finishes on
the first machine, it trips the
second one into record and
so on. Recordings can be
obtained for an infinite time
period, depending on how
many machines you use.

External power pack connected to tape
recorder lor longer recordings
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. Video Cassette Recorders

lf a domestic video recorder is set to Long play (Lp) it will record on a c24o tape
for eight hours' Using the Audio input (which ail video recorders have) you wi1 be
able to attach a suitable microphone and record for this amount of time. Obviously
you will have to play back the tape on a VCR through a monitor or TV in order to
listen to it.

Switching Devices

lf the length of battery life is a concern,
there are various methods that we can
use to switch recorders on and off in
order to conserve energy. The systems
below are concerned with switching tape
recorders but the same systems can
also be used in conjunction with radio
transmitters (bugs), making them very
difficult to locate.

. Radio Controlled Switch

A remote switching receiver can be
connected to the recorder and thus be
operated from a distance of 100 metres
or so. The remote transmitter (similar to
the key fob switch for a car alarm) will
activate the switch. When pressed, the
coded signal is picked up by the receiver
and subsequently switches on the recorder.

. Timers

REMOTE CONTROLLED
TRANSMITTERS

;
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A small timer powered by a lithium cell can last for months. When connected to
the power supply for a recorder it can be programmed to switch on and off at set
times of the day or week.

. Pressure Pads, Light Sensors & Tilt Switches

Various switches can be connected to a tape recorder in order for them to be
activated. lf the wire that runs from the battery pack is cut, you will cut off the
power, touch the wires back together again and the machine will-continue recording.
lf a switch of some kind is spliced into the battery pack wiring, the recorder can
be operated at will by carrying out a physical action.
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A small pressure pad placed under a carpet can be used to activate a recorder
when walked upon. Light sensors can also be used to switch on a device when
daylight (or darkness) arrives or when a light is turned on. ln a similar manner,
the use of a tilt switch can activate a recorder when an object is moved or a
physical action is carried out.

. lnfinity Switch

A simple yet very effective switch that can be operated .
from the other side of the world can be constructed
with limited technical knowledge. This switch can be r

used to activate tape recorders and camera systems.
The switch comes in two parts;the first being a standard
radio pager with the facility to vibrate when receiving a :

message (which most models have). The second part
is a switching device that activates by using a vibraiion ,

or trembler switch and thus connected to your recorder
or camera. The way the system operates is simple, the
two units are held together (by Velcro or elastic). When
you want the recording to start, you send a message to the radio pager. This
receives the message and vibrates, the switching unit picks up these vibrations
and activates the switching relay.

Digital Recorders

Digital recorders are becoming more common as the technology makes them
easier to use and also makes them much more afforoaole. tnese digital
recorders store the recorded information differently than the conventional method
of using audio tapes.

The recorders store audio in their 'computer memory' and may have to be
transferred to tape if needed. The audio reproduction is very high quality and
easily out-classes audio tapes. The use of these devices have their,proi and
cons' but their main advantages are:

. They are small, lightweight and easy to conceal

. Exceptional audio quality

. Very power efficient

. They can record for over 30 hours

. Have the ability to be connected to external microphones

. They can be used for telephone monitoring

. They can be connected to conventional tape recorders
'The recording can be downloaded to a computer and sent as an attachment

by email
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These devices are approximately 3x.1x9cm in size,
weigh about 509 and can easily be concealed in ashirt pocket, some of them even look like
fountain pens.

A number of models are available and cost in the
region of f250.00. At the top of the range is a
recorder that can record continuously for 30 hours
and is ideal where space for concealment is a prob_
lem or there is a requirement for longer term
telephone monitoring.

The disadvantage of these devices is that the
recording has to be stored on a separate medium in
order to store it indefinitely, otherwise you run the
risk of erasing it lrom the memory

. Mini,Disk

Mini-disk, as their name implies,
records audio on a small floppy disk.
The recorders are approximately Bcms
square, are very slim and very easily
concealed. The mini-disk combined
together with a 'Knowles' microphone
is probably the best surveillance
recording medium that you willget.

At the moment the maximum record-
ing time that mini-disks permits is
about 9O-minutes but the quality is
outstanding.

Electronic Stethoscopes

A surveillance device often referred to as
a 'Through Wall Microphone'consists of
a ceramic contact microphone that is
placed onto the wall adjacent to the room
you wish to monitor. The microphone
picks up the audio vibrations that travel
through the wall like a large eardrum. The
microphone is connected to a high gain
amplifier to which headphone! or a
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recorder can be connected, it can also be used
below you. A transmitting contact microphone is
purposes.

to listen to the floor above or
also available for surveillance

Mains Carrier Systems

This system comprises of a special
microphone unit that draws its power and
also transmits its signals through the
electrical ring main in a building. lt
operates very similar to a domestic ,Baby

Alarm'whereby a listening unit is plugged
into the mains socket of the baby,s room.
ln another part of the house, a similar
receiving unit is also plugged into the wall
and can listen to the sounds of the baby
crying.

The audio is not transmitted through ,the

air' but the signal is ,carried, along the
majns wiring system in the house. purpose
built eavesdropping devices can be covertly
installed in the mains system to operate in
this way or for the sake of spending about
f20.00, this device can be improvised and
is still effective.

lnside the'baby monitor,
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Radio Transmitting Microphones (Bugs)

. Transmitted Radio Signals

Radio Transmitters (Bugs) are small
devices that can be left concealed in
the target area. They will pick up
conversations via a microphone and
then.transmit the signal to a receiving
unit located nearby. This receiver cai
be monitored with headphones or be
connected to a tape recorder.

Transmitters can be manufactured and
supplied as 'stand alone, units or
disguised in everyday objects such as
calculators, pens, mains power sockets
or built into briefcases.

Battery powered transmitter

Transmitters require an erectricarsuppry in order for them to operate. They can beBattery powered, Mains powered, ietephone Line powered, sorar powered, or acombination of all four.

. Battery Operated

Battery operated devices are very easiry instailed and can operate for a numberof days without the need to changb the batteries. eattery ;p"rli"o devices shouldonly be used for short term operations or.you may risk compromise every timeyou change the batteries. A high-powered battery dack tconceatment permitting)could power a transmitter for months.

. Mains Powered

Mains powered devices can be more time
consuming and trickier to install and you
may have to isolate the power supply toavoid an electric shock. 'bn."
installed, these devices will operate
indefinitely, so long as there is a power supply.

lome mains powered devices may have a
battery connected to them to act aL a back
up in the event of a mains failure. Be aware
that computers, electric motors or fluorescent
lighting, which operate on the same ring

;
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main can adversely affect some mains powered transmitters. These devices can
be wired into an appliance or be purchased built into mains sockets and adapters.

. Solar Powered

Some devices rely on solar power to operate
such as a calculator transmitter. The transmitting
range of solar powered devices will not be very
far due to the small amount of power generated.

. Telephone Line Powered

A special room transmitter can be
powered by drawing its power from the line
voltage found in telephone cables as they have
approximately 49 volts running through.

. Combined Room and Telephone Transmitters

I,l
t
il

I
t
t
I
t

This device is also powered from the
voltage found in telephone cables and
is able to transmit room audio via a
microphone. However, when the
telephone is used, the microphone is cut
off and the telephone conversation is
now transmitted. When the telephone
handset is replaced, it switches back to
monitor the room.

. Power Switching for Transmitters
Combined room and

telephone transmitter

Some transmitters will be operated by a battery which will last for a number of
days. Without the use of extra high-powered batteries, normal batteries will go
flat within a limited time period when in constant use. lf a transmitter were to be
used only during office hours, we would be wasting valuable battery life during
the night, when no conversations are taking place. ln order to conserve the battery
life, there are a number of options open to us which have been described above
about switches.

All of these transmitting devices can easily be found and located with counter
measures equipment such as Radio Frequency (RF) detectors but only when
they are transmitting. Be aware when carrying out 'Counter-Surveillance' sweeps
using RF detectors such as the 'scanlock' or 'oScAR'. A transmitter that is
switched off during an electronic search or sweep will not be located easily as it
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will not be emitting radio signars, another good reason to use a remotery switchedtransmitter.

. Voice Activated Transmitters

Voice activated transmitters (or VoX as.they are commonry known), arthoughusing u.p very little power whilst 'asleep' they will power tnLmsetves up and starttransmitting when a certain audio level is picked up by tne micropnone such asvoices and conversation.

These devices can be unreriabre as any noise apart from voice can trigger thetransmitter such as ringing phones, pa.iing traffic, radios or TV sets. rf you werecarrying out an electronic sweep it would' oe aovisaore io pray music from acassette recorder in the room that is being searched. rnis woJro activate anyvoice-activated devices, that wiil otherwise wiil go undetected.

Types of Transmitter

There are two common ways in which the devices transmit signars, they are FreeOscillating or Crystal Contiolled.

The,Free oscillating transmitter is normaily a cheaper device to buy and shouldnot be relied upon for professionar purposes as the signars tend to ,drift,. Theynormally operate within the 'air band''frequencies of t og]t 38Mhz. The transmittedsignal is propagated in a similar manner to water reaving a hose pipe that isbeing swayed from side to side, the water spray will cover a wide arc and will notalways land directly into a bucket (the radio reteive4. Ti is signar is not,locked,and can drift, the receiver therefore has to be continuarry tunJo in and thereforeunmanned monitoring would not be advisable.

The CrystalControlled signal is locked
and is propagated in a similar manner
to a fast steady jet of water leaving a
hose pipe and falling direcfly into a
bucket (the radio receiver). These
signals are transmitted on a very narrow
band to a dedicated receiver. ihey are
very reliable as no tuning is required
and the audio clarity is excellent. They
are also much more energy efficieni
than their free oscillating counterparts.
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Transmitting Frequencies

The crystal controlled devices sold in the United Kingdom normally operate in

the UHF band (3'18-490Mhz) or the VHF band (169-174Mhz).

Free oscillating devices often operate in the VHF band only and may use the
frequency bands for commercial radio (88-108Mhz) or the Air Band (108-138Mhz).

Transmission Range

All devices have different transmission ranges, range is dependent on the power
output of the battery, the power output of the antenna (normally stated in watts or
milli-watts) and the antenna used to transmit and receive the signals. A standard
hand held radio transceiver may push out 3-5 watts, whereas an average
eavesdropping transmitter may only push out 10mw-50mw.

The transmitter antenna should ideally be vertical and has to be the correct length
to correspond with the frequency used. For example, a transmitter using a
frequency of 174Mhz requires an antenna that is .43 ol a metre long (or 43cms /
17- inches) and this is quite important.

To obtain this length we can make a calculation by dividing the number 300 (a
constant) by the frequency. Then we divide the answer by 4 to give the length of
the antenna in metres.

For Example:

300.00 =1.724 then 1.724 = 0.43 m = 43cms
174.00Mh2 4

This rule is also prevalent for the radio receiver and also if you are calculating the
length of a mag' mount antenna for your vehicle radios.

lf the transmitter has 'line of sight'to the receiver, you should achieve maximum
transmitting range. When objects such as buildings, trees or hills become
between them, the range will be drastically reduced.

. Yagi Antennas

The use of a high gain Yagi antenna will greatly increase your radio reception
range. The Yagi antenna is similar in appearance to a TV aerial and should be
pointed towards the transmitter to obtain maximum reception.
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Long Range Transmission

At times, we may have to monitor a
transmitter from a considerable distance
away. Transmitters bought from the run
of the mill 'spy shops' will not be able to
transmit for more than 300 metres for the
reasons mentioned above.

It would be difficult for these same devices to be installed in a vehicle to monitor
conversations due to the shielding of the metal car body. lf the engine is running,
you will also encounter interference.

. High Power Transmitters

A cheap way of providing a powerful transmitter (with 500mw output) is with the
use of two way radio. Currently on the market are many small pairs of 'walkie-
talkies'costing about t100.00. These radios operate on what is called the PMR446
Service (Public Mobile Radio 446Mhz) and this frequency is licence exempt.

They are a good, small and robust radio with a range of up to 2km in open terrain.
A radio of this type with a socket for an external microphone and earpiece can be
easily adapted for covert requirements.

On some models, when a microphone is plugged
into the set it automatically starts transmitting (a
switch could be added if required). You would then
be able to monitor the conversations on the other
matching receiver or a scanner.

A device similar to this has been used with
success in the past when it was installed in the
cab of a lorry. lt was wired up to the vehicles
power and the microphone concealed within the
cab. We were able to listen in to conversations
taking place inside the cab from a distance of 600
metres away.

. Re-Broadcasting (Repeaters)

Some RF detectors scan the airwaves for the
nearest and strongest signal in their search for
transmitting devices. Due to this, some transmitters

YagiAntenna

:
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are manufactured to transmit at a very low output in order to defeat them. However,
a'repeater'located nearby, assists to transmit the very weak signals over a much
greater distance. ln theory the principle is very simple; the repeater receives the
signals from the bug, amplifies them and then re-transmits it at higher power on

a different frequency to be received some miles away.

. Encrypted Transmitters

There are a number of suppliers that produce encrypted transmitters. The radio
signal is'scrambled', so it cannot be intercepted and listened into like your standard
device. However, RF locator/detectors can find signals transmitted from these
devices just as easily as any other.

. Spread Spectrum Transmitters

Rather than transmit on the traditional 'narrow' band, these devices transmit over
a very wide frequency band making them difficult to detect with an RF detector.

. RAFT

A covert system such as the 'RAFT' enables audio to be recorded and stored
digitally on a device similar to a digital recorder. However, the data will remain
stored in the device until it is remotely activated, this could be by a person
walking nearby with a special receiver in a briefcase. When the device is

activated when walking past, it burst transmits all the data to the receiver, which
can then be taken away and analysed. This type of system is not readily
available to the general public.

The Stage Microphone

One of the most effective audio transmitters
available is actually a transmitting stage
microphone used by performers on stage. The
small system comprises of a small transmitter
(UHF or VHF) which is connected to a high gain
microphone. This transmits to a dedicated
nearby receiver with two antennas (to ensure
positive reception). The range is limited but the
audio clarity is superb and far outshines any
surveillance device on the market today and in

some cases at a fraction of the cost.
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The lnfinity Device

This device monitors room audio, and as its name implies can be monitored from
anywhere in the world. lt is installed into the telephone wiring of a property and
draws its power from the line. From a telephone (anywhere in the world) you can
dial into the target's telephone using the normal telephone number but add an
additional digit (preset by the manufacturer). This prevents the target telephone
from ringing and 'opens' up the microphone in the device. You are then able to
monitor conversations in that room over the phone network. lf someone picks up
the phone, the device is automatically cut off.

Radio Receivers

. Crystal Controlled Receivers

Crystal controlled transmitters
normally come packaged with a
dedicated receiver, the audio
clarity received is excellent
quality. Some receivers are only
the size of a cigarette packet
and can be connected to a
recorder. Others can be larger
'desk top' size and can be built
into the same module as a re-
corder. As with all devices, they
require a power supply. Be
aware of the small receivers that
use tiny six volt batteries, they

will not last very long and can be expensive to replace. Not many of them can be
plugged into a mains adapter, however, they can easily be modified to operate
from a larger power pack so they can operate indefinitely without any attention.

The antenna has to be the correct length to match the frequency and be as
vertical as possible. A directional antenna (one that points towards the
transmitter such as a Yagi) will greatly effect the transmission/reception range.

. Tuneable Receivers

Tuneable receivers are normally used to receive 'free-oscillating' signals that
operate in the'Air Band'frequency range (108-140Mhz) and special receivers
are available for this. These free oscillating devices tend to suffer from 'signal
drift'and so constant fine-tuning is necessary to keep the signal clear. Overall
they are not very reliable and would not be recommended for professional use.

UHF Receiver

L-.--
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. Scanners

Radio scanners are receivers that are able to
receive signals over a very wide frequency range.
lndividual frequencies can be stored into the
scanner and then selected at random. lf many
devices are used on different frequencies, only
one scanner will be needed rather than many
dedicated receivers.

TELEPHONE MONITORING

I ntercepting telephone conversations is probably
the most effective way of technically gathering
information and can be gathered in the following
manner:

. Hard Wired Telephone Tap

. Transmitted Signals

. lnduction Telephone Tap

Telephone systems can be divided into two categories. Analogue or Digital.
Analogue is the system normally used for domestic (home) systems and small
businesses. The signals carried through the system cabling have not been
processed and could effectively be listened to by attaching a pair of headphones.
Digital systems are more likely to be found in offices and businesses.

With digital systems, the signals are converted into digital code before they are
sent through the system. Due to this, the signals are unable to be intercepted by
conventional methods. We will later look at the methods of intercepting digital
systems but first we will look at analogue telephone systems.
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Analogue Systems

. Hard Wired Telephone Tap

A tape recorder can be connected by various means to the telephone System

and can intercept conversations taking place over one particular target telephone,
or from any other telephone extension that is being used on the same circuit.

The recorder has to be physically connected
to the telephone line and the signals pass
through an interfacing-switching device that
stops and starts the recorder as the
telephone handset is lifted. These switches
can operate by 'voice activation' (VOX) or
by voltage 'relay' switches. This system is
very effective and the recorder can be
located in another part of the
building some distance away from the
target telephone. lf you are unable to use
the existing wiring, you may have to lay a
separate cable that looks part of the
system and run it to a safe concealed area.

The switching device or tape recorder may
be manufactured with a standard BT plug
fitted. lf this is plugged into an unused socket it should record any of the
telephones on the same circuit. lf it is not feasible or covert to plug it into the wall
socket, the plug can easily be removed, the two 'outside'wires made bare and

then connected into the junction box or spliced into the two correct wires. These
devices are normally to be connected in 'parallel' to the wires numbered '2' and
'5' in a conventional socket in the UK. This will enable all the telephones on the
same circuit to be recorded and the recorder can be located in a safe place.

A digital recorder can also be used to record the conversation if concealment and
recording time is a major factor. A hard wired recording system will not be located
by RF detectors.

. Hard Wired to a Computer

You do not necessarily require a tape recorder as there are interfaces available
that allow telephone conversations to be recorded on a personal computer. ln
addition to the conversations, you will be able to tell the date, time and duration
of any calls received or made.
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Scrnsstic T*lephone I ntercepts
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Telephone Transmitters

ln a manner similar to that of room transmitters, telephone transmitting devices
can send conversations over the air to a nearby receiver. The transmitters have
to be connected to the line (by splicing) at a point between the telegraph pole
and the target telephone, or inside the telephone itself.

Depending on how and where the device is actually installed will reflect on whether
one telephone or many extensions will be intercepted.

There are various telephone devices available: the more common types rely on
the telephone line voltage to operate them. some have a rechargeable batiery
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Simple Telephone Transmitter
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built into them to provide extra transmitting power. Telephone transmitters can
be supplied as'stand alone' units or come ready- made built into telephone sockets
and adapters. ln an analogue system, the wires connected to terminals 2 and S
carry the voice transmissions and it is one of these that the device is connected to.

When carrying out electronic searches ensure that the telephone handset is removed
from its cradle and a dial tone
obtained. Otherwise no signal will
be transmitting for the RF detector
to lock onto. ln addition, do not
assume that transmitters will be
connected to the lines or
junction boxes that you can see.
Double check to see if any cables
spur away, where transmitters may
be'remoted' to avoid detection.

. lnduction Telephone Tap

This device often referred to as a
'Snuffle Bug', can be used in A transmiter fitted in series to a single wire
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conjunction with a transmitter or hard wired
into a recorder. The snuffle bug is placed
on the outside of the telephone wiring and
picks up signals by 'induction'. Every wire
that has a current running through it (such

as a phone line) radiates a magnetic field.
This device is able to read the signals
carried along this magnetic field. The
advantage to this device is the fact that the
telephone line does not have to be 'broken
into' making it very difficult to detect and
leaves no trace of tampering with the lines.

A cheap common device that works bY

induction is called a'telephone pick-up coil'. lt is a small device that is connected to

a recorder, at the other end is a small black device housing a coil with a rubber

sucker on the outside. The sucker is connected to the telephone receiver (next to the
earpiece) and picks up the signals. Although not covert, it is a suitable cheap device
if you need to record telephone conversations. To a degree, it will also work if you

place it close to the telephone cabling.

Mobile Telephones

Without very sophisticated equipment mobile phones cannot be generally
intercepted. However, at times you may want to record a conversation that you are
making or receiving on a mobile. To attach a conventional microphone to your

mobiles earpiece should work in theory but you will find that you will hear interference

from the phones radio transmissions. A special microphone is available that is
'shielded' from your mobile which you fit into is possible.

A telephone transmitter installed
in a 'primary'iunction box
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Dig ital Telephone Systems

Telephone conversations on digital
systems can be difficult to intercept
as the signals are 'coded' or
processed.

ln order to monitor and transmit
these signals, we have to intercept
them before they are digitised. This
means that a transmitter has to be
installed to catch the signal as it
leaves the 'curly' lead from the
handset and before (or where) it
enters the printed circuit board and
becomes digitised.

Once the correct pair of wires that lead to the handset ear-piece are identified
we should be able to connect our transmitter. ln digital systems, the power through
the system is very low, therefore any transmitter will require its own power source
and switch.

. Fibre Optic Switch

One switching system incorporates
two light sensors which 'see' the
ambient light from two short fibre
optic cables. Two tiny holes are
drilled into the telephone body (one
in the handset cradle, the other on
the top surface of the phone), the fibre
optics 'see' the light levels and
activate a switch. The sensor that is
set into the handset cradle will be in
darkness when the handset is resting,
the sensor on the surface of the
phone will be in the light. This
difference in light from each sensor
sets the switch in the 'off'position.

Fibre Optic

aSensors*#

When the handset is lifted from the cradle, the two sensors now pick up equal
amounts of light that activates the switch and causes a transmission. This
system is very clever but over sophisticated when there are easier methods of
carrying out the same task.

.--
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. Handset Tilt Switch

Another and much far simpler system of
monitoring digital systems comprises
of a normal room transmitter, but it is
installed into the actual handset and
has its own power supply which lasts
for about one month. The microphone
is able to pick up the voice of the
person holding the receiver and also
the person on the other end. ln some
devices, two wires are also connected
to the telephone earpiece in order to
hear the other side of the conversation.
As it is battery operated, you would not
want the batteries to go flat within a

lnterception of Digital Telephones

number of hours and so a small 'tilt' switch is used in order to power and activate
the device. When the handset is resting in the cradle, the device is dormant,
when lifted up to the ear, the tilt switch activates the device and transmits.

lf the target's telephone has to be taken apart, try and practice on a telephone of
the same model (not the target's). That way you will not leave any suspicious
scratches or marks on the target phone.

ani€nna

Tilt switch transmitter for digitial telephones

Bugging Device
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. Hard Wired Recorders

Recorders can be hardwired into digital systems but they are expensive. As with
analogue systems, a device is available that can be attached directly to the
telephone cabling but in this instance it converts digital signals to analogue prior to
being recorded.

Miscellaneous Monitoring Systems

. Mobile Telephones

This device, for all intents and
purposes is a standard mobile
telephone but it then becomes a covert
listening device with an infinite range.
You can dial this mobile telephone
from anywhere in the world and be
able to monitor conversations picked
up by the telephone's built in microphone
or a microphone attached to it as part
of a hands free kit.

These devices can be purchased from
'spy shops' and many will be adapted
to use a better quality microphone,
however, you can improvise and do it yourself with good results. A 'Pay-as-You-
Ga'phone will not cost you line rental and a t10.00 card will last indefinitely. The
majority of Ericsson phones can be adapted and some Nokia models.

The phone is not modified in any way except for alterations to the phone's
'Settings Menu'. Make the following settings via the Menu to adapt the telephone:

. Turn the Ringer Tone OFF (to make it covert)

. Turn off the Display Light (to preserve power)

. Set the phone to Auto Answer (so it answers itself)

. Connect the hands free kit (to remote the microphone)

When you dial into the phone it will not ring as you have turned the ringer off.
After the second 'ring'the phone will 'auto answer'and open up the microphone
in order for you to listen in (only with the hands free kit connected). The 'life'of

,h
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the device is reliant on the battery standby time, unless the battery is connected
to the mains via the battery charger, in which case it will operate indefinitely.

lf you require to monitor conversations taking place in a vehicle, this is probably
one of the most effective ways of doing so and the power supply can be obtained
from the car's battery.

. Spike Microphone

A Spike Mic is what the name implies and is a microphone attached to a spike
that can be pushed and embedded into wooden window frames and walls. Operating
very similar to the 'Listen Through Wall'device, the Spike Mic picks up vibrations
when access to the area to be monitored is not possible. lt can be connected
directly to a tape recorder or to a transmitter.

. Optical (lnfra Red) Transmitters

These devices are not freely available to the general public and can be effective
in the correct conditions. The audio transmitter does not send its signals by
conventional radio signals but by pulses of infra red light. A small infra red
emitting diode (bulb) has to be in direct line of sight to the optical receiver and
operates in a fashion similar to that of a set of wireless headphones or the TV
remote control unit.

The receiver, normally utilising a telescope, 'sees' these invisible infra red
emissions and converts them back into audio signals in order to be heard. These
devices will not be found by conventional sweeping/scanning RF equipment.

OPTICAL {lnfra Red} TRANSMITTER
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. Laser Retlective MicroPhone

This device can be unreliable and requires accurate operating conditions in

order for it to operate. lt iS used to monitor room conversations when access is

not possible to install a device. ln simplistic terms, a laser is 'fired' at the target

window, which vrbrates due to the sound waves made from within like a gigantic

eardrum. The laser is reflected and now carries with it the vibrations from the

window (or modulated). The received or bounced laser signals are captured and

converted back into audio.

Any external audio such as a vehicle passing the target window or heavy winds

can effect the system, hence the conditions need to be ideal'

LA$ER MICROPHONE

RECIEVER

. Fax lntercepts

Equipment is available that can be used to intercept fax messages' These

devices are not cheap due to the technology involved. They are able to be
,hardwired' into a phone/fax line or a transmitter can be used in order to intercept

and transmit fax data.

. Passive Microwave Flooding

ln the famous'Bug in the Great Sea/'case during the early 1950s, the Soviets

concealed a listening device in a replica of the Great Seal of the United States

and presented it to the US Ambassador. The seal hung on his office wall for the

L
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next six years monitoring
conversations until it was
discovered. What was unique
about this device and what
actually prevented it from
being detected for so long,
was the fact that it did not
require a power supply, it had
no wires and it did not actively
transmit. Quite simply, an
ultra-high radio frequency
signal was beamed at the
office containing the device
from a van parked nearby.

These radio waves were then reflected back after being modulated by sound
waves from conversations hitting the bug's diaphragm. At this lime during the
cold war, this device was technically very advanced but also simple in its design
thus managing to avoid detection for so long.

These devices (transponders) are still used today and can lie dormant for many
months before being activated but their range is very limited.

Gomputer Monitoring

Over the past few years, with more and more people using computers, I found
myself being asked to investigate and establish what individuals are doing on a
computer, in particular what they were doing on the lnternet. The clients' initial
request was to hide a video camera in the vicinity and record what was on the
screen. Technically this is quite difficult for a few reasons; you have to site the
camera very close to the screen, (which is not always possible), and even if you
do get close, the recorded picture can be obscured by TV flicker.

There are now a number of ways to achieve this aim, which need only a mini-
mum knowledge of using a computer.

. Keyboard Logger

Some /8 months ago, we were contacted by a c/ient who asked us if we could
access one of hrs office computers which was protected by a password. The
c/ient strongly suspected that the user (a sa/es team manager) was setting up
his own business rn company time. The client wanted to examine his wordprocess-
ing fi/es and emai/s for any evidence. We supp/ied our client with a small device
ca/led a 'Keykatch' and within the first day of operation the client had the
computer password and access to the machine.

The'Bug in the Seal' being made public in the
United Nations on 26th May 1960
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A very small device called the 'Keykatch" is freely available a-nd is able to record

all the keystrokes *"J" on a computer keyboard' This identifies what a target is

typing into a computer, obtain his passworos ano lD codes and also identify what

websites are being visited.

The device connects into the back of

the computer into the socket where the

keyboard normallY Plugs in, the
keyboard is then plugged into the device'

Any keystroke then made on the target

computer will be stored on the device,

:i::::!::::::r:li:i

diff erent storage capacities are t;

available and the 64Kb modelwillstore
up to 64,000 keystrokes, which equates

to 40 pages of A4 tYPescriPt.

The device, which requires no batteries can be interrogated whilst stillconnected

to the target computer or be removed and interrogated elsewhere' All that you

need to read the device is a word processing package such as windows

Notebook or Microsoft Word. After a password is entered into the keyboard, it is

,ecogniseo by the device and a Short menu appears on the screen giving you

various options to view the data or erase it'

lf you choose ,VieW,, the Stored data suddenly appears on the screen and can be

read as a normal document full of information. The data can then be saved on a

t[ppv disk and device ,emptied, of all data ready to start again.

How much does this device cost? You should not expect to have to pay more

than about t140.00.

Computer Monitoring Software

. Spector Sottware

Another simple and very effective method of

viewing the activity on a computer monitor is

with i nifty software programme called
'spector', produced in the USA by Spectorsoft'

lf you can imagine a camera inside your

computer which takes a snapshot of the screen

every five seconds and then stores the pictures

in a hidden file for you to look at later on, then

this is what 'spector' is capable of doing'
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The software, on floppy disc or cD, takes about 3 minutes to install and is
immediately in use with no fuss. By accessing the hidden file with a password,
the screen shots can then be reviewed using the on screen buttons similar to a
video recorder which has play, Rewind and Fast Forward which help you scan
through the snapshots.

It is an amazing piece of software and anything that appears on the screen will
be recorded.

. All applications and programmes

. Typed letters

. All web sites visited

. Email activity

. All keystrokes typed

. Screen snapshots

lf you need to know what someone is looking at on a computer, this programme
is first class.

. Remote Computer Monitoring

There are numerous computer
software packages on the market
that enables a person to monitor the
activity taking place on a target
computer from a remote location.
One common package similar to
Spector is called 'eBlaster'.

This programme carries out the
same monitoring activities as
Spector but you do not need access
to the machine in order to examine
the information or screen shots. With
eBlaster, whenever the target
computer goes on-line, it will secrefly
email you (to a designated email
address) all the computer activity
and screen shots. lt will do this every
30 minutes or once a day, depending
on how you program the software.
This software is not expensive and
can be bought for as little as f65.00
over the internet.

One of the programmes menus
used to alter the memory settings
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A special feature of the programme is that every time the target receives or sends

an email, you also receive a covert copy of it in your designated email post box'

Going turt'trer into the depths of cyber spying, you can also tell eBlaster that you

onty ivisn to receive emails with a selected word in it' So if you only want emails

mentioning 'theft" you tell eBlaster, so it filters them out and sends them on'

This is a very powerful monitoring tool indeed. lmagine, if you have an employee

located in one part of the country and you want to monitor him from your office

elsewhere and all for t65.00. Spectorsoft also produce a Spector Professional

Edition, which is a combination of eBlaster and Spector'

. R.A.l.D.

R.A.l.D. stands for Rapid Action lmaging Device and was designed to be used by

computer forensic investigators. lt is a small hand held unit designed for copying

computer hard drives eaiity and quickly. Remember that not all computers are

connected to the internet and so conventional hacking will not give a cyber spy

access to the machine. A Fl.A.l.D. device in the hands of an industrial Spy, can

copy computer f iles at an astounding high-speed of nearly one gigabyte of data a

minute.

. VDU Monitoring

when we look at a computer monitor (screen) we see the picture, what we do not

realise is that it actuaity emits radio waves. lt is possible to place a special

bugging device in the vibinity of the monitor, which transmits these signals to a

n"IIOy-r"."iver, which then converts them back into readable video pictures. This

system is not normally available to the general public but used at government

level and is commonly known as'Tempest"

INTERCEPTING VilIj FMMISSIONS

Every VDU (conPuter screeen) emits
radialions on a particular frequency thal are

able to pass through walls as radio waves.

TARGE?VOlt

With *se ela'Tempest'receiver, ths sigilalg
are able to be receivad and proce*sed in
order lo rnonitor what is being typed sn the
targetVDU.

-

TEMPEST RSCE}V€R * VOU
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i-
' .,:+::i-\:R_-.=.s.

. D.t.R.T.

D.l'R.T. stands for Data lnterception by Remote Transmission and is a software
programme very similar to Spector Pro and eBlaster. However, this is different
as you do not need access the target computer in order to load the programme.
with D.l.R.T., the programme can be emailed to the target computer riding on the
back of an innocent looking emair with an attachmeni lcommonly known as a
Trojan). This is why it is advisable not to open any unsolicited emails that arrive
with attachments. The attachment may be opened and appear to look all
innocent, but behind the scenes, the Trojan is unleashed and embeds itself in a
dark corner of your computer.

once installed, it will monitor all computer activity and send reports back to a
pre-programmed host computer. ln addition, the cyber spy will be able to browse
around the inside of the target hard drive and files for anything of interest to
them.

The software was designed for US government, law enforcement and military
use and may not be freely obtained to be used by the general public.

=+i=+*ry"_nq.-
+=%r

,/
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Technical Surveillance counter Measures (TSCM)

Electronic surveillance counter measures is a very technical complex subject

which cannot be covered in half a chapter. There are many people out there who

advertise a search and sweep service but in my opinion, the majority are just

going through the motions without really knowing what they are doing, what they

ire looking for and without sufficient equipment or any training.

lf you spend thousands of Pounds on

purchasing an RF detector such asAudiotel's
'scanlock', without having the training to use

it or understand its capabilities then it is of
no use to you. The Scanlock is a first class
RF detector/locator (and mains carrier
detector) but it will not locate a
hard-wired recording device such as a

buried microphone or a transmitter that has

no power source. lf you have to use or hire

a counter measures team, do not be afraid
to quiz them about their qualifications and

do not be impressed by the cost of the

equipment. Anyone can have a Rolls Royce

if he has the money, but not everyone can

drive properly.

A private investigator offering his TSCM

services very recently stated, 'You don't
need the brains of an astronaut in order to

look for bugs'. Well, I don't have afternoon
tea with Neil Armstrong, nor do I drive a

rocket but I know one or two things about
Electronic Surveillance' De-bugging

tfle

The telegraph Pole is
vulnerable to transmitters

equipment is very sophisticated; it is very

easy to operate and is very user friendly. However, unless you know exactly what

yor'"ra looking for, how devices are connected, concealed and operated, you

may miss them in Your search.
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Threat Assessment

We have often received telephone calls
from clients stating, 'l think that our
office or telephones are being bugged'.
'Okay', I reply, 'Where are you telephon-
ing me from? 'Why, the office of course!'
is often the reply, and_,th6n the client
suddenly realises ffw-siupid he feels as
he has just informed the 'buggist' that he
is on to them.

lf you have a client that claims that he may
be the victim of electronic surveillance it
is very important to carry out an initial
threat assessment in order to establish the
level of the threat and the likelihood of an electronic attack.

They should be asked:

. Why would anyone wish to carry out an
electronic attack on you and what would
they be anterested in?

lf your client were to be monitored, ask by who? lf
they have a genuine reason for being attacked in
this way then you can judge whether there is a
genuine threat and possibly the expense and
effort that the threat would go through, in order to
attack your client.

lf it is a private client who suspects that their partner is tapping the phone due to
suspicions of a matrimonial affair, you would not expect to see a high degree of
sophistication or high cost equipment which has possibly been installed by a
private investigator. Alternatively, a commercial client who has high value
confidential information that would be of use to competitors could be attacked at
a higher level of sophistication and cost.

lf the client states, 'l don't really know why or who would want to attack us', then
you must get to the bottom of why you have been called in the first place. Do not
forget that there are people about who suffer from paranoia, but do not become
complacent, there may be a real threat.
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. Who do you suspect of attacking you in this way?

There could be one potential threat, there could be many for various reasons. lf

they are under attack, how was the device planted, by an employee, a visitor or

by unauthorised access such as a mock break in.

. What are your reasons for suspecting that you are being monitored

lf the elient is convinced that information is being
'leaked' or confidential information has got back to them

via a circuitous route, there is obviously a breach of

security. Many clients automatically suspect that they
are being 'bugged', but check to establish if the 'leaked'

information could have got out by any other means and

consider:

. Loose talk bY staff

. Disgruntled emPloYee

. A confidence being broken

. Confidentialwaste and refuse being examined

. Documents left on desks

. Unauthorised access to computers and files

. Dictaphone tapes left out on desks

. A'mole' in the comPanY

. Who has leaked the confidential information?

lf the details of a confidential conversation have got back to the client, he should

recall the place and circumstances when the conversation took place. lf it was in

an office or boardroom, you can suspect that these may be vulnerable target

areas. lf the conversation took place over the telephone, this is obviously a prime

area to check and search.

. lf a device is found, what are you to do?

. Remove the it

. Leave it in situ

. Disable the it

lf a device is found there are a few options that are open to discussion with the

client. Remember if you locate one device do not pack you bags and go home'

Continue your search for olher devices, some may have been planted to act aS

decoys.

,--
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. Remove the device

lf we remove the device, there will no longer be a threat but the buggist
will know that his operation has been compromised. This will either mike
him go to ground or attempt a further attack.

. Leave it in situ

You could leave the device in place and then provide false information
(dis-information) to the buggist. lf this is done, you should be careful as
the buggist may have heard your attempts to locate the device.

. Disable the device

lf the device is left in situ but disabled, the buggist may be tempted to
return and service it. ln this event, a covert camera system could be
installed to cover it in order to identify when the buggist returns.

Scanlock M2

Wiring Analyser

Delta V Signet

The range of TSCM equipment supplied by Audiotet Ltd
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lf your client suspects that he has been bugged, tell him:

. Not to panic.

. Continue to use the telephones in a normal manner but avoid
discussing sensitive issues. To stop using the phones altogether may
alert the buggist.

. To contact a search team as soon as possible using a'secure means'.
He should prepare for them a 'threat assessment'.

. Not to employ a local
private investigator to
carry out the search as
he may have installed the
device. Look for someone
out of the area and check
their qualifications.

. Do not use the suspected
phone for confidential
matters.

. Use a mobile cell phone
in a'clean'area to discuss
counter-measures or
sensitive information.

. Do not try to locate any devices themselves. Do not telephone the
police or phone company as they will not be able to help them.

. Secure any suspected areas in the event the buggist attempts to
retrieve any devices before a search team arrives.

After this has been discussed, you should arrange for a professional and
qualified person to carry out the sweep/search. lt is strongly recommended to
use only those practitioners that do this solely for a living. A private investigator
may advertise a sweep service but he will also carry out accident enquiries,
tracing missing persons, process serving and debt collection. The phrase, 'Jack
of all trades but a master of none'comes to mind. There are qualified people out
there who have many skills but would you expect your plumber to be able to fix
your roof, tarmac your drive, re-point the walls and re-wire you house? I think
not.

-5
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Counter Electronic Surveillance
Equipment

Listed below are a number of types of
equipment and devices that a counter
surveillance team would be expected to
use in an electronic search. These
devices all have limited use but should
tell you that a device is present. An
electronic search should be backed up
by a physical inspection as it is only the
eyes that will find a device or any
evidence of tampering.

Rad io Frequency DetectorsiReceivers

Counter surveillance receivers such as
Audiotel's 'scanlock,are able to pick up
signals from active transmitters and are
then used to rocate them to within a few inches. They are arso abre to detecr'mains carrier'transmitting systems and radio tereprrone iaps.

what they do not identify, are any devices that are switched off (such as remotecontrolled) or devices that have fiat batteries. rn addition, troy 
"r" 

unabre to pickup or identify hard wired microphones, recorders or hard wiied terephone taps.However, the new scanrock M2 can run 24 hours a oay rogginl ail signars onto alaptop computer which comes suppried with the receiver, this wiil monitor andnote any out of hours transmissions.

Audiotel's'Super Broom' non linear
junction detector is used to locate

concealed microphones and dormant
transmitters

The Scanlock M2

qtF--'-*"*
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Non-Linear Junction Detectors

The'NLJD'or Harmonic Radar is often referred to as'The Broom'which is actually
a trade name. They are used to identify and locate printed circuit boards, cables
and microphones that may be buried in walls, cavities or furniture. The NLJD will
locate any inactive transmitters or devices.

Hand Held RF Detectors

Smaller portable, hand held RF detectors are cheaper
alternatives and often used by close protection teams.
I would not recommend using one for a major search
and be aware of the 'cheap and nasty' ones that sell
for about t150.00 as they are virtually useless.
Audiotel's Delta V is a hand held device, that is
portable and very effective in locating transmitters.

The Sig-Net is also a hand held receiver, which
identifies and locates mobile phone bugs and GSM
transmitters. This receiver can be left in an office whilst
a meeting is taking place in order to protect 'real time'
in the event anyone activates a GSM device.

Spectrum Analysers

These devices allow you to see a visual display of the radio signals in the locality
on an oscilloscope. To a trained person, these signals can be interpreted and
establish if a transmitting device is present. Modern counter measures receivers
use PC based spectral analysis software for faster response and location.

Time Domain Reflectometer

This device is used to detect breaks and splices in
cables. Quite often it is not possible to follow a
cable along its length and so a TDR will identify where
a cable has been broken and repaired or a device
attached. An experienced operator should be able
to tell where the 'break' has occurred in order to
examine it physically.

The 'Signet' which identifies and locates
GSM (mobile phone) transmissions

5
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Multi-Meter

This is used to measure line voltages and other current measurements
especially within telephone wiring. A measurement taken across the line (at
terminals 2 and 5) should give you a reading of 49 volts when the handset is in
the cradle (on hook). when removed (off hook), the voltage drops to about 9
volts.

lf a device is installed in series on the line, the voltage measurement when off
hook should increase from 9 volts up to 25 volts due to extra resistance. lf a
device is installed in parallel on the line, both the on hook and off hook voltages
would be less than normal (below 9 and 49 volts respectively). This amount will
differ according to the type of device used.

Voltage Measurement on Telephone Lines

Sbbdsrd $ffi De$s lh Pdeilel

Off Hoolt = 9V
On llook * 49V

Oll Hook = 25V
Ofl Hook * 49V

Ofl Hook * <9V
On Hcok * <49V

Example of a TSGM Report

Report

After our threat assessment taken with the co-operation or Mr Webb, we
attended at the offices of Webbo Ltd in High Wycombe, on Monday 1Oth June
2002.

we carried out a complete electronic sweep of the executive offices and board-
room for any active or voice activated transmitters. Special emphasis was placed
on the electrical mains and telephone system.

*!t riF:r J i
i!_i ,I
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The electrical power system was inspected and tested for mains carrler
transmitters and mains operated transmitters.

The telephone system was electronically inspected which included all handsets

and walljunction boxes, they were also subject to an internal physical search.

The fax systems were also tested for radio transmissions.

All ancillary electrical equipment was inspected and tested, these included:
table lamps, calculators, lap tops, coffee machines, mobile phone chargers,

and PIR detectors.

A physical search was also carried out of the lowered ceiling and wall cavities
for hard wired microphones, tape recorders and inactive transmitters.

Findings

No surveillance equipment or evidence of such was found within the suite.
The telephone system was found to be clean of all interception devices.

The electrical system in the office suite was found to be clean of active
transmitting devices and mains borne carrier devices. The fax machines were

clear of radio transmissions.

The ceiling voids and partition walls were electronically and physically
inspected and again no evidence was found of any transmitters.

Conclusion

No specific evidence was found to associate concern over the loss of information
with the use of electronic surveillance devices. However, certain lacks in
general security were noted:

. The photocopier was not secure and open to misuse.

. There was no 'clear desk' routine and important files were left insecure.

. The waste (including confidential) was not shredded but placed in a open

skip at the end of each evening by the cleaners.

Should you have any comments regarding the above please do not hesitate to
contact us.

This report is correct to the best of our knowledge and belief dated the 9th
September 2003.

".5
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Legal lssues

ln the United Kingdom, there is a belief within the investigative industry and those
that sell surveillance products that there is a'grey' area regarding the use and
legalities of electronic surveillance equipment. There is in fact no grey area but
law, which clearly defines black from white when it comes to using this equipment.

There are various Acts, which govern electronic surveillance in the UK, these
include:

. Regulation of lnvestigatory Powers Act 2000

. lnterception of Telecommunications Act 1985

. lntelligence Services Act 1994

. Security Service Act 1989

. Police Act 1997

. Wireless and Telegraphy Act 1949

. Human RightsAct 1998

. Data Protection Act 1998

Public Authorities

For 'Public Authorities' such as the Police, Customs
and Excise, the Security Service (M15). to carry out a
technical surveillance, they have to have a signed
authority and warrant from the Secretary of State. This
authority is given under the terms of the lnterception
of Communications Act 1985 where warrants will only
be issued if the warrant is deemed necessary in the
interests of national security, or for the purposes of
safeguarding the economic well being of the UK. This
is normally against threats from overseas in order to
prevent or detect serious crime. This type of
surveillance is classed as 'intrusive' under the
Regulation of lnvestigatory Powers Act 2000.

ln order to install these devices, the authorities will require permission (again
from the Home Secretary) to enter premises to do so. Authority would be granted
on the grounds that the information it is likely to be of substantial value to the
authorities and that it is being used as a last resort when all other avenues have
failed.
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Scanning and Listening

Under section 5(b) of the wireless Telegraphy Act 1949 it is an offence to use

radio equipment'with intent to obtain information as to the contents, sender or

addressee of any messages, whether or not the information is passed on, which

the user has not been authorised to receive.

lf you listen to anything other than 'licensed broadcasting' or Amateur Radio

(including CB) you are 
-breaking 

the law. You are also breaking the law if you

pass on lny iniormation heard on the radio. Even having a private frequency

stored in a receiver's memory channel (such as a scanner) is considered to be

proof of intercepting messages that are not intended for you. Penalties can

include heavy fines and/or imprisonment, or both.

This basically states that it is illegal to listen in to any transmission, which is not

intended directly for you or the public audience.

It is agreed that Scanners can be freely obtained on any high street but to use

and monitor frequencies outside the commercial and licensed bands is illegal.

Radio Transmitters

Using ANY radio transmitting equipment without a licence in the UK is an

offence under the 1949 Wireless & Telegraphy Act. You could also be liable to

confiscation of any other related equipment used at the unlicensed station or

premises and/or a fine of up to t5,000 and up to six months imprisonment'
Therefore using any transmitting bugs (whether used on private property or not)

is an offence. tfris includes the improper'normal' use of transmitting equipment

such as Public Mobile Radio (PMR) or walkie-talkies.
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lnterception of Telecommunications (Telephones)

It is an offence under the Telecommu-
nications Act 1985 to attach a device
or telephone instrument to a British
Telecom line/system which has not
been authorised by B.T. regardless of
whether it is on private property or not.
ln addition, the recording of a person
without their knowledge of the fact is
also illegal under the Data Protection
Act, hence why some recorders emit a
bleep. ln addition, you may have
noticed that sometimes when dialling
certain companies and call centres,
they have a warning message at the
start of the call informing you that all
calls are being monitored for training
purposes. This message is really a'get
out' clause in order for them to legally
monitor and record offensive customers.

'

i APPROVE#fCIic*'nnection to j,

:

; telecorprnunifffftiqnsystems 
:r specifie$'in,ttEi,qstruclionsfor 
l

use subject to the conditions set
i butrfn,thgtnt' ]

British Telecom
approval stickers

Some telephone recording machines have a 'green circle of approval' and
therefore can be connected to your phone system. However, if it has been
modified in anyway (by cutting off the connector plug) or is not used according to
the instructions, this invalidates the approval.

4-r@-'
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Audio Recordings Not Using Transmitters

A recording made with tape recorders and
hardwired microphones is perfectly legal in
the United Kingdom and can be used in
evidence so long as the integrity of the tapes
(evidence) is preserved.

Trespass

There are many forms of trespass but we
are concerned here with Trespass to Land.
ln the UK this is defined as:

A wrongful direct interference
with another Person or with his
possession of Land or Goods.

Or

Unjustifiable, direct and immediate interference (of an intentional
or negligent nature) with another persons land, for example, by
unauthorised walking on it.

Trespass To Land, usually takes the form of entering it without the owners'
permission. lt is no defence to show that the trespass was innocent.

This exterior telephone junction box, found on the walls of many modern homes
is very vulnerable to telephone transmitters.

Conclusion

Technical surveillance can be a very complex subject but due to the many
devices available on the open market today, they are made very user friendly.
The majority of the devices mentioned above all had a genuine commercial use
before being adapted for surveillance use and many can be improvised with a

little thought.

Counter surveillance is very complex and should be left to a qualified expert. lf
you carry out a search, remember that you have to leave the premises with your
hand on your heart and be able to say, 'Yes, that office is clean'. lf a client later
finds a device and can prove that it was present when you carried out your search,
and has lost information as a result, he is likely to sue you. Be careful.

"Ir
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Ghapter Ten

Anti and Gountd*
Surveillance
Having read this book you should now have the knowledge to understand how a
surveillance is carried out and the fundamental principles involved. This chapter
deals with anti-surveillance and counter surveillance measures that you or the
target of a surveillance could carry out in order to identify a surveillance team.
Now that you know how to do it, you should know how to counter it and know
what to look out for.

Firstly let us define the difference between the two disciplines.

. Anti-Surveillance

Anti-Surveillance is defined as the actions or manoeuvres that a person carries
out in order to

. Confirm that he is under surveillance and by whom

. Evade and lose the surveillance team

Anti-surveillance manoeuvres will be the actions of a target who suspects that he is
being followed in order to expose the team and confirm that he is being followed, and
also to draw the team into a position where they can be identified. Anti-surveillance
measures can be carried out Covertly or Overtly. Covertly, where the target is aware
of the surveillance teams' presence but does not let on to the fact. Or ouLrtty where
the target lets the surveillance team know that he is aware of their presence.

. Counter Surveillance

Counter Surveillance is defined as the actions that a third party (person or team)
carries out in order to:
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. ldentify any presence of a surveillance team

. Prevent that a person (the Principal) is under surveillance

A close protection (bodyguard) team would carry out counter surveillance in

order to establish whether their 'Principal' is under surveillance in the event that

he may be attacked or kidnapped. These actions are normally pre-planned and

rehearsed by a team or an individual.

Hardened, experienced criminals and terrorists will also use a form of counter

surveillance team, in order search and identify Police surveillance operators.

Surveillance Awareness Levels

ln an earlier chapter we discussed the various awareness levels of the target,

which can be listed as:

. Aware

The aware target disciplines and trains himself to look for 'watchers'

and 'followers' and who may carry out anti-surveillance tactics as a
matter of course every time he appears in the open.

. Semi-Aware

This Target would expect to be followed or watched as they have a

reason for doing so (i.e. they are up to no good). They may adopt some

anti-surveillance tactics to identify whether they are being followed but
may not really know what to look out for.

. Unaware

This Target does not consider or think about being watched or followed.

This type of target can be very complacent about his activities and is
easily caught out.

. Hidden

The target we consider 'hidden' would more likely to be the hardened

criminal such as the drug trafficker of terrorist who rarely carries out his

activities in the open.

There is also one other person that we have to be aware of when we are talking
about anti-surveillance and that is the 'Lost Driver'. We will discuss this person

towards the end of this chaPter.
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ANTI.SU RVEI LLANCE MEASU RES

As we have defined, anti-surveillance is described as the actions or manoeuvres
that a person carries out in order to get a reaction, and therefore confirm that he
is under surveillance and then to possibly evade and lose the surveillance team.

lmagine that you are at home and intend leaving for work, you will drive to a car
park and then walk a short distance to your destination. What noticeable things
would draw your attention to the fact
that you were being followed. What
actions would you carry out to confirm
that you were being followed and what
would you do to lose the followers.

The Plot Up Phase or Stake Out

. Observe from upper storey
window for unusual vehicles or
persons in the street/area
especially small vans. Unusual
vehicles, although they may
appear to be unoccupied, may
be fitted with video transmitting
equipment.

. Look for one or two persons in parked vehicles. ln poor or cold weather,
look to see if the windscreen wipers are being used or the heaters to
prevent the windows from misting up.

. Do not just concentrate within the close proximity of your home/office. A
surveillance could be triggered from some distance away by a surveillance
operator parked in a'safe' place using binoculars.

. Walk or drive around the block returning home shortly afterwards, looking
out for the unusual or for anyone pulling out directly behind you. lf you
carry out this action, give yourself a reason for doing so, such as visiting a
nearby neighbour or a local shop. You should not alert the watchers to the
reason for your actions, a'dummy' run will always confuse any watchers.

. Do not be af raid to challenge any suspicious persons. Any challenges will
put the surveillance operators on their guard, which may cause them to 'lift
off' or make their job even more difficult for them.

Ensure that all maps, radio parts and
cameras are covered up at all times

nIrFF
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. lf you see a suspicious vehicle, take a good look at it and note the details.
Ask the owner of the property who's house it is parked outside if they know

the owner.

. Alter your routines, do not leave home at the same time. Consider using

the front door and rear door at irregular intervals.

. Leave the house in a vehicle that is being driven by someone else whilst
you are out of sight in the rear.

. Enquire with friendly neighbours about anything suspicious. ln addition,

send someone else out such as a friendly neighbour to look for the unusual.

The Follow Phase Whilst Driving

. Note if anyone pulls out immediately behind you. This is unprofessional. Make

note of the vehicle behind you as you encounter the first or second junction/

turning after departure.

. As you depart, continue on Your
original direction for a short distance
and then do a'U'turn taking you back
past the spot you have just left,
looking at the other vehicles as they
pass you.

. Stop frequently and suddenlY,
observing the vehicles behind You,
noting their details and actions.

. Drive around a roundabout
several times to throw watchers into
chaos.
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. Jump a red light to see if You are
followed across.

. Frequently alter your sPeed bY

slowing down then speeding uP,

note if following cars overtake you
or keep to the same speed.
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. Stop immediately after
taking a left hand turn and note
the vehicles that pass you.

. lf held in traffic, closely
examine the car and person
behind you, look for signs of
talking into a radio orthe driver
that'creeps up' behind you.

. Pull into a petrol station and
observe the area whilst out of the car and filling up.

. Pull into a large car park with multiple exits.

. Drive on a motorway changing speed frequently from high to slow. come
off at an exit and then rejoin the carriageway.

. Pretend to break down on a motorway to see if anyone stops behind you.

' Drive into the country using narrow lanes whilst observing the vehicles
behind you.

. Enter a cul-de-sac or multi storey car park to see if you are followed in
and observe the drivers actions.

. At a junction or crossroads, indicate to turn and then move off in a
different direction or go straight across. Observe if the watchers indicate to
turn also, but then follow your actions.

Follow Phase Whilst on Foot

Foot surveillance can mean that you are in close proximity with the target and so
the risk of being noticed by an aware target is much greater. lf you were being
followed you could carry out the following anti-surveillance measures:

. Frequently look direcily behind you.

' Drop a piece of paper and see whether it is picked up and examined.

. Enter a telephone box and use it to observe your surroundings from. you
can stand there for a couple of minutes and observe on three sides.
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. When leaving the phone box, keep a close eye on it. in the event a

surveillance operator is 'clearing'the box for any information.

. Enter a shop or large store or caf6 and observe the doorway to see if you

are followed in.

. Frequently turn about and change direction'

. Walk into areas where there is little pedestrian activity such as a quiet

housing estate.

. Use large department stores with many exits and levels'

. Remove or add different types of clothing such as a hat or coat'

. Establish eye contact with suspected watchers, you do not necessarily

have to challenge them in order to put them off'

. Square the box.

. Rather than look directly behind you, use street furniture such as a bus

stopwhereyoucanstandforsometimelookingupanddownthestreetfor
watchers. ln addition, frequently cross the road, this gives you the opportunity

tolookupanddownthe.streetwhilstwaitingforpassingtraffic'

. Use different modes of transport; bus, train or a taxi. lf on a bus, sit at the

rear and observe those also getting on'

. challenge anyone suspected of following you, consider taking their

photograph which will really put them off'

.Moveaboutbybicycle,itistoofastforthoseonfoottokeepupwithand
too slow for vehicles to keep track of you'

Public TransPort

Utilising public transport can cause confusion and create anxiety in the team'

especially if you are changing from one type of transport to another. some tactics

could be:

.Waitatabusstopandthendon'tgetonbutlettheothers'

.Stayonthebustotheterminal,noticewhoelseison,thengeton
another bus.

..5
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. Stand on a train
noticing if anyone

platform and attempt to be the last person to board it,
else is hanging around on the platform.

. Get a train but then get
off prior to your stated
destination.

. Get onto a train or a'tube'
and then get off before it
moves away. This tactic
became a classic manoeu-
vre in the lilm The French
Connectbn.

The Housing Phase

. Just before entering, stop
and take a good look
around you for anything
unusual.

. Enter a 'denied'area such as a private car park or office block that may
have a reception or security guards, 'watchers,will only be able to enter if
they'blag'their way in and may feel uncomfortable likea fish out of water.

A target may leave his home totally unaware but remember the two most
important things that will get you noticed; Multiple Sightings and Unusual Behaviour.
The first time you notice someone, you are none the wiser. The second time
could just be coincidence but the third time is a positive identification.

The Lost Driver

we briefly mentioned above the 'lost driver'. when carrying out a mobile
surveillance, your target will at times enter areas that will be unfamiliar to him and he
may become lost. lf this happens we need to identify at an early stage whether he is
in fact lost, or carrying out anti-surveillance manoeuvres as his actions will appear
very similar. Think to yourself, what actions will a lost driver carry out, he will:

. Suddenly stop at the side of the road

. Frequently change direction

. Goes twice around a roundabout

. Enters a dead end or one way street

. Goes twice around the block

. lndicate to go one way and then suddenly change his mind

Using public transport is a good way ol
identilying and losing followers
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All of which are classic signs of someone who is carrying out anti-surveillance'

Therefore we should 
"itidrirn 

at an early stage whether the.target is lost or on.to

you and the team. This cannot be easy, Otit try to 
'ItI^9::k 

to the wav the

surveillance was going before any manoeuvres were carried out' lf you are

convinced that you naire oon* nofning to alert the target then you should be

reasonably safe to assume that he is lost. lf he is carrying out these manoeuvres

inhis'home'area,heispossiblycarryingoutcountersurveillance'

COUNTER SURVEILLANCE

As we defined earlier, counter surveillance is

defined as the actions that a person or team

carries out in order to prevent a person from

being under surveillance and, to identify any

presence of a surveillance team'

These actions are normally pre-planned

and rehearsed by a team or an individual

and can be carried out either covertly or

overtly. Or in other words, we let the

watchers know you know of their presence

or by letting them appear to carry.on
undetected. Close protection teams that

are responsible for their'Principals' safety,

often carry out counter surveillance,
especially when there is a high threat level'

Anyone who is a serious threat and intends

to carry out an attack or kidnap will most

probably do his homework and carry out

some reconnaissance and surveillance
beforehand.

Thecountersurveillanceteam(cST)willcarryoutvariouschecksand
observations in order to establish whether there is a surveillance presence in the

area where the Principliis 6ou.eO, and also when the Principal is on the move'

TheCsteamshouldbeveryalert,veryobservantandfullyunderstandthe
principles of surveillance.

Having looked at the different phases of a surveillance; the Plot up (or stake

ouil, tf,. pick Up, the Follow and the Housing, there are procedures that we can

use at each phase-in-orOe,. to identify and detect watchers' The counter

surveillance team nave to think 'surveiliance' and if they were to carry out a

surveillance on their Principal, how would they do it'

American Secret Service bodyguard

"5
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The Plot Up (or Stake Out) Phase

' Make use of a scanner, which constanily scans the VHF and UHF
commercial wavelengths in order to pick up close transmissions, which
may be used by surveillance teams.

. Use encrypted communications
amongst the close protection team in the
event a surveillance team is monitoring
for your transmissions.

. Carry out a foot patrol and a mobile
patrol of the Principal's home in order to
look for likely trigger positions that a
surveillance team may use. Remember
the various means that a trigger can be
performed and the trigger locations open
to them.

. Search for anything unusual such as
people sat about in vehicles or on motorbikes. Make a note of empty
vehicles and their contents, things to look out for are:

. Brief sheets

. Radios or radio parts

. Maps

. Fast food wrappings

. Old newspapers

. Approach and confront anyone you find suspicious.

. widen your search area and check along known and frequent routes,
especially 'choke points' for trigger locations away from the starting point.

Pick Up Phase

. Have a member of the cs team depart in the principal's vehicle as a
decoy in order to draw watchers from their lie up positions and to listen in
for any scanned radio activity.

' Utilise one of several vehicles with tinted glass in order to transport your
Principal. The watchers will be unable to identify which one contains him.

. Vary the times of departure, do not set a routine.
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. Watch for vehicles pulling
out directly behind you. Only
an amateur will do this.

. Watch out for the first,
second and third car to leave
behind you.

Follow Phase

. During the follow phase, a
CS team should throw a
protective cordon around the
Prinbipal's vehicle. These operators should be looking out for anything
unusual or frequent sightings of the same vehicles.

. The Principal or his driver, should carry out those manoeuvres as
previously described concerning anti-surveillance.

. The route the Principal takes should be varied as should the times of
departure.

. Drive a circuitous route making at least three turns in direction to the left
or right so that you 'box'three sides to a square. Anyone also seen taking
this same route should be treated with suspicion.

Housing Phase Boxing The Square

. The CS team should arrive at the *E ffi
destination prior to the Principal and Rffi : ffi
check for watbhers who may already + ffi
be present and for those that may ffi, ffi
have followed the Principal - -$*:*:*:-,3

. tf the principat proceeds on foot so ffi ffi t ffi
must the protection team Therelore, ffi ffi : ffi
the CS team should also follow, 1- - - y - . -2
observing from a distance for any ffi i w

::T.;, .":.":,i.. ffigffi ffi
area where the principal has easy
access and would be difficult for a surveillance team to enter, such as a

"r5

place of work.
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What to do if you find yourself being followed

Whether the target of surveillance turns on you or you just happen to find
yourself in a position where you suspect that you are the target of a surveillance,
carry out some of the anti-surveillance measures listed above in order to initially
confirm that you are being followed.

Then:

. Stay calm and do not panic

. lnform your team, the police or a friend who may be able to help you by
mobile phone

. Decide, do you want to identify the followers or just evade them

. Make a note of the descriptions of any vehicles including registrations or
personnel
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. Do not try to out race
them, you will make the
situation worse and
possibly cause an accident

. Keep driving until you
are in a safe area or a
police station

. Do not lead followers to
your destination or home
address, this is a must,
they may achieve their aim

. Do not stop and confront
them, they could be
dangerous.

. Try to detach yourself from the followers by putting other vehicles
between you and them and then making turns where they are likely to be

held, such as traffic lights.

Conclusion

Having learnt most tactics relating to surveillance, you should be able to think to
yourself, 'lf I were to be put under surveillance, what would I do in order to
identify the watchers and what would I do to draw them out into the open?'

lf the target travels about by bicycle, he could be quite protected from any
observation team aS this is one of the most difficult ways of mounting a

surveillance operation. The target is too fast for foot surveillance and too slow for
mobile surveillance so if you have something to hide, buy a bicycle.

An unprofessional team is easily spotted and very easily caught out. An
experienced surveillance team is more likely to carry out tactics to ensure that
they are not spotted, and if they suspect that they are being drawn inlo a

compromise, they are more likely to 'lift off' from the surveillance and let the
target run. lt is better to let the target run rather than suffer a compromise, a
target left to run can be picked up another day. One that has noticed you, will be

on his guard for a very long time.

".-
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Ghapter Eleven

Surveillance
Photography

This chapter deals with the aspects of still and video photography in relation to
surveillance. lt is not intended for the reader to become a professional photogra-
pher but deals with the various aspects that will enable you to produce a quality
photograph which has been taken in not so ideal conditions, poor light and with
telephoto lenses.

lf you are watching an individual or premises for a long period of time to obtain
photographic evidence, it is imperative that you know your photographic
equipment and it's abilities. lt can be embarrassing having to report back to a
client after twenty hours of observations with a photograph, which is either blurred,
out of focus or under exposed.

After you have read this chapter it would be wise to go out and experiment on a roll
of film or get out your video camera and practice some of the techniques
that have been described. Use your camera's manual to assist
you or obtain a photographic book
from the local library, that will
provide you with more detail. lt is said
that'practice makes perfect' and
during a surveillance the situation
changes constantly so familiarise
yourself with your equipment.

ln today's world of investigation the video
camera is being used more and more than
the SLR stills camera. Although an SLR
camera will produce excellent results, a video
camera can be used by anybody after only a few minutes of handling and practice.
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There are many cameras available and choosing one can be diificult' At the end of

this chapter there is a check list of features to help you decide, but principally a

35mm Stn lsingte leni reflex) camera is ideal. Ultimately the quality of your

pnotogr"pns'wili be a combination of factors; your ability to use the camera

iorr".ity,'tne quality of the equipment, your personaljudgement, the quality, type

of film and lens that you use. Digital cameras are coming into play now more often

than before. Technology no* 
"nlble. 

us to be able to take a photograph and within

minutes it can be sent from a lap top computer by email to a client for his perusal'

Video PhotograPhY

video cameras (camcorders) are now used more often in investigative work than

sLR cameras. persJnaity, t'preter still photography to video.as a medium but

clients now prefer viJeo jno if you are investigating 'personal.injury' type claims,

then video is essential in ordei to record physical activity and movement'

over the years we have seen video evidence presented by various investigation

agencies in many different styles, especially for the ever-increasing personal

inju ry investigations.

We have often carried out investigations
second time around after another
agency has had the first shot'
Aiarmingly, some of the tapes we have

witnessed have been shocking and

embarrassing as a member of our
profession has actually submitted these

in to a solicitor or client.

A recent taPe that was reviewed,
opened uP with a suPerb animated
introduction to the 'AgencY' that
warranted an Oscar' lt was followed by

12 seconds of terrible film showing a

female putting ner nanouag into u car, getting into it herself and driving away' This

shot involved 'violent' tool1ing in and out, it was mostly out of focus, the camera

shake was of eartnquat<e proiortions and added to the video was the investiga-

tors voice exctalminglV"i, V"t, get in that f"**ing car...!' Not very professional

ieatty, especially when the agency concerned charged t35'00 per hour'

To this end, if you are watching an individual or premises for a long period of time

to obtain video evidence, it is imiperative that you know your photographic equipment

inside out, its abilities and limiiations. A professional photographer once told me

that to use an sLR camera takes skill and experience. To use a video camera

:1.

Digital Camcorder

,r-
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you only have to know how to read, the first five pages of the instruction bookl
This is true to some extent but we need to discuss a number of topics that should
enhance your video technique.

so in this section, we look at video photography using camcorders and also how
to set up a fixed and portable CCTV system.

Types of Video Cameras

Essentially we have two types of camcorder:

. Analogue

. Digital

Analogue video cameras
are very popular and are
still in use especially the
'Hi8'types that offer a very
good reproduction and
quality. The recordings are
stored on the tape in an
'analogue' format.

Most models available have
pretty much the same
features and will vary in
price due to their size and
the amount of extra features
they have. There are certain features to look for in a video camera when using it for
surveillance. A good brand name such as sony, canon or JVC should give-you a
quality camera, personally I use sony equipment, as their cameras have the
majority of features that I require. Listed below are certain features to look out for.

. Minimum of a 12 x Zoom Lens (Optical)

All cameras have a zoom facility in order for you to view through a wide angle
picture or zoom in to a close up. lf you can, obtain the highest number of opti[al
zoom that you can, this enables us to film from a distance without losing any
picture quality.

what happens during 'optical' zoom, is that when you move the zoom control, the
actual lens inside the camera moves and thus brings the picture closer (or further
away). cameras that state that they have a 'digital zoom, actually zoom in

iISFEEES9SESSISSS.
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electronically by enhancing it to appear closer.
lose picture quality by making the picture full of

XO x20

lf we take a camera that has
a x2O optical and x72 digital
zoom, we would expect to get
clear pictures up to x20. After
that, as the picture gets
closer, the quality will also
deteriorate. Do not be fooled
that a camera of x400-zoom
will give you the option of
filming from two kilometres
away because it won't. lt is
recommended that you set the
zoom facility on your camera
to 'optical' only, to prevent
using the digital zoom.

Try not to over use the digital zoom as the
picture will become'Pixelated'

This has
pixels.

a big drawback as you

Focal Length Conversion

lf you are familiar with still photography, you will be used to focal length (or the
length of the lens) given in millimetres, such as a wide angle lens would be 28mm,

a standard lens being 50mm and a telephoto lens of being 21Omm and upwards.
ln video photography (and digital still cameras) they tend to use a 'times' ratio

(for example x 6) rather than a measurement. The table below describes the

corresponding times (x) scale with the focal length of a stills camera.

The formula used is:

times x divided by 0.03125 = focal length in millimetres

For example:

x 6 on a video divided by 0.03125 = 192 which equals a 192mm lens

. Anti-Shake Feature

The majority of camcorders have an 'anti-shake' feature built in, as camera shake
is more apparent when using video, especially when filming at the top end of
your zoom. These features do work and are not included as a sales gimmick.

.5
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Times

X1

x2

Focal Length

32mm

64mm

1?8mm

192mm

384mm

576mm

768mm

1280mm

2000mm

Lens Sizoapprox,

50mm

50mm

130mm

200mm

400mm

600mm

800mm

1200mm

2000mm

X4

X6

x12

x18

)124

x40

x62.5

. Ability to playback through the viewfinder or screen

The majority of cameras have this facility. Some view finders are monochrome(black- and white) only. whilst you will pay more for a colour viewfinder and ismore favourable if having to record and give descriptions at tne same time.

. Manual Focus as well as Auto Focus

Not all cameras can be focused manually, but I consider this essential insurveillance photography as one of the main problems r""n *in video evidence isthe fact that the picture is out of focus. Most camcorders utilise an ,auto-focus, 
lensbut they also have the facility to be disabled manually. wnirsi Luto{ocus, is okayfor the family wedding shot, it can make legal eviden-ce look very unprofessional.

. Time and Date Facility

All cameras have this facility which is an important factor when marrying up yoursurveillance logs to the video tape.

. Standard and Slow recording speeds

cameras have the facility to record at standard play (sp) or Long ptay (Lp). Thisis a good feature but try to use SP whenever possibie to obtain a better picturequality. You may consider using Lp if you are going to place a camera onconstant record. rn this mode, the most you rly glt ir' up to three hourscontinuous recording on one tape.

lllllllllll'"
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. Back Light Compensator

lf your target is stood in front of a white or bright background, the cameras
aperture will close down and make your picture appear very dark. By simply
altering the exposure you can override this and brighten up the whole picture,
this is useful when shooting into the sun.

. Night Shot Capability

Many of today's camcorders incorporate a 'Night Shot'facility, enabling you to
record pictures in total darkness (or zero lux). The camera can be switched from
daylight mode to night mode quite
simply and only infra red light (which
is invisible to the naked eye) will be
recorded. This feature is usefulduring
dawn and dusk as well as at night time.

As with all cameras and electronics
take very good care of them as they
do not take much abuse and knocking
about.

One of the biggest dangers to the
camcorder is probably the damp air.

Video Techniques

It is worthwhile obtaining a text book on video photography from your local
library. Video photography is not always easy and your films can be greatly
improved just by learning a few simple techniques concerning panning, zooming
and composition. All of which enhance your film, making it look more
professional. The best way to improve your technique is to actually watch the
tapes after you have shot them and learn by your mistakes.

Zooming

An irritating and popular pastime seen on videotapes is overuse of the 'zoom'
control. Because it is there, we feel that we have to use it and it can make very
frustrating viewing to the point of inducing seasicknessl When watching TV
programmes, take note of the lack of zoom used by photographers, you will be
surprised.
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Some camcorders boast a high magnification in order to bring the picture closer
but remember picture quality. ln addition, the more zoom (or-close up) that you
use, the more camera shake you will encounter. Think to yourself, ;rlo t reatty
have to zoom in that close?'

By going through the camera's menu, switch off the facility to use the digital
zoom so that you will only be able to zoom optically

Focusing

I would suggest that you use manual focus for the majority of your filming as you are
in total control. An example: euite often you would be titming your sublect who is
walking down a street or getting in or out of a vehicle. you lifliour camera up andstart recording. A pedestrian or vehicle passes between you and the
subject and what happens? The lens now auto focuses on the ,paiser-by'whilst
turning your subject into a tuzzy blob. once the obstruction has passed, the
camera starts to refocus on the subject but then locks onto the dead fly or dirty
windscreen and remains focused there untilthe subject has disappeared out of shot.

Camera Shake

Came-ra shake is very noticeable when using video, especially when filming at the top
end of your zoom. The way ygy hgld yorr."'r"r" wilt gieatly iffect your picture taking
and make all the difference. The following should assist in taking a steady film:

' Grip the camera firmly with the right hand, thumb positioned on the
button with your forefinger on the zoom control. The left hand should be
placed under the body to steady it. Hetd like this, you should be able to
remove either hand and still have a tight grip of the camera

' stand or sit in a position where you will not sway about, use a support
to lean against, keep your erbows tucked into your body for support
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. Hold your breath or use shallow breathing

. lf filming from a vehicle, turn the engine off

. Ensure that your camera has an 'Anti-Shake'feature

. Use a mono-pod or tripod for support

Camera shake is the main fault when using video and is very distracting to watch

Sound / Audio

Much video evidence does not require sound on the tape unless voices or certain
sounds need to be heard as part of that evidence. As a rule, many colleagues
and I always have a dummy plug (2.5mm jack plug) pushed into the external
microphone socket. This disables the built in microphone and avoids recording
any unwanted sounds whilst you are filming. Radio voice procedure, background
noises/voices and even the odd piece of bad language do not want to be

recorded. Remember, your
originaltape may be played back
in open Court.

I have seen tapes in the past
where the investigator actually
adds a running commentary on to
the tape whilst filming. This is a
personal preference but be
careful if you are not very fluent
and articulate. You can also trip
yourself up if you're not too
careful. On one film, I saw a taxi
drive past with only the driver in it
(the subject in his vehicle) only to

be told by the added commentary that'Ihe subject driver is now leaving Cherry
Close having picked up another fare} Again, something that a smart barrister
could use to discredit you.

Don't Forget to Synchronise...

A very important factor and so much overlooked is the synchronising of the
camera's clocks. lf you are using two or more cameras on the same investiga-
tion, ensure that all the timers are synchronised (preferably to the 'pips'). This
should be a professional habit carried out on every morning of the surveillance
by all of the team. lt greatly assists when editing the tapes and more importantly

".fr
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:,jffix:?:i:31; r"' open to unwanted criticism and cross-examination bv those

Going Covert

Quite often, you wiil have to get out on, foot and take your camera with you.obviously you wiil not want to r,'iark around the streets witriJ.-ur"ru in your hand(unless the situation permits it) and ro tn"r" are various methods in which it can beconcealed' The crudest way is to put your camcorder in a bag with a hole cut in it forthe lens to see through, commonry known as a 'aag rit,. rnii]sa good photographicaid as you do not arways have to oe 'tace on,to thJtarget. %, 
"rn 

be to the side, infront or behind them to get your tirm. in some instances, the bag can be put into ashopping trotey if you hid to totow ror"on" around a supermarket.

The Bag Fit

This sports bag has been fitted with a wooden cradre inside, in order to hord andsteady the camera without it ratting around. The camera 
""n 

o" pushed into itknowing that a clear picture will be iOi"in"O.

The hole is cut in the correct prace and then camoufraged by gruing a piece ofwire mesh over the hore on the inside oi tn" oag. othJi,riJ, o, camoufrage rhave seen, is to use a baggage tag that ;ppears to hang over the lens hole or apair of sunglasses for the camera to i""
though. The view through the lens is;;
clear and the wire mesh does not,no* it
the camera is set correcily.

lf you are going to make a bag fit, there
are certain techniques that you can use
rn order to get a better picture:

. Set the focus to infinity

Do not use auto-focus as the lens will
betwee n vo u and th 

: _trrq 
e'r vo u ."iiffi '?i:'}l."J?;lfiLliryffjf""?J:;'il:

camera to a far distance should remain in focus. '!
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. Wide angle

Pull the zoom right back so that you are at the

widest possible angle. This ensures that your

target is captured in the frame and assists the

piciure being in focus when set to infinity'

. Use'SPorts' mode

Most cameras have various exposure modes for

different conditions. lf you have a sports setting,

set it to this and the wire mesh camouflage
should disaPPear.

Technique

Using a bag fit takes practice, it has to be held steady and pointed in the right

direciion, n-ot at the sky or the floor. lt also has to be carried naturally down by

yoursioe. on training corrses, we have seen people that are unused to camera

6ags, walk around *Itr' tn"it arm stretched out, bag in hand as if there is a time

bomb in it!

Transferring to Analogue Video to VHS Format

Most of our films, once taken on Bmm or Hi8 film will need to be transferred to a

larger format such as VHS in order for the client to view it' This is a simple case

of ionnecting the camera to your VHS recorder with the supplied 1eads' lt is

possible thaion modern recoiders there is a 'scart' socket at the rear' A cable

needs to be run from your cameras 'Video Out' socket to the 'Video ln' on the

scart plug. lf you ,"quir" sound (Audio) to be transferred, you have to make

similar connections via the Audio socket/plugs'

set your VCR to either channel o, LINE lN or AV mode (depending on the model),

thisis normally done with the remote control in order to accept a signalfrom an

outside source (Your camera)'
Now play the taPe from Your
camcorder, which should now
appear on your TV screen. lf the
picture appears, we are all set
for recording.

All you have to do now is to
rewind the taPe in the camcorder
or set it to where You want to

.rlb
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start. rnsert a VHS tape into the VCR and press record, after a fewseconds press pray on your camcorder and the tir'i*iril, irlnsterreo.

lf you need to edit out bad footage, ail you have to do is press PAUSE on theVCR, move the originartape to yolrr next sequence, press pray on the camcorderand take the PAUSE off the VCR to carry on recording.

Portable Covert Video Systems

lf you want to be more covert, then a smailer rens and camera can be used whenyou have to go in crose or when concearment i. 
" 

,"jo, t"cior. using a smailvideo recorder such as the sony warkman and a connecting pinhore rens, thesystem is smail and portabre enough for you to 
"n"Li" "iliivioeo ,"""oroing..

These camera systems can be purchased ready buirt or be put together yourserfwith.a little technorogicar know how. The unit can ne norseor:n carriers such as abriefcase, a handbag, jacket, rucksack oi a sports bag to suit.

The recorder shown in the photograph has had.its bulky lid removed to help
concealment and when set to long play
it will record continuously for jfir""
hours if necessary. The camera is a
pinhole board camera, which can be
obtained from many electrical outlets
such as Maplins or security firms for
as little as t30.00 and are easy to set
up. The more you pay, the better
quality you will achieve and ideally you
could do with a camera that has a
resolution of about 380 TV Lines or
more. The majority of these cameras
are powered by 12 volts but make sure
you use the correct battery for the
correct camera.

Ihgn handling the camera board, be careful not to touch the printed circuit at theback of the rens o'Igy may damage it. rt may be wise to riorr" the rens in aplastic case or special heat shrink riaterial in order to protect it. some camerascome hermetically sealed already, which is a great nefi. 
-'--'

There should normally be four wires coming from the camera. Two are for thepower supply (positive and negative) and are rikery to be corouied red and brack.The other two wires 
"r",.lol 

the video signar reaving tne camera to be pruggedinto the recorder and are rikery to be corourld yeilow ;ili";k ilideo and Ground).
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lf there is a white wire, this is
probably for a microphone if
you have an audio facilitY on the
camera, bul we will ignore that
just for now.

The camera requires Power to
make it work and it is suggested
to use a 12 volt rechargeable
battery which will power Your
camera for about three hours
and it would be wise to fit a
switch to turn it on and otf when
required. The video cables

This lilm was taken through a pinhole
lens in a hairdressers salon

should terminate with a'Phono'
plug which is connected to the'video in'socket on the recorder. The yellow cable

snoutO be attached (preferable soldered) to the centre pin on the phono plug and

the black lead to the outer ring or shield.

Digital Video Cameras

Technology is advancing at a fast pace, especially in the video camera market'

Although not old fashioned by any means, the analogue camera is very good but

is slowiy being replaced by their digital counterparts. Essentially the cameras are

the same but the recorded information is stored on the tape in a digital format.

you will notice that these cameras are smaller in size but this is not always a
good thing as some of them can be quite tricky to hold before getting used to

This rucksack has a pinhole lens in the shoulder strap-
The recorder is concealed in the base

r5
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Board Camera Wiring
FCB Camera

volts

Three Wires
Leaving Camera

. NEG

Phono Plug

12 volts Power Supply
For Camera + pOS *

them' ln addition to being used as a video camera as we have discussed above,the digital camera also boasts a number of other features Jepenoing on what youpay for.

Smaller Size

The cameras are fairly
small and if you have
large hands you may find
them tricky to use at first.
For concealability, they
are very good especially
when incorporated with a
separate camera lens as
mentioned below.

Memory Sticks

Many of these camcorders have a 'Memory stick' which is a smail device whichslides into the camera rather like a floppy 
_disk and ,toi"",tirr photographs. witha digital camera you can also use it as a itills camer" ori tr'" pilture quality is notthat magnificent but adequate for generar purposes. tn aoiition, you can arsotake still pictures from the videotape is you watch it, and store them on the memorystick as JPEG files.
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You can then attach your video camera to a computer and download the photographs
from the stick into the machine. You can then process them on a package such as
'Adobe Photoshop', to print them off, or insert them into a word processing file.

Email

The Sony lP5 and lP7 cameras have a
facility where the camera can transmit and
receive emails via a mobile phone. This
gives you the ability to take a piece of video
film, take a still shot from it and then email
it to a client whilst you are still on the
ground, all without getting out of the car!

Analogue Video lnput

One of the beauties about some of these
digital cameras is the fact they are able to

accept a video input signal (AV in), the Sony PC 100e is a favourite or the Canon
ZR-45150 models. What this means is that we can take our pinhole board camera
as previously described, hook it up to
a battery and then connect it to the
digital camera. Other cameras with an
AV input are the Sony PC9e, PC100e
and the PC120e.

Due to the small size, it can easily be
concealed almost anywhere from
being body worn, to fitting it inside a
bum bag or hand bag.

Digital Tape Editing

The editing of tapes on to VHS can be
carried out in the manner previously
described but it is far easier by doing it
on a computer. By hooking up the
camera to a PC or AppleMac computer
you are able to control the camera with
the computer mouse. You can play the
original tape and view it on the
computer monitor and select the start/
finish points of your'cuts'. Once done,
you then bring all the cuts into a'time

This digital video camera has been
adapted to accept video in, from an
external source such as lhe small

pinhole lens

,aft
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line' in the order that you want. When
you are happy with your finished
recording, you can then transfer the
edited version back onto a digital tape
by 'squirting' it back to the cameia,
onto a VHS tape or even save it to a
CD ROM to be viewed on another
computer. There are various software
programmes used for video editing
but I find that'l Movie'which comes
as standard on an AppleMac to be
very effective and very simple to use.

'Dazzle'Device

Tape editing on a computer can only be
there is a device on the market called a

carried out if the data is digital. However,
'Dazzle'which lets you convert analogue

video to digitalvideo and vice veisa.
This is handy if you shoot film with
an analogue camera and wish to
edit the tape digitally on a computer
and then store the finished film on a
CD, DVD or send it to a VHS video
lape. ADazzle willcost about t150.00
and they certainly have their uses.

Covert Glosed Gircuit TV
Cameras

Covert Closed Circuit TV (CCTV)
and video has an important role in

means of a video camera rinked ro a video ,".::J;t:r"0"ffil,t"? ,t;'[:i'i: "rllto unobtrusively watch events taking place at the time they happen or you canview them at a later time.

Many cameras have been installed and supplied in the past which have achievedexcellent results, especially where theft and unauthoiised access to premiseshave been suspect. lf covert cameras can resorve the problem it saves muchmanpower, time and unnecessary expense having to provid'e a manned observationteam. ln addition a covert camera may be the oinly option avaiiaore to you, it inetarget area is impossible to watch.
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A recent ca// to use a covert camera
inrolved instal/ing a miniature camera in
the store room of a newsagents shop.
Packets of cigarettes were going
missing (cartons of 200 at a time) and it
was suspected lhat one of the o/der
paperboys'was the thief. A camera like
the one shown here was installed in lhe
storeroom above head height and a
cab/e was led to a room upstairs (after
drilling through the floorboards) to a video
recorder and TV monitor.

One of the shopkeepers would be at the
fronl of the shop seruing and the other was
upstairs watching lhe monitor. The culprit
was al/owed lo enter the
storeroom and he was seen on the
monitor to hide a carton of 200 cigarettes

down the sleere of his iackel. The shopkeeper upstairs te/ephoned the person
downstairs and the culprit was stopped as he /eft the shop.

Hardware

Video cameras are now available on the security market that are as small as a
matchbox and are as thin as a wafer. A camera such as this can be concealed in

almost any object and placed in a position to view the target area. The camera
may be able to be fitted with various lenses that will give you a choice of wide
angle or telephoto views. Many cameras come ready built into objects such as
smoke detectors, PIR detectors and wall clocks.

Cameras are either colour or black and white (monochrome). Colour cameras
are more expensive but I find that monochrome cameras have a better picture
quality and suit for most purposes. The quality of the image is made up of TV
Lines (TVL) rather like the pixel quality of a digital image on a computer screen,
the more TV Lines the camera supports, the better the resolution. A camera of
380 TVL and above should be sufficient for professional use.

Cameras also have a different threshold to the amount of light they will operate
in, and this is measured in 'Lux'. Zero lux is total darkness. A 0.3 lux camera will
operate quite well in low light situations whilst a camera with a 1 lux would not be
so good as it needs plenty of light.
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A camera concealed in a domestic smoke detector

lnfra Red

Monochrome cameras also have
the ability to see infra red
(invisible) light. Therefore if you
have a situation where you need
to record in total darkness, a
monochrome camera together
with an lR light source should
suffice. Some cameras come with
an array of infra red emitters for
this reason but they are not
always very powerful or efficient.

Some time ago we insta//ed a
camera in an offrce where the lhbf
would remove a desk drawer key
from a rtling cabinet and then stea/ cash from lhe drawer The prime suspeclw9r(ed on the night shift and it was suspected rhat the thefts were takng p/ace
during dark hours. we insta//ed a covericamera in the office obseruing ni rihrgcabinet but we had the prob/em lhar we cou/d not /eave the /gnrc on, as it would
a/ert the lhief. We used a camera with burlt n infra red emittertr but the range froicamera to cabinet was s/ight/y out of range to get a quality picture.

Mh a bit of improvisation, we purchased a coup/e of nfra red /rght emitting(LED',) from an e/ectronics store and a battery pack. The LED s werewired up and then taped lo a penci/ to act as a ho/der

The LED arrangement (wh/ch lasted for /8 hours) was concea/ed in a dried f/owerarrangement p/aced on top of lhe fi/ing cabinet and worked a lreat. The thief wascaught as he approached the fi/rng cabinet and as he reached nto the top drawer
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unbeknown to him his face was completely f/ood lit
with infra red light from the LED s and captured on
film.

ln the wiring diagram you will note that the
camera requires power to make it work (12v
positive and negative) which takes up two wires. We

also have to get the video signal back to the
recorder (positive video and ground/or negative)
which takes up another two wires, therefore, four wires
in total. Quite often 4 core telephone cable is used to
link a camera to the recorder which is ideal for short
runs up to about 100 metres. Some cameras
already come supplied with cable and connectors,
which make installation a very simple process. The

hardest task and the most time consuming when installing cameras is actually laying

and concealing the cable.

Time Lapse Video Recorders (VCR)

A standard domestic video recorder will provide you with a maximum of eight
hours recording time when set at long play (LP) speed. Any longer recording time
required will mean having to resort to a Time Lapse Recorder. These recorders
are more expensive than the standard machines but can record for periods of

anything from 3 to 960+ hours on a standard VHS tape. ln addition the time lapse
VCR will print the time and date onto the recording. When recording, always set
the minimum amount of recording time on your VCR to ensure the best quality in

playback. A24 hour time lapse VCR will possibly also record at speeds of 3, 6,

12 and 24 hours. lf your time period to be recorded is 8 hours, you will need to set

the record speed to 12hr mode in order to cover it as 6 hours is not long enough.
lf you were to Set il a 24hr mode, you will lose picture quality as the longer the

time set, the less frames are taken and the poorer the quality and any movement
will appear to be staccato.

Why are the 'Crime Watch'videos always poor quality?

Video tapes shown on TV of thefts taking place in shops often show that the
picture quality is rather poor. This is due to various reasons:

. Camera is sited in the wrong position

. Poor resolution camera

. The lens is out of focus

. The lens not cleaned regularly

LED'*
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. Old tapes used in the recorder, they stretch and become
magnetised after a short period and is one of the main problems

. Poor wiring

. A tape recording speed that is too slow

. Cheap, inexpensive equipment

More often that not, it is the tape that produces a bad picture because the user
has used the same tape over and over again. Tapes should be changed for new
on a weekly basis.

Recording Audio

Time Lapse VCR's will also record sound (audio) via the audio input or a
microphone socket. How.ever, if you need to do this, lt would not be expected to
get a good quality sound recording if the recorder is set to anything over 12
hours. As the time lapse feature takes so many 'snapshots'per second, this also
applies to the sound, leaving gaps in the recording.

TV Monitor

You will require a monitor connected to the VCR, to watch the recording and the
cameras view. A good basic system comprising of a miniature camera, 24 hour
time lapse video recorder and a monochrome monitor together with cables can
cost as little as [450.00 if bought from specialist wholesalers.

q-Fw
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RealTime VCR's

Also on the market are what is termed
as 'Real Time'VCR's. These recorders
operate in a similar manner to time lapse
lor 24 hours but they record in real time
onto the tape. This gives a smoother
picture rather than the staccato charac-
teristic of a time lapse VCR.

Digital VCR's

Analogue time lapse VCR's although still
in demand, are now becoming
superseded by their digital counterparts. The recordings are not stored on

standard video tape but on special data tape or a 'hard drive' and then can be

transferred to conventional video tape or a CD ROM. The quality of these
machines is very good and can record for a
very long time depending on the amount of
memory. ln a few years time it is possible that
all recorders will be digital.

Radio Transmitting Cameras

lf you are unable to physically link the camera
to your video recorder by cable, it is possible
to transmit the video signal by radio waves to

a receiver, which in turn is connected to your

VCR. The camera and video transmitter will still

require a power supply (mains or battery) but
no other cables would be necessary.

There are many video transmitters on the
market and you really get what you pay for.

Radio frequencies used for these transmitters
in the UK are normally either 1.394GH2 or

2.4GHzwhich do not require a licence. Some transmitters can provide a range of

1000 metres line of sight with a decent antenna such as a Yagi'

The camera pictured is a combined camera and transmitter and is very small

indeed. The small unit together with a power supply is concealed in an empty

video cassette case.
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Camera Trigger Systems

lf it were not possible to get into a position
to trigger a surveillance, it would be viable
to put a transmitting camera in the locality
to enable you to sit away and monitor the
activity on a smallTV monitor. The camera
and transmitter, if fitted in a vehicle can
be powered by batteries concealed in the
boot. The vehicle can then be driven into
a position to cover the target and left there.

For short-term measures, especially in rural
areas, the covert'tree log'has its uses. Quite
simply, this section of a tree trunk has been hollowed out and fitted inside is a
camera, video transmitter and a battery power pack, all weatherproof . Placed on the
ground and covered with a small amount of natural foliage it will transmit pictures
back to the operator, located nearby.

lf you need to record some pre-surveillance activity, for example, you need to know
at roughly what time a person leaves home and in which direction. A camcorder
can be left in the log recording on long play with a 90 minute tape (giving you three
hours recording time). After that time, you can then retrieve the camera (and log)
and review the tapes to give you the information.

Transmiiling Comerfi System

Vie+ F|qrol

Video Trdrurfiitler

',, Vtdeostgnql

Cgmero

VkleoRecehrer
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Remote Surveillance Modules

Cameras can now send their pictures via a
special transmitter down a standard (PTSN) or
digital (ISDN) telephone line, a good example
would be a 'webcam' used over the internet. The
camera, hooked up to the transmitter/modem is
connected to the telephone socket at the location
to be monitored. At the receiving station, a
receiver is plugged into the telephone system and
connected to a recorder and monitor. This
enables video monitoring over great distances.

Cameras used in this instance are often 'dormant'
but transmit when an alarm is activated so that
security personnel can verify whether there are intruders in the area.

Date Time Generators

Not all video recorders or monitors have the facility to add the date and time to a
video recording, especially domestic VCR's. With the aid of a small device called

a'date time generator', a camera can
be connected to it where it electroni-
cally overlays the information before
being sent to the recorder. They are
not expensive and cost around
t60.00.

Multiple Cameras

Sometimes it is necessary to utilise
two or more cameras at once. Rather

than have a separate recorder for each, we can make use of a device called a
'Quad' or 'multiplexer'which has inputs for a number of cameras. The device
then sends the signals from all of the cameras to one video tape. All of the cam-
eras can be viewed simultaneously on one monitor.

Data Protection Act 1986

There are strict guidelines within the Data Protection Act in relation to CCTV. The
requirements of the DPA is quite heavy reading in respect of CCTV and the law, and
it is advised to become familiar with the process, especially regarding the security of
recorded material. Anyone using ccrV should be registered with the DpA.
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STILL PHOTOGRAPHY

Still photography is a great medium but it is now becoming to be used less in
surveillance or investigation work. The reasons are many, more clients prefer to
see their evidence on video tape and many investigators/surveillance operators
find video cameras far much easier to use without having any technical know
how. ln addition, technology has introduced the digital stills camera, which some
people are now switching over to, but these cameras are not always suited to our
type of work.

Digital Stills Cameras

Digital cameras operate in the same as conventional photography (shutter speeds
and apertures) but the difference is that instead of capturing the image on a ii6, it
is read by a series of light sensors which is then converted into signals and then
stored on a memory card.

This card can then be read on a
computer and the image downloaded for
printing or manipulating with a
suitable computer programme. A
photograph taken with a digitat
camera can be quickly and simply
downloaded into a lap top computer and
sent by email to anywhere in the world
within minutes. The price of a digital
camera can range from t50.00 to t3,000
and you literally get what you pay for.

lmage Resolution This camera was used to take many
of the pictures used in this book

One of the most important features to
look for when choosing a digital camera is the amount of memory that it has,
normally measured or described as mega pixels. A camera with a memory of 6
million pixels (the amount of dots within the picture) is very high resolution and
will provide extremely clear pictures as opposed to a camera with only a memory
of 1'2 million pixels. Many of the photographs used in the technical surveillance
chapter were taken with a camera resolution of 3.3 million pixels.

Memory Sticks and Compact Flash Cards

The pictures are stored on memory cards and like floppy disks, there is only a
certain amount of information that can be stored on it. lf you alter the cameras
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settings to shoot at a lower resolution and picture size, you will cram more
pictures onto the card. Pictures taken at very high resolution will limit the number
of pictures stored, for example, on a 64mb card, it will store approximately 40
pictures taken at 3.3m pixels.

Surveillance Use

whilst digital cameras are good for all round photography so that the pictures
can be included in reports, I would not yet use one for surveillance. Many digital
cameras have a habit of taking a few seconds to 'warm up' and after presiing the
shutter release there tends to be a slight delay before the picture is actually taken.
Due to this reason, many reporters are sticking to conventional cameras in order
to catch the action. lf you decide to pay over f 1,000 for a digital camera, this
problem should not be apparent as much. Digital cameras aiso like plenty of
bright light and therefore tend to suffer in poor lighting conditions.

Power

Most digital cameras require a substantial power source (batteries) and they get
eaten up at a terrific rate. Re-chargeable batteries last three times as long bu1 it
is always advisable to carry a spare set.

Manipulating Digitat Photographs

Most of the digital photographs taken in this book were processed with ,Adobe
Photoshop' software. This package lets you do all manner of things to your
pictures from altering the brightness/contrast, the depth of colours,-cropping,
re-touching and manipulating them beyond recognition.

Single Lens Reflex (SLR) Gameras

Manual or Auto Focus?

The majority of cameras now being produced are auto focus, which offers speed
and accuracy when focusing on your subject. lt is personal preference, which
type of camera to use, if you are happy with a manual focus camera then why
change, but they are becoming less common.
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Having used both systems, the auto focus camera is used for the majority of
surveillance work. Manual cameras are more robust and durable whilst tn" iuto
focus are more fragile but offer additional features such as built-in auto-winders,
more accurate metering and more compact telephoto lenses. Not only can they
locus more quickly than a manual camera but they can also adjust to t<eep a
moving subject in constant focus.

How a Camera Works

A camera is a light proof box with a piece of film at one end and a lens at the
other which focuses the light onto the film.

The amount of light that enters the camera is controlled by two things:

. The size of the hole (aperture)

'The rength of time the aperture is herd open (shutter speed)

Different combinations of these two factors give different effects on film which
are very important and are described below.

correct Exposure is a combination of aperture setting and shutter speed

Aperture

As stated the aperture is the size of the hole that allows light to reach the film.
The size of the aperture can be altered and is given a value 

"which 
represents the

size. These values are called 'f' numbers or ,i stops' and follow in sequence:

t:2 2.9 4 5.6 I 11 16 22

f2 being the widest aperture and 122 the smallest.

The series as a whole is arranged so that each f number lets in twice as much
light as the previous number.

so why is aperture so important to the surveiilance photographer?

A wide aperture such as a f2.g will allow in plenty of light and this is what isrequired in a low light situation, which is-comiron in surveillance
photography, especially early morning or evening time.
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Shutter Speed

shutter speed is the amount of time the shutter is held open to allow
sufficient light to fall on the film.

shutter speed is calibrated and measured in fractions of a second, such as:

1t15 1/30 1/60 1t125 1t250 1/500 1i1000 1t2000

They are similar to the aperture 'f' numbers in that each speed either doubles or
halves the one next to it.

As we said at the start of this chapter, a correct exposure is a combination of
aperture setting and shutter speed. on average a setting of 12sl250th of a
second is the norm.

Exposure Modes

Many cameras have different exposure modes and your cameras manual should
explain what modes are available.

. Automatic Exposure
(also called Program)

. Aperture Priority

. Shutter Priority

. Manual

. Automatic Exposure (Program
Mode)

Most SLR cameras have an Automatic
or Program mode. When in this mode
all that is required is for you to point
the camera which takes its own meter
reading. The camera reads the amount
of available light and automatically sets the cameras aperture setting and shutter
speed to obtain a correct exposure. This is good for the novice but not always
ideal in surveillance photography where more control over the camera is required
in differing situations, therefore shutter priority and aperture priority are discussed
at some length.
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Let's imagine you've just taken a meter reading and your camera suggests anexposure of 11125 sec at fg.

To achieve the same exposure you could use any of the foilowing aperture andshutter speed combinations:

2.8
1/1000

4
1/500

I
1t125

11

1/60
16

1/30

5.6
1t250

. Aperture Priority

When in this mode, the camera takes a
meter reading and then adjusts the shutter
speed according to which f number is
manually set.

For example:

lf aperture f 16 is selected,
camera may automatically choose
1/15 sec

lf aperture is set to f2.g the camera
may then choose 1il000 sec

ln surveillance photography, this mode
should rarely be used except when Depth
of Field is important when taking pictuies
such as:

. Landscapes, large areas

. Buildings, pre-surveillance

. Aerial photography

. When you need to place a
subject in its surroundings

The.combination you choose depends on the subject being photographed as thesettings are relative but the resulting picture can alter.

Depth of field is explained later in the chapter, but we tend to use this mode inpoor light so that the widest aperture can be set on tne camlia. ln turn this willautomatically set the fastest shutter speed.
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. Shutter Priority

When in this mode, a desired shutter speed is selected and set on the camera
(for example 11250 sec). The camera meter then automatically sets the correct
aperture, to match.

Your choice of shutter speeds affects how moving subjects will appear in the
picture. Slow shutter speeds such as 1/30 or 1/15 of a second, will blur moving
subjects. Fast shutter speeds such as 11250,1/500 or 1/1000 of a second, can
be used to freeze the action of a moving subject. Fast shutter speeds are
required when using telephoto lenses to prevent camera shake.

. Manual Mode

This mode is used when you require full control over exposure. Photography in
this mode would only be recommended in surveillance circumstances to the
experienced photographer.

Depth of Field

Depth of field (sometimes referred to as Depth of Focus) describes the extent of
the picture that will be in focus when set at a given f number.

F il}.

Unib of light

2;t 16 1t I 5.6 4 2.8 7A

17 32 64 lXtl.5

ln theory, only the subject on which you focus is completely sharp but an area of
acceptable sharpness lies in front of and behind it. This area is called the 'Depth
Of Field'.

As the size of the aperture decreases, the depth of field lengthens bringing more
of the picture in front and behind the subject into focus. The size of this depth of
field area varies and depends upon three factors.

. The focal length of the lens

. The aperture the lens is set to

. The camera to subject distance
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Depth of field can be used when you require
to photograph a person when the background
is important and also requires to be in focus,
so use a small aperture.

Conversely, if you require a photograph of a
person but need to keep the back/foreground
out of focus. Such as taking a picture of a
figure through a wire fence, you do not want
the fence appearing in the photo and
obscuring the subject. Therefore use a large
aperture which will limit the depth of fietd
making the lence invisible.

Shutter Speed and Telephoto Lenses

When using telephoto lenses, fast shutter
speeds should be used to prevent image blur
caused by camera shake. Camera shake is
much more apparent with long lenses, in
addition to the picture being magnified,
camera shake is also exaggerated. When-
ever using telephoto lenses try to use a
support or tripod. lf the camera has to be
hand held, use the following table as a guide to selecting minimum shutter speed
to prevent blur.

O-F
ll2 n{'r

***tln#
O -;tEI) (x

I la Firtd

Dwlh Otfidd
o
F18

-f,;-fitta.F,
Depth Of Field

Correct use of depth of lield will eliminate
obstacles such as the lence shown here

For every mm of focal length
lens used, use a like shutter
speed, for example:

ln poor lighting conditions, you
will not always be able to obtain
an ideal shutter speed, for
example, if the weather is very
dull and you have a 300mm lens
f itted to the camera, the
camera's exposure meter may
tell you that a speed of 1/'125 sec
is required. lf this is so, either
use a support or try to hold the
camera as steady as you can.

"..",-..*-..^F.!
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Keeping Your Camera Steady

The way you hold your camera
will greatly affect your picture
taking and make the difference
between a pin sharp picture
and a blur caused by camera
shake.

The following will you help take
sharp pictures:

. Grip the camera
firmly with the right
hand, with your finger
on the button. The left
hand should be
placed under the lens
barrel to focus and zoom. Held like this you should be able to remove
either hand and still have a tight grip of the camera

. Stand or sit in a position where you will not sway about, use a support
to lean against especially when using slow shutter speeds. Keep your

elbows tucked into your body for support

. Breathe out, hold your breath, squeeze the shutter gently, do not snatch it

' Use a faster shutter speed when practically possible

. lf you are in a vehicle, switch off the engine

Minimum shutter speed

1130 s€c
1/60 sec
11125 sec
11254 sec
1n5A $ec or faster
11500 sec

Camera shake is the cause of many poor pictures

Lens

35mm
50mm
100mm
21Omm
300mm
500mm

ADVANCED SURVEILLANCE
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Metering

we have discussed how the camera's meter is able to read the amount of lightand adjust the settings accordingly to obtain the correct exposure. Metering
systems vary from camera to camera but most modern cameras work on ,multi_
pattern'metering. The camera's 'eye'is split into separate individuat ,ceils,, tGcamera's computer then averages the amount of light read in each of these cells
to give a correct reading. Many cameras have a spot Metering area which helps
when shooting in difficult situations.

Spot Metering

lf your camera has a spot metering facility you will find this may be one of themost important features when taking covert photographs to obtain a correctexposure. This meter is very precise where only the rignf at the centre of the lensis measured.

When the 'spot' button is pressed, the metering system restricts its measurement to
the circular area marked in the viewfinder trame. Therefore uny rignr outside thisarea is ignored, so why is this of use to surveiilance photograp'nyi

. When your subject is surrounded by bright features

. When your subject is surrounded by dark features

. Surroundings too Bright

lf we have to take a photograph of a man who
is stood in front of a white garage door
loading a white van, the camera'J meter would
normally read all this 'whiteness,and close downthe aperture to obtain an average
exposure.

ln doing so, the man will turn out very dark and
under exposed. With spot metering, the spot is
placed over the image of the man and the photo
taken. The meter reads only the light from the
man, ensuring a correct exposure. A similar
situation would occur when your subject is stood
in front of a bright window, in a snowy location or
when the sun is behind him, giving him a
silhouette.

SPOT METERING
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. Surroundings too Dark

Additionally if you are shooting
into a garage in poor light but
the inside of the garage is
illuminated, a normal exposure
would read all the dark areas
and open the aperture to obtain
an average exposure. ln doing
this, the man would appear
bright and over exposed.
Again, the spot would be
placed over the subject and the
photo taken ensuring that the
subject is correctly exposed.

A meter reading should be taken from the
inside of the shutter doors

lf your camera does not have a spot metering facility and you find yourself taking
photographs in similar conditions, you may be able to adjust your camera
manually by over-exposing or under-exposing the picture by 1 or 2 stops (f num-
bers). Care should be used when using the exposure override control so that you
do not compensate the wrong way. lf the surroundings are too bright, over
expose, if they are too dark, under expose.

Camera Lenses

The lens is the device which focuses the light on to the film to form an image, unless
that image is sharp you will not produce clear pictures.

Focal Length

The amount of view seen through any lens is governed by its focal length (usually
measured in millimetres), which is the distance from the lens to the film. On a
35mm camera, a standard lens is 50mm and has roughly the same view as the

human eye. To photograph more of an area or to bring
an area closer you will need lenses of a different fo-
cal length.

Range of Lenses

There are a wide range of lenses available and to the
surveillance photographer, lenses of 300mm are nor-
mally adequate to bring your subject in close enough.
Zoom lenses (lenses with varying focal length such as
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28-70mm,70-21Omm or 100-300m) are idealwhich
enable you to frame the picture.

Lens Speed

As previously mentioned, a large aperture will let in
more light than a smaller aperture. Lens size is
relative to how large that aperture may be. For
example an average 50mm lens will have an
aperture range ol t1.4 to f 16 whereas an average
300mm lens will have an aperture of t4.S to f22. This
'f' number is referred to as the ,speed, of the lens,

dictating how
fast it is.

This tells us
that the
300mm lens
will not be able to cope with poor light con_

litlons only having its widest aperture of
f4.5 instead ot t1 .4. Fast 30Omm f2.B lenses
are available as are gOOmm f2.g lenses but
they are very expensive and costs run into
thousands of pounds. Fast telephoto lenses
are used by many sport and press photo_
graphers to obtain fast shutter speeds.
Depth of field is normaily very shallow with
these lenses especially using wider
apertures and therefore focusing has to be
very exact.

Tele-Converters

Tele-converters offer a cheap way of
extending your lens by increasing the focal
length of the lens that you already have. A
tele-converter is a small cylindricaitube that
is fitted between the camera and the lens.

A 2x converter doubles the focal length so
that a 200mm telephoto becomes a
powerful400mm.

200mm, f2.8 lens

@
Focul length and angle ol view
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The main disadvantages of tele-
converters is that your aperture
settings will be reduced by 2'f' stops,
for instance, if your 20Omm lens is an
f4 it now becomes fB and so
photographing in low light may be
difficult. A mirror lens is a tele photo,
usually with a focal length of 500mm.
They utilise internal mirrors to fold light
to enable the lens to be as short and
as lightweight as possible (approx'five
inches long) The only drawback is that
they usually have a fixed aperture
(normally f8) which can be very
limited in poor light.

Focusing

There is nothing worse than having a photograph that is out of focus. Auto-focus
cameras are now more common as manualfocus cameras. They offer speed and
ease of handling and also have the facility to be operated manually. They also
offer continuous auto-focusing which will 'track' an approaching car for example.

Various techniques can be used when manual focusing is required:

. Predictive Focusing

lf you know that your subject is going to pass a certain point (such as walking
through a gate), focus on that point and wait for your subject to appear.

. Follow Focusing

lf your subject is moving then you will have to continually adjust the focus with
your free hand as the subject moves. This technique can be tricky and requires
practice. Maximum depth of field should be used if possible.

Film

Using the correct film for the correct situation can make all the difference
between a good and a bad picture. lt is therefore vitally important to know the full
range of films available.

There are many brands of film available and vary in price. lf you keep to brand
names such as Fuji, Kodak or llford, you should not experience any problems of
quality, experience will help you decide which is the best to use.
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When choosing a film decide on:

. Colour or Monochrome

. Fitm Speed

. Number of Exposures (24 or 36)

. Print or transparency (slides)

. Monochrome Film

Black and white pictures, if taken properly, provide a
good medium. lf you carry out your own processing, it
is possible to take photographs even when your
exposure meter tells you that it is too dark. By using a
technique called 'Uprating', with a 400 ASA (lSO) film
you manually set the film speed to 800 ASA, (this gives
you an extra f stop or lets you double your shutter
speed), an important factor in low light situations.

When the film is processed the development time is slightly increased to compensate
for being under-exposed. your processor should be informed of any upiating to
make adjustments in developing.

Monochrome film can often take over a week to process but l/ford Xp2 film can
be processed at any high street processors in an hour. The only disadvantage is
that the prints turn out with a slight blue or red tinge but the quality is still-very
good.

. Colour Film

colour print film is probably what you would use on most occasions. lt comes in
many different speeds (explained below) and can be processed within an hour at
many high street photo shops.

. lnfra Red - High Speed Film

lnfra red film is available and enables photographs to be taken in total darkness
and is explained later in the chapter.

Care of Film

The following points should be noted:

. Film Date When you buy film, check it is not out of date

il
il

il
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. Avoid Heat

. Loading

Film deteriorates in warm conditions. lf you keep a stock, the
refrigerator shelf is ideal or somewhere cool

Always load and unload film in dull or dark conditions. Make
sure the film and internal parts of the camera are free from
dust and dirt

. Jammed Film lf your film is jammed and will not wind on, open the camera's
back in a darkened room and try to rectify the problem

. Used Film Always wind the film right back into the cassette to prevent
accidental re-loading. Have it processed as soon as possible

Film Speed

The term 'Film Speed' describes how 'light
sensitive'a film is. A'fast'film reacts very fast to
light, a 'slow' film is less sensitive and reacts
slower, therefore requires brighter light or a longer
exposure.

Grainy Photographs

Film is made up of light sensitive crystals. lt is the size and number of these
crystals which determine the film speed. The crystals, or grains, on fast film are
much larger than those on slow film which is why fast film produces 'grainier'
pictures.

Speed Ratings

Film is usually marked with the speed ratings as ISO/ASA (lnternational/American).

. Slow Speed Film

Slow film gives sharp detail and a grain free image. lt is an ideal film for static
subjects such as landscapes, buildings or still life. lt requires longer exposure
times and therefore has little use in surveillance photography.

. Medium Speed Film

This is the best for general purpose photography and gives a compromise
between speed and grain. You may get away with using medium film if the light is
good or you are using a'fast' lens.
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. Fast and High Speed Film

These films are a must for surveil-
lance photography, especially
speeds ofASA800 or 1000ASA.

ln low light they give you the
ability to shoot at faster shutter
speeds (avoiding camera shake
with long lenses). ln bright light
they perform equally as well. As
previously mentioned, high speed
film means that pictures look
grainy, but with speeds of 800 and
1000 the results are acceptable.
Manufacturers are continually improving film and so perhaps in a couple of years
800 ASA will have the clarity of '100 ASA film.

Setting Film Speed

once you have loaded your film, the film speed should be set on the camera's
dial. whenever you load a new film, always check this dial. A wrong setting may
cause your pictures to be incorrectly exposed.

DX Films

Just about all films are now 'DX coded'. This is a type of bar
code found on the film cassette. Most new cameras have a
DX reading facility, with this facility, the camera automati-
cally sets the film speed rather than having to do it manually
with a dial. The above table shows the different film speeds
and their applications.

Removing a Film For Later Use
DX code on side

Should you only take eight pictures on one roll of film and of film cannister

then wish to remove it to be reloaded at a later date, this
can be easily done. Make note of how many exposures you have made and
rewind the film into it's cartridge leaving out an inch or so of the 'leader'. write on
this leader how many pictures have been taken to act as a reminder.

Reload the same film as you would normally. put a lens cap on and keep the
camera in darkness in the event the cap is loose fitting. Set the shutter speed to
a fast setting and fire off the required number of frames to get you back to the

The laster the lilm, the granier the picture
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FAST

FTGfi SPEED

ASAfiSO

( 400)
( 800)

{1000}
i1e00)
i3200)

( 25)
{ 50)

t 64)

t 100)

{ 125)
t 200)

Use

Statie subiect requiring detail,
land$capes, building$ etc.

Generat use-

Sports, Actian, Low light.
$urveillance in good visibility

General purpose surveillance
Very low light

right place (8 in this case) and then add another two frames in the event the
frames overlap. Should you have a Data Back fitted, make sure this is switched
off otherwise a time/date will appear on each on the eight photographs.

Photographic Composition

Far to often photographers do not maximise the picture frame to film their
subject. Attempt to cram in as much of the scene as possible and use the whole
frame. Professional photographers use what is called the 'Rule of thirds' when
composing a picture. Divide your frame into thirds both horizontally and vertically
so that you have nine equal parts. lt is said that at the four points where the lines
intersect are the strongest points in which to place the most important feature of
your picture.
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ADVANCED PHOTOG RAPHIC TECHNIQU ES

Panoramic Photographs

Quite often you may require to take a panoramic photograph if the subject
covers a wide area or you need to record detail using a telephoto lens, such as
photographing a large area such as a farm.

This is done by taking a series of photographs and then panning the camera
slightly to one side after each shot is taken. The resulting photographs are then
joined together to form an overall picture.

It is important to hold the camera so that it pans horizontally. A tripod is ideal and
if necessary a purpose made spirit level will aid horizontal panning. Take the
series of pictures from left to right, each one just overlapping the last. This
overlap assists in lining them up and joining them together.

Aerial Photography

There may be occasions when you will be required to take an aerial photograph
giving you a birds-eye view of your subject, particularly when carrying out a
reconnaissance.

To hire a photographer who specialises in aerial work can be quite costly, these
photographers are normally pilots who have an interest in photography and use
this combination to earn a living by providing comrnercial and private clients with
pictures.

lf you already know a pilot you are halfway to obtaining your photographs, a pilot
at a local airfield may be approached and asked to take you up. Although pilots
are not allowed to accept payment for flying passengers, an offer of paying for
the fuel and hire of aircraft may tempt him. After all, he will be logging flying hours
at your expense.
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Photographs should be taken from as low as the pilot and law will allow and the
geography will dictate, taking into consideration that you may not want to alert
the subject.

The following should be
considered:

. Brief your pilot in advance, he
may require weather reports
and flight clearance for certain
areas. He will want to know
estimates of flying time and fuel
consumption which aflects costs

. Use a medium speed film to
provide picture quality unless
the light is poor or if you use a
telephoto lens

. Use a fast shutter
speed of '11500 second
or more

' Try to support the camera to avoid camera shake, do not brace the
camera against the aircraft frame

. Use a lens hood to prevent'flare'from
the sun

. Set focus to lnfinity

. lf the light is bright, use an Ultra Violet
(U.V.) filter

. Use a motordrive, take as many shots
as possible, it could be costly to make a
second flight

. Avoid shooting early or late in the day, if the
sun is bright this will cause long shadows

. Use an aeroplane as opposed to a
helicopter. They are quieter, cheaper,
plentiful and less observed from the ground
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Photographing Television Screens

You may need to obtain hard copies of a scene that has been shot on video. This
can be done with the aid of a video printer especially designed for the purpose or
by using special software on a personal computer. Alternatively you can
photograph the screen yourself and this can easily be done if carried out properly.

Set your camera on a tripod fitted with a lens of about l OOmm in front of your TV
or monitor and fill the frame with the screen. A shutter release cable should
ideally be used to avoid any camera shake.

Darken the room as much as possible, this enables the correct exposure to be
read from the screen and avoids reflections off the screen from windows. Adjust
the picture controls for sharpness and contrast.

The TV picture you see on the screen is made up of ever-changing tiny lines and
dots which replace each other every 1/30th of a second and so create a moving
picture. should the screen be photographed at a fast shutter speed, a dark band
may appear across the photograph and ruin the picture. For this reason a slow
shutter speed is required so set the shutter to either 1/1 5th or even better, an 1/8th
of a second and let your camera's meter select the correct aperture. Should the
TV screen be curved, try to make use of depth of field so that the edges of the
screen are not out of focus, and focus on the centre of the screen.
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lnfra-red Photography

lLlt? t{ photography is setdom used now in surveiltance due to the advent of'Night Shot'video cameras making it far more simple.

When there is a requirement to take photographs in
normally use a conventional flash to provide the light
source. For covert reasons this may not always be
possible as the light from the flash will alert others of
your.presence. The power of flash, even though for a
fraction of a second is very powerful and can be seen
over great distances.

The use of infra red film combined with an infra red
light source such as flash will enable you to take
photographs in complete darkness undetected.

lnfra Red Film

This picture was taken in comptete
darkness with lR film and flash

The film costs about t8.00 for a roll of
than t12.00.

total darkness you would

The film should be handled with care and
be removed from its container and loaded
into the camera in complete darkness.
Likewise when the film is removed and
sent for processing.

Many major film processors can process
the exposed film, although it may take a
week to be returned. For the home dark-
room enthusiast, the film is developed in
D76 chemicals and then printed as normal.
As with any black and white negatives you
are able to have prints made from them
at any High Street processors. The results
will not be a true monochrome but will
have a light blue or sepia tint to them.

36 exposures and processing not more

lnfra red film is available from most good photographic dealers, Kodak or Konica
film is the easiest to obtain. The film comes in either colour slide, or monochrome
print format, I would recommend the use of monochrome print film as the colour
film can produce odd colours (this film is mainly used for scientific purposes).

I
I
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Once the film is loaded, set your cameras ASA/ISO
setting to 100. The film is not speed rated and so
any setting could be used but 100 should suffice.

Now your camera is loaded with infra red film,
allthat is required now is an infra red light source.
This can be obtained by fitting a piece of infra
red filter glass over your flash head. lnfra red
glass is sold in sheets from security specialists
to be fitted over lamps used for CCTV cameras.
The glass is actually strong plastic, which is dark
red in colour and can be cut with a hacksaw and
filed to shape.

Some flash heads have a recess at the front to
accommodate special effects filters. lf your flash
is of similar design you can shape your lR filter
to fit in this space. lt should then be held in place
with black insulating tape to cut out any
escaping light through possible gaps.

When the flash is fired in darkness you will not see any light but it is there, in an
invisible form as it is infra red. what may be seen thougtr, is a pink flash if you
look directly into the flash head.

When fitted to your camera you will need to operate it in manual mode so that the
correct settings are obtained. As a guide, a shutter speed of 1/60th at an
aperture of f5.6 or fB will be needed. I would recommend that you experiment
with this film if you have not used it before and ,bracket, the exposures, for
example, speed of 1/90th but aperture set to f5.6, fB, or f11.

Focusing for lnfra Red

lnfra red light focuses differently to that of normal light. On some lenses for manual
cameras, you will find a red dot that is used for this purpose. The distance from
your subject should be set to this red dot rather than to the scale centre line at
the top of the lens barrel as you would normally do.

lf your lens is not fitted with a dot then it would be wise to focus on a spot which
is slightly behind the subject to be photographed.

A wide angle lens such as a 20mm or 28mm is preferred with lnfra red photogra-
phy to provide a maximum depth of field and also enables you to photograph
objects close up to obtain detail such as writing on documents.
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Photograph ic Accessories

Tripods

The best way to prevent camera shake is by the use of some support, especially
in OPs or the van. Either obtain a small tripod or other alternatives are:

. Monopod,

.'G'Clamp

One legged tripod

Which attaches to almost any
surface with a screw for the
camera

This soft cushion will support
and mould a camera in the
correct position

. Bean Bag

When using a tripod, a cable release should
ideally be used to prevent touching the camera,
causing it to shake. lf using video, set the
camera's remote control to operate the camera.

Camera Data Backs

The back door of most SLR cameras can be replaced with a Data Back. This
enables the date and time to be printed onto your photograph as it is taken.

lf using a Data Back ensure that the clock is synchronised correctly to your watch
and other cameras. A photograph with an incorrect time on it could be disadvanta-
geous if it is to be used in legal proceedings. lt should be noted that the time
recorded on the photograph does not necessarily mean that it was taken at that

time and could be argued in a court of law.
It does however assist when matching up
photographs with your surveillance logs,
making reading and collation of reports
more simple.

Lens Filters

Special effect filters have no real purpose
in surveillance photography. However, it is
recommended to fit a skylight 1B filter to
each of your lenses. This will give a slightly
better colour rendition to your photographs
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but more importanily it will protect the front of your
lens from scratches. lt is far easier to
replace a scratched or cracked filter than it is to
replace a lens.

Motor Drives and Auto Winders

Non auto focus cameras can be fitted with a
Motor Drive and this will enable you to take up
to 5 frames per second which is useful if your
subject is in view for only a short period.

ln addition they arso give you the opportunity to take a series of photographs
without having to move the camera away from your eye *nir.t winding on thefilm. This not only enabres you to view your subject constanily but minimisescamera shake. Most modern cameras available have built in auto winders.

Compact Cameras

There are many compact cameras available and these are handy for their smallsize and simplicity of use. Atthough their lenses ,"y noi oe inlercnang"J o;isome have a built-in zoom lens of 35-11omm. They ire auto_focus and can befitted with a Data Back. These cameras can easily be concealed in a pocket and
can be produced quickly to take a no
fuss photograph.

Points When Choosing a Camera

. Ask an experienced user for of their
advice and recommendations. Do not
rely on a Camera Sales persons,advice,
all they want to do is close a sale

. Choose a camera that will withstand
knocks and rough handling

'choose lenses with focal length and speed in mind, 100-30omm is ideal

' Make sure the camera feels comfortable and balanced in your hands

. Are the controls simple and quick to use?

' operating the camera may appear compricated at first, after a fewdays handling, you will become accustomed
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. Ensure that it has a Spot Metering facility

. Does it have automatic or shutter priority exposure modes?

Photographic Tips

. Hold the camera steady, use a
support if necessary

. Use a fast shutter speed when
shooting hand held to prevent
camera shake

. Use a high speed film in low light

. Use spot metering or adjust
exposure if necessary in
contrasting light

. Maximise depth of f ield
whenever possible

Conclusion

Photography can become complicated but it does not necessarily need to be so.
I have seen many an investigalor spend hundreds of pounds on photographic
equipment and then not learnt how to use it properly to great waste and shame.
lf you learn a few basic rules such as choosing the right film speed and the
correct shutter speed you should be able to produce clear pictures that are not
blurred by camera shake or out of focus.

lf you buy a new camera, read the instruction book and experiment with it. After a
few days, read the book again and I am sure that you will learn twice as much.
Why spend many hours on surveillance when at the crucialtime your evidence is
lost because you did not understand how to use your equipment properly.
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Terms Used in Surveillance Voice Procedure

Expression To Be Used

ADVANCE WARNING
BACK UP

BACKING

BUS REQUEST

CAN YOU AT...?

CAN YOU NOW

CANCEL MY LAST

COME THROUGH

Meaning Of Expression

Given in the text of 'Advance Warning,
traffic lights, the lights are at red', or
'Advance Warning 'T' junction'.

Second vehicle in the convoy, supporting
Eyeball. Used by the backing vehicle that
is supporting the Call Sign (C/S) that
'HAS'the eyeball.

To be used instead of the term 'Bus Stop'
in order to eliminate confusion.

Asking the backing C/S to handover at a
specific place.

lnitiates the actual handover.

lgnore my last message.

Given after'Hang Back'to bring convoy
through.
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j

rli

r1

COMMITTED, COMMITTED

COMPLETE

CONTACT, CONTACT

CONTINUING STRAIGHT

CONVOY

EYEBALL

FOXTROT

GO AHEAD

GOING ROUND AGAIN

GONE...

Means the target is committed to still
travelling on a motorway.

Returned or lnside. For example 'lndia
Complete' indicates that call sign lndia
has returned to his vehicle after he has
been on foot. Also used to indicate when
a person has entered a building.

lndicates eyeball is regained by one of
the vehicles in the convoy, following
search procedure. Point of contact is
relayed to the team specifying direction
and speed of target. This term is NOT to
be used in military operations.

Used when the subject is committed to
the same road without any deviation.

All vehicles comprising the surveillance
team.

Vehicle or Operative having primary
visualcontact with the target and who is
directing the operation for the time being.

When someone is walking they are re-
ferred to as going 'Foxtrot'.

Used by a mobile asking another mobile
to pass a message. The single term "GO"
should not be used as it is too easily
confused with "NO". The word SEND has
the same meaning.

lndicates that target vehicle is commenc-
ing a second, or subsequent circuit of a
roundabout. Thereafter, the commentary
will continue as for the first circuit in
relation to the exits he does or does not
take.

lndicating movement, such as, 'Gone Left
Left' or'Gone towards'.
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS

HELD

I HAVE

INTENDING

HANDLING

HANG BACK

LEFT, LEFT

LEFT, LEFT at...

LIGHTS AWAY

LIMA CHARLIE

LOOK ALIKE

MANOEUVRING

The person driving a vehicle is said to be
'Handling'.

Transmission from Eyeball, indicating to
convoy that they should ,hang back' as the
target vehicle is slowing and may stop.

Held is a temporary halt such as at a set of
traffic lights. Not to be confused with STOp.

Used to indicate that an operator has
control of the target and will provide a
commentary.

lndicates in which direction the subject is
pointing or intending to move or likely to
travel.

lndicates that the target vehicle has
turned left.

lndicates where the target has gone Left,
or used to identify which junction on a
motorway the target has taken off.

At night, if you are unsure that it is the
target's vehicle that has moved, Lights
Away is called in order for another opera_
tor to check and confirm it is the target.

Loud and Clear, in response to a radio check.

Used to alert the team there is a similar
vehicle/person in the vicinity close to the
target. Used to avoid following the wrong
person.

Warning issued by eyeball, indicating that
the target vehicle is manoeuvring in i car
park or on the road.

Call from another C/S who is attempting to
get back to the team after being out of it.

MAKING GROUND
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NEARSIDE, OFFSIDE INDICATION

NO DEVIATION

NO LONGER BACKING

NOT ONE, NOT TWO

OFF, OFF

ONE UR TWO UP

oNE ETGHTY (180)

ORIGINAL

OPTION

ouT' our

OUT OF IT

PERMISSION

States nearside/offside indicator is
flashing on the subject vehicle.

lndicates target vehicle is continuing
straight ahead, as at a crossroads.

Call from the backing C/S to the C/S that
'HAS' to let him know that he is not in a
position to actually back due to being
held or blocked by traffic.

lndicates that the target vehicle negotiat-
ing a roundabout has passed first and
second exit. 'No Entry' roads are not
counted as exits.

Transmission by Eyeball, indicating that
the target is now on the move. MOBILE
is also used as a substitute.

lndicating the amount of people in a vehicle.

lndicates that target had done a 'U' turn
and is returning along the same route.
'Reciprocal' is also used.

The term used when the target has
resumed moving after a stop and is
continuing in the Original (same) direction
prior to the stop.

lndicates a possible turning or route that
the subject can go. Such as '2nd Option
on the nearside'.

lndicates that the target is alighting from
a vehicle or is leaving premises.

A call to say that you are detached from
the team.

Where an operator asks the Eyeball for
'Permission' to interrupt the commentary
to pass on a message.

ADVANCED SURVEILLANCE
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GLOSSARY OF TERTS
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fi
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$

POSSIBLE

PROBABLE

RADIO CHECK

RECEIVED

RECIPROCAL

REGAINED

RELAY

RIGHT, RIGHT

ROGER

SHADOW CAR

SHOWN OUT

SO FAR?

STAND DOWN

sToP, sToR sToP

To be used on a Standby if you are unsure
(50/50) that the person seen, is the target,
team should not react until clarified.

To be used on a Standby if you are
unsure that the person seen is the target,
but it is 90% certain that it is. The team
should react and check to confirm.

Request from Eyeball to test comms with
the remainder of the team. Call signs
should respond in alpha/numerical order.

Used to acknowledge a message. ROGER
can also have the same meaning.

lndicates that target had done a'U'turn
and is returning along the same route.
May be abbreviated to'RECIP'.

lndicates target again in view, following
temporary unsighted.

The vehicle with the responsibility of
relaying OR repeating the eyeball
footman's messages.

lndicates that target vehicle has turned right.

Used to acknowledge a message.

Vehicle being used to back up a footman
and act as relay.

lf an operator is compromised they have
'shown out'.

When transmitting long messages, the term
"So Far?" is used to break up a message.

lndicates cancellation of whole operation.

lndicates that target vehicle has stopped in
circumstances other than a 'held' situation.
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sTRtKE, STR|KE, STRTKE

STANDBY, STANDBY

SUBJECT

TAIL END CHARLIE

TAKEN FIRST, TAKEN SECOND

TEMPORARY UNSIGHTED

TOTAL LOSS

TOUCH RED

TRIGGER

UNSIGHTED TO ME

wAtT...

WHITE 1,2,3

lndicates designated operators will move
in and effect arrest or searches.

lnstruction issued by Eyeball or Trigger,
alerting the team to possible movement
of the target. Can also be used after a
loss, when contact has been regained.

Person subject of the surveillance. Target
should not really be used.

Rearmost vehicle in convoy.

lndicates that target vehicle has taken
first, second or third exit off roundabout.

lndicates a temporary loss of eyeball, due
to terrain, traffic or other conditions.

When the target is out of sight and control
is lost. A total loss will normally be followed
by a pre-planned search procedure.

A call asking a team member to 'double
tap' his brake pedal so that operators
behind can see his position at night.

Term used for eyeball when the Eyeball
has to trigger or start the surveillance.

lndicates that the target is out of your
view and so the Eyeball is up for grabs.

Used to indicate that operators should
not transmit for the time being and to wait
f or f u rthe r transm issions. Tlrc-ri'ormal
radio term'STAND BY" has a clearly
defined meaning within surveillance and
this should never be used instead of
'Wait'.

lndicates the upper floors of a building or
a car park.
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SURVEILLANCE RESOURCES

Surveillance
Resources

RF&H
ASST}CTA:TES I-TD
17 Anvil $tr*et
Brighouse

lfifest Yorkshire

HU6 ITp
Unit*d Kingdom

Tel:0S 44 {0} 14S4 re$fit
Email; training @rh-assee.so" uk

Frsviders af L*g*t erd Sc*urity Traiaing

flrFrFlcrys"fi*nt L{:w
liltervi*w Skills

FsliCIe & edrftiilsi Evidence A*t
C*urt Pr*cdule

Cfi minqt Pr+*edure & lnv*siigr*ticrx Acl
ttegulcrlioil at lnvs$tigilt*ry p*wers Acl

st#en€ni Tdking

wrntw. rh-as$oe.sfi . [I k

:l ,::;;;Jj: ,l
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El-E CTRO N lCCOUNTERMEASURES
Audiotel International Limited

fi:Jllf""J 
r4r^r'Lvu 

fta$l*il*n,"* INNIZ SAR
Uniied Kinedom Il
Tel: +44 (o) rSS6 zS66Zf
Fax:+44 (o) rss6 z667rt II

www,oudiotet,com AUDIOT

J

2
o
Il-
z
&

SpEcTRE $EcuRITy CoTsULTANTs LTn
ExEcutrvr Closr pnorgcTroN \

SPECTRE SECURITY CONSULTANTS LTD
PARKFIELD CENTRE
GREAVES ROAD
LANSASTER
L^l 4TZ
TEL: O1524 6.2,1I I
Eunrl:
ENQU I RI ES@S PECTR ES ECU R ITY.COM

Close Protection Officers : Close protection Training
Protective Search Teams : Covert Body Armour

III

ELE

\ryufw. speclresecurity. co. uk
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-$0Nlc coMMlJNtcATtON$ (tNTl LTD

$(Dm8
COMMUNICATIONS

www,sonic-comms,co, uk

Speciolist Communicotions snd Video Systems for
Low Enforcemen?, $ecurity Agencies ond the Security lndustry.

FLc B{ I

TLIGHTIMAGTS

SURVEILLANCE RESOURCES
I

i

Sonic Colnmunications Ltd
Brimingham)r$ernotionol Pork
StorleyWay
Bickenhill
Birminghom
837 7HB

Tel: 00 44 {0} 121 781 4400
Fox: 00 44 {0} 12178} 4484
Emoil: info@sonic-comms,co.uk

Fllght lmcges
Studio 87, Wesl tn?rance
Fsir*cksAiport
e*bhcm, Woking
Suney, GU?4 8HU
United Kingdom
Tel: S0 44 {0} I ?7* 856?2?
Fsn 00 44 {0} 1276 S554S$
f moil : lnf*@f lighflmcges, ca. uk

.uk

\L/T
un*nru,flighfimfiges.co

Profsssionol Aerial FFrotcgrophy
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Sector Protecfion {Europe} AB
$ox7212
442 34 Gothenburg
Sweden
Tel; 00 46 31 20 30 00
Fax:00 46 31 335 95 57
Emoil : info@sectorprotection,com

$TTffi t1ll*tvlAiltj$
Fh$tt: J$u

The Law En{ar+emenf Picfr,,rre Library
FO Fsx 336fq
Londcn
N]6 6Yt
Unit€d Kingdcm
Tel: 00 44 [0]?08 Sil6 3S37
Ern*il : Mschardb**ied@uol.**m

$ECT0R PROTECTION tEuropel AB

unrvw,sector-protection. com

Close Protection Officers ; Event $ecurily
Corporcte lnvestigotion : Surveillonce Teoms

$ECT#n
Protection Europe

PI-IilTOGRAPI{Y

Spr-cialist in l.ar,y c*ftrre*nx:nt irnd rclatrrl inragc"s

Putrlis orrtcr sirua*qms. rl*monstr*ti*ns antl pnlt{*\ti

www. lawenf*rcementpictu relibrary.com



RESOURCES

THE COVERT WORLD OF
ESPIONAGE

The World's most popular newsstand magazine covering
intelligence, espionage, black projects, terrorism, covert operations

subscribe to EYE sPY lntelligence Magazine and you will find it very useful
in providing a topicaldigest of what is happening on the fast-moving world

security and intelligence scene. For further information write to:-

EYE SPY
INTELLIGENCE MAGAZINE

Eye Spy Pubbning limiled
P.O Box i0
Skipton
North Yo.kshire
BD23 5US

United Kingdom

Tel: 00 44 {0} 1756 771wq
Emoilr ediior@eyespymog.com www.eye$pymqg.com
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ADVA N c E D S U R V E L A N c E

ISS TRAINTNG LIMTTED

COVERT SURVEILLAI\CE
TRAII{NG COURSES

ISS Training Ltd provide realistic training in Covert Surveillance techniques. Our courses are c,esigned to
teach delegates the various methods, techniques and skills needed to gather evidence and intelligence.

Courses are held at our training centre near Haworth in West Yorkshire. All facilities such as classroom,
vehicles, radios and equipment are provided. Courses are practical in content which includes foot and
mobile surveillance exercises which wili cover the various scenarios that the surveillance operator wiil
encounter-

Subjects Covered

Planning & Preparation

Covert Methods

Foot Surveillance

Observation Skills

Evidence and Law

Mobiie Surveillance

Specialist Equipment

Static Surveillance

Communications

Video Photography

We have trained

Private lnvestigators

Close Protection Officers

Security Consultants

Enforcemenl Officers

Environment Agency

' lnstitute of Trading

Standards

Professional Witnesses

Local Authorities

Mititary Units
Surveillance Operators

Our principal trainers have a military or poiice background and have many years experience in the
surveillance field' Peter Jenkins, the Director of ISS Training Ltd is also the author o{ ,Covert Surueillance'
and the'Advanced surveiilance'kaining manuals which have both been sold worldwide.

We have conducted surveillance training to the commercial sector and to British government enforcement
agencies and foreign military units for the past eight years and still continue to carry out commercial
investigations on a regular basis. we are also able to ofier a consultancy and support service.

Our four day surveillance course can be tailored and structured to your specific needs and disciplines
required, or we can train at your own venue. lf you are taking an NVQ in lnvestigation Level 3 & 4, our coun
will provide you with the 'evidence' that you require to complete units g, I 6, 17 and 1g.

Training Courses
Electronic Surveiilonce
Foot ond Mobile Surveillonce
Rurol Surveillonce
Video & StiliPhotogrophy WWW.in
Professionol Wtness
Hostile Areo {militory) Surveillonce

ISS Training Ltd
The Sett. Yatg Lane

Oxenhope, Kgighley
West Yorkshire, BDr2 gHL

info@intelsecudty.co.uk

Tel: 01535 644152

*t
telsecurity.co.uk

s\
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SURVEILLANCE RESOURCES

Ass*ciatisn *f
British Investigat*r$ Ltd
4S.Quwns Hoad

Basingstol*e

Harnpshire

HGfl IAE
United Ki*gdorn

Tef: S1856 81699fl

Erneil: *bi @glob*lnet.co. uk

n*uw.th*ABl.srg"uk

www. peterconsterdine, com

Protection Publicotions
5l -53 Unity Business Centre

26 Roundhoy Rood
Leeds

LS7 IAB
Tel: 0l 13 242 9686

Fox:0"I l3 234 14.l0
Emoil : info@peterconsterdine, com

ffi

The Modern Bodyguard

Travelsafe

Fit to Fight

Streetwise

Specialisl Security, Close Protection and Self Defence
Books and videos from Peter Consterdine
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#ljlfi Inye$tigariofr $, ln s,
HJlvt Headquarrers
9lS Faverstone Dr.
Raleigh,

NC 276t5
USA
Tell Free: 800.917.S456
Fa* 80S"9?7.?t39

Am*ricm Lcrgest lnvestigction fiompany

ilITSil Hf,IJIPII|C}*T
NITON Equiprnent & Irsining Ltd
FO Fox *??
Crowley
West $ussex
RHI O SYG
Tel; S} 2?3 54f BSg
Fax: Sl?93 S38 06t
Emsil: sales@niionsg?. co, uk

, $pecifrtist tquipment fcr
l-aw Enfcrcement public Sofely cnd SecuriFrr Ferscnnel

t*,rww,nifonggg.co.uk i
/
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SUBJECTS COVERED

. Planning

. Covert Methods

. Observation Skills

. Mobile Surveillance

. Gommunication

. Foot Surveillance

. Evidence and Law

. Static Surveillance

. Still & Video Photography

. Rural Observation Posts

. Specialist Equipment

. Anti & Counter Surveillance

. Electronic Surveillance

About The Author
For the past 13 years Peter Jenkins has been managing his own Security
Consultancy in West Yorkshire providing corporate investigations and
specialist training courses.

Previous to this, Peter spent 12 years in the Royal Marines where he i.
specialised in various roles which included intelligence, reconnaissancef'
counter terrorism and instructing. He currently continues lo carry out I

$UBUEIII.ANGE
THE COMPLETE MANUAL OF
SURVEILLANCE TRAINING

This unique training manual covers techniques and methods not
previously available aywhere in the world. The techniques and methods described in this
book are a combination of both Law Enforcement, lntelligence and Military Special Forces
training.The procedures are realistic and this book covers all the topics that the modern
surveillance operator should be familiar with.

Published by:
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surveillance work and commercial investigations on a regular basis. ln , 
- 

ffi='
addition, he regularly instructs courses on surveillance techniques for v4. G I'-;
private security teams and law enforcement agencies in tl'" ui< ".J"04 € '
adottton, ne regularly lnstrucls courses on survelllance lecnnlques lor v4 ---private security teams and law enforcement agencies in the Uk and abri €: ':-
Advanced Surveillance is the second book by Peter Jenkins. i '#['
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